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Abstract

Succinyl-CoA synthetase (SCS) catalyzes the reversible interchange of purine nucleoside 
diphosphate, succinyl-CoA and P, with purine nucleoside triphosphate, succinate and CoA 
via a phosphorylated histidine (H246a) intermediate. Two major themes have been 
investigated. The first theme was the folding of a thermostable form of SCS, and the 
second, and more prominent, was the investigation of the location of the nucleotide binding 
site and its implications for enzymatic catalysis.

To study the folding of a thermostable form of SCS, the enzyme from Thermus 
aquaticus was cloned and expressed. Examination of the folding of T. aquaticus SCS 
revealed that, although more stable than the E. coli enzyme, the value of AGUH2° for T. 
aquaticus SCS was in the mid-range for mesophilic proteins, indicating that the stabilization 
of T. aquaticus SCS was due to a change in the dependence of AGUH2° on temperature. 
Comparison of the unfolding and refolding of T. aquaticus SCS to that of E. coli SCS 
revealed that, although the equilibrium intermediates may be similar, the kinetics of 
refolding are very different.

Investigation of the nucleotide binding site in SCS began with the identification of 
two potential nucleotide binding sites in the (3-subunit. These have been differentiated by 
photoaffinity labeling with 8-N3-ATP, by site-directed mutagenesis, and by x-ray 
crystallography. Using 8-N3-ATP as a suitable analogue for ATP, two tryptic peptides 
from the N-terminal domain of the (3-subunit (an ATP-grasp fold) were labeled with 8-N3- 
ATP. Furthermore, mutant protein with changes in the N-terminal domain (G53|3V- 
R54(3E) could be phosphorylated by succinyl-CoA and P, but not by nucleoside 
triphosphate. Mutant protein designed to probe nucleotide specificity (P20|3Q) had a lower 
K ^p , for GTP by over five times compared to wild-type SCS. Mutations in the C- 
terminal domain of the ^-subunit designed to disrupt one loop of the Rossmann fold 
(I322|3A, and R324(3N-D326(3A) had the greatest effect on the binding of succinate and 
CoA.

To determine the x-ray crystallographic structure of the enzyme with nucleotide bound, 
crystals of phosphorylated E. coli SCS were soaked in a series of different solutions 
successive experiments. The first experiment revealed only that the enzyme was 
dephosphorylated; and the successful experiment revealed ADP-Mg2* bound in the ATP- 
grasp fold of the N-terminal domain of each (3-subunit. Thus, the nucleotide-binding site is 
located in the N-terminal domain of the ^-subunit. The specific interactions of the 
nucleotide-Mg2* complex with SCS were described and compared to other nucleotide
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binding proteins. Nucleotide binding in the N-terminal domain of the p-subunit implies 
that there are two partial active sites -  35 A apart, and that the H246a loop moves between 
them during catalysis. A hypothetical model of the histidine-containing loop in the “down” 
position to interact with the nucleotide was constructed. In part to test this model, 
mutagenesis of a glutamate residue in each of the active sites was carried out, and indicated 
that a charged residue in proximity to His 246a is required in both sites.
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Chapter One________ Introduction_________________
In 1937, Hans Krebs proposed that the reaction of pyruvate with oxaloacetate to 

produce citrate led to the closure of the citric acid cycle. His hypothesis for this cycle was 

based on previous work, which had shown that succinate, malate, a-ketoglutarate and 

citrate were rapidly oxidized by muscle tissue during respiration. As well, the addition of 

succinate, fumarate, malate or oxaloacetate to muscle tissue stimulated respiration beyond 

that required for simple oxidation of these compounds (1). It had also been shown that 

succinate could be converted to fumarate, malate or oxaloacetate in that order. This 

sequence made up the four carbon dicarboxylic acid portion of the citric acid cycle. Martius 

etai  showed that citrate was rearranged to isocitrate, and subsequently decarboxylated to 

yield a-ketoglutarate (1). This sequence made up the tricarboxylic acid portion of the citric 

acid cycle. Other experiments had shown that a-ketoglutarate could be oxidatively 

decarboxylated to yield succinate (1). Thus, the reaction of pyruvate with oxaloacetate to 

produce citrate resulted in the unification of the two halves of the citric acid cycle, and 

accounted for the oxidation of pyruvate by muscle tissue.

Elucidation of the reaction catalyzed by succinyl-CoA synthetase (SCS) began 

when it was observed that enzyme preparations capable of the oxidative decarboxylation of 

a-ketoglutarate to succinate also esterified inorganic phosphate (2, 3). Furthermore, these 

preparations produced inorganic phosphate from ATP when incubated with both succinate 

and CoA. Kaufman proposed that the oxidative decarboxylation of a-ketoglutarate took 

place in two steps with succinyl-CoA as an intermediate (4). Subsequently he found that 

the activity which catalyzed the formation of succinyl-CoA from a-ketoglutarate was 

separable from the activity which catalyzed the conversion of succinyl-CoA to succinate 

(5). These two activities were catalyzed by a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase and succinyl- 

CoA synthetase, respectively. Succinyl-CoA synthetase was shown to be responsible for 

both the esterifrcation of inorganic phosphate if succinyl-CoA was provided, and the
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release of inorganic phosphate from ATP if CoA and succinate were provided (6,5). Thus, 

the reaction catalyzed by succinyl-CoA synthetase was firmly established to be part of the 

citric acid cycle. SCS catalyzes the interconversion of the high-energy thioester bond 

( AG£ydrolyril = -7.53 kcal/mol) in succinyl-CoA with the high-energy phosphoanhydride 

(AGhydrolysiJ = -7.29 kcal/mol) bond in nucleoside triphosphates (7), by the following 

reaction:

succinyl-CoA + NDP + P, ** succinate + CoA + NTP 

(where NDP and NTP are purine nucleoside di- and triphosphates, respectively).

Part A. Succinyl-CoA Synthetase in Metabolism

In respiring aerobes the reaction catalyzed by SCS in the forward direction (as 

shown above) is the substrate-level phosphorylation step of the citric acid cycle, which 

conserves the energy of the thioester bond as a nucleoside triphosphate, and results in the 

conversion of succinyl-CoA to succinate (Fig. l-l [I]). This is thought to be the primary 

function of SCS in most organisms (8, 9). Some primitive eukaryotes, which lack the 

reactions of a complete citric acid cycle, still use SCS in a manner analogous to its function 

in the citric acid cycle. Rumen ciliates and trichomonad flagellates lack mitochondria and 

metabolize carbohydrates by fermentation (10). In these organisms, organelles, which 

morphologically resemble mitochondria and are called hydrogenosomes, convert the 

pyruvate generated by glycolysis to acetyl-CoA. The high-energy thioester bond in acetyl- 

CoA is conserved by CoA transferase which transfers the CoA moiety to succinate, 

generating succinyl-CoA. The subsequent substrate-level phosphorylation of ADP is 

catalyzed by SCS (Fig. 1-1 [II1)(10). Thus, the succinyl-CoA is recycled to succinate and 

the energy from the thioester bond of acetyl-CoA is ultimately conserved in ATP. These
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reactions are also used for energy metabolism in the mitochondria of Trypanosomastids, 

which are the first eukaryotes to diverge from the common eukaryotic lineage and retain 

mitochondria (11). The existence of the same metabolic pathway in mitochondria and 

hydrogenosomes supports the hypothesis that mitochondria and hydrogenosomes have a 

common origin (12).

In the reverse direction the reaction catalyzed by SCS is important in ketone body 

metabolism (Fig. 1-1 [m]). In mammals, ketone bodies such as acetoacetate and D-p- 

hydroxybutyrate are produced in liver mitochondria when acetyl-CoA accumulates in 

amounts greater than can be oxidized by the citric acid cycle. These ketone bodies are 

released into the blood and are catabolized by peripheral tissues. Some tissues, such as 

heart and kidney, use ketone bodies as their major source of metabolic energy. Other 

tissues, such as skeletal muscle and brain, increase their use of ketone bodies when blood 

glucose levels are low. The utilization of ketone bodies begins with the conversion of D-p- 

hydroxybutyrate to acetoacetate by p-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase. The acetoacetate is 

activated by the transfer of CoA from succinyl-CoA by succinyl-CoA:3-ketoacid CoA 

transferase (CoA transferase) yielding acetoacetyl-CoA. A second molecule of coenzyme A 

is then added by thiolase yielding two molecules of acetyl-CoA which can be oxidized by 

the citric acid cycle (7).

High levels of succinyl-CoA must be maintained during ketone body metabolism 

(13, 14) because the K,,, of CoA transferase for succinyl-CoA is 4.2 mM (15), 

approximately two orders of magnitude greater than the K,,, of SCS for the same substrate 

(30 |iM) (16). Under conditions where ketone bodies are the major source of metabolic 

energy, and in the absence of any control on the activity of SCS, the breakdown of 

succinyl-CoA by SCS to make NTP would be greater than the use of succinyl-CoA by 

CoA transferase to activate acetoacetate. Thus, the citric acid cycle would eventually come 

to a halt due to the lack of acetyl-CoA, because sucdnyl-CoA is not available for the 

activation of acetoacetate by CoA transferase. It has been proposed that the direction in
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which the reaction catalyzed by SCS proceeds is determined by the ratio NTP to NDP (17, 

14). Since the for the reaction catalyzed by SCS is approximately one (18), a high ratio 

of NTP to NDP will lead to the production of succinyl-CoA which can then be used by 

CoA transferase to activate acetoacetate. Thus, there appears to be an apparent 

contradiction: the reaction catalyzed by SCS is required to proceed in the forward direction 

(in the citric acid cycle) and also in the reverse direction (to supply succinyl-CoA for 

acetoacetate activation). This contradiction may be resolved by the simultaneous existence 

of two different SCS activities, one that is specific for adenosine nucleotides, and one that 

is specific for guanosine nucleotides. Thus, SCS specific for ADP/ATP (functioning in the 

citric acid cycle), will readily respond to the energy changes of the cell because the ratio of 

ATP to ADP varies about one depending on the metabolic state of the cell (see bold arrow 

in Figure 1-1 section [I]) (17,14). Since the value of the GTP to GDP ratio in mammalian 

mitochondria has been estimated to be 100 or higher, a GDP/GTP specific enzyme would 

be expected to maintain the high level of succinyl-CoA required by CoA transferase during 

ketone body metabolism (see bold arrow in Figure 1-1 [H]) (17,14).

Studies of the levels of citric acid cycle enzymes of Trypanosoma brucie suggested 

that the ADP/ATP-specific SCS is associated with the citric acid cycle (19). The life cycle 

of T. brucie consists of two dramatically different stages, one occurs in the bloodstream of 

the mammalian host, and the other in the gut of the insect vector. In the bloodstream, T. 

brucie is entirely dependent on glucose and cannot utilize fatty acids or amino acids because 

in this stage the parasite lacks a functional citric acid cycle. However, in the insect gut, 

glucose is scarce and the main energy source is amino acids (20). T. brucie has both an 

ADP/ATP-specific SCS activity and a GDP/GTP-specific SCS activity. Depressed levels 

of citric acid cycle enzymes, including the ADP/ATP-specific SCS activity, were observed 

when lysates of the bloodstream form of T. brucie were examined. In contrast, lysates 

from the procyclic form found in the insect gut revealed a functional citric acid cycle and 

elevated levels of ADP/ATP-specific SCS activity. The levels of GDP/GTP-specific
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activity remain approximately the same in both forms of T. brucie (19). This is consistent 

with the role of the ADP/ATP-specific SCS activity in the citric acid cycle.

Studies with mammalian tissues have suggested that a GDP/GTP-specific SCS 

activity is responsible for the high levels of succinyl-CoA required during ketone body 

metabolism. In support of this, a correlation between a GDP/GTP-specific SCS activity 

and the utilization of ketone bodies has been shown in various tissues (17, 21, 14, 22, 23) 

For example, in rats, diabetic ketoacidosis can be induced by treatment with streptozotocin 

(22). During this condition, elevated levels of ketone bodies are present in the blood, and 

tissues such as the brain, which normally use glucose as an energy source, now use ketone 

bodies. There is a 5-10 fold increase in the levels of GDP/GTP-specific SCS activity when 

lysates of brain tissue from streptozotocin treated rats are compared to those from untreated 

rats (22). This is consistent with the role of the GDP/GTP-specific SCS activity in ketone 

body metabolism.

Succinyl-CoA is also an essential anabolic precursor in the synthesis of porphyrin, 

methionine and lysine (Fig. 1-1, [TV-VI]). This role is best illustrated by the observation 

that anaerobic organisms, which can not oxidize acetate via the citric acid cycle, still require 

SCS activity for biosynthesis. When E. coli is grown on glucose, the activity of the 

glycolytic pathway is high, and thus enzymes that play a role in energy metabolism would 

be expected to have high activity. However, there is a 10-fold decrease in SCS activity 

when E. coli is grown on glucose (24). Therefore, SCS is regarded as serving a 

predominantly biosynthetic role in enteric bacteria.

Porphyrins are metal binding compounds including heme, cobalamine, phycobilin, 

and chlorophyll, that are all synthesized from a common precursor, 8-aminolevulinic acid. 

This precursor is synthesized by the condensation of succinyl-CoA and glycine, liberating 

C02 and CoA in the process (Fig. 1-1 [TV]). Studies with mice concluded that a 

GDP/GTP-specific SCS activity was responsible for the elevated levels of succinyl-CoA 

required during porphyrin synthesis (25, 26). Administration of 3,5-dicarbethoxy-l, 4-
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dihydrocollidine to the mice caused chemically induced hepatic porphyria, a condition 

characterized by failure of the negative feedback inhibition which normally regulates the 

porphyrin biosynthesis pathway. This led to increased levels of porphyrin precursors, and 

thus an increased demand for succinyl-CoA. Consistent with this, an increase in the levels 

of GDP/GTP-specific SCS activity was observed when 3,5-dicarbethoxy-l, 4- 

dihydrocollidine was administered to mice (26). This is consistent with the hypothesis that 

a GDP/GTP-specific SCS activity is responsible for the synthesis of succinyl-CoA used as 

a precursor of S-aminolevulinic acid. In other studies, SCS isolated from soybean callus 

and Rhodopseudomonas sphearoides, a photosynthetic bacterium, was inhibited by 

protoporphyrin and hemin (27, 28). The negative regulation of SCS by the products of 

heme biosynthesis further solidifies the role of SCS in heme biosynthesis.

One of the precursors in the synthesis of methionine is cystathionine. In plants and 

bacteria, cystathionine is synthesized from homoserine and cysteine (7). The succinate 

portion of Succinyl-CoA is added to homoserine, liberating CoA, in a reaction catalyzed by 

homoserine acyl transferase. In the subsequent reaction the succinate is displaced by 

cysteine. Thus succinyl-CoA serves to activate homoserine for the attachment of cysteine 

to generate crystathione (Fig. 1-1 [V]). Succinyl-CoA is used to facilitate the ring opening 

of A1 piperidine-2,6 dicarboxylate in the early stages of the synthesis of lysine (Fig. 1- 

1[VU).

Recently, Johnson et al. (29, 30) have carried out a thorough study on the tissue- 

specific expression of SCS. They purified both ADP/ATP- and GDP/GTP-specific 

activities from various pigeon tissues, and found that only the GDP/GTP-specific activity 

was present in liver, and only the ADP/ATP-specific activity was present in breast tissue. 

Other tissues contained a mixture of the two activities: the ratios of GDP/GTP-specific 

activity to ADP/ATP-specific activity in kidney, brain, and heart were 7, 1, and 0.1, 

respectively. Tissues that were highly dependent on oxidative metabolism contained high 

levels of ADP/ATP-specific SCS activity, while tissues that utilized ketone bodies or
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played a predominately biosynthetic role, contained high levels of GDP/GTP-specific 

activity (30). This is consistent with the hypothesis that ADP/ATP-specific SCS 

participates in the citric acid cycle and GDP/GTP-specific SCS participates in ketone body 

metabolism and in biosynthetic roles. Thus, the combination of separate nucleotide pools 

and the nucleotide specificity of SCS alleviates the apparent conflict between the 

requirement for the degradation of succinyl-CoA (in the citric acid cycle) and the synthesis 

of succinyl-CoA for use in ketone body metabolism and biosynthesis (the bold arrows in 

Figure 1-1).

Part B. Structural Organization of Succinyl-CoA Synthetases

Sources o f  Succinyl-CoA Synthetase

SCS from a number of sources has been studied, (31-36, 28, 37-40, 22, 23, 26, 

41,30) but the highest yields of pure enzyme have been obtained from E. coli (42-46) and 

pig heart (47-49), and thus these enzymes are the best characterized ones. Initially, SCS 

was purified from E. coli grown on succinate as the carbon source (50). The development 

of an overexpression system (51,52) has led to the production of sufficient amounts of E. 

coli SCS for characterization and for x-ray crystallography (53-55). Improvements in the 

purification of the GDP/GTP-specific enzyme from pig heart (56,57), and the development 

of an expression system (58,59) has also led to the purification of sufficient quantities for 

x-ray crystallography (60). The recent cloning of GDP/GTP- and ADP/ATP-specific SCS 

from pigeon (29) foretell the development of expression systems for these enzymes. Thus, 

sufficient amounts of these enzymes will be produced, and will allow for the examination 

of the basis for the differences in the nucleotide specificity. As has been discussed above, 

this is one of the major functional distinctions between SCS from different organisms and 

tissues.
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Subunit Composition and Quaternary Structure of Succinyl-CoA Synthetase

Characterization of the quaternary structures of SCS has revealed that oligomeric 

structure is another major distinction of SCS from different organisms. All SCS enzymes 

characterized thus far are comprised of two subunits, designated a  and (3, with 

approximate molecular masses of 31 kDa and 42 kDa, respectively (9,61,58,62, 29, 30). 

However, SCS with two different quaternary structures have been observed in different 

species, one from all gram negative bacteria that have been examined (63, 38, 64), and a 

second from all other organisms and eukaryotic tissues (48, 38, 39, 64, 65). The 

molecular mass of purified E. coli SCS had been estimated by gel filtration to be between 

140 and 160 kDa (42, 43, 46), indicating an 0t2p2 tetrameric enzyme. The existence of 

tetrameric E. coli SCS has been confirmed by cross-linking studies (66), and also by x-ray 

crystallography which showed that E. coli SCS was a dimer of aP-dimers (54, 55). 

Active enzyme sedimentation studies proved that the active species were non-dissociating 

a^-tetram ers (65). SCS from pig heart, on the other hand, has a molecular mass of 

approximately half that of E. coli SCS as estimated by gel filtration, indicating an aP- 

dimeric enzyme (48, 56-58, 67). Active enzyme sedimentation studies showed that SCS 

from pig heart was a non-associating a0-dimer (65). This has also been confirmed by x- 

ray crystallography (60). The enzyme from other eukaryotic species is similar in size to pig 

heart SCS (38, 39), as is SCS from a number of gram positive bacteria (38, 64). Given 

the clear distinction between the species which have dimeric SCS and those that have 

tetrameric SCS, it is surprising that SCS from Trichomonas vaginalis has been reported to 

have a molecular mass of 150 kDa whereas SCS from Trichomonas foetus has a molecular 

mass of 70 kDa (41).

The functional significance of the tetrameric/dimeric quaternary structure is not 

known. Reasons for the formation of higher oligomers in multi-subunit enzymes include, 

formation of a shared active site, increased stability and solubility, decreased osmotic
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pressure within the cell, and the formation of a functional unit (68). A dimeric form of E. 

coli SCS has been constructed by specific mutagenesis of residues at the tetramer interface 

(67). This dimeric enzyme had kinetic properties which were identical to those of the wild- 

type tetrameric enzyme (67). Thus, the tetrameric quaternary structure is not required per 

se for catalysis. It is possible that the tetrameric structure is required for the increased 

stability of E. coli SCS. In support of this idea, it was noted by Bailey et al. (67) that the 

dimeric form of E. coli SCS was somewhat less stable and less soluble than the wild-type 

enzyme.

Part C. Primary Structure of Succinyl-CoA Synthetase

Genetic Polymorphism o f Succinyl-CoA Synthetase

The large number of amino acid sequences of different SCS now available permits 

the examination and comparison of the primary structures of SCS in order to determine 

evolutionary relationships. Moreover, such comparisons often provide clues as to the basis 

for, and significance of, structural and functional differences between SCS enzymes. The 

genes encoding SCS have been characterized from a number of sources. Genome 

sequencing projects have contributed greatly to the number of known sequences of SCS 

(69-82). An alignment of the deduced amino acid sequence of various SCS is shown in 

Figure 1-2 for the a-subunits, and in Figure 1-3 for the (J-subunits. These alignments 

were done initially with the PIMA multiple sequence alignment program (83, 84) and 

subsequently improved manually. The data base accession numbers for each sequence are 

given in Appendix 1. Three sequences have not been included in this alignment, the genes 

from Synechocystis sp„ the cc-subunit gene of Pyrococcus horikoshii and a second a - 

subunit gene from E. coli. These sequences are much more divergent than the other SCS 

sequences, and they do not contain the active site histidine at the position equivalent to 

246a (using the E. coli numbering system). Although they are similar to other SCS genes,
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they are not likely to function in a manner similar to the well characterized species of SCS, 

and may represent pseudo-genes or other activities entirely. Thus, comparison of these 

sequences to the other SCS sequences is not likely to yield productive information because 

these genes are no longer subject to evolutionary pressure. The corresponding secondary 

structure of E. coli SCS (derived from the x-ray crystallographic structure of E. coli SCS) 

is also noted in Figures 1-2 and 1-3. The position of an amino acid located in a loop on the 

surface of the protein is denoted in red. Similar to other proteins, insertions and deletions 

of amino acids most often occur in these surface loops.

Figures 1-4 and 1-5 show dendograms for the a - and P-subunits, derived from 

these sequence alignments using the ClustalX (85) and TREEVIEW (86) programs. The 

length of the lines joining the different species is proportional to the number of differences 

between SCS enzymes. The a- and P-subunits fall into three major groups that correspond 

to the taxonomic domains, eubacteria, archaebacteria, and eukaryotes. The majority of the 

eukaryotic sequences have extensions at the N-terminus, which are most likely 

mitochondrial signal sequences. In the sequence alignments, the segregation of the three 

groups is most obvious in the P-subunit, where there is a seven residue insertion in the 

sequences from eukaryotes, and a separate seven residue deletion in the sequences from 

archaebacteria. The SCS amino acid sequences from three species, Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis , Streptomyces coelicolor, and Aquifex aeolicus 2, do not segregate into the 

group that corresponds to their taxonomic group, but align in the group corresponding to 

the archaebacteria. There are examples of other proteins from Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

and Streptomyces coelicolor whose amino acid sequences align within the archaebacterial 

domain (87, 88). The similarity between the primary structure of SCS from the two 

mesophilic parasitic eubacteria, and that from thermophilic archaebacteria may be due to the 

relatively high G+C content of the genomes of these two organisms (89,80). It is thought 

that the high G+C content of the genomes of thermophilic organisms is due to the required 

increase in the melting point of their DNA. The increased G+C content is reflected
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Figure 1*2. Alignment of the amino acids of the a-subunits of SCS. Amino acid 
positions that are 85% identical over all species are highlighted in pink, and those which 
have 85% similarity, if conservative substitutions are allowed, are highlighted in blue. 
The allowed substitutions are: E or D; K or R; S or T; F Y or W; M L I or V. The 
abbreviations are: ECOLI, Escherichia coli; HAEIN, Haemophilis influenzae; COXBU, 
Coxiella brunetii; RICPR, Rickettsia prowazekii; AQUAE, Aquifex aeolicus; BASCU, 
Bacillus subtilis; CHLTR, Chlamydia trachomatis; MYCTU, Mycobacterium  
tuberculosis; STRCO, Streptomyces coelicolor; ARCFU, Archaeoglobus flugidus; 
METJA, Methanococcus jannacliii; METTH, Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum; 
THEAQ, Thermus aquaticus; THEFL, Thermus flavus; Malate, malate thiokinase from 
Methylobacterium extroquens; PIG 108/57, pig heart isoforms PH 108 or PH57; RAT, rat 
liver; BIRD-A/G, ATP-specific pigeon breast or GTP specific pigeon liver, (note: these 
sequences are the same for this subunit); CAEEL, Caenorhabditis elegans; ARATH, 
Arabidopsis thaliana; DICDI, Dictyostelium discoiduem; SACCE, Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae; SCHPO, Schizosaccharomyces pombe; TRTVA, Trichomonas vaginalis; CIT- 
HU, human ATP citrate lyase; CIT-SO Sordaria macrospora ATP citrate lyase. Data 
base accession numbers are listed in Appendix 1. The sequences were obtained from the 
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI @ www.ncbi.nlm.nin.gov). The 
alignment was initially done using the PIMA program (83, 84), and then adjusted 
manually. The secondary structure from E. coli SCS (55) is indicated, a-helix is denoted 
by an 'a', p-sheet by a 'b\ a 3 jo helix by a ’3’, and turns by T . Positions shown in red 
indicate residues in exposed loops.
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1 b c o l i  M sn jE n aan casn sQ B rsB S B Q A i 29
2 H A EIN  aM U n M B B ttq g g T O QgrPBSBOM. 29
3 C0KBD ms 11.11 Kiam rrygaw aaw igH snQ A T 29
4 R IC P R  -MAILINKKnnyiC^CTTBSQffrFHSEQAI 29
5 AQDAB1 MAILVtBaairoWB anamGGFHAKQCK 29
6 BA SCO  MSVPIHKOXR U lV ttG lTBa a CLFHlTIJIKL 29
7 rw r.T B  M ia j .s ia te n g g n g g a s iHrTQcv  29

8 k y c iu  n r  M s m sm M B rrteaxiB fettm w n g tta . 32
9 STRCO MAIYIiXXESnLVQ âaGABGMRBntRHL 29

xo a r c t o i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - m n B a u n B m p i& B n B e Qasn p x R isL 32
XX ARCFD2-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MAIIVEERXRVWQ-GrrGYQGKPHrEHML 29
12 HEXOA--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- HVLR aO gm Z ttn a iVO-GIlGR(X3Sggrig(ML 34
13 M O TH -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HRG STMTTX JB rw prr.y ^ 61'l,a “ f**BZPQSL  33
14 THEM ]---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MILVNFEBWLVttQITraBOQSHrKOtL 28
15 TH EFL-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- VILVNHiaKULVQGCSatBQ3rBm2!L 28
16 M a la te ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- HSIIJlHCmLW OSrraCRJISHM tBa 28

17 PIG 108----------- MASGSSGLA AARLLSRSFLLQB8 HW CSYTAS RKHLYVDKNIKVTCQ (STaCQGrrSBSQQAL 63
18 PIG57  MASGSSQA AARLLSRSFLLQ0C IHH---------------------------------- CSYTAS RKHLYVEKNHWICO GETOCQSIFBSQQAL 63
19 ROT  MVSGSSGLA AARLLSRSFLLQCJC IRH GSYTAS RXNIYTDKNIJWICQ STGKQOrFHSQQAL 63
20 BIRD-A------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CSYTAS RKNLXISKMBCVIOa ttTWUHlSHSQQAL 36
21 BIRD-G----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- CSYTAS RKNLYISWmcglOtt GbTGKQBMHSQQAL 36
22 CAEEL1------------------ MLS QQIAMBWTLQRGAA--------------------------------------- RFYNST YJTCJCDKDHCVIVQ QFTGXQC3T9B3CQML 54
23 CAEEL2---------------------- M ASITASAARAATRAA VTR---------------------------------- SVYNDT RT«LMI10CSHC7IVQ GETGROGTrPBSXCKL 55
24 ARA3H1 IKQPCLGRSRDPSDL FAIEAAAAAARQRSA LSLtMYSLAFS--------------------- GQLLRL LRQVFVEKNIHVICQ anxaOCTFHTBOAI 77
25 ARATH2-----------------MSRQVARL — IGSLSSXARRCST GGSEVF-PSCQSL TSLTQSRSFASDPHP PAAVFVnQUKULCQ GTTOXfOTPHrEOAI 78
26 D IC D I-----------------------H —ISA-CXIARN  PG------------------------------------ KRFF9T KPSVLDKHHWICa 0FTGNQBTEB5KQAI 48
27 SACCE---------------------MLR STVSKASUQCHHFH RES--------------------------------- IPYEKT IXNIXLFKDXKVIFQ GETGKQGTFHASISQ 57
28 SCHPO —MFKTQTTLLTSm RFSSSSQUC------- N SK-------------------------------  SLYEgT IFNUgNSPHCVIFO Gt'lWgTPHAQHAM 61
29 TRIVA2----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MT-ASSPBHMTH QPLLFIEKDTRWTQ GI-^IQGQYESRLMR 40
30 TRXVA3---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- MLSSSFERNIH QPLLFUXDOWVIO St-aJQSQBHSRLMR 40
31 TRIVA1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- MLMWSHN1H KPLLFHK0BWVIQ Ol-CWQSQBBSRIMR 40

32 AQGAE2 MAKSLLFITSF LKFRYNKPIMEXNMI VGIKYINCKIRXIW GnGREASQWTESEA 57
33 CIT-HU----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- RSLQGKST -TLFSRHTEAIVW QQaQGMLDFDYVC 515
34 C IT-SO ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- RPLSPLRA HALFNEKTRCFVY GLfrQGMLKDFIC 80

2* S tru c t aT T tbbbb tin rnT  TbUOT----------------- bbbM T aaaaaaaal TTbbbUTT333<aa aaaaaaT T rnbb tb  T T m r iM iaaaaaa 111

1 EOOLI AYBBKMGOWBSHS OTTHLS-----------------LFVg nVRBAmiG  OTASVIWEAPFaCD SILBCinAdXLTIT OTGXPTLEMLTVK 109
2 HAEIN AYBTQWajVSBOC OTTHLG----------------- LHBfNRHNUafTG VTATVXXVEASFC3CD AIIEAIDAGIQLIVC ITBGIPrUXLKVK 109
3 CQXBD EYBtCWOWTBBC  GQSHLG-----------------L ggNSVHHKVESTS ADAOUFVEAPFCKD SUBWEKURUHC nSGWtfLEMLEVK 109
4 RICPR OTSBMGOVTSaC GHTHLN-----------------LPVYNTVHEAKAKTG ANASVIYWPPGFAAD SILBUDAKtEVWC nBSTEVLEKIKVK 109
5 AQDAB1 EYGTOWAGVTPCK; OfEVEG  OOTNTWEWKEIG ANCSLITOAPFAAD AXVEALDKXEUNC ITB3IPVKEM«VK 109
6 BASCD BYBBmCaVTBGHS 9FEAEG-----------------VWSN1YABAVQTTG ANASVTY9PKPPAAD ADOAVEREtOUlIC nBHXPVUXVKVK 109
7 CHLTR AraSNFYGOVTPGBS GSQFLD---------------LOTDSVLEAKQAIG CRASMIFVBPPFAAB AIFSAEMGIELIVC nKamCM LBVA 109

8 MYCTD RM3TQIVOSVNARKA arTVTHECKOGRLlK CBVKSMRMSCIG ADVSUNHTFWCD AIIHAIMEIFLLW BBSXEVQCriAXAM 122
9 sneco AAERDnGWNERXA ORrVOSCNRT VBVFOSVRBGIEHTG ADVWVFVPPAFAEA AWBAAOCVGUWV nBGlPVHDSVALT 113

10 ARCFOl DYOnCWaGVmaC OSEVHG--------------- UVYN1VEBAVAETN ADTSimBARFXro AIFBAFDRGQtlflVC TTBGIFLVDFMLIH 110
11 ARCFD2 NYCZndVAGVTPCaC GTEVD3---------------VPVYDSBKHKVREAD ANASUHVBAEFAAD AVMBAADAGDCVIVC ITB3IFVHEELXMY 107
12 m etja  m Bna v oGvro q c  scw b g  v fo td h b cb n k e id  an asv in b a ffx k d  av fb a id n sx eu v v  h b h f /h u b ie fv  112
13 METTH EYg PUVBgyrPCRE GQBFLG 9DBYNSBE8HEBJD VNASXOVEAPPAKD AAFBSHC-HIDLWI IXBQEVHDSMQIM 110
14 th eaq  D Y oncraav reaE  o iev u s vctydhbcm kahhb vdashepeapaaad  a a le a a h a g ip liv l Em a g n nwRAv 106
15 THEFL UYOBCnCW rBCaC OTEVLG MWYP IVH BBAHHB VDASIIIVIAFAAAD AALEAAHAGIPLIVL 1TH3IFTLEHVRAV 106
16 M alate AYDBWVGOVnaC OOBCG--------------- VPVENIVKBAVEATG ATTSITWAPPPAAD AIMEAAMGLiaWCS EBX3BAQDHHVK 102

17 PIG108 EYGOMUIGOFrSCaC (3CTHLG--------------- LFVOnTDCBAKBQTG ATASVIYVPPPFAAA AINBA1DAEUPLWC EEN3IPQCCKVKVK 142
18 PIG57 EYBBMOarm a C  fflOHIG--------------- LBVFNIDKBKEQflG AIASVIYPPPPPAAA ADBAH»EVPUWC EmUPCXjCHVRVK 142
19 ROT SYGBCLVBHTPGBG OOCHIG LEVENTVKBAKEKTG ATASVIYVSPPPAAA AXNTCDBEIPUiVC X3B3BQQCMLRVK 142
20 BIRD-A O ta a a C B lS S im  QCIHLG--------------- LSWNSVKWCBQTG ASASVmBPPEBAA AINEAIDMJtPUWC mGOQQCMVRVK 115
21 BIRD-G aam O K m SK B B  aaHLG--------------- LraNSWaDBCBOTG ASATV m EPPFAAA AINBAIDAagUWC ITBIIPUQTHVRVK 115
22 CAEEL1 BnOKUim/MMtA QIEHLG--------------- L H nM SK H K IG  ADASVEOIEASAAGS AIEEAMDREIPIAWC ITHGIPGHEHVRVX 133
22 CAEEL2 EYNBIISGSVSCNRA GfflHLG--------------- LEVFGSVAEMCERTG ADAIVOTBAAGAAR AIHEAMDKEIGLXVA IW tlF W WBMK 134
24 ARA3H1 BSSBXMBABVnKBG OISSG--------------- U^BHVARAKAETK ANASVCWEAPPAAA AIMBSLARELDLnC 1TO3IPQHEMVRVK 156
25 ARA3H2 EM2BOSMVTMC GTEHLG--------------- EmNSBAWCADrK ANASVXYVEAPFAAA ATMHGIfKRIIlLIBC ITKIPQHLMVRVK 157
26 DICDI EYBBtWGGVSPO C  GQKHLD--------------- HMNWKHMCEATC ANATV1YVBPPHAAA AIKEAHaEMELBVC ITYnlPQQCMVKVK 127
27 SACCE EX91NWQSINEKEA GQTHLS--------------- QgVFASVKEfclKBIG ATSSOBVEPPIAAA AIKESiaEIPIASC E9BZEQHEMLYIA U 6
28 SCHPO UMP UWGOnaiaCA GTTH1G--------------  ADASAVFVPPPUAG AIEEAIAAEVPLKA ITBGIPCHCMLHVS 140
29 THIVA2 EYanCVratVHPKKA G K H A G--------------- LglFKMKEiMCBTD ANASLHVEAPGAAA AdBAAEAOCUIVC n g g tQ H n mCVK 119
30 TRIVA3 QYBBOWGRVH8KKA QSHAG--------------- Q2FK18BCSBVKR3D ANASUWBAPGBAA AdEAAQKMSUIVC FBBgFQHCMIKVK 119
31 TRIVA1 QYODCWGSVHSRRA SEHAG--------------- EBOIMMWKK1V ANASUEVBAPGAAA ACUAAEAaCUJVC n g g P QHEKDWK 119

32 AQDAE2 LYEGFIKVBVrPGRG OIEVAG--------------VTONIVKEKLSSPB<—TCZVYVRASVSD AViaUDACIXLIZI VTHHVP1H17IVYFY 140
33 CTT-HD SRDBPSSASnnCPR CTKKQKFYWGHKEIL IWEKMBDBIRK^ VDVUtBSSLRSXYD STMgnSAQaCnAI  IABGIPEALTRKLI 615
34 CIT-SO KRSrPSWGtnflSG OCSVSKMYVCTSETL tXOQEOQmAIU} VTOWNEASSRSVYS STHBUUQIKmr IAEGVPEHRAREIA 180
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2* S tru c t------------—TTbfabrr TTBabbb------------------------------TTTb bbfcfnT333TTITrb bbfcMTRuuuwwui aaaalTnbBBBbW  187

1 BCQLI ------------------------------- BGBC CQH^^UHKfQCg'giySSSgiPPtBA.VK CfnTOGPGOSTCWSr 178
2 HKEiN g p N B T -G w n & p sa ra r  n e c  PCTgA H iHxxacg a iy sBSQn T m vK cp tdbgfgqb tcbo i 178
3 coxed A M j^ -p pvHNMĵ Bcygf e ' BGBc E a n cGHiHB«ac^saB >ggon<rTEAVN errro c a sqsT cro i 179
4 RICPR WttJGS—Kn a a g g J B jlfe r  PGEC PqjOKgUHKlGU^GgySBSI2H/EiBAVA qrTAAGLBQglUB l 178

6 B ^ m 1 -------------------------BBC T O W H ffiro ^ g W B iaB ro T O V H  QLSEAGVGQBTASGI 178
7 CHLTR SU tPS—ASSUGFHCEGCK B3VC PGIMFGYIHLP garG WSBSamnrEAVW QUQRKISQ8VOGI 178

8 M icro A X N L EA G H X TR IlSEfJiC SB H S BGQS ttGIgANITCKiPLQUBaCPrO riQBMF EUl—CLGFSTAIGI 190
9 STRCO AHAHAKG—'lHVIGgHCEGIJ T BGQS BAgH BPDriRK»rCCB8KSGCT<WBIW  EUl—DK5STCW3I 180

io  ADCFin RKmEy—K af f lg g a qjitBB -------------------------------bgrs w jU sd rsetq o jcg bv sbsg titiq ice  nukagibost o w i i s i
U  ARCB02 WNKEAG-AT-ODGP:MCS6EIS-------------------------------BGKT HLSMPVQIFKPGWrGJreSaSaHaarOIAY JUTKLGUSQSIVVGI 178
12 METJA NYABDW G-V-m ^®TOB------------------------------- WW3 KLGHEMEVLKSGS^GMVSBagimBIAH QDCPGPGVSTCVOI 183
13 METTH EXASHMS-CT-PGPTBBEGill'-------------------------------BUG KLgTMBIHIFrBGIZGlViMttUrlJFlgBFAA QUEAmUUgDJRll 181
14 THEAQ EEIKALG—SRpG StN dG PS-------------------------------ABET PGIMRjHVFKRGBV1 G1BW HHIBBHA AUjQAfiTGlTlTRGl 177
15 THEFL EEIKALG—SRUGS-NCBSXEIS---------------------------- AHLP CGIMEGHVFKRGRWQU SRSGflTRHBAAA ALSQAGUJTITTVGI 177
IS M alate LRRTPKEKR3MCTGPNCAGIIS-----------------------------BGKS MIGOIBGHIYLPgOlf CWIS89GgUHEAAA QMKELGIGISTSW3I 169

17 PIG108 HRLLRQG-PRIilBPIIUBUWNRFUlEAVT 1TSRVFTCTQQBEHI tCBILFG—TRSEHGIVSBSBngVHAVH QTTQVGLGQ6LCWGI 230
18 PIG57 HBIXRQG-KTRLIGPHCEGgPl-------------------------------BGBC KKaaBggHKXGRI  GTVSBaOrUTYBAVH QTTQVGL0Q6LCUGI 213
19 RAT HKLTHQG-KIRPGP'NCIGHN BGEC PGTMFGH THKKglX QlVSRSGmmAVH grTQVGLGQSLCIGI 213
20 BIRD-A HRLVRCP-PRCTBfrllCWWN------------------------------- BGBC KIGIltPagK K K gtr GTVSRSgrLTYSAVH QTSQVCLQQSLCIGI 186
21 BIRD-G HRLVRCP-KTRUJGP HOfUtflN------------------------------- BGBC PGIMFGHIHKKOKI UlVSWMllffXBAVH QTSQVGLGQSLCIGI 186
22 CAEEL1 SRLLK91-KTRL9GP NCEGEIS-------------------------------ADQC PGDPGHIHKROCI GNSISSBffXEAVH QTTQVGPGQTLCVGI 204
22 CAEEL2 NRLLKOJ-KSRUGPNeEGIIA-----------------------------9C3T PGDPGHIHKKGCI GIVSRSBn/HEAVH QrTOGLGQTRCIGI 205
24 ARATKL AAINSQS-KTRLRS NCEGHK-----------------------------BGBC PGDOGHHKBgH GPBBBGim t BAVF gITAVGLGQglCTGI 227
25 ARATH2 HALNSQS-KTRUOPNCEGIIX-----------------------------BGBC PGIXBGIIHKPGKX GnSESGIUKBAVF GTTAUGLGOSTCVGI 228
26 DICDI YIXNKCN-KTRm a * HCBGU K------------------------------- BGBC PGUBGHIHKFOCX GW 889HBUWBAVA QTTAVGLGQSTCISI 198
27 sa cce  asuyK P -K oanB e-iicgaan ----------------------------- b k k v  p g iq p e r ifq m x i aiiaaG m rgA V Q  onPD LeoB LV iai 208
28 SCHPO DILKTQS-KSHLSG? HCBGm------------------------------- BGQC P QmPSHIHKPOCI CXBSR8GP2WBAVN QTTglPLGQSLVIG I 211
29 TRIVA2 KVMKET—GOQElGBtllCfQjQI----------------------------- BGIHT KUJiiyiMBKNUIU. GIVSRSBim EAAY AITQ»GLGQSTWDI 190
30 TRIVA3 KVMKET—GCQUGPNCFGLIQ----------------------------- EGIHT KLGIIFlTJIrNNGXI GIVSRSGBZTTEAAI ArnAGLGQGTWGI 190
31 TRIVA1 KVMKET--GCQCXGP>KBGUQ----------------------------- EGTHT (L8I1BUUHMBXIG2VSR9GTI/FIEAAY ATTLAGLGQSTWGI 190

32 AQUAE2 HYAKER—GVTCVOP TSLGCIV-------------------------- PRIEAR. 1CQWS1AYAEGGL VnEBSGGUFTTTAE MFKRRGWGVXMAUL 214
33 CIT-HO KKADQK—GVTimP JIISnanC BGCF nOUQG.^,^.VAEVSRSGOCSIEUM  IISKmXWYBGVAI 691
34 CIT-SO YVAKKX—GITTIGPATW3GIX BGCF PCKIGG..,. „~«TOIVSK9Ga£9EU« IISQITDGVYEtWAI 256

2 ’ S tru c t |i,i|i|i'i'i'i|i'»»»«»«» jjm 'i'i'i'iT tt'hhM ih blTrlVuwwvwmft aaX---------ITIWihh bblTlTL'—TTPnTipiTTTlTlTTTUaaa 273

1 Pmr.T GGBKBGENFHHIE MfEKOTOTEAIW Cg EIQ3SABBEAAAYIK EHV-------- TKFWCSf IK3V7AP—NGKRIC HAGAHAQSKGTADE 261
2 HAEIN OGDFIPGSSFIDILE RlVJUPErEAPflg Q BIGGSABBEAAIFIK ENV-------- TKEWAX IAGITAE—BSGM5 HAGAHSGGKGTAVE 261
3 COXBU GGDPXEGTSFIDVtE HEEKDBOIQAmBG-BnSEAEBEHAEFIQ SNV-------- KXBPSX V 0 r t& —BGKRMB HAGAHAGGKQTAAD 262
4 RICPR Q ggw o rsFVDCIB MFLQCCEIKAIIMIO BTOOSAHBTlAArFIK QSK------- IKKFTVSB' IAGITAP—AETRMG HAGAHSGGKGSAED 262
5 AQ0AE1 GGDBVHGMHRDWE MBNKDPEIEAlntKIBIGGfrEHEEAAEYIE KEV-------- DKEVEAX XAGTIAP— PGKRMG HAGAEDQ337IAKA 263
6 BASCO GBWNBINFIIWI1C AINEOPDIHASIKnl-KmGIABBEAAEWVK ABM-------- TKFWGF IPaCTAP— BGKRNG HAGAnSGOCBTADE 261
7 CHLTR OBSLNarSFimLQ EBEKDGQIEATOaff POGSABBEAADHIR OHS-------- SKEVIAF IMfflAP—KGKRNB BAGAHSGKSGDAFS 261

8 M icro GGDBVIGPHXmB AFERDPDTKLIVMIG PGEXAB8KAADFIX TOV-------- SKFWCT VAGraE—B an jG  HAGAIVSGSSGEAAA 273
9 STRCO GGDEWGX5KISCIA ABEDOPOIELIHLIG KIGGDAEHIAAAHIR AHV-------- TKBBVAE IAGBTAF—B08SMB BAGAXVSGSSGTARA 263

10 ARCFOl GGDBIFGLTFVCM9C MFEE0EETKA8LUX2 POGTAEEXAAEFIK -CK-------- SXFWAF IAGRTAP—BQBHB BAQAIIEGSTGEAEA 263
11 ARCF02 GGDRIIGTEFVSVtS LBHXMEBKARVGBB^PGSOBVIIAEFIR -Q t-------- SK8W GE TOGLBIR—ECTRMG HW3AHBGGVGTAES 260
12 METJA GffleraSlBKSVtC LBEKBDEIEAHIIBttBIGGGABBAAKFIE -KM-------- KKFVIG2 IAGQ6AF—BGKRMB HAGAIBBOGKGTAES 265
13 METIH GBECVTGUZVDVIE RBEECFCm»W CtG BTgTAKgRAASYIE -QM-------- SKEVFAF ISGAIAF—BGKRBB  HAGAI I BGOTGTASS 263
14 THEAQ GGEmSTTFKDLLP LBNEOPEEAVVUtPPGGSDEEEAAAMDC OH--------KKFW3F IGGRSAF—8GKBMB-HAGAOQM2TFES 260
15 THEFL QBCWRHtaFKtUf UNEDPE1SAV9LIO.P GGM W8HWABWK EHM-------- KXFWGP IOOISAF— HGKRMG HnGAHMGNVOTFES 260
16 M alate GGOPNGSSFLBHLA LiBGDFETEASa2aB,KiaapQBAEASAWIK OIF-SKEVK7 VAGL3XF—HQBBMS HABBGEGSGG  251

17 PIG108 GGEGFNanXTOOE IFLNCPATB3HIJB BIGS<AI8NAAEFZ2( QHN-SGFKSKBWSE lAGOttg—EGRHMB HAflAHAOGKGGAKE 317
18 PIG57 GGEBFNGHXTBCIE ULNDPATBGPSlItPGOlABBIAASTK QW-9GPKSKFWVSF IAGLIAF—EGRRMG HAGAmOGKGGAKE 300
19 RAT GBDBBNaPIFIDCm VFLKDBATEGWLIttBIBBMBNMEFIK BB»-9GHIAKBWSF PGITAP—BQHHMB HAGATTAOnKGGAKB 300
20 BIRD-A OGDRNQTNFIDCLD 1TflTTt,l ^ !TTIiTTini‘i1f™ —1 M W Hr EBtJ-SGHJAKETOSF XAflLSAF—BtZRHG HACBOIAGGXGGAKE 273
21 PIG-B GGBRNGBNFIDCtS VSLKOFHSGQElGf*nOGNABCWBAFlX E2K-SGWAKFWSF IAGLTRF—PGBEMG BAGAIIAGCTGGAKE 273
22 CAEEL1 GGKENSDlFIDmt uw Jnppntrrrrr.T n. gm ngaew gM avry QS1-SGANRXFWSF IAWWB—BGRH1OHAGAIISG30GIAAD 291 
22 CAEEL2 GGDBFNSD1FISCXE UTJ«B ffwaa iH « i :»»aH |y>pA eB r r  SRN-SGSNAKEWSg  IAGVTAF—B6BBMB HAOAPAOGKBTAGD 292
24 ARATH1 GSlEFNGniFVDCLB KFFVEBgIBGIBEIS--Bg60r»g" OI G1UBWAF IAGL3RP—EORRBPHACRIVSGGKglAQO 311
25 ARATH2 G9SFIBINFVDCIE KFWDPQTBGISLia BIGGlARBEBtAALIK AS------GIEKB9BAB IAGLIAP—EGRBMG HAGAIBSGGKGTAQD 312
26 DICDI GGOeFNGniPIDCnt MBTCDFQIBGHEirrHIDffiAaREAAQWil EN-------PlUBW bH IAGLSAB— EGRENG HAGAHSGGKDDANS 282
27 SACCE qfr a paffrnoTTprjr t.f f  iw iee»-.T T ^a;a7iaara«tBalQCT3f RVNFsnacpiiwiafiB T»nru»CTTMManaB HSGAiUHOTrnaES 298
28 SCHPO OBBBFBOD1FIBAOC * » r < n n r]B e i» tt BtnasaM r a a gPTB AMRSRSTPKEWSE IAGA1M—WjRRMGHAGAIVMGKglAAA 299
29 TRIVA2 GGDEFM9QUBTOVIK REAADPgEGnLKABlGOlSRHrBtAFMIA OT—KITQEKgWAg  IAGATAP—EOffiMGHAGAiySGGKQTABG 276
30 TRIVA3 GSBGFAGQtHnMK RBMDBQBBSEB2B EfflGTSHttSIAEWIA KT—KLTQEKFWAF IAGATAP—EGKBHB HAGAXVSGGKGTAEG 276
31 TRIVA1 GGDEFK3QLHTDWK RHAADPglB GIILIG HlGOl'bBBOAAEMIA KT—KLTQEKFOTAS IAGATAP—BOM B HAGACTSGGIOIABG 276

32 AQOAE2 GGDWISCTIFADVIE ElAIXHWKGWIQG EgGBIYBHQAAEIIL RLYKBC38«KgVAAF EAglBQTKMHGBSFB HAGACTHCHHaiD 300
33 CIT-HD aDCBYPGSTFMDSZL RIQUgGVKMIUVLGBIGGIVEVKISROIK E GRLTKFHA3B CKHCAaLSSB'KgG HAGACANQASgTAVA 778
34 CIT-SO GGBEK Mil'lVlOHLL RTQAEPAOCIQaiiÊ BUGGVEBiaCIBEMK Q GUTRPIBMI PGCTSrRUKOCHAGAFKNSQLBTAAT 343
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2* S tru c t aaaaaaarrrnaW TT 333aaaaaa----------------------------- . ------------------------------------- 288

1 BOOLI KFMffiMaVRTVRS LADIGEALK3VLK-------------------------------------------------------------- 289
2 HAEIN gpUSEMSnCVKS LAEIGEALRKLLKSS KN------------------------------------------------------- 293
3 CCKHJ KAAtBAAQVFWKS BAEK3CSVREAXGHS TH------------------------------------------------------- 294
4 RICER (WE7LQSAGVIITRS PADIGKmLCLLNKI-------------------------------------------------------292
5 AQ0AE1 KMEALEKASAIViaj EAKZGBTVAKILXVI ELEEEESTTSDAE------------------------305
6 BASCU KXKSNACSEEVAET PSVM3EILIXVLKEX NLFBtagTH------------------------------300
7 (BMR KOIISQMWTWES LALIGEAVASVLKPR------------------------------------------------------------ 291

8 MVCTO ■OEnSAMVraGKT &SMAALARBI1LSL--------------------------------------------------------303
9 STRCO KKBXCESVSVRVGSr EIBORHWLQALDVP G&APDGAARDGARA-------------------------------308

10 ARCED1 BOUmmUARUABT mW VKEVRRVLE-------------------------------------------------------------- 291
11 AHCFU2 XmEEAAGARVGKT E4EVAELVAEH.----------------------------------------------------------------287
12 HEX3A KMKALEEAGAXVAKN ISDIPKLLAGILOC-------------------------------------------------------------294
13 MBPIH KREALEAA3AVWER PSAIVDBIRAQUjVR----------------------------------------------------------293
14 THEAQ KUTOAEASIF/ADr XDEIVELVKKALG-------------------------------------------------------------- 288
15 THEFL KUWEAEMSPVADT IDEIVELVKXALG------------------------------------------------------------ 288

17 PIG108 KITALQSAGVWSKS PAOLgmfflEFEKR XHLZKQNE--------------------------------------------- 355
18 PIG57 KITALQSAGVWSMS PAQLgTTIYXEFEXR KMLZKQNE--------------------------------------------- 338
19 RAT KISAIQSAS/IVSMS PAQLQTOKKEFEKR KML--------------------------------------------------  333
20 BIRD-A KIAM/OWWWSMS PAQLGSTIYKEFEKR KLL----------------------------------------------------- 306
21 BIRD-G KIAMCNAGVVVSMS EAQUSSmKEFEKR KLL----------------------------------------------------- 306
22 CAEEL1 KDBttSEWWWTDS PAKLGTSMAXAFLSC I -----------------------------------------------------  322
22 CAEEL2 jaEMBNMNVVTDS PAKLGVAMQXALLG-------------------------------------------------------------321
24 ARATH1 KDtStHMGOKSWES PAKLGAAMFELFQER S IX ----------------------------------------------------345
24 ARAIH2 KIKSINDAGVKWES PAKXGSAtOELFQBt GLLKQ-------------------------------------------------- 347
26 DICDI nEMKAMWIVTFS PAKLGBTILRXNE----------------------------------------------------------  310
27 SACCE KKQAIXEM3VAWES PGYLGQALLDQFAKF K-----------------------------------------------------  329
28 SCHPO KFEALEAAGVRISRS EATLGSUVEBIXKL KH-------------------------------------------------------331
29 TRIVA2 KVKAIEAASVRIARH PGNMGKFIPBE»KRL GXI--------------------------------------------------  309
30 TRIVA3 KKALEAAGVRIARH PGMGKFIFEBKRM (XL- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 309
31 TRTVA1 KXXAIEAAGVRIARH PaMSKFIFEBKRH GXI--------------------------------------------------  309

32 AQUAE2 KIRMENEWKEIGLV KVAEFYHDLVNCIEE LGVERDFHHTPOGK VEPLTRTHJPETCErKPCD 368
33 CIT-HD KNQALKEAGVFVPRS FDELGEXIQSVYEDL VANGVIVPAQEVPPP . . .  823
34 CIT-SO KNKSMREAGFWPDT FEEHPALLKQVYEKL VADGTIVPAPBPVVP . . .  386
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Figure 1-3. Alignment of the amino acids of the P-subunits of SCS. Amino acid 
positions that are 85% identical over all species are highlighted in pink and those which 
have 85% similarity, if conservative substitutions are allowed, are highlighted in blue. 
The allowed substitutions are: E or D; K or R; S or T; F Y or W; M L I or V. The 
abbreviations are: ECOLI, Escherichia coli; COXBU, Coxiella brunetii; HAEIN, 
Haemophilis influenzae; BASCU, Bacillus subtilis; RIPR, Rickettsia prowazekii; 
AQUAE, Aquifex aeolicus; Malate. malate thiokinase from Methylobacterium 
extroquens; CHLTR, Chlamydia trachomatis ; THEAQ, Thermus aquaticus; THEFL, 
Thermus flavus; MYCTU. Mycobacterium tuberculosis; STRCO, Streptomyces 
coelicolor; ARCFU, Arcluteoglobus flugidus; METJA, Methanococcus jannascliii; 
METTH, Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum; HUMAN-A/G, ATP- or GTP- 
specific SCS from human; PIG-A/G, ATP- or GTP-specific SCS from pig; MOUSE-A/G, 
ATP- or GTP-speciftc SCS from mouse; BIRD-A/G, ATP-specific SCS from pigeon 
breast or GTP-specific SCS fron pigeon liver; CAEEL, Caenorhabditis elegans; 
ARATH, Arabidopsis thaliana; TRIVA. Trichomonas vaginalis; NEOFR. Neocallimastix 
frontalis; SCHPO, Schizosaccharomyces pombe; SACCE, Saccharomyces cerevisiae; 
CIT-HU, human ATP citrate lyase. The database accession numbers are given in 
Apendix 1. The sequence alignment was generated initially by the program PIMA 
(83,84) and modified manualy. The secondary structure from E. coli SCS (55) is 
indicated, a-helix is denoted by an 'a', P-sheet by a 'b\ a 310 helix by a '3', and turns by 
T . Positions shown in red indicate residues in exposed loops.
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—bbTTTaaaaaaaa aaTTTmHbbWTT aaaaaaaaaa—aTT T ttija h m r rm T

—HOHSKIAKQSA KXQSWWBQCTIP REAEEAASKI—®G EOTBKOQBHAGGBGE 55 
—ttm E jD S Ig g ll KHdAVBASEgVFNP DAAVDAAAKT—OGD RWWKAqtfHAGGRGK 55 
—tMBSSQAXQEFB HKSSnKNGA^CQSV EKDLVUQL—SOS KHIMOQVHAOSBtH 55 
--M m a f t aiu aju t  jgGEsvpaacj APTA eeav e sa k sl—sss vY ggpq p g OBaQK 55 
—ttQHSjS]AKBXLR KEGBPTSTGLOVTKT EJUNETIEKL—tRK V Y V IU Q PM R K  55 
—MKSOBQAKEXFA KHaPVPBGKBAFSL KEAKEBAEEL--GEP PLVVKAffltHOGSRaR 55 
—MDBHEXQAKB&A SECTBWPRGMjAFSP DQAVBUOEL—<X3S FWKBXAQIHAQUIGK 55
- - m a n o A K ix z / r  a x q e f ip fv h s k ts v  p b v e ia iq ab —qwk ranoaitixaa. 55

—MHBEEQAKBILA RimiW PBGKBAITP EEAKRIAEEP----- GK RWXEACRHBGCKK 54
—ttaBSQAKEXIA RXGVPVPPGXEAXTP EEAKRIAEEP----- GK RWHA^HVGGSGK 54
—m d o fb rjak e ifa  raw p sraaw rD iA  b g ak a ia ib i— g r  evkbkaqbkeqgrgk 54
•“ MEKHHQAREtFK EBaWPRAEETDSP ERAREIARAL----- GG RAVBKAC0K3DGRGK 54
-tMRXHafQAKQXPA KHGBWFRGEBCTSP SEAEKXAEKL GG RVBBKAQSLBGSIGK 55
—MRttBBJAKQIFS KHGXRVARGEtAXSV HJBRGIAEEL 03 KVBLRSQBLVGG8GK 54
—MKEHBKEAKNZFK KTOTPVPESFLVSKE DCLNSI—NV-----DK EVSEKAQVLVGSBGK 52
—tOSSnSAXEIFR ABGISTPRGGBAETP EEAERIAAEL— GC MCBKSQBLTGS89C 54

17HDMAN-A-------------------------------------- AVQWSR FWLNKBWSKKUE ENGBKVCFFFBADEA NEALEAAKRL—NAK ETVLKAQILAGGBGK 65
IS P IG -G  LAFEP PLLAARSQWQLTPR BMmEQg OSKXUIS CNGBKBQRFFBADIA NEALEAAKRL—NAK BTVtKAgTTAGGBGK 78
19M0BSE-G--------------------------------------AGHLTTR RMU0QU3SKKO1S EH38KVQRFFVAWTA KEALEAAKRL—NAK BTVLKAQILAaglGK 65
20 BIRD-G----------------------------------------------------- LSIKBS3SKKIMA EBGOTBQRFFBADSA NDALEAAQRL—KAK ETVUCAQILAGGRGK 52
21 CAEEL2--------------------ML RAAQ1LSKSMKSQF RFLNLQEPQSKEILE KHGCSV9IEWASNR KEAEEKHKSF--GCH EIWEAQXUGSBGK 75

22 ARAXH MRGLVNKLV SRSLSrSGXWCNQQL RRLNIHXXQGAELMG KIGBNVPKGBAASSL EEVKKAIQDVFPNES ELWKSQILAGQBGL 84
23 UUVA2-------------------------------------------GSFA RNFNELBHQSKEXCA KFWIAAGINLSARTP EEAAAAFKKM—GLP AAVXKAQWCOSGK 62
24 T R IV I3----------------------------------------- SSNEA RNFNZLBIGEXEICA KFUHAAdNWARTP EEAAAAFKKT—GLP AAVXKAQVYCGGRGK 63
25 TRIVA1-------------------------------------- MLSSSFA RNFNXL8MQSKEXCA KVMEAMUNLVARSP EEAAEAFRKM—NLP AASftKAQWOSaGK 65

26H0MAN-A---------------------------- FtNCLQBQQQQQ RNLSBiBBISMECLQ EAGB5VWGWAKSP DEAYAIAKKL--GSK DWIKAQBUGGRGK 71
27 P IG -A ------------------------------ MHGLQIQQQQQ RNLSMBBEMEHG EAGBSIPKGHRAKSP DEAXAIAKKL--GSK CTflHEAflBLAfllMGK 70
28M0USE-A---------------------------- FNKHGLOVQQQQQ RTLSIfiBfLSMELLQ EAGBSVPKGFBAKSS DEAXAIAKKL—GSK WVIKACPLAOGRGK 71
29 BIRD-A--------------------------------------------------RRLSIKHXLSlEmi EAGISVPHGVBARTP DEAMOAKEI—GSK DUIXKAQVLAflGKX 58
30 CAEEL1--------------KIGRISQP LURSQKFMAPAA 8TLMWBE6EMKILQ NVBXKVPPPSIAQDA StAFSEAKRI—GQC DVTCKAQVLAflQRBK 79
31 NBOFR----------------------------------------------------MNLIHHC   NBNAWSHftKTP EEAIQAAKKL—NTE DLVHAQKA9SEK 48
32 SCHPO MLTR---SVLRKAPR----------- AFSPFLCK RNLAIHBCSHDILR KFGBDVPRGAEARSG EEAEKVAREL—KVT DLBVEAQBLAGGRGK 78
33 SACCE MVSRKSLSLISKCGQ --LSRINAQAALQAR RHLSTHStRSAQtUl EVGBGTPBGFEAFTP EEAFEAAKKL--NIN KLBXXAQRLTGGBGK 86

34 AQUAE2 MTEffEHMKUK KIGIPrP!C(MFVHaTllWVEFVN QLG BCWXSOVLWKRIZ 55
35 CIT-HU tSAKH9BQJEEI£Y KFICnSAICt*GTaARVrFD....-«-~LLSQ NLWKPOQLiKHR® 68

2 ' S tru c t 7 ---------------TTbb btaTTaaaaaaaaaaa TTTbMTTTTTTrib tflTabbbtCTTbbb lililiUiliUiW lTml) bbbbW TrriTaaaa

1 BCOLI A GGBK WNSKEDIRAFAENM UaWLVTVOTDANGQ PWJQILBEAA.TDIAK BLYLGA9VDRSSRRV VFMASTHGGWEIEKB 136
2 OOXBO A  GGVR LVKNKEELKSAVKAL USHLVTYQflDBIGQ PWQILBBQCSDIAR HLTLGAVIERASCPI BFMASTEGDVEiaOT 136
3 HAEIN A QGRK LVOPVEBARAFAEXN IGQRLVTFOTDKLGQ PVNQEfPEETCDUK BFTLSASWCRTSQKV VFIASSBGONtESV 136
4 BASCO A-------------—GOBK IAKSLOEVXAXAEE& tflKTLVTOQTCtDGQ VIKRHJE EGCDIKK EGtIGL8URATSP-I VLMASEEQOTEIEBV 136
5 RICPR A----------— COOL VAKSKEEAXKVAHCM PSINLVIBI7IGPQQQ KVNRErTIESOCDILK efifFSHFtBSASCI 15TASrEQOTDI3W 136
6 AQUAEl A -GSOC IVKEMDELEKAVESL LGKVLKTFQ-CPEGK PVNRVLEKAHtnX BmAITEGRSKSKP VnaSM O SIBZEB  135
7 M alate A QSOC LCRTYNEVRDAAREC OaCRLVTLCrrGPBGK PVCKWVErADPFER BLYLGKVHRKAEKV KVIASORGBOIESI U 6
8 CHUR N GG0V IAHSPHJLLAAAOO, t a OPSSNgTAGLSL PINK8USPLVEIAS SmAiVUFKHRCP VMLSKAOWDIEW 136

9 THEAQ A 008K UDTPQEAXBKAQAX IO M I RCL TVKKVLBAEAVDIAK KOBLXUBNQSN  VLHLSKEOtRDIEaT 128
10 THEFL A GS9K LA0TPQEAXBCAQAE L 9K I---------- KGL TVKKVUZAEAVDIAK EfY A G LIIZRA KK K V  VIMLSKBBBB D iaif 128
11 MTCTO A  QGVK YAATPQDUBiAXNZ LGLOI-----------KGH IVKKUJBAEASDIAE ETYLSFCUSANRTY LAKSVESGMEm 128
U  SIRCO A GSHK LAA1XAEAEEKARHE IGMDI RGH TVDnBOABPCEIER EFYVSTVIXRASOGF EAIA3AHQBIE1CT8 128
13 ARCFOl A-------------—QGVK KANSPEEAKEVAKKZ (O fT I----------K& RVERVUEEQUWRK HYW3YVWKSSRLP TVIFBRMaaCDV tgl 129
14 ARCF02 A QBEK KAYSVEEAVSOKUI 7Q5VL----------KGH IVEKEfVEEHIEVCE BMXAGL3IEBANXGI AAILBSWBMDIE B  128
15 MEIOA A GGIL FASNKBEFIKKAEEB HKEV----------KGE KVEKILREEKLPIBC BnVSUSRDAKKP LUFSTEQWDIffiV 126
16 MBTEH A 0 8 B  FAS-PSGVAEVTtSX. L6SEV----------ROE TVEKVLU43UWI* BLZVSASSHHAXMP LMASAEGtSDIEBL 127

I7H0MAN-G GVF-NSGLK—QGHH LTKDmOTGOLAXOI IBINCAZXQrEKEGV KVtKMZAEALOISK BRLAIEMERSaXaP VLVGBPQQBSDIHBf 152 
18 PIG-G GVF-SSGLK--GGBH LTKDPEV\GQLAKQI 1 0 0 0 X 0 0 1 0 X 0 /  KVNK9MBAEALDISR STYLAIUCBSCNGP TLVGSPQOCAflJltBU 165 
19MOOSE-G GVF-NSGLK—GGBH LTKDPKW3ELAQCK BBMLAaKQCTRBGV KVNKSMBAEALDISH BTYLAII*CBS»J3P VLVGSPQtKSDIEBB 152
20 BIRD-G GQF-NSGIX—GGBH LTKDFKTVBQLAKOJ ISYNLSTKgTPKDGV TVKKBMBREALNISE ETYFAIUCRACNGP VHVGBPOGSCIIEEg 139
21 CAEEL2 GKF-DPTKGIGOBP  ITKEKDAALEAUX* SKRLVTKQfrTSBGV RVEKBMIABGVDIKH EnLAVOOSEaCP VWASPEGaEHEM 164

22 ARATH GTF-KSGLK—GGBH IVKR-DEAEEIAQOI MQVLVmgIGPQt2C WSKSYICEKLSLVH BOFSIIIXBXSAGP LIIACKKGGISini. 170
23 THXVA2 GHWtETGFK—SOBH FVKSACEAAldAKM tffiHLVBQfDGADGL LCQKnSSDPVEVKR BLXFAHZOCTOSP W P STBOGBBIBRf 150
24 TRIVI3 MKBTGFK—SGBH FVKSACEAAKIAK9I BSHHLVCTglg BQL LCQAVMiSDPVEVKR EUIFAIUXBQTQSP W IA3TE03BEiag 151
25 THIVA1 GHWLETGFK—SGBH FVKSAEEAAKIAKQI IffiHLVTKglGKDGL LCQA1MSDPVEVX8 ELYFA11 jfflgfQ SP WIAS11DGVKUEB 153

26H0MAN-A GTF-ESGLK—GGBK IVFSPBEAKA!VSS9I CTKLFTKgTGEKGR IQAJBLWCERKYPRR BYYFATDBRSFQGP VUCjBs m iBNmAI 158 
27 PIG-A GTF-ESGLK—GGBK IVFSPEEAKAVSSCW RBmLFTOglGERg t ICNQBLflCERRYPRR BYYFAH1S8SFQGP yi.IGBSQQagtlgW  157 
28MOOSE-A GTF-TSGLK—GGBK IBFSPEEAXAVSSOI IBQKLITHQUitiKGR ICNCJBLSCHOCfPRR EfTFAITHBBSFQGP VLK38AQ5BBN1BW 158
29 BIRD-A GIF-BGGLK—GGBK IBFSEEEAXXBSSRM mKLETSQIGEKCat ICNQWVCHOCfPRR BWg’AITlBRSPQGP VLIGSSQgRBnBRT 145
30 CAEEL1 GHF-SSGLQ—GGBQ I VFTECEBKQRKRM toNLITKQTCHRCX RCEEBMVCXRLFTRS HYYFSm Z B WINGP IVIASSQGGBNIEHB 166
31 NEOFR G8F-DSGLQ—GOBK LCYTPBQBKDnaat UKKLrntQIGAAOl DCNABYWERQYAAR BnFAHZERATRGP VLVASSEBGBEIEgr 135
32 SCHPO GQF-DSGLR—GGBR PVYDAXEARHEABOK IfflKLTISQTCTAGK ICNVBYVCEHKFIRK BYYFAiaBHENQCP mVASDQGSZDIEIV 165
33 SACCE GHF-DTGXK—SOBB MIESPQQAEDBAXat QRiLIIKQIGIAGK PVSAVOVKRVDTXa BAYT.STUCHgrKKP MHASSQQ9MI3B 173

34 AQOAE2 A---------------GASH ur g rar M TjpTgrr. OMtVY -GB MPUGVLUVEKANHX HLYASIBY3HBRAP VT/TLSrHEBffTRHB 129
35 CtT-HO L GDA3 VOL.TLDGVKSHLKPS IGQEApGKA3X7-IK-------t»ECEPFAPIi«.RFTVCn«I8E—CD EBLFffiBGQBXGEV 147

2 '  S tru c t -------------------

1 B C O L I-------------------
2 GQXBO -------------------
3 H A EIN -------------------
4 BASCO-------------------
5 RICPR -------------------
6 AQOAE1-------------------
7 M alate -------------------
8 CHLTR -------------------

9 THEAQ-------------------
10 TH EFL-------------------
11 MYCIO-------------------
12 S H O O -------------------
13 ARCFOl-------------------
14 ARCF02-------------------
15 METOA-------------------
16 K E IT H -------------------
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2 ‘ S tru c t aaaa333TlTTTl'lTTTTTTT'rtiaaiuwiaM aTT-Taaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaT Ittb  t t t t t t t t i— WTT Tt±)MTItbbW 333

1 BCOLI IB gm y.TH gm tnp U«MPTQGRS»FK LGL-B3KLUQQFTXI Bd^IQ BJSREU L B m n  TKQG IXICLOCKIGADGNA 221
2 OOXBO JU a sa K ttW TlPP AIHQPFQCRQffFG LSLQPUCa«SFIDI ^UUW L?JE8IE£L OONBEVI TGSG ggCTflMnWlBOSK 222
3 HAEIN 7WSHBI2nNTH3P LFGELPTQGRESiFK LGL-SGTCNKQF1D1 BG08RLILBCIXSL pm & V L  TPQG NBKUMOSUBCNA 221
4 BASCO Ataa'g gJXXAVIBP AWEQGtfQARS&FA 1NIPKELVGKAAKFH ll-(aSKAeVEKDCSI REDRCW TOTG NWALOAKINFBSNA 221
5 RICPR AEKMEgUIXFA'TOP AS8QEFHSK3AXB LGF-KDNQAKQtKBI BKA«NA11K19A33 IBIB2BTI NSYG nZALOASXIEOXS 221
6 AQOAE1 VKHfflSAIIIBrjDP BLOWPVQAREljAFK INL PVKEPASIA DC-QrQITSDLOASL VBIHEEVL TKBG NLIALOAKZDUXNA 217
7 M alate MKESSkfiQWRBP AV&QQFQAREXAFQ LGL-MDtQVSAAVKr BNORAFHDCOQEJ LB X & W  TKEO RSLALDAKltSFECNA 217
8 <~OT.TR AEXQIKSZJKrGPS SGKTYGOTRREUCP HEH-DQPIADQGNRI XRQOQCBIEXnSL tBDBEVL TKDG SShUM tKnEDIA 221

9 THEAQ AAEHEgtDSEWID? BKBFRPFEARHWKR AGL-BGNUK-LAOT EVAEXRAXB3VDASI A8HBEW TTDG GXVAA0AKIVI2XHA 212
10 THEFL AAEKIBUHXFWXDP HKSRPFEARaWKR AGL-BaONK-LAOP EVAEXRAXBGVDASI AEMfEW— TTDG GKAADMIVIXUJA 212
11 MBCIO AATKPSRLAKVPWA VKSVEUFARSZABQ fflL-PAEWLDBUVMT IAKLMELPVAEDATL TOBHHWR TUB KHAUMKTTIDGNA 213
12 STRCO AARREBARARIPW3P A3QVHEKEAVRXADA AGL PPQIVDT LVRUeCVCVRSDALL VEUN8LVR TABG RXVALDGHmZCtfll 209
13 ARCFOl AAKHEOAlHRITfDP LWGLKDTEVRKXLFR A3F-B3EEFBJ5DI IXXIMUIAI'AIEAEL TSDJFLAV— TDEG -KAADAHBfSXXA 213
14 ARCFU2 SVKHEBK2ASIABNP KWGLWHQIHEELIN SQK-PREXWKEVASI UdXSRINVHIBAEL VK1NH.W TPDG -tHAADAHBHEOSA 212
15 MBT.TA XEXNSBOIKXHXD? RKEFLPYIARWIVKE AKL-PSNEIGKVADtf rKLXKIPXBLDAIM E8HBEVI TKDG MKAADASBlUXn 211
16 METIH AARSPBOVEHONP LD8FLPXEAREXARK MGL-ESELIPSVOGV WKETQLFRKYLARI. JOXUEVI SC23S -FIAADAKEEVEC08 211

17HUHAN-G AASNEBLIFKEQIDI FBGXKDGOAQRNAEN LGF-VGPLKSQAADQ RKBtNLnKHMTQ VKBHPKE TFBG QBVCFBAEINPECNA 237
18 PIG-G AASNFBUFEBQIDI IESIKDSQAQRMABi LGP-LGPLCNQAADQ IXKEXNLPLKIOATQ VBUNPPGE TFBG COTCFDAKDJFCCfJA 250
19HOOSE-G AASSFKLIFKBatDI FBGIKESQAQRKAHJ LGF-LGSLKNQAADQ XTXQDULKIOAirQ VB8NEFGE— TFBG SWVCFDAJONPnXR 237
20 BIRD-G WTSEBUFXEEIDI FBBIKEHQALQBAKN LGF-KGFLQQQAADQ IKKdNLFUCIDATQ VEBHPPGE TFBG QVVCFDAIONFDCNA 224
21 CAEEL2 AEKlMBOFKl'PtU l QtBCTBGQSLKZAKD LQF-B3XLIGVAAQE IXRLKXFIAVDATQ VTOEVE TADG HVFCVDAXWiFEOSA 249

22 A3AXH AEKPHMUKVPHV FAGTTOHIAAKBVDG LAP-KAADRKDSIBO BOCUtELFRKTDCTM tSXNOAE TSTN QUZAADAKINFDOIA 255
23 TRIVA2 AAKHPBKTLXFtXDG VEGITRDVAVNISKQ UX-TGXAIHdEE I03NKLBU3SDA3Q VBVSFLAE TTDG RUTVDSKPtJPDOSA 235
24 TRIVI3 AAKHFBKIHKFVLDG VQGITEEVAQTISKK LGL-TGXAXBJGVEB HQKXMKLIUGSnA3Q VBDNPLAE TTDG RHTVDSEENFCOSA 236
25 THIVA1 AAHHPBKIHXFVLDG VEBXTEBUAKNXSIK LGL-TaOHDKWVE MQKENKLEUGSDASQ WB8KPLAE TTDG RHTVDSKFNFDDSA 238

26HQMAN-A AAEHEAIIKEPIDI EEGIKKEQALCLAQR IGF-FCNIVESAAB) MVKEXSUUGISASM IBnEKVE DSDG AVLOCMCTNFDSNS 243
27 PIG-A AABTemVSEPXDI VEStXKBQAVRSKXC MGF-PPSIVDSAAEN mXEOJLFLKYDAIM VBHEMVE DSDG ASDQOAKINEDSS 242
28MOOSB-A AAHffBAIVKEPIDI VBSIKKBQAVmQK MGF-P9HVDSAAQI IDlSBNLFUOfDASM RBXNEWE DSDG KHDQSW1NFDS8 243
29 BIRD-A AAENPDMUEPTDI VBBDWBOAVRLAQK HGF-PSNLVDEAABt (CKLINLPLKXDAnM nOOMVE— DASG VW30AKXNPDSNS 230
30 CAQLl AAINIDAIVKMPIDV (MSTKBLAHEXAVK HGP-SKDCSQQASEI IBSSQONGSDASL BBDOMAE CMC IWYCMDCKLLUSNA 251
31 NBOFR AKUJFCRILTVPSSI KT&TREVALDIAKX HGF-TSOFQAADT PMXLXKIFIEXDATM TOMKAE— NNRG BnOOAKEGFEDlA 220
32 SCHPO AAaQSAHXRSCIN SHJLDPHIAEEEVEK LGF-SSSSKPKAVDA IVKU00/ENDCDATQ VBSSEAE TTDH KnCMDARNFDCm 250
33 SACCE AHtreEUKXFSXET SMRSPQMAKDWKS IGF-SFDAQDEAAKA VSOSKIIHEROAaQ EHIWFLSRTFHDPTH KMCIDAKFGFECNA 261

34 AQQAE2 BFCWBBNPINFBC LYBBVRNYLLg  LGF...MPVLRKLSEV JARHOAIHGAEARL ZBBBEAIVEROGXP DOLALDAWKIEGDA 213
35 CIT-HU »KA3tLLMGV n g m  PEDXXKHLLVHA----------- FDCKKEILASF QGUNFTHXJETT LSINFDW— TKDG -VXVLGLAAKVDAIA 230

2 ' S tru c t 333T aaaam T333 TTaaaoaa-aaTTbb httrtTITbbhbOPto aoaaoaaaaaaT-------TTTTTTTbbbbfcdT T-ZTajuiaaaaaaaa

1 BCOLI LBRQFDCREMRDQSQ EDFRIAQArAQHEIM IVAUX2IIGC1I8N3A.GUIK7INDIVKL -HGO-EaNFUWGG G-ATRERVTEAFKII 305
2 OOXBO LTROSEtoEMRDTTQ ECEHKTHArOQMHIN HKHXHXXXBOL GmtSTHDTi'PCL  -SGB-DCRNFUNGB S-ATKHWTEAFKII 306
3 HAEIN LEBHKCUALODLTQ NDAREAEArEKFOIN WWa®IDCMBMaA, OWOBIDIBKL -VGB-KERWOKXg G-AJQBWAEAFiai 305
4 BASCO LYRQKDIMBYRCLLE tUPKELEA-SKIDLS gStm aO aM M B tO B B B aBglKH-IGG-BERNFIDOGG G-AXAEKVTEAFKH 305
5 RICPR LFKHWETAMRBHDE EDPDBTRA-ANM3S WKBBGNinCmHBfcGmWnPnKL-YGA-LPRMFUAAGG G-ADRERVKEALKII 305
6 AQUAE1 LFRHKDLEaCIBTQ LCQLBVEA-KKH3N PKIWCNimBMGAGaMAIMTrrKL--------AGB-EPBMFEDBBB G-ANWEQIANAFRIL 301
7 M alate LERRRNIA1BHDFSQ GDB<SAQArAE9SS TTTTHCK IWDBCfc GUBPaiPIIKH-AGG-EPMFLCW3D G-ASPCKVATAFRLV 291
8 CHUR LTBHPQCADCYEPSQ BUROVLfe-KOLGLB YIAIDanGClNNBALGLAMSTUlILKL TGG-SAIBRSNGS S-ASEKQIQEAIS8V 305

9 THEAQ LFBHPDLAELREVEA EHPLS/EA-SNYG8A tW ggannT iaB A  aPnB M PlN R  VOG-KPRMFUXIGG G-AKADWTNALKBV 296
10 THEFL LFBHPDCAELREVEA EHPLBVEK-SNYGEA TJKZOSCdlOXSLOU/KtTUXXfR VOa-KBMPHMBGO-AXADWYNALZCHV 296
11 MK7TO OBRQPGHAEFEBBAA TDFLXLXA-KEHDIN WWBBOVGI iaOLOBWCTORWAIAGE KHGGVKPRWI2HDG G-ASAEVHAAGUNV 302
12 STRCO RPRQSRN3EIRQEDA -DSL8ARA-GAH2N RUMi J w a r a j T iiM aa n n m t m i l - trz CGAR8MBISBGS 6-ASARVMADGLSW 292
13 ARCFOl LYRHPEZAELREATE EDPLEREA-RLXG2N TOgflBACVIAMGA GMMATltirTNL MGG-KPAMimrOO GLADWKMKNCLIKP 298
14 ARCFU2 LFSHRDCEKLRIKTE ADCMBUA-MENGZN I VKlIX>W3VLAMGA.aBBfAl11CLI-YIY GG-KPHNFUNGttG-ASAEWREAIMLI 296
15 MEDIA AERB-NXEEFEBOIN KEK   LPEA VIBBOXW U tSKSt'GUtUSBCBK-------LOR-KERCnXaaS —ADAETVKLALRXP 287
16 MBTTH rOBREFMaiEKEP EE-----------------»»----------------------------------------------------- NG—EEMRIOIGG G-ASEDVIRRALCLV 284

17H0MAN-G EFRQKEIIFAMDCKSE NEPI8NEA-AKDXX O G a» g A C»WBfc<MIIATmnFL  -NGG-KPRNFEDLQG GVKEAQVIQAFKIX- 322
18 PIG-G EgBQKDIFAMDmSE NEFUNEA-AKVDCC t2 E U aiP C W|CA.CMMAm m E L ---------NOG-KERBFICLGGGVKESQVIOAFKLL- 335
19MOOSB-G EFBQKDSFAMI1XSB NEPWERrARXEDC MCaX»BAatjBBIfcOaMAa d B IF'L---------NGB-KEMROOB GVKEAQWEAFKLL- 322
20 BIRD-G EPBQKEIFBa a S E  NBPISlEft-AKXEtX gGOX>IIACFW3AGrAIIATCDIISL  -NGG-KEASFITLGG GVKEAQVYQAFKIL- 309
21 CAEEL2 AXRQKEXFA3S3FEE HDFRXVEft-HQFMN TBRBWOACCHBfciGtWIATIBTiTKL HGG-EERWUW2G AVTEDAVFNAVRH- 334

22 ARATH ABRQKE8FAMR0PTQ EDPRWAArAKVDtN TOJDGKTTnaMGAGEAMAnCIIKL BGB-TBRSROISSNASBCVVEAFKILr- 340
23 TRIVA2 HnQKQXFGIRDLKQ VNPFSIRIfc-EKK3N VtPtSONACiaK3A.GLAMA3ICAIIQL------ MG-tSAHFLELGG GASEAAVTOGETII- 320
24 T R IV n HOOKQilPGIRSUQ VNPFERArBOGDI OTBaW aW CKgRM A1l83gIKL-------AGB-DBMRIZQS AASEAAVTBGETII- 321
25 TRIVA1 HXBQKQIFGIRaKQ VNPFSXEJk-QUGOI nPEBO N najH G fcffiBM ID IlIK L------ AGG-CS9BFIHGG AASEAAVTEGFTH- 323

26H0MAN-A AJBQKiaFELQBWTQ EDERIKDM-AKMBN YTr!firr*irr* 'lW 7ft ------- HGB-TEMtt'IIWQO GMVHQVTEAFialT 324
27 PIG-A AXBQKXIFCLQdWrQ EDBOXDft-AKANIN IlCiIB<KIGC rm in ^ M lmTTT l,'ng .-------- HGO-TEAHEIiAOG GATVHQVTEAFKLIT 323
28MOOSB-A AXBOOCtFIZQPHSQ EDBIBKEM-ANADIN TTf?lXiSTnt~OiHf3A: GrAMRTlinrrKL-------- HQG-TSRWIWGG GATVQQVTEAFKL1T 324
29 BIRD-A ABRJUUFIJMQbWrQ SEREROft-AKADIN gGtEGNgaCSaBGAilTAMATTITTTKL-------- HGG-TEHgII»GG'GATVHaVrrEAFKLIT 311
30 r aRCT.1 EPRQAKgm aCK Q  ECELERlfe-AAANDI '̂ »JwiOTyi«iiifaffirf81«TTi 'lf'T L ------ HGG-SPRMFIIAA3G GATVtWlHAF K Iir 332
31 NBOFR <.WRKGIFALRnrTQ EDPRBWCBAtatBW TO3MBOPCHIIIiriff,7Ti*l**1“lim K L ------ NB8-VBBgiaW 30 SAtEAKQVKEAFKIIS 302
32 SCHPO EFRHSNlFVUggSQ EOTDBARArAKW3N PDtEDa n PCUINGRGMIIAIItTTTKL------ HGB-GEMBIXAX3B.BANAEAIREAFSLI- 331
33 SACCE SSHQEKKSWRDLSQ EDBXVXRrKKXIXN PVKlJCT*IK~t»M3Ac6KMMM*<IKb------ NGG-nPABFLDOGG GAO'PKl'lXQUFEU- 342

34 AQ0AE2 STPFAAIYGVRTA.— EREIAAAgIEKD-»-.XVg 2 E UIA ftriG G 0m lV g a g :-Y------- g S U aW ggB G rBPEAE KKIK m  312
35 e r r - ®  D H C K V B & ..J..— »EEAYTAtTriAKS»«»iHPttBGRPnmXritOAiWVgDBICD--------LGG-ELAHeGBliSGAPSEQCrrYUYAKriL 348
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2 ’ S tru c t a tfm n ib b b b b b r bW TTSaaaaaaaaa TTTT------ bbfcffTTuua aaaaaaTTTT

1 nm r.T  m  ■ « i»  iM » ( i |f | m m ri« .T « iY n T rJ VAESG--VNVEVOTRi:ZEa«AELGAKKI»D SGUI------ EAAKG CBMQQWAAVEGK
2 c q x b c j v s c K N ^ g s m n o if f iV K C U B if f is C v K E g b — iD Q g g $ g r i£ a > n Q ix » a ts v D  sa w ------ h a a n s  p a m a e q iv k q v g v i
3 HAEIN r;n amuyu P M ^r—uiM giw ^ m aT O iaaipT lA R  SWN------- ILTAQS LQQMELAVNAAKGB
4 BASCU T.*T'Cr̂ ^ TP)lfTFl̂ l» » C t« ^ iP W reM -w iq ^-r.T ^ j ^ ^ i i i i N onrfagtrfeg a m i------- TTSAES MAEGAQKIVSLV—
5 RICPR i >itu u ^ i n i^ n K ^ nB ^ - n s s a r n M K S O S i~ 'a S B ^0 & ra a n a a sS S W ( SO X ------- EPAHD LAERANKTVEAIR—
s aqqaei M A D E o a a u S n a g g iU iss ts fe a c ^  s n a p —iE m nrem arN vm G K H H ite s o n ------- f iia e d  mwcgakkaveiankq
7 M alace LSERW a0a6/ag^g2N RgWVAESgWa t AHE8C— IIAflSaViiftAaniVEeaaaEAB SOLD------- UTADT LTKAARKAVEACHGA8 c h u tr  L sa< sv F V B riH n iS si» x 3 em s® v sX  HQGgc—s 'l e w ^ ia sgMVEwa o g iN  AGIP------- c e fv ts  m sbgaeiavqlsr—

9 THEAQ UOIHAflUATJJa i a g p ^ Atg W gg ^  LE3GL— LTTWVMEVAgTAEEEAKKIljE- -CKP------- VYKYPT SHRAKAIVAHU33A
10 THEFL T«IIU M r-ifgruiwJiipiviCTggnrramiM LEBSL—LTKPWSEVAarAEEEAKXLSE- -GKP------- TOKPT SIBAAKAIVAHVOta.
11 KYCTU L G D Q aeK S ro W « ecrS C » m O D n ai LGMEEEANKEpraeiaWNVEBGRRIErB ANHP----- URLVAT MEBAAEBAAELASA-
12 STROO LSD PO 8R S8S0iaargm aiaB «EinU I L£ESR--LTKED^^UXNNAARGRALIDA RAHP-----MEQATT MDGAARRAARLAIA-
13 ARCFOl LKDtMBWVj'n fc g jfBt lHCW  WWMT I *  LCe^-RKS^EWKEAOINEEICREMER YSSHQGAEIHFVES- IEBGARKAVELAG—
14 ARCF02 LSCRNVKWEaniG'SErRCrEBAKGDCEA LAW— SP-PWVREAarNEEBGHKIlCE FAKERINFHZ-VET- MEEOEXAVKLAEE-
15 METJA rM U M iiW n m a 'lB iw flK M n w ili KHF- ENSOTSKWaiNEEIGRKIIEE KUP YETS MEBAGRXLIBQL------
16 MBTTH ISHPSVKVVmKICGETRAEPaKraiAE ROAR RETOERXRUISINEEBGQRIXitE AGIP-------- -FETS LERAAEKAVFIAXM-

17HDMAN-G TADPKSEAXEVnBB SIVNCAUANSTTKA CREIE--LKSPOTBt IEGDMJEACIKIIMJ SGLP--------XTSAID LEEMKKAVASVAKK
18 PIG-G TADPKVEAHMBIB6IVNOt[I|NGCrXk CRSE—LKVBEBVE IHJINVHEACNUnN SGLP--------ITSAVD LSMKKAVASVTKK
19MOOSB-G TSDPKVEMLVKnOGIVNailANSmA CRSE--LKVEWVR LBGINVQEACrnEC SGLP--------ITSAVD LSRAKKAVASVAKK
20 BIRD-G TADPKVEAIEVRIPG GWNCAIIANBITRA CRSE—LKVEISWR EEGWVHEAQRHNE SGLP-------- IMSAND LEDAAKKAVASVAKC
21 CAEEL2 TSDPRVKCVLIinPG  QIVNCAgTAtOVVSA VNKZG—INVBBIVBIE9INVDAAKQ11KK SOX-------- UTAMJ LEBAAAKAVSSVFK-

22 ARATH TSIXKVKAIIMnFGaitKCDVIASaiVN* AKEVA—UCVPWVR EBCENVEQGKRIIKE 9GMK------- LTTAEO LECAAEXAVKALAH-
23 TRIVA2 SSQFHVKAnjUHXKLGIVRCDnRAOBXAA FKKSG--UCVPBWR LBGTNVDKKXURB SGLP--------CBAEN LTDAGXKAVKAANGE
24 TRIVn SSQSH9KASMBS6 GXVRCEMBBASRIAlt FKXWG—LKVEDWRLBGINVQAGXXLIRE SGLP--------UPAEN LXEAGIKAVKAANCZ
25 TRIVA1 SQQSHVKAHA/NIFG Gtf/RCEMVAAGVIAA FKKW3—LKVHJWREEXJINVEAC2<KLIR£ SGLP--------dSAQI LTDAGEXAVKAAfEE

26HDMAN-A SDK-KVLAIEVHIPG GMRCWIXaHVKA VKELE— IKIPWVR LQGTKVEOAKALIAD SGLK--------XLACDO LDBAARMWKLSEIV
27 PIG-A SDK-KVLSHM»Da <QMRCDVXAQSSfMK VKECE—DdW W R LOGTRVEDAKALIAD SGLK--------ILACED LDBAAKMWKLSEIV
2SMOOSE-A SIK-KV3AILVKIH3 GIMRCDVIAQGIVMA V SIE — IRgW W t LUQ1HVPDAKALIAD SGLK------- XLACCO LEBAAKMWKLSEIV
29 BIRD-A SCK-KVLAHMnFGGDiRCIX/IAQGIWA VSXE—LKZFRRR UQ®RVEOAKALrEA SGUC------- ILACEO LEBAAXMWKLSEIV
30 CAEEL1 AEKEKVSASMQFS GIMRQA/IAQGdQA ARSD—LKXBOTRDQGTKVEDAKALIAX SQLR-ZLFCEN LEERAKMWKL30V
31 NBOFR SDKA-VSAHMOTO GIMRCDIVAEGttlQA VKEU3--LDEPIOTRICOTKVEEARELIKN SNLS-IHAIEO [XKAAKKWQLANVV
32 SCHPO THDETOIAIPVIIIEeCaVRCaVXAKGEISV VSAIN—UHPIICR IOOD»3GAAKEVIlej SGLR-IFSFEO LEBAAKKXCRFSRW
33 SACCE LSNKNVDAIPVIIIPG GIVRCEKVALGLVEA ARELE—VKVPTVAR LQGTKVESGRDIINK SGVK-IYSFDE LDEAAKKWELTQN-

34 AQ0AE2 LSKP—GIRXVSXAG «^-RHWT-IGBGVA.— -KLDPMOPWR BNGPEAEKGLRMLYE AFKBCGHOGBTffiSA LPWEAPVRLKELLD
35 CIT-Hl} SLKTR—DGKILIID AA3PKGIVRA nL-^KEHEUTIPVR RGGPNYQBGLRVM3E VGXTTGIP1HVFOTE TWTAI\A3BWAPAI

9 THEAQ A------------------------------------------------ 378
10 THEFL A-----------------------------------------------  378
12 STRCO ASTAGQAG--------------------------------------- 383
14 ARCF02 V-------------------------------------------------- 380
16 METXH L-----------------------------------------------  365

23 TRIVA2 KLI-----------------------------------------------405
24 TRXVI3 KL---------------------------------------------- 405
25 TRIVI1 KF-------------------------------------------------407

26H0MAN-A TLAKQAHVWKFQLP I -----------------------426
27 PIG-A TLTKQAQVCVKFQLP I ----------------------- 425
28MOOSE-A TLAKEAHVDVKFQLP I --------------------  426
29 BIRD-A TLAKQAHUJVKPQLP I ----------------------- 413
30 CAEEL1 OLARAINVWKFELS I ----------------------- 435
31 NBOFR a j UUaClKIKIB t----------------------------402
32 SCHPO DVNVSPELPL---------------------------------- 433

34 AQUAE2 KCQAKKLEEEBQIKB GHTFTEEQASDU21 436
35 CIT-HD ENQPPTAAKEANFUi NAQRETSTPAPSRT 454

388
389
388
385
386
384
390
386

377
377
387
375
383
379
364
364

404
417
404
391
415

425
402
398
405

409
408
409
396
418
387
422
426

390
423
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Figure 1*4. Phylogenetic tree for the amino acid sequences of the a-subunits of SCS.
The three taxonomic domains are shown in bold. The tree was generated using the 
alignment in Figure 1-2, and the programs CLUSTAL W (85) and TREE VIEW (86). 
The data base accession numbers are listed in Appendix 1.
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Figure 1-5. Phylogenetic tree for the amino acid sequences of the P-subunits of SCS.
The three taxonomic domains are shown in bold. The tree was generated using the 
alignment in Figure 1-3, and the programs CLUSTAL W (85) and TREE VIEW (86).
The data base accession numbers are listed in Appendix I.
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in a bias toward amino acid residues that have codons with a high G+C content (89). The 

amino acid alignment of SCS from the high G+C content mesophilic eubacteria thus 

reflects the bias for codons with a high G+C content, leading to the placement of amino 

acid residues in a finite number of positions regardless of the mesophilic or thermophilic 

nature of the organism. The segregation of the second set of Aquifex aeolicus genes in the 

archaebacterial group may be due to the thermophiiicity of A. aeolicus, however this 

segregation may not be functionally significant because these genes are the most distantly 

related of the SCS sequences. There are several groups of residues that are absolutely 

conserved in all other species of SCS (see the shaded areas of Figures 1-2 and 1-3) which 

are not conserved in the second set of genes from Aquifex aeolicus, including the sequence 

around the active site histidine. This implies that these genes code for proteins that may no 

longer perform the same function as other SCS proteins, and thus are not under the same 

evolutionary pressure. In addition, relatively large differences between these sequences 

and other SCS sequences may lead to their inappropriate placement in the archaebacterial 

domain. For example, the a-subunit sequences in the group containing malate thiokinase, 

M. tuberculosis, S. coelicolor, and A. aeolicus, could be placed as a branch within the 

eubacterial domain without disturbing the relative evolutionary relationships. This has not 

been done because the sequences for their p-subunits align within the archaebacterial 

group.

Some enzymes that catalyze reactions similar to the reaction catalyzed by SCS also 

display sequence similarity with SCS. Malate thiokinase functions in the serine cycle of the 

methylotroph, Methylobacterium extorquens, and as the name suggests, catalyzes the same 

reaction as SCS except malate thiokinase uses malate instead of succinate (90). Malate 

thiokinase from Methylobacterium extorquens segregates into either the eubacterial (P- 

subunit) or archaebacterial (a-subunit) domains. The mechanism for the reaction catalyzed 

by ATP citrate lyase is also similar to that catalyzed SCS: the formation of acetyl-CoA and 

oxaloacetate from citrate and CoA is accompanied by the hydrolysis of ATP to ADP, and
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proceeds through the formation of a citryl-CoA intermediate. ATP citrate lyase from a 

number of organisms has been sequenced (91-93), and the C-terminus of this enzyme 

contains regions that are similar to the a-subunit of SCS. Using the improved similarity 

searches of Altschul et al. (94,95), Galperin and Koonin have detected similarities between 

the N-terminus of ATP citrate lyase and the N-terminus of the p-subunit of SCS (96). 

These similarities imply that catalysis of a similar reaction places similar evolutionary 

pressures on all of these enzymes, and indicates a common origin for the genes that encode 

ATP citrate lyase, malate thiokinase and SCS.

The functional differences in the nucleotide specificity of SCS are reflected in the 

alignment of the p-subunits of SCS. Johnson et al. (29) noted that the genes for the P- 

subunit of mammalian SCS segregate into two groups. Each group corresponded to SCS 

specific for either adenosine or guanosine nucleotides . The genes for the P-subunit of 

SCS from fungi all segregate into the ADP/ATP-specific group, whereas those for 

Arabidopsis thaliana and Trichomonas vaginalis segregate into the GDP/GTP-specific 

group near the point of divergence. The segregation of the fungi in the ADP/ATP-specific 

group is consistent with the reported nucleotide specificity of SCS from Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae (38). Based on the sequence alignment, SCS from Arabidopsis thaliana 

segregates into the GDP/GTP-specific group. The database report confirms that it is 

GDP/GTP-specific, in contrast to previous reports that all plants examined were ADP/ATP- 

specific (97, 33-35, 28). The ADP/ATP-specific enzymes have C-terminal extensions 

when compared to the GDP/GTP-specific enzymes. The differences in sequence between 

the ADP/ATP- and GDP/GTP-specific SCS families extend throughout the entire sequence 

of the ^-subunit and suggest that their respective cDNA’s are likely to be coded for by two 

separate genes. In the case of hemoglobin, the separate genes for the multiple species are 

thought to have arisen by gene duplication (7). The genes for the ADP/ATP- and 

GDP/GTP-specific SCS enzymes may have also arisen in this manner, and if so, the 

phylogenetic tree shown in Figure 1-5 indicates that the gene duplication event would have
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occurred early in the eukaryotic lineage. Several other duplication events are indicated by 

the dendogram, however they would be relatively recent gene duplications giving rise to 

paralogous genes. There are two recently diverged genes for the [5-subunit in 

Archaeoglobus flugidus, and three in Trichomonas vaginalis. No function has been 

ascribed to these duplicated genes.

Unlike the amino acid sequences of the P-subunits, those of a-subunits do not 

segregate into groupings that are representative of functional differences (like nucleotide 

specificity). In general, the amino acids sequences of different SCS isozymes from a 

single species resemble each other more than they resemble SCS from other species. Thus, 

unlike the P-subunit, the alignments of the sequences for the a-subunit indicate that only 

relatively recent gene duplications have occurred. Within the eukaryotic domain, the 

sequences of SCS align according to the expected evolutionary relationships of their 

respective organisms, the mammalian sequences are closely related, and the sequences 

from single celled eukaryotes are on a separate branch from the sequences from 

multicellular eukaryotes. Similar to the P-subunit, there are two genes that encode the a- 

subunit in Archaeoglobus flugidus, and three in Trichomonas vaginalis. In T. vaginalis the 

proteins expressed by these genes have been implicated in adhesion to the urogenital tract 

(98). In addition, unlike the P-subunit, there are two genes that encode the a-subunit in 

Caenorhabditis elegans, and two different cDNAs have been cloned from flower buds and 

the epidermis of Arabidopsis thaliana. These cDNAs have differences along their entire 

sequence, implying that they are coded for by two separate genes. This is unlike the two 

cDNAs that have been cloned from fetal pig heart tissue, which differ only in an insertion, 

and arise from differential splicing of the a-subunit gene (99). The absence of segregation 

of the a-subunits into groups corresponding to ADP/ATP- and GDP/GTP-specific 

enzymes implies that the basis for nucleotide specificity lies in the P-subunit. This 

correlates well with the finding that the ADP/ATP-specific enzyme isolated from pigeon
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muscle and GDP/GTP-specific enzyme isolated from pigeon liver, differ only in the P- 

subunit (30).

Structural Organization o f Succinyl-CoA Synthetase Genes

Examination of the context in which the SCS genes are found in relation to each 

other and to those for other citric acid cycle and metabolic enzymes reveals that it is only the 

expression of the functional unit (af3-dimer) that is conserved. The organization of the 

genes into groups with other citric acid cycle or metabolic enzymes occurs in relatively few 

species. The first SCS genes to be investigated were from E. coli. They are found in a 

cluster that encodes several citric acid cycle enzymes, and are located at the end of an 

operon which expresses four genes, SucA (the El dehydrogenase component of the a - 

ketoglutarate dehydrogenase complex), SucB (the E2 succinyltransferase component of the 

same complex), SucC (the P-subunit of SCS), and SucD (the a-subunit of SCS) (100). 

The SucC and SucD genes are translationally coupled: the stop codon of SucC overlaps 

with the ATG of the SucD (100). A ribosome binding site is located in the SucC coding 

region, upstream of the initial ATG for SucD (100). It is thought that the coexpression of 

these genes ensures the production of equimolar amounts of both subunits. In the same 

manner, the coexpression of the a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase genes with the SCS genes 

correlates with the report of specific association between these two enzymes (101). The 

genes in Rhizobium leguminosarum are also organized in a gene cluster (mdh-SucCDAB, 

where ‘mdh’ codes for malate dehydrogenase) which may constitute an operon (102). The 

genes for SCS from 8 other eubacteria, 4 archaebacteria, 2 yeast, and the a-subunit of pig 

heart have now been characterized (69,70,72-76,99,77,79-81).

In eubacteria, the genes encoding the a -  and P-subunits of SCS are in close 

proximity to each other, and the a-subunit gene follows the P-subunit gene. In some 

species, Haemophilus influenzae and Coxiella brunetii, the genes encoding the a - and P~ 

subunits are translationally coupled as in E. coli SCS and in one species, Coxiella brunetii.
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they are organized in an operon that is similar to that in E. coli. Other eubacterial species, 

Bacillus subtilis, Chlamydia trachomatis, Aquifex aeolicus, Streptomyces coelicolor, and 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the subunit genes are separated by only 15-30 nucleotides, 

enough space for a ribosome binding site, and likely constitute an operon. In Rickettsia 

prowazekii the subunit genes are separated by approximately 200 nucleotides, indicating 

that the a-subunit most likely has a separate promoter. The second set of SCS genes from 

Aquifex aeolicus is the exception to these observations. The genes coding for the two 

subunits are separated by 2.7 x 10s nucleotides, and the 5’-end of the a-subunit gene has a 

16 nucleotide overlap with a cell cycle protein.

The corresponding genes from archaebacteria span a wide range of genomic 

organization; in some species, Thermus aquaticus, and Thermus flavus, the subunit genes 

are translationally coupled in a similar manner to those in E. coli. In other species, 

Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum, and Archaeoglobus fulgidus, the subunit genes 

are separated by only 4-15 nucleotides. In Methanococcus jarmachii the a-subunit gene is 

separated from the ^-subunit gene by 6.2 x 10s nucleotides, and is transcribed in the 

opposite direction. In both sets of SCS genes in Archaeoglobus fulgidus, the gene for the 

a-subunit precedes that for the ^-subunit. This is the reverse order to that found for other 

SCS subunit genes in proximity to one another.

The SCS genes in eukaryotic species have been less well characterized. Consistent 

with the back migration of genes from the primitive mitochondria into the nucleus, the a- 

and ^-subunit genes in yeast are found on different chromosomes and contain no introns. 

The a-subunit gene from pig heart has been partially characterized and contains at least one 

intron which can be differentially spliced (99). Thus, in keeping with the hypothesis that 

one gene is an independent unit of heredity, the function of SCS is conserved but the 

organization and expression of the two subunits in relation to each other and to other citric 

acid cycle enzymes is not
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Given the translational coupling associated with some of the genes for SCS, it is 

worth noting that there is only one gene which codes for ATP citrate lyase in rat, human 

and C. elegans. The N-terminus of the translated protein is similar to the P-subunit of 

SCS, and the C-terminus is similar to the a-subunit. However, in Sordaria macrospora, a 

fungus, a relatively small gene for ATP citrate lyase that is only similar to the a-subunit of 

SCS, has been isolated (93). Nowrousian et al. (93) make the observation that the ATP 

citrate lyase isolated from animals and yeast is a homotetramer, while that from the 

filamentous fungi, Aspergillus nidulans and Penicillium spiculisporum, consists of two 

different subunits. Thus, in the filamentous fungi ATP citrate lyase is likely to be encoded 

by two genes.

Thus, the genomic organization displayed by SCS and related enzymes spans a 

wide spectrum of possible genomic arrangements. They range from expression of a single 

polypeptide (ATP citrate lyase) to separate polypeptides that are translationally coupled and 

expressed as part of a larger operon {E. coli and Rhizobium leguminosarum) to expression 

on their own operon, with and without translational coupling, to separate expression of the 

gene for each subunit. This indicates that not even the gene is conserved, but the functional 

unit. The conservation of functional units within and among SCS and related enzymes may 

be extended even further; the N-terminal domain of the p-subunit of SCS is structurally 

similar to the ATP-grasp fold that is found in D-ala:D-ala ligase (DD-ligase) (103, 55). 

This similarity could not be detected by the current sequence searching programs. 

However, Alschul et al. (94,95) have developed new methods of data base searching that 

can detect the similarity between the N-terminal domain of SCS and other proteins that 

contain the ATP-grasp fold (96). It unclear whether this indicates a common origin for this 

fold, or if this is an example of convergent evolution.
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P art D. The Reaction Catalyzed by Succinyl-CoA Synthetase

The Specificity o f Succinyl-CoA Synthetase for Substrates

Early work on the citric acid cycle established that the overall reaction catalyzed by 

SCS was as follows:

succinyl-CoA + NDP + P, *=* succinate + CoA + NTP 

(where NDP and NTP are purine nucleoside di- and triphosphates, respectively). Later 

work characterized the nature of the substrates that could be used by E. coli SCS. SCS 

from E. coli displays a high degree of specificity with regard to succinate. A number of 

organic acids were tested as substrates for the complete reaction, and malate at high 

concentrations (91 mM) was about 3% as effective as succinate (104). Dephospho-CoA 

(CoA which is lacking the phosphoryl group at the 3’ position of the ribose sugar) was an 

adequate replacement for CoA, while 4-phosphopantetheine was about 1000 times less 

effective and oxy-CoA (CoA which has an oxygen atom in place of the sulfur) was not a 

substrate. These results are consistent with the formation of a covalent bond between 

succinate and the sulfhydryl group of CoA. As discussed earlier the nucleotide specificity 

of SCS varies. The nucleotide preference for the E. coli enzyme is ADP/ATP > GDP/GTP 

> IDP/1TP (105). The eukaryotic isozymes are specific for either ADP/ATP or GDP/GTP 

but not both (58, 30). SCS from plants is apparently specific for ADP/ATP (97, 33-35, 

28), except for that from Arabidopsis thaliana which may be specific for GDP/GTP. The 

pig heart enzyme can also use 8-aza-GTP (47) and 6-thio GTP (48). Like most reactions 

involving nucleotide di- and triphosphates, this reaction also requires divalent metal ions. 

Mg2* ions are the most effective followed, in decreasing order of effectiveness, by Mn2* 

and Co2* ions (42).

Mn2* ion binding has been studied using both proton relaxation rates (PRR) (106) 

and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) (107). Using PRR, it was determined that £.
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coli SCS contained 3.5 ±0.7 metal ion binding sites, and that Mn-ADP was bound at 1.8 

sites (106).

The Reaction Mechanism o f Succinyl-CoA Synthetase

The ability of SCS to carry out several enzyme catalyzed exchange reactions has led 

to a hypothesized reaction mechanism consisting of three partial reactions. The exchange 

reactions are shown in Table 1-1. The substrates and products in each of these exchange 

reactions are a subset of the substrates and products that are associated with the 

corresponding partial reactions implying the existence of distinct intermediates. Later work 

showed that these intermediates could be used by the enzyme to catalyze the corresponding 

partial reactions. The first exchange reaction observed was that between P-[32P]-ADP and 

ATP in the presence of Mg2* ions (31). Kaufman postulated the formation of a 

phosphorylated enzyme intermediate. This was later confirmed by the production of 

phosphorylated enzyme upon incubation of E. coli SCS with y-[32P]-ATP (108, 43, 109). 

Pig heart SCS was also phosphorylated by y-[32P]-GTP (110). Together these 

measurements indicated that the first partial reaction was:

E + NTP «=* NDP + E-P. (1)

The phosphorylated residue in SCS was found to be a histidine (108, 110), more 

specifically, 3-phosphohistidine (111). Later kinetic analyses confirmed that the initial rate 

of formation of the phosphorylated enzyme intermediate was as great as initial steady state 

rate for the overall reaction, and that the phosphorylated enzyme was an obligatory 

intermediate (112). The site of phosphorylation was found in the a-subunit (113), and the 

peptide 244a-MGH(P03)AGAIIAGGK-255a was subsequently isolated (109). 

Mutagenesis of the active site histidine to Asp or Asn led to an inactive enzyme that could 

not be phosphorylated by ATP (114,115).
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Table 1-1 The Exchange Reactions catalyzed by Succinyl-CoA Synthetase.

Exchange Reaction Required Substrates Stimulated by:

P-[32P]-ADP with ATP* Mg2* succinyl-CoAb, or succinate 

Pj and CoAb, or Co Ac

32Pj with ATP Mg2* succinyl-CoAb, 

or succinate and CoAb

y-PPJATP with SCS-P Mg2* CoAd, or desulfo-Co Ac

[180]-Pi with succinate11 succinyl-CoA -

[I4C]-succinate with succinyl-CoA* P; and Mg2* ATP6

Exchange reactions observed by: * (97 , 31, 4 3 ) and ( 1 16), or byb (1 1 2 ) ,c (1 1 7 ) ,d (43 )

Jencks (118) proposed that enzymes stimulate catalysis by two general methods: 

first, they increase the effective concentration of the substrates by bringing them into 

proximity; and second, they must differentially stabilize the ground state and the transition 

state of the enzyme-substrate complex (Fig. 1-6) . This principle is illustrated by this 

partial reaction catalyzed by SCS. The energy of binding nucleotide may be used to 

facilitate the formation of the phosphoenzyme intermediate. Two lines of evidence indicate 

that the energy of formation of a phosphohistidine is greater than that liberated by ATP 

cleavage. First, calculations of the free energy of hydrolysis for the phosphohistidine in 

pyruvate phosphate dikinase (119) and Enzyme I of the phosphotransferase system (120) 

indicated that this free energy is twice the free energy of hydrolysis of the 

phosphoanhydride bond in ATP. Second, the resonance structures that are available to the 

phosphohistidine are similar to those that are available to phosphoguanidiniun groups, 

which also have free energies of hydrolysis that are greater than that of ATP (Fig. 1-7). 

This suggests that the formation of phosphorylated
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Figure 1-6. Use of the binding energy of substrates by enzymes to achieve catalysis.
A. The energy diagram for the uncatalyzed reaction of substrates (S) to produce 
products (P). B. The energy diagram that results if both the transition state (i ) and the 
enzyme-substrate/product (ES/EP) complex are stabilized to the same extent. It is 
obvious that this does not lead to catalysis. C. The energy diagram that results if some 
of the energy from binding substrates is "used" to destabilize the ground state 
complexes. This figure was adapted from Jencks (118)
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Figure 1-7. Some of the resonance structures that a re  availiable to both 
phosphoguanidinium and to phosphohistidine. A. Resonance stuctures that are 
available to phosphocreatine and to phosphoarginine. Adapted from Voet and Voet (7).
B. Similar resonance structures that are availiable to phosphohistidine.
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SCS from ATP should be disfavoured, yet the equilibrium constants for this partial reaction 

were 1^= 31 (AG° = -2.0 kcal/mol) for the E. coli enzyme (43) and 1^= 2.1 (AG° = - 0.4 

kcal/mol) for the pig heart enzyme (56). This is consistent with the observation that freshly 

purified SCS is normally found to be phosphorylated. Thus, since the formation of 

phosphorylated enzyme from ATP is favoured, despite the higher energy of the 

phosphohistidine, SCS may ‘use’ the energy that is available upon binding ATP to favour 

the formation of phosphorylated SCS.

The second exchange reaction, initially reported by Cohn, (121) was the exchange 

of an oxygen atom between inorganic phosphate and succinate during the oxidation of a- 

ketoglutarate in mitochondria. This was later shown to occur during the reaction catalyzed 

by SCS (122, 116). The exchange of an oxygen atom between inorganic phosphate and 

the carboxyl group of succinate was explained by the formation of a succinyl-phosphate 

intermediate. Succinyl-phosphate is unstable, difficult to detect, and is not produced in any 

significant quantities when all of the substrates are present in the reaction mixture. 

However, it was confirmed as an intermediate by its detection following incubation of y- 

[32P]-ATP and succinate with equal amounts of enzyme (123). Using NMR, succinyl- 

phosphate (succinyl-P) was also detected when enzyme was incubated with ATP and 

succinate (124). Furthermore, exogenously supplied succinyl-32P can phosphorylate the 

enzyme, and in conjunction with partial reaction (1), produced ATP from exogenously 

added ADP (123). These results proved that the second partial reaction was

E-P + succinate *=* E-succinyl-P (2)

(where E-succinyl-P indicates a non-covalent enzyme complex with succinyl-phosphate). 

Nishimura and Meister (123) found that exogenously added succinyl-phosphate could also 

react with CoA to produce succinyl-CoA, again in the presence of substrate quantities of 

enzyme. It was suggested that the final partial reaction was

E-succinyl-P + CoA *=* E +succinyl-CoA + P,. (3)
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However, under the proper conditions (pH 6.9 as opposed to pH 7.4) succinyl-phosphate 

also reacts non-enzymatically with CoA at rates which approach the enzyme catalyzed rate 

(125). It was thus suggested that the enzyme only positions the reactants for the final step 

in the reaction but does not stabilize the transition state (126). Fumaryl-phosphate 

(succinyl-phosphate with a treats double bond) or the monoethyl ester of succinyl- 

phosphate did not react with CoA, but maleyl-phosphate (succinyl-phosphate with a cis 

double bond) reacted at a rate greater than the rate of reaction of succinyl-phosphate with 

CoA (125). Thus, the mechanism for the non-enzymatic reaction of CoA with succinyl- 

phosphate was proposed to proceed via the formation of a cyclic anhydride intermediate 

(Fig. 1-8A). However, the enzyme catalyzed reaction is not likely to proceed through a 

cyclic intermediate. Maleyl-phosphate cannot be utilized by SCS to catalyze the formation 

of ATP, nor can maleate dephosphorylate the enzyme (126, 104). In addition, fumarate, 

which does not participate in the non-enzymatic reaction, can dephosphorylate the enzyme, 

although not with the same efficiency as succinate. Thus the enzyme catalyzed reaction 

likely proceeds via an in line nucleophilic attack by the thiol group of CoA on the carbonyl 

carbon of the phosphorylated carboxylate group of succinyl-phosphate. The difficulty in 

detecdon of succinyl-phosphate has led to the proposal that the last two pardal reactions 

proceed in a concerted fashion (Fig. 1-8B) (9). In the x-ray crystallographic structure, the 

relative positions of the thiol group of CoA and the phosphohistidine allow for this 

possibility, however it seems more likely that the reaction proceeds in two rapid steps, as is 

shown in Figure 1-8C.

Substrate Synergism

During studies of the exchange reactions, it was noted that the rate of ATP *=* ADP 

exchange was slower than the rate of the overall reaction, and that the addition of the other 

substrates stimulated this exchange (Table 1-1) (43, 112, 45, 126, 124). This effect was
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Figure 1-8. Reactions of succinate, phosphate and CoA. A. The proposed reaction 
mechanism for the non-enzymatic reaction of succinyl-phosphate with CoA to generate 
succinyl-CoA(125). B. The proposed concerted reaction mechanism for the synthesis of 
succinyl-CoA from phosphorylated enzyme, succinate, and CoA (9). C. The reaction 
mechanism for the production of succinyl-CoA from phosphorylated enzyme, succinate 
and CoA, including the likely transition states.
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called substrate synergism, and is defined as the acceleration of a partial reaction by 

substrates that are not directly involved in that partial reaction. Grinnell and Nishimura 

(45) reported that CoA stimulated the ATP *=* ADP exchange in a concentration dependent 

manner that matched the binding of CoA. Hildebrand and Spector noted that the non

reactive CoA analogue, desulfo-CoA, stimulated the synthesis of ATP from succinyl- 

phosphate in the presence of enzyme (126). The most complete study on the substrate 

synergism shown by E. coli SCS was done by Bridger et al. (112). They showed that the 

greatest stimulation of the ATP «=* ADP exchange reaction occurred when succinyl-CoA 

was included. They also showed that the succinate ** succinyl-CoA exchange reaction 

was greatly stimulated by the addition of ATP. Substrate synergism is also exhibited by 

the pig heart enzyme, which is an aP-dimer with only one active site (127). The 

mechanistic rationale for substrate synergism is that the binding of the other substrates 

produces changes in the conformation of the enzyme which enhances catalysis of the 

exchange reaction. In the light of Jencks’ proposal (118) outlined earlier, substrate 

synergism can be thought of as the use of the binding energy of substrates which are not 

involved in the exchange reaction to destabilize the ground state (or to stabilize the 

transition state) of those substrates that are involved.

Evidence of conformational changes that occur upon the binding of substrates 

supports the mechanistic rationale for substrate synergism. Fluorescence studies using 

enzyme labeled with dansyl chloride indicated that there were changes in the flexibility of 

the bound label upon the binding of CoA (128). Smaller changes were observed with the 

other substrates. Later studies showed that both ATP and CoA protected against the 

quenching of tryptophan fluorescence by acrylamide (129). Multiple changes in the proton 

relaxation rate (PRR) due to four bound Mn2+ ions were observed when substrates were 

bound (106). Consistent with the dansyl chloride labeling results, a large decrease in 

enhancement of the PRR was observed upon the addition of CoA to the enzyme. The 

addition of substrates that should bind to the same binding site resulted in very different
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effects on enhancement of the PRR. The addition of succinyl-CoA resulted in an increase 

in the PRR enhancement, whereas addition of succinate and CoA together resulted in a 

decrease in the PRR enhancement Intuitively, bound succinate and CoA should occupy 

the same binding site as succinyl-CoA, and thus induce the same conformation in the 

enzyme. However, in this case, the conformation of the active site responded differently to 

these substrates. Thus, the conformation of SCS must be exquisitely sensitive to the 

presence of the bond between succinate and CoA.

Conformational Changes Associated with Catalysis

A number of phenomena have been attributed to conformational changes that occur 

during the catalysis of the reaction catalyzed by SCS. The first of these, substrate 

synergism, was discussed above. The second, phosphorylation, has also been associated 

with these conformational changes (127). Phosphorylation of SCS results in a more stable 

form of the enzyme. Upon storage dephosphorylated E. coli SCS loses activity 100 times 

faster than phosphorylated SCS. In addition, the rate of inactivation of the 

dephosphorylated E. coli SCS by trypsin was two orders of magnitude greater than that of 

the phosphorylated enzyme.

The best evidence for the conformational changes that may occur during catalysis of 

the reaction comes from 3lP NMR experiments (124, 130, 131). Resonance from the 

phosphohistidine, which was observed at 4.S ppm, was shifted downfield and broadened 

by the addition of CoA to the enzyme (124). The broadening of the resonance was 

interpreted as two exchanging conformations of the phosphohistidine. The subsequent 

addition of the competitive inhibitor, 2 ,2 ’-difluorosuccinate caused the resonance to shift 

back upfield and sharpen to a resonance consistent with only one conformation. The model 

proposed was that one of the two conformations of the phosphohistidine interacts with 

ADP and the other with succinate. Thus, in the absence of substrates, the phosphohistidine
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Figure 1*9. Schematic representation of the conformational changes of the active 
site phosphohistidine. Partial reactions (2) and (3) (E-P + succinate + C oA succiny l- 
CoA + Pf + E) are thought to occur with the histidine in the succinate/CoA binding 
conformation, and partial reaction (1) (E-P + ADP «-* ATP +E) is thought to occur with 
the histidine in the nucleotide binding conformation. Adapted from Vogel and Bridger 
(124).
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is found in the conformation which can react with succinate. The addition of CoA to SCS 

causes exchange between the two conformations, and the addition of 2 ,2 ’-difluorosuccinate 

“freezes” the phosphohistidine back in the succinate reactive conformation (Fig. 1-9) (124, 

131). Thus, this model is also consistent with the increase in the rate of the ATP «=» ADP 

exchange reaction by CoA (112, 45), and the increase in the rate of the synthesis of ATP 

from succinyl-phosphate and ADP by desulfo-CoA (126).

Kinetic Measurements and Binding Constants

The reaction catalyzed by SCS has three substrates and three products, and thus the 

interpretation of initial rate kinetics and product inhibition patterns is very complex (9). 

Despite this, an extensive steady state kinetic analysis using initial rates has been done for 

both the E. coli (16, 132) and pig heart (47) enzymes. The proposed kinetic schemes 

based on these results are shown in Figure 1-10. The order of substrate attachment and 

product release for the reaction catalyzed by E. coli SCS is as follows: ATP is added to the 

enzyme first, followed by the random addition of succinate and CoA forming the ternary 

complex. This is followed by the random dissociation of the products succinyl-CoA and P, 

from the enzyme, and lastly by the dissociation of ADP (Fig 1-10A) (16, 132). Although 

this is the major pathway, there are indications that other, minor, pathways exist (127, 132, 

9). Interpretation of the initial rate kinetics and product inhibition pattern for the pig heart 

enzyme suggested a more complex mechanism where CoA and GTP add randomly to the 

enzyme, and the products succinyl-CoA and GDP dissociate last from the enzyme in 

random order. The last substrate to bind to the enzyme is succinate, which can bind either 

before or after the dissociation of the first product, Pf (Fig. 1-10B) (47). The partial 

reactions that have been characterized for SCS involve the formation of succinyl-phosphate 

as an intermediate, and thus dissociation of phosphate from the enzyme prior to the addition 

of succinate represents the formation of an abortive complex and no net catalysis can occur 

(47). The source of the
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Figure 1-10. Kinetic schemes for succinyl-CoA synthetase from E. coli (A) and pig heart (B). The order of substrate addition and 
product release were deduced front steady state kinetic measurements. Productive catalysis proceeds through the ternary complexes 
ENDP-P,-succinyl-CoA and E-NTP-CoA-succinate, where E is enzyme and NDP/NTP is adenosine di-/triphosphate for E. coli SCS or 
guanosine di-/triphosphate for pig heart SCS. Adapted form Moffet and Bridger (16, 132) and Cha and Parks (47).
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differences in the kinetic pathways for pig heart and E. coli SCS may be the relative 

instability of the phosphorylated form of pig heart SCS when compared to E. coli SCS (as 

determined by the values of for the ATP/ADP exchange reaction). This is reflected in 

the formation of the abortive complexes caused by the dephosphorylation of pig heart SCS.

The Michaelis constants associated with all of the substrates have been determined 

for SCS from E. coli (16, 132), GDP/GTP-specific SCS from pig heart (47), artichoke 

(34), ADP/ATP-specific SCS from pigeon muscle (30), and GDP/GTP-specific SCS from 

pigeon liver, (30). These values are compiled in Table 1-2. In addition, the dissociation 

constants of some of the substrates with E. coli SCS have also been measured (133, 127). 

The values for the substrates that contain a nucleotide moiety (CoA, succinyl-CoA, 

ATP, ADP, GTP, and GDP) are one to two orders of magnitude lower than the values for 

succinate and phosphate.

Table 1-2. Apparent Michaelis Constants for Succinyl-CoA Synthetase.

Enzyme: ATP/GTP®

(M)

Succinate

(M)

CoA

(M)

ADP/GDP“

(M)

Pi

(M)

Succinyi-

CoA(M)

E. col? 2 .0  x 10*5 1.0 x lO*4 1.5 x lO'6 1 .2  x i a 5 2 .6  x 10*3 7.7 x 10*

Pigeon breast® 5.5 x lO'5 5.1 x 10'3 3.2 x 10*5 7.0 x 10-6 2.3 x 10'3 8 .6  x lO'5

Artichoked 1.4 x 10-4 2 .0  x 10‘3 2 .2  x 10'6 1 .2  x 10-4 1.4 x 10'3 5.6 x lO*5

Pig heart® 1 .0  x 10 s 8 .0  x 10-4 2 .0  x 10*5 8.0 x lO6 6 .0  x 10“* 3.0 x HT5

Pigeon liver® 3.6 x 10'5 4.9 x 10'3 3.2 x 10*5 2.5 x 10*4 7.2 x 10-4 7.2 x 10‘5

* E ither A TP/ADP o r G TP/G D P w as used during kinetic analysis, depending on  the enzym e source: ATP 
and A D P w ere substrates for the E. coli, pigeon breast, and artichoke enzym es, while G TP and G D P were 
substrates for the p ig  heart, and pigeon liver enzymes.

D ata obtained f ro m :b (16, 132),c (30),d (34),e (47).

Jencks’ proposal (118) that the enzymes use the specific binding energy of 

substrates to destabilize the ground state relative to the transition state can be used as a
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framework to examine the K,,, values of succinate and phosphate. The decrease in entropy 

of the bound substrate occurs at the expense of the intrinsic binding energy that is available 

to the substrate. The amount of binding energy that is left over is the observed binding 

energy, which is reflected in the K̂ , of the substrate. Thus, specific binding requires that 

the substrate be held tightly by the enzyme, and this results in a large loss in entropy that is 

reflected in a relatively high (118). SCS is known to be highly specific for both 

phosphate and succinate.

A number of organic acids were tested for activity with E. coli SCS, and the results 

showed that four carbon dicarboxylic acids with a substituent on the a-carbon (malate, 

methylenesuccinate, and methylsuccinate) could substitute for succinate (126, 104). No 

other organic acids were substrates for the entire reaction. The similarity of the reactive 

group of these compounds with the reactive group of succinate (the carboxyl group) 

supports the hypothesis that if these compounds do bind the enzyme, they are bound in a 

conformation that cannot react, indicating that although the 1̂  for succinate is relatively 

high, SCS is very specific for succinate. Thus, much of the intrinsic binding energy of the 

non-reactive portion of succinate is used to lower the free energy of activation, and the 

remainder is the observed binding energy.

The specificity of SCS for phosphate has been investigated by studying the ability 

of sulfate, nitrate and arsenate ions to inhibit succinyl-CoA synthesis. However, unlike the 

carboxyl groups of the compounds that resemble succinate, sulfate and nitrate have very 

different reactivities when compared to phosphate, and thus the specificity of SCS for 

phosphate may simply be a consequence of its reactivity, and not of the ability of SCS to 

bind phosphate tightly. The reactivity of arsenate ion is similar to that of phosphate, except 

that mixed anhydrides of arsenate are unstable and are rapidly hydrolyzed by water (134). 

Consistent with the hypothesis that the specificity of SCS for phosphate reflects the 

reactivity of the phosphate ions, arsenate ions can bind to the enzyme, (K ^^, = 27 nM) 

and participate in the arsenolysis of succinyl-CoA (114).
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Alternating Sites Cooperativity

The controversial hypothesis that E. coli SCS is an enzyme that exhibits alternating 

sites cooperativity arose from early studies that indicated that the E. coli enzyme could 

apparently incorporate only one phosphate per tetramer (i.e. half of sites reactivity) (43,46, 

127). Bild et al. measured the exchange between [l80]-phosphate and succinate per ATP 

cleaved, and found that there was an increase in oxygen exchanged at lower concentrations 

of ATP (135). This was interpreted as multiple rounds of binding, and partial reaction, 

followed by release of the original substrates, all without the release succinyl-CoA. Pig 

heart SCS, an aj5-dimer with only one active site, did not exhibit this behavior. To 

account for these observations, an alternating sites cooperativity model was proposed 

where the binding of ATP and phosphorylation of the enzyme at the second “unoccupied” 

active site stimulates the formation and release of succinyl-CoA at the first active site. 

Additional studies provided support for this hypothesis (136-138). E. coli SCS can be 

thiophosphorylated by ATPyS to a stoichiometry of one thiophosphate/tetramer. The 

enzyme can then be dethiophosphorylated by succinate and CoA (which presumably form 

succinyl-CoA). The relatively slow rate of dethiophosphorylation could be stimulated by 

ATP, but not by non-hydrolyzable ATP analogues (137). This behavior was also 

attributed to alternating sites cooperativity.

Throughout the development of the model for alternating sites cooperativity in E. 

coli SCS, there have been reports that contradicted the predictions made by this model. For 

example, other early studies found that two moles of phosphate per tetramer could be 

incorporated using either ATP or succinyl-CoA and P, (43, 45). It was argued that the 

lower stoichiometries of phospho-enzyme intermediate could be attributed to low specific 

activity enzyme. Mann et al. (115) showed that two phosphates per tetramer could be 

incorporated by dephosphorylation of the enzyme prior to incubation with ATP. 

Nishimura and Mitchell (139) found that in the oxygen exchange experiments of Bild et al.,
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the succinyl-CoA was not efficiently trapped, and thus it could be released, and 

subsequently rebind the enzyme. Nishimura and Mitchell also found that the dimeric pig 

heart enzyme exhibited the same dethiophosphorylation behavior as the E. coli enzyme 

(140). Thus, the dethiophosphorylation of tetrameric E. coli SCS was also consistent with 

a model in which phosphorylation of the enzyme stimulates the release of succinyl-CoA at 

one active site (140). The alternating sites coopreativity model was more direcdy tested by 

Bailey et al. who found that a dimeric mutant of E. coli SCS had essentially the same 

Michaelis constants as the wild-type enzyme and also exhibited the same 

dethiophosphorylation behavior as wild-type enzyme (67). In addition, they found that 

dethiophosphorylation of both dimeric and tetrameric E. coli SCS proceeded more quickly 

in the presence of phosphate, independent of the presence of ATP. This is consistent with 

a model in which the presence of a phosphate (either covalently bound or not) at the 

phosphohistidine binding site stimulates the release of succinyl-CoA. X-ray 

crystallographic studies of E. coli SCS showed that the histidines in both active sites were 

phosphorylated (54,55). Thus, the tetrameric E. coli SCS is a dimer of dimers with two 

independent active sites, and alternating sites cooperativity is therefore unlikely to play a 

role in catalysis by SCS.

Regulation o f Succinyl-CoA Synthetase

Although the direction of the reaction catalyzed by SCS (succinyl-CoA synthesis, 

or breakdown) is likely to be controlled by the intracellular nucleotide pools, an enzyme 

which is at the juncture of many biosynthetic and catabolic pathways would still be 

expected to be under tight regulatory control. SCS from E. coli tested with a variety of 

nucleotides, coenzymes and intermediates of both porphyrin synthesis and the citric acid 

cycle, and was inhibited only by fumarate, citrate, oxaloacetate, and to a lesser extent 

malar* (46). The extent of inhibition observed was of the same order of magnitude, or 

even lower than the product inhibition by succinate. As discussed earlier when considering
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the biosynthetic roles of SCS, the enzymes from soybean callus and Rhodopseudomonas 

spheroides were shown to be inhibited by protoporphyrin and hemin (27, 28). It has been 

suggested that the mammalian enzyme is subject to similar control by the products of 

porphyrin synthesis (25). The ADP/ATP-specific SCS activity from bovine heart is 

inhibited by GDP, and the GDP/GTP-specific SCS activity from the same tissue is 

inhibited by ADP (23). The GDP/GTP-specific SCS from pigeon liver exhibited very 

strong substrate inhibition with GDP. The inhibition of this SCS isozyme by ATP was not 

studied. There are several reports that SCS from Dictyostelium discoideum can be 

allosterically regulated by GDP (141,142,62, 143). In these studies, phosphorylation of 

the a-subunit of SCS with GTP war stimulated by the addition of small amounts of GDP 

in lysates. However, the concentrations of GTP used were far below the levels required to 

phosphorylate a significant portion of the enzyme. Similar experiments done with E. coli 

SCS also revealed stimulation of phosphorylation by small amounts of GDP. This 

stimulation was dependent on a component that could be separated from SCS by 

ammonium sulfate fractionation (144, 145). The protein purity and concentrations were 

similar to those in the D. discoideum studies. Thus, there are indications that some SCS 

isoforms can be regulated by various metabolic products, but further studies on purified 

SCS (and other components) are needed.

Expression of £. coli SCS is regulated by two promoters, one upstream of the sucA 

gene, and a second, stronger promoter upstream of the sdh operon (146). This is 

illustrated in Figure 1-11. The first promoter is expressed under control of the IHF 

protein, and the second, stronger promoter is regulated, by the ArcA and Fnr proteins, in 

response to oxygen availability and carbon source. As discussed in the section SCS in 

Metabolism (p 2-8), different mammalian tissues express different levels of ADP/ATP- and
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Figure 1-11. Model for the regulation of expression of the genes for E. coli SCS. 
gltA represents the gene for citrate synthase, sdhCDAB represents the genes for 
succinate dehydrogenase, and sucABCD represents the genes for a-ketoglutarate 
dehydrogenase (sucAB) and SCS (sucCD). The sucABCD genes are transcribed from 
the weak sue promoter under control of the IHF protein, and also from the stronger sdh 
promoter under control of the Arc A and Fnr proteins. Negative regulation of a 
promoter by a protein is indicated by a minus sign. Transcription from the sdh 
promoter is regulated in response to oxygen availability and carbon source. The mRNA 
transcript originating from each operon is represented by the jagged line. Adapted from 
Park et al. (146).
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GDP/GTP-specific SCS activity (21, 147,22,23, 26). Recent studies have examined the 

levels of expression of mRNA for SCS isoforms in mammalian tissues (99, 29). Johnson 

et al. (29) concluded that the levels of mRNA for P-subunit of ADP/ATP-specific SCS 

were generally high in tissues that were highly dependent on oxidative metabolism, 

whereas the levels of mRNA for p-subunit of GDP/GTP-specific SCS were high in tissues 

that were involved in biosynthesis. The expression of the different p-subunit isoforms was 

not mutually exclusive, for example, heart tissue had high levels of both isoforms. The 

levels of the mRNA for the a-subunit also varied, but Johnson et al. (29) were not able to 

distinguish a pattern. In addition, the relative levels of ADP/ATP-specific and GDP/GTP- 

specific mRNA did not correlate with the levels of enzyme activity in tissues, indicating that 

there may be additional levels of control (29). Ryan et al. (99) found that the two different 

isoforms of the a-subunit of SCS in pig tissues arose from the differential splicing of a 

single transcript. One was called PHa-57 and the other PHa-108. The mRNA for PHa- 

57 isoform was present in heart, muscle, liver, and brain, while the mRNA for PHa-108 

isoform was present in only heart and muscle tissue (99). These results indicate that the 

expression of SCS is well controlled.

Part E. Structural and Functional Relationships of SCS

Folding o f Succinyl-CoA Synthetase

The folding and assembly of E. coli SCS has been extensively characterized in 

vitro. Subunits can be separated by gel filtration in the presence of denaturants, and 

subsequently refolded by dilution of the denaturant (148-150). Yields of refolded enzyme 

can approach 90% of the original activity (150). This is consistent with the finding that 

folding of SCS in vivo does not require the GroEL/ES chaperone (151). Refolding is 

dependent on protein concentration and falls off rapidly below 35 (ig/ml (149). In addition, 

the recovery of activity during refolding is first order with respect to each of the subunits 

and second order overall (149). It was observed that maximal refolding was dependent on
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the presence of ATP or Pf in the refolding mixture (148-150). A non-hydrolysable 

analogue of ATP did not stimulate refolding (148). Circular dichroism measurements 

indicate that although the secondary structure refolds within one minute, the recovery of 

full activity takes up to 25 minutes (150). Crosslinking studies indicated that tetrameric 

enzyme species formed at an intermediate rate, while the formation of dimers remained at a 

constant low level during refolding (150). The recovery of activity was approximately the 

same as the appearance of tetramers when refolding was conducted in the presence of ATP 

(152) or phosphate ions (149). ATP could be added to the refolding mixture up to 10 

minutes after the initiation of refolding and full activity could be recovered (150). Addition 

of ATP after 60 minutes however, had no effect. These results are consistent with a model 

for the refolding of E. coli SCS where the overall secondary structure forms quickly, 

followed by the association of the subunits to form dimers (either (3(3 or a (3), and then 

quickly by the association of the dimers into inactive tetramers (presumably (0 (3)^. This is 

followed by a step probably involving conformational changes that are associated with 

phosphorylation of the enzyme by ATP (150) or the presence of phosphate ions. The 

association of the structured monomers into dimers is consistent with the finding that the 

rate limiting step in assembly is bimolecular. The requirement of ATP or P, for refolding is 

consistent with the observation that dephosphorylated SCS is not stable when stored in the 

absence of phosphate (127). These results can be rationalized using the crystal structure of 

E. coli SCS. There are two phosphate binding sites per oc/|3 dimer, one is found in the N- 

terminal domain of the p-subunit, and the other is the phosphohistidine binding site located 

between the a-subunit and the C-terminal domain of the P-subunit. The phosphohistidine 

is stabilized by two helix dipoles, one from a helix in the a-subunit and one from a helix in 

the P-subunit (54). Thus, in the absence of phosphate or ATP, these structures may be 

unstable.

Much less is known about the folding of mitochondrial SCS, either in vitro or in 

vivo. When the a-subunit of the rat liver enzyme was translated in vitro, it had extra amino
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acids on the N-terminus that were not present in the mature protein as isolated from 

mitochondria (153). These amino acids have the potential to form an amphipathic a-helix 

and resemble the mitochondrial signal sequences that direct other proteins synthesized in 

the cytosol to the mitochondria (58,153,154,155). When the a-subunit of rat liver SCS 

was translated in vitro in a reticulocyte lysate, it was translocated across the membrane of 

added mitochondria (153). Translocation was accompanied by the proteolytic cleavage of 

the 27 residues at the N-terminus which comprised the mitochondrial signal sequence. The 

translocation was ATP-dependent and was inhibited by compounds that diminish the 

mitochondrial membrane potential. The refolding of pig heart SCS in vitro was less 

productive than the refolding of E. coli SCS, and has been shown to be dependent on the 

addition of glycerol or ethylene glycol, and not on the presence of GTP (156). The 

requirement for high levels of ethylene glycol or glycerol for refolding of pig heart SCS 

may reflect the high protein concentrations that are found in the mitochondrial matrix or the 

participation of chaperones. It is interesting to note that when the (3-subunit of SCS is 

purified from hydrogenosomes of Trichomonas vaginalis, the first 9 amino acid residues 

that are encoded for by the gene are missing. In addition, these missing residues have the 

potential to form an amphipathic a-helix, and are similar to mitochondrial presequences 

(157). This similarity between proteins found in hydrogenosomes and those imported into 

mitochondria provides additional support for the hypothesis that mitochondria and 

hydrogenosomes are related organelles (12).

The Crystal Structures o f Succinyl-CoA Synthetase

The x-ray crystal structures of the E. coli SCS (54, 55) and pig heart SCS (60) 

have been solved and refined to 2.3 and 1.9 A, respectively. In the E. coli SCS crystals, 

the packing unit was an octamer, i.e. two tetramers pack together. Thus, there were two 

possible choices for the physiologically relevant tetramer, one where the two a(3-dimers 

were related to each other by a crystallographic two-fold axis, and a second where the afi-
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dimers were related by a non-crystallographic two-fold axis. Each possible tetramer had 

approximately the same buried surface area between the aP-dimers. Choice of the 

physiologically relevant tetramer was resolved by mutation of residues at both of the 

possible aP-dimer-dimer contact regions (67). In retrospect, the correct tetramer had a 

slightly larger burned surface area. The physiologically relevant tetramer is portrayed in 

Figure 1-12. The a-subunits pack at the aP-dimer-dimer interface, and are shown in 

yellow.

The a- and p-subunits both contain distinct N- and C-terminal domains (54, 55). 

Both domains in the a-subunit contain a Rossmann fold. A CoA molecule is bound by the 

Rossmann fold in the N-terminal domain of the a-subunit. Previous studies showed that 

oxidized CoA disulfide was bound to Cys 325P, and that this binding was inhibited by 

analogues of CoA (158). This observation was thought to indicate that the CoA binding 

site was located in the P-subunit, and illustrates the need for caution in the interpretation of 

experiments using affinity analogues. The active site histidine (H246a) is phosphorylated 

and is found in a 23 residue loop in the C-terminal domain of the a-subunit. This loop 

extends from the C-terminal domain of the a-subunit and lies between it and the C-terminal 

domain of the P-subunit. The C-terminal domain of the P-subunit is linked to the N- 

terminal domain by a seven residue hydrophilic link. The N-terminal domain of the P- 

subunit consists of two subdomains, a sulphate ion is seen bound to one, and the other 

contains residues that interact with the N-terminal domain of the a-subunit of the other aP~ 

dimer. The loop that binds the sulphate ion resembles the P-loop of other nucleotide 

binding folds. The nucleotide binding consensus sequence is GxxGxGKS/T (159), and 

the sequence in SCS is GGRGKxGG.

There is no succinate or nucleotide bound to either E. coli or pig heart SCS. The 

succinate binding site is presumed to be in the vicinity of the thiol group of CoA and the
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phosphoryl group of the phosphohistidine. The binding site for NTP/NDP could be in 

either of two possible sites. There is an unoccupied Rossmann fold in the C-terminal 

domain of the ^-subunit, which is where Cys 325(5 is located. The N-terminal domain of 

the P-subunit also resembles the nucleotide binding domain of the ATP-grasp family of 

nucleotide binding proteins (103, 55). However, this site is located approximately 35 A 

from the active site phosphohistidine.

Each active site of E. coli SCS is thought to be located in a deep cleft between the 

a-subunit and the C-terminal domain of the P-subunit of one aP-dimer (54, 55). The N3- 

phosphohistidine is stabilized by residues from both of these domains. One oxygen atom 

of the phosphate is within hydrogen bonding distance of the hydroxyl groups of Ser 153a, 

and Thr 155a, and the main chain amide nitrogen of Gly l54oc. A second oxygen atom is 

within hydrogen bonding distance of the main chain nitrogen of residues Ala 266P and Gly 

267p. The phosphate of the phosphohistidine lies between the N-termini of two a-helices, 

called the “power helices”, one from the a-subunit and the other from the P-subunit (Fig.

1-13). The residues in these two helices are highly conserved in all species of SCS and 

malate thiokinase (Fig. 1-2 and 3). The dipole moments of these power helices are thought 

to stabilize the charge on the phosphate moiety.

The nucleotide portion of the CoA molecule is bound in the N-terminal domain of 

the a-subunit, and the pantothenic acid and p-mercaptoethylamine portions extend to 

within 7 k  of the phosphate group of the phosphohistidine (located in the C-terminal 

domain of the a-subunit). There is also a water molecule, in position for a nucleophilic 

attack on the phosphate moiety, positioned 3.3A from the phosphate atom of the 

phosphohistidine which is thought to represent the carboxylate oxygen of succinate (55). 

The N1 atom of the imidazole group of the phosphohistidine is oriented to interact with the 

carboxyl group of Glu 208a. The postulated mechanism of phosphorylation of SCS was a 

nucleophilic attack by the N3 atom of His 246a on the phosphoryl group of ATP or 

succinyl-phosphate (131). However, the favored tautomer of histidine in solution has the
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lone pair of electrons on N1 (160). Vogel and Bridger (131) predicted that an anionic 

group could stabilize the tautomer with the lone pair of electrons on the N3 position by 

forming a hydrogen bond with a hydrogen on N-l (131). Glu 208a is positioned to fulfill 

this role. The presence of the negative charge in the vicinity of N-l may limit the resonance 

structures that are availiable to the phosphohistidine (Fig 1-7) thus leading to a lowering of 

the energy required to phosphorylate the histidine (discussed earlier in the section The 

Reaction Mechanism of SCS p 30) The functional importance of the residues discussed 

above is reinforced by their conservation in almost all species of SCS as well as malate 

thiokinase.

The x-ray crystallographic structure of the pig heart enzyme has been solved in both 

the phosphorylated and dephosphorylated forms. Neither contained bound CoA. The 

models are essentially the same as that for the E. coli enzyme, except that the pig heart 

enzyme is an aP-dimer and all domains are in a more open conformation (Fig. 1-14) in the 

pig heart model (60). As seen in the E. coli model, there is a sulphate ion bound in the N- 

terminal domain of the P-subunit. In the pig heart model, there is a six residue insertion in 

the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit (as compared to the amino acid sequence of E. coli 

SCS) that forms a short two stranded antiparallel P-sheet that occurs just after the loop that 

binds the sulphate ion. An additional sulphate ion is found bound where the 5’ p- 

phosphate of the CoA is located in £. coli SCS. There is also a second four residue 

insertion that forms a larger loop in the a-subunit. This loop is located well away from the 

active site.

The source of the relative instability of phosphorylated pig heart SCS (when 

compared with £. coli SCS) is not immediately evident The residues that interact with the 

phosphohistidine in pig heart SCS are the same as those in £. coli SCS. The difference in 

the free energy of the two phosphorylated forms is less than the bond energy of one 

hydrogen bond (43, 56), and at the resolution of the £. coli and pig heart SCS models, 

small differences in hydrogen bond length cannot be evaluated. However, pig heart SCS
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Figure 1-13. Close-up view of one active site of E. coU succinyl-CoA synthetase. The
a-subunit is shown in yellow, and the ^-subunit in green. The two power helicies are 
shown in full colour, as is the active site loop. The active site phosphohistidine residue 
and CoA molecule are shown as ball and stick models in mauve and cyan, respectively. A 
water molecule is a light blue dot, and the main chain nitrogen atoms of residues 153a - 
155a are blue. The side chains of Ser 153a and Thr 155a are also shown.
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Figure 1*14. Superposition of the ribbon diagrams for an ap-dimer of E. coli SCS with pig heart SCS. In (A) the diagram is 
oriented to show the CoA molecule clearly, and is turned by approximately 90s in (B) to show the sulfate ion bound in the N- 
terminal domain of the P-subunit. The a-subunit of E. coli SCS is shown in yellow, and the P-subunit in green. In the E. coli SCS 
model, the CoA molecule is shown as a cyan ball and stick model, the phosphohistidine residue is coloured mauve, and the sulfate 
ion is red. The subunits of pig heart SCS are coloured grey, the phosphohistidine and two sulfate ions are shown as black ball and 
stick molels. There is a Zn*+ ion in the C-terminal domain of the P-subunit of the pig heart model that is displayed in blue.
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has an extra ionic interaction between Arg 256a, which resides in the phosphohistidine 

loop, and Asp 227p. The equivalent residue in E. coli SCS is a glycine. The extra ionic 

interaction may be the reason that pig heart SCS does not need to be phosphorylated in 

order to refold. The crystal structures of SCS from E. coli and pig heart SCS thus provide 

a framework which can be used to rationalize past observations about the function of SCS. 

These crystal structures can also be used to develop and test hypotheses about the role of 

specific amino acid residues in the function of SCS.

Part F. Thesis Objectives

It is clear from the preceding discussion that many aspects of the function of SCS 

are well established. The metabolic roles and reaction mechanism of SCS have been 

extensively investigated, and the recent proliferation of genomic sequencing projects has 

created a large database for sequence comparisons. In addition, the x-ray crystallographic 

structures of the E. coli and pig heart enzymes are now known. There are however many 

questions which remain unanswered, and the crystal structures of SCS open whole new 

avenues for exploration. The research in this thesis has two major themes: the first is the 

stability of SCS, and the second and more prevalent is the nucleotide binding site. 

Specifically, the goals of the research contained in this thesis are listed below:

1. In Chapter 2 there were three goals: the first was to clone ATP-specific SCS from 

Neurospora crassa for use in the investigation of the nucleotide specificity of SCS; the 

second was to clone thermostable SCS from Thermus aquaticus for use in the investigation 

of the stability of SCS; and the third was to study the expression of the mRNA for the ($- 

subunit of GTP-specific pig heart SCS in pig tissues to see if it was expressed in manner 

consistent with the expression of the GTP-specific SCS activity, and thus was consistent 

with the proposed metabolic role of GTP-specific SCS.
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2. The first major theme of this thesis is addressed in Chapter 3. In this chapter the goal 

was to probe the basis for the stability of SCS. Toward this end, the enzyme from 

Thermits aquaticus was characterized and its stability was compared to that of the E. coli 

and pig heart enzymes. The basis for the increased stability of T. aquaticus SCS when 

compared to E. coli SCS and of E.coli SCS compared to pig heart SCS was studied using 

sequence comparisons and the crystallographic structures of E. coli and pig heart SCS.

3. Investigation of the second major theme of this thesis begins in Chapter 4. The goal of 

the investigations in this chapter was to locate the nucleotide binding site of E. coli SCS 

using the photoactivated analogue 8 -N3-ATP. Toward this end, specificity of SCS for 8 - 

Nj-ATP as a substrate was confirmed first. Then 8 -N3-ATP was used to photolabel E. coli 

SCS, and tryptic peptides that were labeled by the 8 -N3-ATP were subsequently isolated 

and identified.

4. The goal of Chapter 5 was to study the role of residues found in both of the potential 

nucleotide binding sites in the P-subunit of E. coli SCS by mutagenesis. These potential 

nucleotide binding sites (one in the C-terminal domain, and one in the N-terminal domain) 

were predicted by examination of the crystallographic structures of SCS and comparison to 

the structures of other nucleotide binding proteins. Specific residues that were predicted to 

be involved in binding nucleotide in each of the sites were changed by mutagenesis, and the 

effects of these changes were evaluated using steady state and single turnover enzyme 

kinetics.

5. The goal of the investigations in Chapter 6  was to determine the structure of nucleotide 

bound to E. coli SCS, and to examine the role of residues that were implicated in catalysis. 

The former goal was achieved by soaking high concentrations of ADP and Mg2* into 

crystals of native SCS, collecting diffraction data and generating electron density maps that 

compared the native and the ADP-Mg2+-bound forms of E. coli SCS. This was followed 

by model building and structure refinement. In addition, the roles that the two glutamate 

residues, one in the nucleotide binding site and one in the phosphohistidine binding site,
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play in catalysis were studied by mutagenesis. Glu 208a and Glu 197p were both 

changed, and the effects of these changes were monitored by steady state and single 

turnover enzyme kinetics.
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Chapter Two Cloning and Expression__________
Introduction

As outlined in Chapter 1, there are many differences between SCS enzymes from 

different sources. E. coli SCS for example, prefers ATP as substrate over GTP, which is 

preferred over ITP (1). On the other hand, SCS from mammalian species is strictly 

specific for either ATP or GTP (2, 3), and it has been suggested that different metabolic 

roles are fulfilled by mammalian SCS isozymes with different nucleotide specificities (4, 

5). In addition, the quaternary structure of SCS also differs between eubacterial species. 

SCS from gram negative bacteria was found to be tetrameric whereas that from the gram 

positive bacteria was dimeric (6). SCS from pig heart was also found to be dimeric (7-9). 

The reasons for the different quaternary structures are not clear, however it has been 

suggested that tetrameric E. coli enzyme is more stable and more soluble (10). Prior to the 

cloning of the ATP-specific mammalian SCS, described below, SCS specific for GTP 

(from pig heart) and multi-specific SCS (from E. coli) were the primary subjects of 

investigation. This chapter is divided into three sections, and each deals with the cloning, 

or attempted cloning, of alternate isoforms of SCS.

To facilitate the investigation of the structural determinants of the nucleotide 

specificity of SCS, I attempted to clone an ATP-specific SCS. It was reasoned that 

comparison of ATP-specific SCS with both GTP-specific SCS from pig heart and multi

specific SCS from E. coli would yield information about the amino acids involved in 

determining nucleotide specificity. The SCS activity from Neurospora crassa had been 

shown to be specific for adenosine nucleotides (11). Two approaches were used to clone 

an ATP-specific SCS from N. crassa. In the first, the protein sequence of the N-terminus 

of both subunits of SCS from Neurospora crassa was determined by Edman degradation, 

and used to design degenerate primers for PCR. In the second, an antibody which
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recognized the a-subunit of N. crassa SCS was used to screen N. crassa expression 

libraries.

Prior to the work of Johnson et al. (12) relatively little was known about the 

expression of mammalian SCS isoforms. In mammals, different levels of SCS activity 

specific for either ATP or GTP had been found in different tissues, and a GTP-specific 

SCS from pig heart had been isolated and cloned (13, 5, 14-16, 2). Studies on the a- 

subunit of pig heart SCS revealed two isoforms generated by differential splicing of at least 

one intron (17). The mRNA for these two isoforms of SCS was differentially regulated in 

pig tissues, but not in a manner that was consistent with the levels of SCS activity in the 

different pig tissues. It was reasoned that if the a-subunit was not responsible for the 

expression of specific isoforms of SCS then perhaps the P-subunit was. To investigate 

this possibility, expression levels of the mRNA for the P-subunit of SCS in different pig 

tissues were determined by RT-PCR.

By creating a dimeric form of E. coli SCS, Bailey et al. found that neither the 

catalytic activity nor substrate efficiency depended on the presence of tetrameric enzyme 

(2). It was suggested that the dimeric enzyme was less stable than the tetrameric enzyme. 

To further investigate the determinants of the stability of SCS, the enzyme from the 

thermophile Thermits aquaticus was cloned, and the protein was expressed.

Materials and Methods

SECTION I: Cloning of Neurospora crassa SCS.

Purification ofN. crassa SCS. A stock of N. crassa was obtained from Craig 

Wilson (University of Kansas Medical Center, Fungal Genetics Stock Center), and SCS 

was purified from cells grown from this stock by Ed Brownie. Cells were grown in 

Vogals media (150 g/L sodium citrate, 250 g/L potassium phosphate, 100 g/L NH4N 03, 

lOg/L MgS04, 5 g/L CaCl2,5g/L biotin) supplemented with sucrose (40g/L) for 72 h at 30
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°C. Ceils were harvested by centrifugation, and SCS was purified essentially according to 

the methods used for the purification of E. coli SCS (18).

Protein Sequencing o f N. crassa SCS. The subunits of N. crassa SCS were 

separated by SDS PAGE using 12 % (w/v) acrylamide gels (19). The separated subunits 

were then transferred onto PVDF membranes (250 mA for 45 min at 4 “C )using a Mini 

Trans-Blot Transfer Cell (Bio-Rad Laboratories). The PVDF membrane was then lighdy 

stained using coomassie blue in 25 % (v/v) methanol, and the bands which corresponded to 

the a - and P-subunits were excised. They were then subjected to amino acid sequencing 

by Edman degradation with a Hewlett Packard 1005A peptide sequencer.

PCR o f N. crassa Genomic DNA and cDNA Libraries. Degenerate primers for 

PCR of each subunit of N. crassa SCS were designed based on the protein sequence of the 

N-termini of the subunits and; for the a-subunit, on a conserved sequence in the active site 

loop (RMGHAGAI); and for the P-subunit, on a conserved sequence in the C-terminal 

domain (NIFGGIVR). The reaction mixture for PCR consisted of 0.01% (w/v) gelatin, 50 

mM KC1, 1.5 mM MgCl* 10 mM Tris HCI, pH 8.3, 200 \iM each of dATP, dTTP, 

dGTP, and dCTP, 0.25-7 pM of each primer, and 2.5 units of Taq polymerase. A 100 ng 

sample of N. crassa genomic DNA, prepared according to the methods in Molecular 

Cloning: A Laboratory Manual (20), or a library of N. crassa DNA in X Zap (obtained from 

the laboratory of Dr. Frank Nargang) was used as template. The primers for PCR of the 

a-subunit were: the 5’ N-terminal primer, 5’ CGT CTAGAA A(C/T)A A(A/G)G A(C/T)A 

C(A/T/G/QA A(A/G)G T(A/T/G/QA T(C/T)A C 3’ , and the 3’ active site primer, 5’ 

CCG GAGCTC AT(A/T/G/Q GC(A/T/G/Q CC(A/T/G/Q GC(A/G) TG(A/T/G/Q CCC 

AT 3’. The nucleotides in brackets represent degenerate positions and the underlined 

nucleotides represent Xba I and Sst I restriction sites that were incorporated to facilitate 

cloning of the PCR products. The primers for the P-subunit were: the 5’ N-terminal 

primer, 5’ GCT CTA GAT GAA (A/G)AT (C/T)CA (C/T)GA (A/G)TA (C/T)CA 

(A/G)GG 3’, and the 3’ (conserved) primer, 5’CCG GGA GCT CAC (A/G)AT
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(A/T/G/QCC (A/T/G/QCC (A/G)AA (A/G)AT (A/G)TT (A/T/G/QAC 3’. Each PCR 

reaction was initially heated at 96 aC for 5 min to denature the template DNA. This was 

followed by 30 cycles (using a Techne PHC-2 thermocycler) of annealing for 30 s at a 

temperature between 42 °C and 52 °C, polymerase extension for 2 min at 72 °C and 

denaturation for 30 s at 94 °C.

For cloning, the PCR products were isolated by phenol/chloroform extraction and 

ethanol precipitation (20). The products were then digested with both Xba I and Sst I 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions in the appropriate buffer Bethesda Research 

Laboratories). These digestion products were purified again by phenol/chloroform 

extraction and ethanol precipitation and incubated overnight at 15 °C in the presence of 

similarly digested and purified pUC19 vector, T4 DNA ligase, and the appropriate buffer 

(New England Biolabs Inc.). Following transformation into competent E. coli JM103 cells 

(20), plasmid DNA which contained PCR products was isolated and sequenced. 

Sequencing was done using either dideoxy sequencing (21) with the Sequenase 2.0 DNA 

sequencing kit (United States Biochemical Corp.) and 8 M urea/6 % (w/v) acrylamide gels

(22), or with an Applied Biosystems Model 373 Automated Sequencer.

Screening ofN. crassa cDNA Libraries Using a Fragment o f the p-Subunit cDNA. 

The fragment of the P-subunit that was obtained by PCR was used to screen the N. crassa 

DNA library that was propagated in E. coli Y1090 cells. The genotype for all E. coli strains 

used in this thesis are listed in Appendix 2. First, the DNA fragment was labeled with 

digoxigenin-ll-dUTP using random primers and Klenow fragment polymerase according 

to the specifications in the Genius DNA Labeling and Detection Kit (Boehringer Mannheim 

GmbH). Second, the X Zap DNA library was propagated in XL 1-Blue cells, the plaques 

plated according to the methods in Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual (20), and 

these plaques were then blotted onto Hybond-N Nylon membranes (Amersham 

International pic), in duplicate, according to manufacturer's instructions. Finally, the 

labeled fragment of the P-subunit cDNA was hybridized to these plaques on the
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membranes. The hybridization was carried out at 62 °C, followed by two washes at 59 °C. 

Subsequently an anti-digoxigenin antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase was used to 

detect the labeled fragment The blots were developed by colorimetric detection using 

nitroblue tetrazolium salt and 5-bromo-4-cloro-3-indolyl phosphate, all according to the 

procedure described in the Genius DNA Labeling and Detection Kit. Nine plaques gave a 

positive signal in duplicate blots were then picked, and propagated; single plaques were 

isolated using repeated rounds of screening (called secondary and tertiary screens). The 

method for detection of the hybridized probe on the secondary and tertiary blots was 

chemiluminescence followed by autoradiography. In this case, the alkaline phosphatase 

cleaves phosphate from 4-methoxy-4-(3-phosphatephenyl)-spiro-l,2-dioxetane-3,2’- 

adamantane (Boehringer Mannheim GmbH) which subsequently decays to a phenolate ion 

and emits light. The procedure was carried out according to the manufacturer’s 

specifications.

DNA libraries were contained the X Zap phage which have the following structure: 

insert DNA from the organism of interest (N. crassa) has been cloned into the EcoR I sites 

from the phagemid pBluescript; the pBluescript has been inserted into the genome of X. 

phage. The pBluescript phagemid can be excised and packaged into M13 filamentous 

phage particles as single stranded DNA using a helper phage. The M l3 phage particles can 

then be used to infect cells resulting in a plasmid which can be propagated in those cells. 

The X Zap phage particles were isolated from the tertiary screens and used to transfect E. 

coli XL-1 Blue cells (obtained from Stratagene Cloning Systems), and the pBluescript was 

excised and packaged using the VCSM13 helper phage (obtained from Stratagene Cloning 

Systems) according to manufacturer’s specifications. The single stranded DNA was then 

isolated and sequenced by dideoxy sequencing (21).

Purification o f Antibody Specific for the a-Subunit ofN. crassa SCS. Serum from 

rabbits injected with the a-subunit of rat liver SCS was found to cross-react with the a - 

subunit from N. crassa. The serum also cross-reacted with some components in the lysate
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of E. coli Y1090 cells. The component of the serum that reacted with E. coli proteins was 

depleted from the serum by repeated incubation of the serum with nitrocellulose that had 

been impregnated with the lysate from E  coli Y1090 cells.

Expression Screening o f N. crassa cDNA Libraries. The X Zap DNA library that 

was used above can also be used as an expression library by inducing protein production 

from the lac z promoter. The library was propagated as before, and proteins were 

expressed and blotted onto EPTG-impregnated nitrocellulose membranes, in duplicate, and 

according to the procedures in Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual (20). The 

membranes were then blocked and incubated with the purified rat liver antisera, followed 

by removal of the rat liver antisera and incubation with goat anti-rabbit antibodies 

conjugated to alkaline phosphatase. The membranes were then developed as described 

before. Six single plaques that gave a positive signal in duplicate were then isolated and 

sequenced as described before.

SECTION II: mRNA Expression Studies of Pig SCS.

Isolation and Reverse Transcription o f mRNA from Pig Tissues. Samples of brain, 

muscle, liver, and heart tissue from newborn piglets was frozen in liquid nitrogen, sealed 

and stored at -70 °C. The mRNA was subsequently isolated and reverse transcribed by 

David Ryan (17). Samples were also mock reverse transcribed (i.e. no reverse 

transcriptase was added) for use as negative controls for the subsequent PCR reactions.

PCR of Reverse Transcribed mRNA from Pig Tissues. PCR was carried out as 

described earlier, except that each primer concentration was 0.25 fiM. The primers for 

amplification of the cDNA for the full length P-subunit were: the 5’ UTR (untranslated 

region) primer (5’ CCG GCG GCC CCC GTG GCA GC 3’) and the 3’ UTR primer (5* 

ATC TCT TCT TAT GGG AAA AC 3’). The annealing temperature for amplification of 

the full length P-subunit cDNA was 52 °C. As controls for the amount of mRNA present 

in the tissues, the cDNA for P-actin was also amplified with the following primers: 5’ TGG
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AAT CCT GTG GCA TCC ATG AAA C 3’ and 5’ TAA AAC GCA GCT CAG TAA CAG 

TCC G 3’.

Cloning and Sequencing o f the PCR Products. The PCR products for the P~ 

subunit of pig SCS were purified and cloned into the cloning vector pCR2.1 using the 

Invitrogen TA cloning kit (Invitrogen Corp.), according to the manufacturer’s 

specifications. This kit uses a strategy to clone the PCR products that takes advantage of 

the 3’ overhanging A’s that Taq DNA polymerase incorporates into amplified DNA. This 

strategy is illustrated for the T. aquaticus subunits in Figure 2-1A and B. The site into 

which the PCR products are ligated has 5’ overhanging T’s that the amplified DNA 

fragment can anneal to. This site resides in the lac Z gene, and after transformation into the 

lacZ  (-) E. coli strain INVaF’, colonies that contained an insert were selected by their 

white colour on plates containing 50 jig/ml ampicillin, X-gal and IPTG. The plasmid DNA 

from a colony that contained insert were then sequenced using an Applied Biosystems 

Model 373 Automated Sequencer.

SECTION HI: Cloning and Expression of T. aquaticus SCS.

Cloning and Sequencing o f the Translationally Linked Genes for the a- and j8- 

Subunits o f Thermus aquaticus SCS. The genes for the a- and p-subunits of Thermus 

aquaticus SCS were amplified from T. aquaticus genomic DNA by PCR with primers 

directed to the 5’ end of the gene for the P-subunit and the complement of the 3’ end of the 

gene for the a-subunit. Since the sequence of the p-subunit of T. aquaticus SCS was not 

available at that time, the sequence form the P-subunit of T. flavus SCS was used to design 

the 5’ primer (for the P-subunit). The 5’ primer incorporated an Nde I site that contained 

the start GTG codon in the sequence of the gene for the P-subunit from Thermus flavus

(23). The 3’ primer incorporated an EcoR I site after the stop codon of the a-subunit gene 

from T. aquaticus (24). The sequence for the 5’ primer was: 5’ CGA TGC CAT ATG 

AAC CTG CAC GAG TAT CAA GCG 3’, and the sequence for the 3’ primer was 5’ 

CCG GAT GAA TTC CAG CCC AGG GCC TTC TTG ACC AG 3’; the primer
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sequences that do not match those in T. flavus or T. aquaticus, respectively, are shown in 

bold print and the restriction endonuclease sites are underlined. The conditions for the 

PCR reaction were the same as those described for the amplification of the pig heart 

cDNAs, except that 125 Jig of T. aquaticus genomic DNA was used as template, the 

annealing step was carried out at 48 °C for 30 s, and the extension step was extended to 2 

min. The single band of approximately 2 kbp that was evident when the PCR reaction was 

subjected to electrophoresis in 1 % (w/v) agarose with TAE buffer (20) was excised, and 

subsequently purified using glass milk (22). The fragment and the expression vector pT7- 

7 (25) were then digested with the restriction endonucleases Nde I (New England Biolabs 

Inc.) and EcoR I (Bethesda Research Laboratories/Life Technologies Inc.) for 12 hours at 

25 °C. The fragments of interest were purified by agarose gel electrophoresis and glass 

milk extraction, and ligated using T4 DNA ligase according to the manufacturers 

specifications (New England Biolabs Inc.). The resulting ligated mixture was transformed 

into chemically competent E. coli strain JM103 cells (20). The plasmid DNA was isolated 

from 18 colonies (20); and of the 9 colonies which contained the genes for T. aquaticus 

SCS, two were chosen for DNA sequencing and protein expression. Plasmid DNA for 

sequencing was isolated from the JM103 transformed cells using the QIAGEN midi 

plasmid purification kit (QIAGEN Inc.) according to the manufacturer’s directions, and 

sequenced using an Applied Biosystems Model 373 Automated Sequencer. Both strands 

of the second clone (called “pT7-7Taql2”) were sequenced by repeated rounds of 

sequencing and primer design.

Expression o f the Translationalfy Linked Genes fo r the a- and f$-Subunits o f 

Thermus aquaticus SCS Protein from both of the T. aquaticus SCS clones that were 

initially chosen for DNA sequencing (pT7-7Taql2 and 13) was also expressed after 

transformation of the plasmid DNA into E. coli strain BL-21(DE-3) (26). This strain of E. 

coli contains a copy of the X bacteriophage genome integrated into the E. coli genome. The 

integrated X genome contains a copy of the T7 RNA polymerase gene under control of the
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lac UV5 promoter, that is inserted into the gene for the integrase protein. Thus, production 

of the T7 RNA polymerase in this system can be induced by IPTG. The expression 

plasmid pT7-7 contains a copy of the strong T7 RNA polymerase promoter and the 

ribosome binding site from the T-7 phage gene 10 placed appropriately upstream from the 

Nde I restriction endonuclease site (25).

The transformed BL-21(DE-3) cells were grown at 37 °C to mid log phase (0.7 

Afioonm). and protein production was induced by the addition of 1 mM IPTG. Samples of 

culture (1 ml) were then taken at various times. The cells in each sample were harvested by 

centrifugation at 4 °C for 5 min at 15,000 x g. The cell pellets were resuspended in 200 pi 

of sonication buffer (100 mM KC1, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM PMSF, 1 mM benzamidine, 

10 mM 2-mecaptoethanol, 1 % (v/v) glycerol, and 100 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4) 

and frozen at -20 °C. These samples were then thawed and sonicated for 30 s, three times, 

using a Biosonic HI sonicator (Brownwill Scientific) set at an intensity of 35 and equipped 

with the fine probe . They were then centrifuged again for 10 min at 15,000 x g and 4 °C, 

and the pellet and supernatant fractions were separated. Samples were then subjected to 

SDS-PAGE: 200 pi of SDS-PAGE loading buffer ( 50 mM Tris, pH 6.6, 2.5% (w/v) 

SDS, 1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, and 35% glycerol) was added to both the pellet and 

supernatant fractions. Proteins in the supernatant (60 pi) and the resuspended pellet (30 pi) 

were separated by SDS-PAGE, and the resulting gel was examined after fixing the gel in 

10 % (v/v) acetic acid, 45 % (v/v) methanol, and staining using coomassie blue. As a 

control, cells containing the plasmid pT7-7 with no insert were subjected to the same 

treatment.

The supernatant fractions were also tested for SCS activity (the formation of 

succinyl-CoA) under saturating concentrations of all substrates (100 pM CoA, 10 mM 

succinate and 400 pM ATP or GTP) in a total volume of 1 ml of assay medium containing 

50 mM KC1,10 mM MgClj, 50 mM Tris HC1, pH 7.4. The pellet was resuspended in 6 

M guanidine HQ and incubated overnight at 4 °C. In an attempt to refold the dissociated
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proteins, the denaturant was removed by dialysis for 18 h in Tris HC1, pH 7.5, in the 

presence of 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and 1 % (v/v) glycerol. The resultant solutions were 

tested for SCS activity in the same manner as for the supernatant fractions.

Mutagenesis o f the Start Codon and the Ribosome Binding Site o f the a-Subunit 

Gene ofT . aquaticus SCS. The start codon of the gene for the a-subunit of T. aquaticus 

SCS was changed from GTG to ATG in an effort to improve expression of the a-subunit. 

Site-directed mutants were made in three PCR reactions using standard protocols for the 

PCR and overlap extension as described in Ho et al(2J). The mutagenic PCR was carried 

out in the following two steps (Appendix 3): In the first step two DNA fragments were 

generated that had overlapping ends. One fragment was amplified using the 5’ flanking 

primer and the complement of the internal mutagenic primer. The second fragment was 

amplified using the internal mutagenic primer and the 3’ flanking primer. In the second 

step the two fragments were combined by using both fragments as the template in a PCR 

reaction with both the 5’ and 3’ flanking primers. The reaction buffer for PCR was 

identical to that used for PCR of the subunit genes of N. crassa SCS, except that the 

concentration of each primer was 0.25 pM, and 100 ng of pT7-7Taql2 DNA was used as 

the template DNA (28). The 5’ flanking primer was 5’ (222) CAT CCT GGG CAT GAA 

CAT CA (241) 3’, the 3’ flanking primer was 5’ (1470) GAT CTC GTC AAT GGT GTC 

GGC (1451) 3’, the internal mutagenic primers were 5’ (1123) GGA GGT GCG GCA 

TGATCC TGG TG (1145) 3’ and its complement The numbers in parentheses denote 

the position of the first and last nucleotide of the primer, and the letter in bold print 

represents a different nucleotide from that in the wild-type T. aquaticus SCS. The 

annealing temperature was 65 “C. The mutant fusion product and the vector pT7-7Taql2 

were digested with Sst I (which cleaves at position 664) and Avr II (which cleaves at 

position 1274) according to the manufacturer’s specifications (New England Biolabs Inc.). 

The fragments were separated by electrophoresis in 1% (w/v) agarose in TAE buffer (20), 

excised and then purified using glass milk (22). The mutant fragment was ligated to the
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vector fragment using T4 DNA ligase (15 °C, 8 h). The resulting mutant plasmids were 

then used to transform competent JM103 E. coli cells (20). The presence of the ATG 

codon and the absence of other mutations, was verified by DNA sequencing using an 

Applied Biosystems Model 373 Automated Sequencer. The resulting expression plasmid 

was called pT7-7TaqATG

In a further effort to improve the expression of T. aquaticus SCS, the GC rich 

ribosome binding site for the a-subunit gene was changed to one rich in AT. The 

mutagenesis was done using a procedure similar to that above except for the following 

modifications: 1. The internal mutagenic primers were: 5’ (1116) AAT GAA AGG AGG 

TAA CAT ATG ATC CTA GTT AAT AAA GAG ACC CGC GTC CTG (1166) 3’ and 

5’ (1151) TTT ATT AAC TAG GAT CAT ATG TTA CCT CCT TTC ATT GCC ACG 

GTG ACC TTG (1101) 3’. 2. In order to produce a mutant fusion product in the third 

PCR reaction (Appendix 3), the products of the first two PCR reactions were treated with 

T4 DNA polymerase in order to remove any 3’ overhanging A’s that Taq polymerase may 

have added. In addition, 9 cycles of the third PCR reaction were carried out in the absence 

of the 3’ and 5’ flanking primers in order to increase the concentration of the correctly 

annealed mutant fusion product prior to amplification using the flanking primers. The 

annealing temperature for these 9 cycles was 62 °C. The annealing temperature for the 

additional cycles, which contained the flanking primers, was 65 °C (the same as above). 

The cloning and sequencing of the mutant fusion product was also carried out as described 

above. The expression plasmid that was produced was called pT7-7TaqRBS.

Expression ofT. aquaticus SCS from pT7-7TaqATC and pT7-7TaqRBS, The ability of 

both expression vectors to express T. aquaticus SCS was initially assessed using the E. 

coli strain BL-21(DE-3) in the same manner as for the original clone, except that only one 

time point at 4 h was taken. Due to the high level of endogenous SCS activity present in 

the BL-21 strain, it was difficult to detect any additional SCS activity of any expressed T. 

aquaticus SCS. Therefore, the pT7-7TaqATC and pTT-TTaqgBs plasmids were expressed in
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the SCS null strain TK3D18 (29). TK3D18 was transformed with either pT7-7TaqATC or 

pT7-7TaqRBS and pGPl-2 . The plasmid pGPl-2 (25) confers resistance to kanamycin, 

expresses a temperature sensitive X. repressor, and contains the T7 polymerase under 

control of the X pL promoter. Thus, colonies which were resistant to both kanamycin and 

ampicillin were selected for expression in a manner analogous to the expression from the 

BL-21 (DE-3) strain, except that the cells were grown initially at 30 °C to mid log phase 

and then induced by shifting the temperature to 42 °C. This temperature shift inactivated 

the X repressor, induced the production of T7 polymerase and thus induced the production 

of T. aquaticus SCS. The presence of SCS subunits in both the pellet and supernatant 

fractions was assayed by SDS-PAGE, in the same way as for the original T. aquaticus 

SCS clones. The SCS activity present in the supernatant fraction was also assayed both 

before and after heating to 70 "C for 30 min to asses the stability of the enzyme.

Purification and Refolding o f T. aquaticus SCS from Inclusion Bodies. The 

inclusion bodies that resulted from the expression of pT7-7TaqRBS in TK3D18 culture were 

purified by the methods described by Mukhopadhyay (30). After expression, the cell pellet 

was resuspended in 50 ml of 25 % (w/v) sucrose, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1 % (w/v) sodium 

azide, and 50 mM Tris HC1, pH 7.0. The cells were lysed by incubation in the presence of 

50 mg of lysozyme (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd.) for 10 min at 22 °C, followed by addition 

of 100 ml of 1 % (v/v) Triton X-100, 1% (w/v) sodium deoxycholate, 100 mM NaCl, 

0.1% (w/v) sodium azide, 20 mMTris HC1, pH 7.5 for another 10 min. DNase (final 

concentration = 0.02 mg/ml) and MgC^ (final concentration = 5 mM) were added, and the 

digest was incubated for 20 min at 22 °C. The inclusion bodies were subsequently pelleted 

by centrifugation at 8000 rpm for 20 min. The supernatant was kept to test for any SCS 

activity, and the inclusion bodies were purified by four cycles of homogenization in 0.5 % 

(v/v) Triton X-100,100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1 % (w/v) sodium azide, and 50 mM 

Tris HC1, pH 8.0, followed by centrifugation (8000 rpm, 20 min). The pellet was then 

washed with 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0,1 mM EDTA, and 0.1 % (w/v) sodium azide to remove
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any residual triton solution. The ability of 1.5 M, 2.0 M or 6 M guanidine HC1 to extract 

the 7. aquaticus SCS from the pellet was tested by homogenization in each of these 

solutions followed by centrifugation (8000 rpm, 20 min). The presence of T. aquaticus 

SCS in the pellet, of these washes and extractions was assayed by SDS-PAGE. Samples 

from the supernatant fractions of these washes and extractions were checked immediately 

for the ability to catalyze the formation of succinyl-CoA both before and after heating to 70 

°C for 30 min.

The T. aquaticus SCS in the supernatant fractions was refolded by two methods. 

In the first, the supernatant fraction was dialyzed for 18 h at 22 °C against 5 mM 2- 

mercaptoethanol, 0.1 % (v/v) glycerol in 50 mM Tris HC1, pH 7.5. In the second, the 

supernatant fraction of the 2.0 M and 6.0 M guanidine HC1 extractions was rapidly diluted 

1:20 (v/v) into 0.67 M L-arginine, 50 mM potassium phosphate , pH 7.4 with constant 

mixing, followed by incubation for 18 h at 22 °C (31). The ability of samples of these 

fractions to catalyze the production succinyl-CoA was then assayed before and after heating 

to 70 °C for 30 min.

Direct Sequencing o f the PCR Product Generated from T. aquaticus Genomic 

DNA. The low yields of soluble and thermostable T. aquaticus SCS prompted an 

investigation of the changes in the deduced amino acid sequence of T. aquaticus SCS when 

compared to the sequences from T. flavus and T. aquaticus B. To find out whether these 

changes were due to strain to strain variation, or to errors that occurred during PCR, the 

products of two separate PCR reactions were sequenced directly. The PCR from genomic 

DNA was carried out with the same primers and in the same manner as for the original 

clones. The product was then purified for sequencing using the QIAquick PCR 

purification kit (QIAGEN Inc.) according to the manufacture’s specifications, and 

sequenced as described before.

Independent Cloning o f the T. aquaticus a- and frSubunit Genes and Their 

Assembly into an Expression Vector that Is Not Trartslationally Coupled. The PCR
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reactions for both the a- and P-subunit genes were carried out under the same conditions as 

for the original clones, except for the primers. The sequence of the 5’ primer for the a - 

subunit was 5’ (1116) AAT GAA AGG AGG TAA CAT ATG ATC CTA GTT AAT 

AAA GAG ACC CGC GTC CTG (1166) 3’ and the sequence for the 3’ primer was 5’ 

CCG GAT GAA TTC CAG CCC AGG GCC TTC TTG ACC AG 3’. The sequence of 

the 5’ primer for the (3-subunit was 5’ CGA TGC CAT ATG AAC CTG CAC GAG 

TAT CAA GCG 3’ and the sequence for the 5’ primer was 5’ (1151) IT T  ATT AAC 

TAG GAT CAT ATG TTA CCT CCT TTC ATT GCC ACG GTG ACC TTG (1101) 

3'. Again, the numbers in parentheses denote the position of the first and last nucleotide 

of the primer, the bold letters indicate nucleotides that were different from those in the 

original wild-type T. aquaticus SCS, and the underlined letters represent restriction enzyme 

sites. The PCR products were cloned into the cloning vector pCR2.1 using the Invitrogen 

TA cloning kit (Invitrogen Corp.), according to the manufacturer’s specifications. For the 

a-subunit gene, plasmid DNA was isolated from six white colonies (20), four of which 

contained the gene. One was chosen and was called pCR2.1Taqa. For the (3-subunit, one 

of the six colonies that were examined contained the gene for the P-subunit. This plasmid 

construct was called pCR2.1TaqP. The plasmid DNA was isolated and sequenced in the 

same manner as for the original clones. The cloning strategy is shown in Figure 2-1. The 

a-subunit gene was sub-cloned into the expression vector pT7-7 by first, digestion of 

pCR2.1Taqa and pT7-7 with Nde I (New England Biolabs Inc.) and EcoR I (Bethesda 

Research Laboratories/Life Technologies Inc.) according to the manufacturer’s 

specifications, second, isolation of the appropriate fragments from 1 % (w/v) agarose gels, 

third, ligation using T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs Inc.) according to the 

manufacturer’s directions and fourth, transformation to the E. coli strain BL-21 (DE-3) 

(20). Plasmid DNA was isolated from colonies that grew on plates containing 50 |ig/ml 

ampicillin. All six of the colonies that were examined contained the gene for the a-subunit. 

One was chosen and called pT7-7Taqa (Fig. 2-1 A). The gene for the P-subunit was sub-
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Figure 2-1. Cloning scheme for the cloning and assembly of the a- and P-subunit of 
T. aquaticus SCS. A. Cloning of T. aquaticus a-subunit into the TA cloning vector 
pCR2.1. B. Cloning of T. aquacicus P-subunit into the TA cloning vector pCR2.1. C. 
The sub-cloning of the genes for the a - and P-subunit into the expression vector pT7-7 
and assembly into the whole enzyme expression vector pT7-7Taqp/a. The genes for the 
subunits are shown in red, the T-7gene 010 promoter and ribosome binding site are 
shown as a blue arrow and rectangle, respectively.
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cloned into pT7-7 in a similar maimer, except that only Nde I was used to digest the vector 

(pT7-7) and insert (pCR2.1TaqP) plasmids. The plasmid DNA from six colonies was 

examined and two were found to contain the insert in the correct orientation. One was 

chosen and called pT7-7Taqp (Fig. 2-1B) To create an expression vector that expressed 

both the a - and P-subunit genes, pT7-7TaqP was digested with Bgl n  and BamH I (New 

England Biolabs Inc.), and the vector pT7-7Taqa was digested with Bgl EL The 

appropriate fragments were ligated, transformed, and plasmid DNA was isolated as 

described before. Seven of eight colonies contained the correct insert in the proper 

orientation where both the a- and P-subunits are expressed in the same direction. One was 

chosen and called pT7-7TaqP/a (Fig. 2-lC).

Comparison o f the Levels o f Expression o f T. aquaticus SCS Subunits and Whole 

Enzyme when Cells are Grown at 22 °C and 37 °C. The plasmids pT7-7Taqa, pT7- 

7TaqP, and pT7-7p/a were expressed in the E. coli strain BL-21 (DE-3) grown at either 22 

"C or 37 °C in the same way as was done for the original clones. Similarly, samples of the 

cultures were taken at various times and fractionated into supernatant and pellet fractions 

that were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. The supernatant fractions were assayed for their ability 

to catalyze the formation of succinyl-CoA at 22 °C, as usual. To assess the thermophilicity 

of the T. aquaticus enzyme, the supernatant fractions were also incubated at 70 SC for 30 

min and then assayed for SCS activity at 70 °C. Due to the drop in pH that is observed 

when Tris buffer is heated, the buffer for the assay mixture was 10 mM potassium 

phosphate, pH 7.4 instead of Tris HC1.

Labeling o f the T. aquaticus SCS with [35S]-Methionine. To investigate the 

stability of whole enzyme and its subunits in vivo, a pulse chase experiment using 35S- 

methionine was carried out using the methods of Tabor (25). Cultures of BL-21(DE-3) 

cells containing pT7-7Taqa, pT7-7Taqp, or pT7-7Taqp/a were grown at 37 °C overnight 

in LB broth (20) containing 0.1 mg/ml ampicillin, diluted 1/40 in the same broth, and 

allowed to grow at 22 °C or 37 °C until the absorbence at 600 nm had reached 0.5. 1.5 ml
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of cells were then pelleted, washed with M9 media, resuspended in M9 medium containing 

0.005% (w/v) of all the amino acids except Cys and Met, and allowed to grow further at 

either 22 °C or 37 °C for 60 min. Protein expression was then induced by the addition of 

IPTG to a final concentration of 1 mM, and cells were grown for a further 20 min before 

the addition of rifampicine (final concentration to 0.4 mg/ml) to inhibit the E. coli RNA 

polymerase. Cells were then allowed to grow for 60 min before labeling with 1.5 pi (10 

pCi) of 35S methionine for 5 min at 37 °C or 11 min at 22 °C followed by chasing with 300 

|ii of 0.5 % (w/v) cold methionine. Samples of 200 pi were taken at various times, and the 

cell debris and soluble fractions were separated as described by Horwich et al. (32). Cells 

were pelleted by centrifugation, resuspended in 8.0 ml of ice cold lysis buffer (25 % (w/v) 

sucrose 50 mM Tris HCI, pH 7.4), and incubated with 2.0 mg/ml lysozyme for 5 min at 37 

°C. TENTA buffer (50 mM Tris HCI, pH 7.4, 1 % (v/v) 5 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl, 

Triton X-100) was added followed by incubation for 20 min at 37 °C. The lysed cells were 

then centrifuged at 15,000 x g for 15 min, and the pellet and supernatant fractions were 

separated. SDS-PAGE loading buffer was added to each fraction, and a sample of each 

fraction corresponding to 50 pi of initial culture was analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by 

autoradiography and quantification by phosphorimagery.

N-termmal Sequencing and Mass Spectrometry o f the Subunits o f T. aquaticus 

SCS. T. aquaticus SCS was partially purified by heating the BL-21 (DE-3) lysates to 70 

°C for 30 min and centrifugation (14,000 rpm, 15 min) to remove the coagulated proteins. 

For N-terminal sequencing, the subunits were separated by SDS-PAGE, and then 

electroblotted onto a PVDF membrane. The membrane was then lightly stained using 

coomassie blue in 25 % (v/v)methanol and the bands which corresponded to the a - and f3- 

subunits were excised. These subunits were then sequenced by Edman degradation with a 

Hewlett Packard 1005A peptide sequencer. For mass spectrometry, the subunits were 

further purified using the same HPLC system as was used for separation of the E. coli SCS
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subunits (see Chapter 3, Materials and Methods). The mass spectrometry was also 

performed in the same manner.

Results and Discussion

SECTION I: Cloning of Neurospora crassa SCS.

Cloning o f a Fragment o f the P-subunit o f N. crassa SCS. An attempt was made to 

clone the ATP-specific SCS from the fungus N. crassa because of the hypothesis that the 

sequence information from the ATP-specific SCS would provide clues as to the 

determinants of the nucleotide specificity of SCS when compared to the sequences of the 

GTP-specific (pig heart) and the muld-specific E. coli SCS. The first step in cloning N. 

crassa SCS was to determine some amino acid sequence information which could be used 

to design primers for PCR. The SCS enzyme from N. crassa was first partially purified; 

and the subunits were separated by SDS PAGE (Fig. 2-2A) and blotted onto PVDF 

membranes. The N-terminus of each of the subunits was sequenced by Edman 

degradation, giving the sequences shown in Figure 2-2B. The DNA design of the 

sequence of the 5’ primers for both the a- and P-subunits were based on the region of the 

N-terminal amino acid sequence which had the lowest codon degeneracy. The design of 

the downstream 3’ primers were based on sequences that were absolutely conserved in all 

species of SCS. In the case of the a-subunit, this sequence was in the active site 

phosphohistidine loop (RMGHAGA). In the case of the P-subunit, it was a conserved 

sequence in the C-terminal half of the P-subunit (NIFGGIVR).

These primers were then used to probe a cDNA library of N. crassa sequences by 

PCR. The amplified fragments from PCR were subsequently cloned into pUC19 and 

sequenced. A sequence (Figure 2-3) similar to sequences of the P-subunit of SCS from 

other species was found. It is interesting to note, despite the eukaryotic origin of N. crassa
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P-subunit: NH2-M-K-I-H-E-Y-Q-G-K-E-I-L-R-K-F-G-V-A-V-P 

a-subunit: NH2-S-I-L-T-N-K-D-T-K-V-I-T-Q-G-I-T-G-K-T-G

Figure 2-2. Sequencing the N-terminus of the subunits of N. crassa SCS. A. SDS- 
PAGE of partially purified N. crassa SCS. B. Amino acid sequence of the N-terminus of 
each subunit of N. crassa SCS. The subunits from the gel shown in (A) were electroblot
ted onto PVDF membrane, excised and sequenced by Edman degradation.

P-subunit - >  
a-subunit -> •
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1 ATG AAA ATT CAC GAG TAT CAA GGT AAA GAA ATC CTG CGC CAG TTC GGC GTA ACC GTG CCG
1 met lys ile his glu tyr gin gly lys glu ile leu arg gin phe gly val thr val pro

61 CGC GGC ATT CCT TGC ATG TCG GTC GAC GAA GTC GAA GCG GCT GCC CAG AAG CTC GGC GGC
21 arg gly ile pro cys met ser val asp glu val glu ala ala ala gin lys leu gly gly

121 CCG GTG TGG GTC GTC AAG GCC CAG ATC CAT GCA GGC GGC CGC GGC AAG GGC-GGT GGC GTG 
41 pro val trp val val lys ala gin ile his ala gly gly arg gly lys gly qlv alv val

181 AAG GTG GCC AAG TCC ATC GAG CAG GTC AAG GAA TAC GCC AAC CAG ATC ATG GGC ATG CAG
61 lys val ala lys ser ile glu gin val lys glu tyr ala asn gin ile met gly met gin

241 CTG ATC ACC CAC CAG ACC GGC GCT GAA GGC CAG AAG GTG CGT CGC CTG CTG ATC GAA GAA
81 leu ile thr his gin thr gly ala glu gly gin lys val arg arg leu leu ile glu glu

101 GGC GCC GAC ATC AAG AAG GAA CTG TAC GTT TCC CTG GTC ACC GAC CGC GTC TCG CAA AAG
30 gly ala asp ile lys lys glu leu tyr val ser leu val thr asp arg veil ser gin lys

361 GTC GTG CTG ATG GCC TCC AGC GAA GGC GGC ATG GAC ATC GAA GAA GTT GGC CAC AGC AAC
121 val val leu met ala ser ser glu gly gly met asp ile glu glu val gly his ser asn

421 CCG GAA AAA ATC CAC AAC GTC ATC ATC GAT CCG ATC GAT GGC CTG ACC GAC GCC CAA GCC
141 pro glu lys ile his asn val ile ile asp pro ile asp gly leu thr asp ala gin ala

481 GAC GAC GTG GCT GCC AAG ATC GGC GTG GCC GCT GAA TCG ATC CCG GCC GCT CGC CAG AAC
161 asp asp val ala ala lys ile gly val ala ala glu ser ile pro ala ala arg gin asn

541 CTG CAA GGC CTG TAC AAG GCT TAC TGG GAA ACC GAC GCT TCC CTG GCT GAA ATC AAC CCC
181 leu gin gly leu tyr lys ala tyr trp glu thr asp ala ser leu ala glu ile asn pro

601 CTG ATC CTG ACC GGC GAC GGC AAG GTC ATC GCC CTG GAC GCC AAG TTC AAC TTC GAC TCC
201 leu ile leu thr gly asp gly lys val ile ala leu asp ala lys phe asn phe asp ser

661 AAC GCC CTG TTC CGT CAC CCG GAA ATC GTC GCC TAC CGC GAC CTG GAC GAA GAA GAT CCG
221 asn ala leu phe arg his pro glu ile val ala tyr arg asp leu asp glu glu asp pro

721 GCT GAA GTC GAA GCC TCC AAG TTC GAC CTG GCC TAC ATC TCC CTG GAA GAC AAC ATC GAC
241 ala glu val glu ala ser lys phe asp leu ala tyr ile ser leu glu asp asn ile asp

781 TAC CTG ATC TCC GGT GCC GGC CTG GCC ATG GCC ACC ATG GAC ACC ATC AAG CTG TTC GGC
261 tyr leu ile ser gly ala gly leu ala met ala thr met asp thr ile lys leu phe gly

841 GGC GAG CCG GCC AAC TTC CTG GAC GTG GGC GGC GGC GCC ACC ACC GAG AAG GTC ACC GAA
281 gly glu pro ala asn phe leu asp val gly gly gly ala thr thr glu lys val thr glu

901 GCC TTC AAG ATC ATG CTG AAG AAC CCC GAA CTG AAG GCC ATC CTG GTT AAT ATC TTG GGG
301 ala phe lys ile met leu lys asn pro glu leu lys ala ile leu val asn ile leu gly

961 TGG AAT CTT GAA 
321 trp asn leu glu

Figure 2-3. Sequence of a fragment of the P-subunit of N. crassa SCS.
The underlined nucleotides are the primer sequences, and the bold underlined amino acids 
indicate the borders of a deletion that is a characteristic feature of the p-subunit of SCS from 
eubacterial species.
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(fungi), the alignment of the deduced amino acid sequence from the N. crassa P-subunit 

with other SCS sequences using the PIMA alignment program (33) indicated that it is most 

similar to the P-subunit sequence from eubacterial organisms (data not shown). This 

alignment is likely to be correct because the N. crassa sequence has a characteristic 10 

amino acid deletion that distinguishes the P-subunit of eubacterial SCS from the P-subunit 

of eukaryotic SCS. The amino acids flanking the position of the deletion are indicated in 

bold in Figure 2-3. None of the fragments that were amplified using the primers directed to 

the a-subunit resembled known a-subunit sequences from other species.

Screening a cDNA Library o f N. crassa fo r the a- and f}-subunit Genes. Since a 

fragment of the gene for the a-subunit of SCS could not be cloned by screening the cDNA 

library using PCR, antiserum to the a-subunit of rat liver SCS was used to screen an 

expression library of N. crassa sequences. In preliminary trials, this antiserum was shown 

to crossreact with N. crassa SCS. However, it also crossreacted with some components 

of a lysate of the E. coli strain Y1090, which was used as the bacterial lawn for plaque 

formation. Therefore, prior to the use of the antiserum for screening, the antiserum was 

purified by repeated incubation with nitrocellulose blots that were impregnated with lysates 

of E. coli Y1090. A western blot of SCS from pig heart, E. coli, N. crassa and Y1090 

lysate with purified antiserum is shown in Figure 2-4. Using this antiserum, initial screens 

of approximately 1 x 106 plaques gave six positive signals that were present on duplicate 

blots. Isolation of these plaques followed by repeated screening gave strong signals in 

secondary and tertiary screens. A representative autoradiogram of one of the secondary 

screens is shown in Figure 2-5A. The pBluescript phagemids that contained the insert 

DNA were excised from the X phage genome and sequenced. Unfortunately none of the 

sequences were similar to known SCS sequences.

It should be noted that the fragment of the ^-subunit of N. crassa SCS that was 

isolated by PCR was also used to screen a cDNA library of N. crassa sequences. The 

DNA
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Figure 2-4. Western blot with antibodies to the a-subunit of rat liver SCS. The sub
units from N. crassa SCS (lane 1), pig heart SCS (lane 2), E. coli Y1090 lysate (lane 3) 
and E. coli SCS (lane 4) were seperated by SDS-PAGE, electroblotted onto nitrocellulose 
membrane, and probed using purified antisera to the a-subunit of rat liver SCS.
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Figure 2-5. Representative secondary screening of either (A) N. crassa expression 
library, or (B) N. crassa cDNA library. In (A), E. coli Y1090 cells expressing a library 
of N. crassa proteins was probed with antisera raised to the a-subunit of rat liver SCS. In 
(B), E. coli Y1090 cells containing a library of N. crassa cDNA sequences was probed 
with a labeled fragment of the P-subunit of N. crassa SCS. The circled and numbered 
positive plaques were chosen for sequencing.
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fragment was labeled with digoxigenin-ll-dUTP and used to probe DNA blots of the N. 

crassa library. Initial screens of approximately 1 x 106 plaques gave nine positive signals 

that were present on duplicate blots. Again isolation of the positive plaques followed by re- 

screening gave strong positive signals (Fig. 2-5B), and again none of the sequences were 

similar to other SCS sequences. When the crystallographic structure of E. coli SCS was 

solved, this project was abandoned in favour of more productive avenues of exploration. 

Subsequent to the completion of this work it was discovered that other investigators also 

did not have any success in obtaining clones from this cDNA library (34).

SECTION II: Expression of mRNA for the GTP-specific P-subunit of

SCS in Newborn Pig Tissues.

A previous investigation of the isoforms of the a-subunit of pig SCS revealed that 

the PH-108a isoform was regulated in a tissue specific manner (17). However, this 

isoform did not follow a pattern of regulation consistent with the presence of GTP-specific 

SCS activity. Prior to the completion of the work of Johnson et al. (12, 3), it was 

proposed that the P-subunit was responsible for the nucleotide specificity of SCS, and thus 

the mRNA for the GTP specific isoform of the p-subunit should be translated in a manner 

consistent with the expression of the GTP specific isoforms of SCS. To investigate this 

hypothesis, the mRNA from the P-subunit of GTP specific SCS was amplified by PCR 

from reverse transcribed mRNA from various pig tissues. The results are shown in Figure 

2-6A. High levels of message were present in heart and liver, while low levels were 

present in muscle and brain. In heart and liver there were two separate bands, one of 

higher molecular weight, and one of lower molecular weight (Fig. 2-6A). As a control for 

the total amount of message extracted from each tissue, PCR of the mRNA for P-actin was 

performed, and approximately the same level of message was found in each tissue (Fig. 2- 

6B). As a negative control, PCR reactions were carried out on tissue samples that had been 

mock reverse-transcribed (i.e. no reverse transcriptase was added).
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lane: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Brain Liver Muscle Heart 0X174

P-actin —>•

Figure 2-6. PCR of reverse transcribed mRNA from pig tissues. A. RT-PCR of full 
length p-subunit. Lanes 1-4 represent PCR of the full length P-subunit from reverse tran
scribed brain, liver, muscle, and heart mRNA, respectively. Lanes 5-8 represent the 
PCR of mock reverse transcribed mRNA where no reverse transcriptase was added. B. 
RT-PCR of p-actin mRNA. The lanes 1, 3, 5, and 7 represent the PCR of the P-actin 
gene form the same tissues as in A, and lanes 2, 4, 6, and 8 represent the PCR of mock 
reverse-transcribed mRNA. The standards were the I23bp ladder and 0X174 DNA 
cleaved with Hae m .
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Both the higher molecular weight and lower molecular weight bands that were amplified 

from the reverse transcribed heart tissue in Figure 2-6A, were cloned into the TA cloning 

vector pCR2.1 and sequenced. The higher molecular weight band was GTP-specific SCS. 

Data base searches using the sequence of the lower molecular weight band did not reveal 

extended similarity to any other genes or proteins. The levels of the mRNA for the 13- 

subunit in pig tissues were consistent with the GTP-specific activity in rat tissues, where in 

liver and heart it was 5 to 10 times higher than that found in brain and skeletal muscle (35). 

Thus, this was a preliminary indication that the P-subunit may be responsible for the 

nucleotide specificity of SCS.

SECTION III: Cloning and Expression of T. aquaticus SCS.

Cloning and Expression of Translationally Coupled SCS Subunit Genes from  

Thermus aquaticus. To facilitate the study of the determinants of the stability of SCS, the 

genes for the a- and P-subunits of SCS were cloned from a thermophilic bacterium, 

Thermus aquaticus. In E. coli and T. flavus, the genes for SCS subunits are expressed as 

an operon and are coupled translationally, the stop codon of the P-subunit overlaps with the 

start codon for the a-subunit (36,23). Based on the assumption that primary structure of 

T. aquaticus SCS would resemble that of T. flavus, the primers for PCR of T. aquaticus 

SCS were therefore designed for the start of the gene for the p-subunit and the end of the 

gene for the a-subunit. PCR of genomic DNA from T. aquaticus resulted in the 

amplification of a single band of approximately 2 kbp, which was ligated into the 

expression vector pT7-7 and transformed into the E. coli strain BL-21(DE-3) for protein 

expression.

Two clones were chosen and were grown to mid-log phase prior to the induction of 

protein expression with IPTG at 37 °C. Samples were then taken at various times after 

induction of protein expression. As a control, protein expression was also induced in cells
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Figure 2-7. Time course of expression of T. aquaticus SCS from the plasmids pT7- 
7Taql2 and 13. A. SDS-PAGE of the supematent fraction from lysates of E. coli BL- 
21(DE-3) cells that were induced for 0 h (lanes 1-3), 1.5 h (lanes 4-6), 3 h (lanes 7-9), 6 h 
(lanes 10-12), and 13 h (lanes 13-15). B. The pellet fractions from the same cell lysates. 
The cells for the samples in lanes 1, 4, 7, 10, and 13 (labeled C) contained the empty 
expression vector pT7-7. The cells for the samples in lanes 2, 5, 8, 11, and 14 (labeled 
12) contained the T. aquaticus expression vector pT7-7Taql2, and lanes 3, 6, 9, 12, and 
15 (labeled 13) contained pT7-7Taql3.
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containing the empty expression vector pT7-7. The supernatant and pellet fractions of the 

cell lysate were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, and the time course of protein expression is 

shown in Figure 2-7. Only one of the clones expressed a significant amount of protein that 

was not present in the cells expressing empty vector. A band with an approximate 

molecular mass of 45 kDa appeared after 0 h of induction in the pellet fraction of lysed cells 

containing the plasmid pT7-7Taql2. This is likely to be due to leaky expression form the 

lac UV5 promoter. There is also a corresponding faint band present in the supernatant 

fraction after 3.5 h. The molecular mass of the p-subunit of T. aquaticus SCS as estimated 

by SDS-PAGE is 45 kDa, and thus this band is likely to be the P-subunit of T. aquaticus 

SCS. The presence of the P-subunit in the pellet fraction may be due to self-aggregation 

because of the absence of the a-subunit. Consistent with the lack of expression of the a- 

subunit, none of the supernatant fractions exhibited SCS activity greater than the 

background activity present in the lysates of cells containing the empty expression vector.

Both strands of the plasmid pT7-7Taql2 were sequenced, revealing a total of five 

amino acids that were different from the published sequences of the P-subunit of T. flavus 

SCS and the a-subunit of T. aquaticus SCS. This was initially considered a strain to strain 

variation because another strain of T. aquaticus, called T. aquaticus-B, has six amino acid 

changes in the a-subunit alone. The lack of expression of the a-subunit may have been 

due to the sequences surrounding the translation start site. The start codon for the a- 

subunit was GTG instead of the more common E. coli start codon, ATG. In addition, the 

sequence surrounding the ATG codon from -21 to +13, where the ribosome binding site 

should be, was 65 % GC as opposed to 12 % in the consensus sequence for ribosome 

binding sites in E. coli (reviewed in (37)). This likely reflects the thermophilicity of T. 

aquaticus, however it is also likely to be the reason for the lack of expression of the T. 

aquaticus a-subunit in E. coli. The large differences seen in the nucleotide sequences of 

the ribosome binding site(s) between T. aquaticus and E. coli, may be indicative of a novel 

mechanism of ribosome binding site recognition and translation initiation in thermophilic
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organisms. Finally, sequencing of the plasmid from the second clone (pT7-7Taql3), which 

did not produce any SCS protein, proceeded 48 nucleotides into the {3-subunit gene and 

terminated, despite the presence of frill length insert (as assayed by agarose gel 

electrophoresis of digested pT7-7Taql3) This may be due to the presence of secondary 

structure that prevented both T-7 DNA polymerase (Sequenase 2.0) and T-7 RNA 

polymerase from transcribing this DNA.

Mutagenesis o f the Start Codon and Ribosome Binding Site o f the T. aquaticus 

SCS a-Subunit Gene. To improve the expression of the a-subunit of SCS, the initiating 

GTG was mutated to ATG, both alone and in combination with changes to the ribosome 

binding site (Fig. 2-8A). The resulting expression plasmids, pT7-7TaqATC, and pT7- 

7TaqRBS were initially tested for their ability to express T. aquaticus SCS in the E. coli 

strain BL-21(DE-3). Four hours after the induction of protein production, the cells were 

harvested and fractionated into the pellet and supernatant fractions by sonication and 

centrifugation, and then analyzed by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 2-8B). SCS purified directly from 

T. aquaticus by Ed Brownie was used a standard (11). The a-subunit of this protein 

migrated as a doublet. This may be due to phosphorylated and nonphosphorylated a- 

subunit, and has been seen in SCS from other species (11). Protein bands that migrate 

with the same mobility as the subunits of T. aquaticus SCS were evident in the pellet 

fraction. The levels of expression of the P-subunit were greater than those of the a-subunit 

in cells that contained the pT7-7TaqATC expression plasmid, however expression of the a- 

and p-subunits was more balanced in cells which contained the pT7-7TaqRBS plasmid 

(compare lane 3 with lane 4 in Figure 2-8B). It was difficult to see if there was any 

expression of the a-subunit of T. aquaticus SCS in the supernatant fractions, because 

proteins that migrated with the same mobility as the a-subunit were present in the control. 

Despite the presence of both subunits of T. aquaticus SCS in the pellet fraction, no SCS 

activity above the background SCS activity of BL-21(DE-3) could be detected in any of the 

supernatant fractions. The E. coli strain BL-21(DE-3) expresses a relatively high amount
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of E. coli SCS, and thus the activity of T. aquaticus SCS may have been masked by the 

background E. coli SCS activity. Therefore, the supernatant fractions were heated to 70 “C 

for 30 min to denature E. coli SCS, and then assayed for SCS activity. A small amount of 

SCS activity was evident, however the supernatant fractions from cells containing empty 

expression vector also had a small amount of SCS activity when treated in the same 

manner.

To avoid the high background of SCS activity, protein production from the 

expression vectors pT7-7TaqATG, or pT7-7TaqRBS was studied in the SCS null strain TK3- 

D18, which does not have any background SCS activity. Cells containing these vectors 

were grown to mid-log phase and protein expression was induced by raising the growth 

temperature from 30 to 42 °C for various amounts of time. As a control, protein 

expression was also induced in cells containing the empty expression vector pT7-7. The 

cytosolic and cell debris fractions were separated by sonication followed by centrifugation, 

and the results of SDS-PAGE of these fractions are shown in Figure 2-8C. Again the 

majority of the expressed protein appeared in the pellet fractions. When the supernatant 

fractions were assayed for SCS activity, a small amount of activity was evident. In 

addition, this activity was still present after heating the cytosolic fraction to 70 °C for 30 

min. This activity was not present in the supernatant fractions from cell lysates with empty 

expression vector. The amount of activity in the cytosolic fraction was not high enough to 

justify purification of T. aquaticus SCS from this fraction, so it was purified form the pellet 

fraction.

Purification and Refolding ofT. aquaticus SCS from Inclusion Bodies. The 

production of T. aquaticus SCS was induced in TK3D18 cells containing pT7-7TaqRBS. 

The inclusion bodies were pelleted from cell lysates by centrifugation at low speed, and 

contaminating proteins were removed by homogenization in a Triton X-100 solution. SCS 

was then extracted from the inclusion bodies using 1.5 M, 2 M or 6 M guanidine HCI. The
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pTT-TTaq^Q
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a-subunit: m et ile leu val asn arg glu
GCCATGGTGGGAGGTGCGGCATGATCCTGGTGAACCGCGAG 

p-subunit: ala met val gly gly ala ala stop

a-subunit: m et ile leu val asn lys glu
GCAATGAAAGGAGGTAACAAATGATCCTAGTTAATAAAGAG 

p-subunit: ala met lys gly gly asn ile stop
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Plasmid £  coli T. tut. 
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P-subunit-^-
a-subunit—
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Fraction Supernatant
Plasmid pT7-7TaqRBSpT7-7TaqATC pT7-7TaqRBS pT7-7TaqATC
Time (h) 0 2.5 5 11.50 2.5 5 11.5 0 2.5 5 11.5 2.5 5 11.5
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Figure 2-8. Expression of T. aquaticus SCS from the plasmids pT7-7TaqATG and 
pT7-7TaqRBS. A. The sequence changes in the start codon and ribosome binding site of 
the a-subunit. B. SDS-PAGE of protein expression in BL-21(DE-3). Lane 1 contains E. 
coli SCS and lane 2 T. aquaticus SCS purified from T. aquaticus. Other lanes represent 
SDS-PAGE of the pellet (lanes 3-5) cytosolic (lanes 6-8) fractions from cells that were 
induced for 4 hrs. ’A’ represents expression from pT7-7TaqATG, 'R' represents expression 
from pT7-7TaqRBS. and ’C represents expression from empty vector (pT7-7). C. SDS-PAGE 
of a time course of expression in TK3D18. As standards, lanes 6 and 13 contain T. 
aquaticus SCS. The supernatant fraction from cells with the plasmids pT7-7TaqATG and 
pT7-7TaqRBS are shown in lanes 2-5 and 7-10, respectively. The pellet fractions from 
cells with the plasmids pT7-7TaqATG and pT7-7TaqRBS are shown in lanes 14-17 and 18- 
21, respectively. As a control (labeled ’C‘), the supernatant fraction from cells with 
empty expression vector induced for 11.5 h is shown lane 1, and the pellet those cells 
induced for 0 and 2.5 h are shown in lanes 11 and 12.
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Refolded b1y-
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Figure 2-9. Refolding of T. aquaticus SCS extracted from inclusion bodies. SDS- 
PAGE of the soluble (labeled S, lanes 2, 4, 7) and insoluble (labeled P, lanes 3, 5, 8) 
fractions of T. aquaticus SCS refolded by dialysis, or the soluble fraction refolded by 
rapid dilution (lanes 9, 10). The material for refolding was extracted from inclusion 
bodies by washing with 1.5 M guanidine HCI (lanes 2, 3), 2.0 M guanidine HCI (lanes 4, 
5,9), or 6.0 M guanidine HCI (lanes 7,8, 10). Lanes 1 and 6 contain T. aquaticus SCS.
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extracted enzyme was refolded by two methods: either by dialysis overnight in benign 

buffer or by rapid dilution into 0.65 M arginine. Both the supernatant and any pellet 

fractions after refolding were subjected to SDS-PAGE. These results are shown in Figure 

2-9. The greatest amount of SCS was extracted from the inclusion bodies by 2 M or 6 M 

guanidine HC1, although most of this precipitated after refolding by dialysis. Refolding by 

rapid dilution into arginine did not produce any precipitate, however there was a vast 

excess of the (3-subunit over the a-subunit. All of the supernatant fractions were also 

assayed for SCS activity and the results are shown in Table 2-1. The most successful 

extraction using these methods gave approximately 25 U per liter of culture that was not 

thermostable. For comparison, the yield of pure protein from preparations of E. coli SCS 

is approximately 500 U per liter of culture. Even taking into account the difference in 

specific activity between purified E. coli SCS (40 U/mg) and purified T. aquaticus SCS (13 

U/mg) (38),

this was still a poor yield of impure enzyme. In addition, the extracted T. aquaticus SCS 

did not retain any enzymatic activity after heating to 70 “C for 30 min, indicating that it was 

not thermostable. Refolding of T. aquaticus SCS using the methods for refolding E. coli 

(39,40) and pig heart (41) SCS were not successful.

Given that the small amount of SCS in the supernatant fraction was thermostable 

(Table 2-1), it was concluded that there was a problem with the folding of T. aquaticus 

SCS originally in vivo and subsequently in vitro. The in vivo folding problem may have 

been due to the unequal and rapid expression of the subunits of T. aquaticus SCS, or to the 

differences in amino acid sequence between this clone and the published sequence. To 

resolve these problems, I first addressed the question of whether these changes in sequence 

were due to strain to strain variation, or to errors in the cloning.

Direct Sequencing o f PCR Products from the T. aquaticus SCS Genes. Two 

independent PCR reactions of the T. aquaticus SCS genes were carried out and the PCR 

products were sequenced directly. Both of these products matched the published
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sequences (Fig 1-2 and 1-3) and niether had the changes in sequence that were observed in 

the original clone. This indicated that the changes were due to misincorporation of 

nucleotides by the T. aquaticus polymerase and not to strain to strain variation.

Table 2-1. SCS Activity During the Purification of Inclusion Bodies.*
Fractions: Method of Refolding

No Refolding Dialysis0 Rapid Dilution0

70 ”C for 30 min“ - + • + • +

Supernatant 4.3 U/L 4.3 U/L 1.6 U/L ND ND ND

Triton X-100 0.25 U/L ND 0U/L ND ND ND

1.5 M Guanidine 0U/L ND ND ND ND ND

2.0 M Guanidine 10.5 U/L 0U/L 1.1 U/L ND 9.3 U/L 0U/L

6.0 M Guanidine 25 U/L 0U/L 0.3 U/L ND 5.5 U/L 0U/L

* A  total o f  6 L  o f  E. coli TK3D18 cells were induced for 4  h and the cells harvested, lysed and the 
inclusion bodies were purified as described in M aterials and M ethods. Each fraction during th is 
purification was assayed for the production o f  succinyl-CoA at 22 *C using ATP as described in 
M aterials and M ethods. I IT is I pinole o f  succinyi-CoA formed in 1 min. 

b Refolded by dialysis for 18 h  at 22 *C against SO m M  Tris HC1, S m M  2-mercaptoethanol, and 0.1 % 
(v/v) glycerol, pH  7.5.

c Refolded by dilution 1:20 (v/v) into 0.67 M L-arginine, SO mM  potassium  phosphate , pH  7.4 w ith 
constant vortexing, followed by incubation for 18 h a t 22 ‘C. 

d T he fractions w ere heated to 70 *C for 30 m in prior to the assay for SCS activity, in order to  assess the 
heat stability o f  the enzyme.

N D  not done.

Independent Cloning and Expression o f the Subunits o f T. aquaticus SCS. To 

address the rate of expression of each of the subunits of T. aquaticus SCS, expression 

vectors were made which expressed each subunit separately. The effect of temperature on 

the production of soluble protein was also examined. Using the primers that were used for 

the mutagenesis of the ribosome binding site, the genes for the a- and P- subunits of T. 

aquaticus SCS were amplified by PCR from genomic DNA. They were then cloned into 

the TA cloning vector pCR2.1 and subsequently into separate pT7-7 expression vectors
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(Fig. 2-1 A, B). The resulting plasmids were called pT7-7Taqa and pT7-7Taqf3. These 

clones were sequenced, and none of the changes that were observed in the original clones 

were observed in these clones.

When the tailspike protein of phage P22 was overexpressed in E. coli, it was found 

that the tendency of this protein to aggregate depended on the rates of expression and 

refolding (42). If the rate of expression exceeds the rate of refolding, the proteins come 

into contact with each other before they have completely folded and thus aggregate. To 

investigate the effect of the rate of expression of the a- and P-subunits on the production of 

r. aquaticus SCS, each subunit was expressed at 22 and 37 °C in BL-21(DE-3) and the 

supernatant and pellet fractions were separated and analyzed by SDS-PAGE as described 

before (Fig. 2-10). Consistent with the observations for the tailspike protein (42), the 

expression of both subunits of T. aquaticus SCS produced more soluble protein at 22 °C 

than at 37 °C. In addition, the a-subunit was expressed to a much greater extent than the 

P-subunit. This is consistent with the results of expression of individual subunits of E. 

coli and pig heart SCS (43), indicating that the P-subunit of SCS more prone to 

aggregation than the a-subunit. Note that even at 37 °C, the production of soluble P- 

subunit is much greater than the levels that were observed in the original clones, indicating 

that the amino acid differences in the original clone were responsible for the malfolding of 

the P-subunit. This conclusion can be rationalized using sequence comparisons of T. 

aquaticus SCS with E. coli and pig heart SCS and the crystal structures of SCS. The first 

two changes, Ala 36P (in this clone) to Val (in the original clone) and He 44P to Thr, occur 

in the hydrophobic core of the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit, and the second two 

changes, Ala 369P to Val and He 370p to Thr, occur near the end of the C-terminal a- 

helix, where it packs against the P-sheet in C-terminal domain. Thus, the changes that 

were observed in the original clones disrupt the folding of the P-subunit of SCS by 

interfering with the packing in the hydrophobic core. When the a-subunit was expressed 

independently, again there was a much greater amount of soluble protein then in the
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original clone. Unlike the f3-subunit, the a-subunit was never expressed to high levels, 

and the observed increase in soluble protein expression may simply be due to the proximal 

promoter and an improved ribosome binding site.

Expression o f Active, Thermostable, and Soluble T. aquaticus SCS. To address 

the problem of unequal expression of the subunits of T. aquaticus SCS, an expression 

vector was constructed in which each subunit had its own promoter. This vector was 

called pT7-7TaqP/a (Fig. 2-1C). The effect of temperature on expression of whole 

enzyme from this vector in BL-21(DE-3) cells was investigated. As described for previous 

experiments, protein production was induced for various times at 22 and 37 °C. Again the 

supernatant and pellet fractions were separated and then analyzed by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 2- 

11). In addition, the SCS activity present in the soluble fractions was assayed both at room 

temperature and at 70 ‘C (Fig. 2-12). Similar to the expression of individual subunits, 

more soluble enzyme was produced when protein expression was carried out at 22 °C. 

Furthermore as seen in Figure 2-12, the activity of the expressed protein began to decline 

after 13 h when

expressed at 37 °C, whereas the activity of protein expressed at 22 °C continued to rise. 

The expressed enzyme was active when the assay was conducted at 70 °C. This 

demonstrated that the enzyme was thermostable. There was a greater increases in activity 

of the enzyme when the assays were conducted at 70 °C than when the assays were 

conducted at 22 #C. This is due to the greater specific activity of the enzyme at elevated 

temperatures, thus, the production of a certain amount of enzyme leads to a greater amount 

of succinyl-CoA production at 70 “C than at 22 °C.

The subunits of T. aquaticus SCS were subjected to mass spectrometry, following 

purification by heating to 70 °C and reverse phase HPLC. The measured mass of the 13- 

subunit was 40641 Da. The predicted mass for the P-subunit is 40636 Da. The mesured 

mass of the a-subunit was 30510 Da, which is consistent with predicted mass of 30517 Da 

for the a-subunit missing the N-terminal methionine residue. Edman degradation of the a -
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A

Fraction Pe [let Supernatant
Temp 22 °C 37 °C 22 "C 37 °C
Time (hr) £  co li T. au.SCS sc? 0  2 5 8 13 22 0  2 5 8 \g  13 0 2 5 8 13 22 0  2 5 8 13

lane: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I t 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

B

Fraction Pe let Supernatant
Temp 22 °C 37 °C 22 °C 37 °C
Time (hr) £ . sa lt T  du. SCS SCS 0 2 5 8 13 22 0  2 5 8 13 0 2 5 8 13 22 0 2 5 8

P-subunit -

lane: 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Figure 2*10. Expression of the a-subunit (A) and [3-subunit (B) of T. aquaticus SCS.
A. SDS-PAGE of the pellet and supernatant fractions of a time course of a-subunit 
expression at 22°C (lanes 3-8, 16-21) and at 37 °C (lanes 9-12, 15,22-26). As standards, 
Lanes 1 and 13 contain purified E. coli SCS, and lanes 2 and 14 contain purified T. 
aquaticus SCS. B. SDS-PAGE of the pellet and supernatant fractions of a time course of 
P-subunit expression at 22°C (lanes 3-8, 14, 16-20) and 37 °C (lanes 9-13,21-24). Lanes 
1 and 15 contain purified E. coli SCS, and lane 2 contains purified T. aquaticus SCS.
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A
Temp £  coli T. tiq. 22 °C 37 °C
Time (hr) SCS SCS 0 2 5 8 13 22 0 2 5 8 13

i
. \

p-subunit- >  

a-subunit ->■

B

Temp °C
Time (hr)

£. cult T. au. 
SCS SCS

p-subunit->■ 

a-subunit—̂

0  sc ?  2 5 8 130 2 5 8 13 22

lane: 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 It 12 13 14 15

Figure 2-11. Time course for the expression of soluble T. aquaticus SCS. A. SDS- 
PAGE of the supernatant fractions following expression at 22°C (lanes 3-8) and at 37 °C 
(lanes 9-13). As standards, lane I contains purified E. coli SCS, and lane 2, purified T. 
aquaticus SCS. B. SDS-PAGE of the pellet fractions following expression at 22 °C 
(lanes 3-8) and at 37 °C (lanes 9, 12-15). Again, as standards, lanes 1 and 10 contain E. 
coli SCS, and lanes 2 and 11 contain T. aquaticus SCS.
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22/70S*
3

3 4-
s
■53
*B 3-
D
5  94> “ '
o< ,

37/70

22/22

37/22

0 5 10 15 20 25

Time of Induction (hours)

Figure 2*12. Expression of soluble, active, and thermostable T. aquaticus SCS. The 
supernatant fractions of a time course of whole enzyme expression at 22 °C (■, □) and 
37 °C ( • ,  O) were assayed for SCS activity using ATP either at 22 °C (□, O) or at 70 °C 
(■, • ) .  The activity is measured as (imoles of succinyl-CoA production per minute per 
ml of culture. Note: no correction was made for the increase in the number of cells at 
later time points.
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subunit gave the sequence ILVNKETRV, also missing the methionine. Expressed E. coli 

SCS also lacks the N-terminal methionine (Chapter 4).

Labeling ofT. aquaticus SCS with [3SS]-Methionine. To determine the half-life of 

whole enzyme and individual subunits in vivo, pulse chase experiments were performed. 

The whole enzyme or individual subunits were labeled with 35S-methionine, followed by a 

chase with unlabeled methionine. To get approximately equal amounts of 35S-methionine 

labeled protein, the labeling reaction at 22 °C was carried out for 11 min, while the labeling 

at 37 SC was carried out for 5 min. Samples of cells were then taken at various times after 

the addition of unlabeled methionine, the cells were lysed, and the supernatant and pellet 

fractions separated. The proteins in these fractions were then analyzed by SDS-PAGE, 

visualized by autoradiography (Fig. 2-13) and quantified by phosphorimagery. The results 

of quantification of the labeling reactions after correction for the length of time of labeling, 

the specific activity of 35S methionine, and the number of methionines in the a - and 15- 

subunits, are shown in Figure 2-14. Whole enzyme was stable in both the supernatant and 

pellet fractions; there was little degradation over the entire six hour time course. In whole 

enzyme expression, the ratio of [5-subunit to a-subunit is 3.8 to 1 at 22 °C and 6.8 to I at 

37 °C. The lower rate of protein expression at 22 °C may have led to more efficient 

termination of transcription of the p-subunit (and thus less read-through), allowing 

relatively more RNA polymerase to initiate transcription of the a-subunit.

Previous experiments by Haase-Pettinggell and King (42) indicated that the rate of 

protein production was dependent on the temperature of induction. Consistent with those 

experiments, there was approximately 2 times more whole enzyme produced at 37 “C than 

at 22 °C (Fig 2-14A and B). It was assumed that a minimal amount of degradation occurred 

during the labeling reaction. This assumption may not be correct in the case of the 

individually expressed subunits. For example, there was approximately 2.3 times more 15- 

subunit at 22 °C than at 37 °C (Fig 2-14C and D). This correlates with the rate of 

degradation of the P-subunit from the cytosol: half life of 3.5 h at 22 °C, and 1.5 h at 37 °C
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Temp 22 °C 37 °C
Protein a-subunit P-subunit SCS a-subunit P-subunit SCS

Time (hr) .08.5 1 3 6 .08.5 1 3 6 .08.5 1 3 6 .08.5 1 3 6 .08.5 1 3 6 .08 .5 I 3

P-subunit - ^ |  
a-subunit- ^1

lane: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

B

p-subunit 5-subunitProtein a-subunita-subunit
Time (hr) 08.5 1 .08 .5 108.5 08.5 .08 .5 I .08 .5

-31.0

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 4 5 1 2 3 4

p-subunit— 
a-subunit-

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Figure 2-13. Time course of degradation of p5S]-methionine labeled subunits and 
whole T. aquaticus SCS. A. SDS-PAGE of labeled a-subunit (lanes 1-5), P-subunit 
(lanes 6-10), and whole enzyme (lanes 11-15) in the supernatant fraction. Labeling and 
degradation was carried out either at 22 °C or 37 °C. B. SDS-PAGE of the pellet 
fractions of the same time course. The positions of the molecular weight standards are 
shown in the right.
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W hole enzyme 
in the supernatant

CU s

Time (hours)

B
W hole enzyme 

in the pellet

-O

-a
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Time (hours)

3.0 Individual subunits 
in the supernatant

~  2.5C/5 C/3
! i  2 .0

.5

.0

0.5

0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

D

Time (hours)

1.00- Individual subunits 
in the pellet

i  I 4 0.50-

1 2 3 4 :
Time (hours)

Figure 2-14. Quantification of the degradation of [35S]-methionine labeled subunits 
and whole T. aquaticus SCS. A and B represent quantification of whole enzyme in the 
supernatant and pellet fractions, respectively. C and D represent quantitation of 
individual subunits in the supernatant and pellet fractions, respectively. Labeling and 
degradation were carried out at 22 °C (O, □) or 37 “C (# , ■), and the levels of a-subunit 
(■, □) and p-subunit ( • ,  O) were determined by phosphorimagery.
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(Fig. 2-14C). Unexpectedly, the rate of degradation of the individually expressed a - and 

(3-subunits in the cell debris fraction was greater at 22 °C than 37 °C (Fig. 2-14D). When 

the individual subunits were expressed at 37 °C, there was a degradation product of 

approximately 14 kDa was observed in the supernatant fractions, which increased over the 

course of the reaction (Fig. 2-13A). Despite the increase in the rate of degradation at 22 

°C, the degradation product is not present at 22 °C.
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Chapter Three Folding of T. aquaticus SCS______
Introduction

The question of how a polypeptide “matures” from a simple one dimensional 

sequence of amino acids to a complex three dimensional protein has been called the protein 

folding problem, and has a been basic question in biology for over 30 years (reviewed in 

(1-5)). The early work of Anfinsen and co-workers showed that proteins can fold 

reversibly (6, 7). This implied that the native structures of at least some small, globular 

proteins were in thermodynamically stable states, in conformations that were a global 

minimum of all of their accessible free energy states. It was later pointed out that there 

were far too many conformations of unfolded or partially folded polypeptides for the native 

conformation to be reached in a reasonable amount of time (8). To alleviate the long time 

required for the polypeptide to search all of conformational space to find the native 

conformation, Levinthal proposed the existence of protein folding pathways which directed 

protein folding to the native state in a reasonable amount of time (8). This proposal led to 

the search for relevant protein folding intermediates, and to the question of whether the 

intermediates were on or off the folding pathway. Due to new experimental approaches 

and to statistical models of protein folding, a ‘new view’ of protein folding has emerged. 

This new view takes into account both the presence of many conformations of the 

polypeptide and the search for the global minimum energy conformation in a reasonable 

amount of time (9-11). The analogy of energy landscapes has been used to describe this 

process. The landscape is shaped like a funnel with two horizontal axes representing 

conformational space and one vertical axis representing the energy of those conformations. 

The folding process is likened to skiers going down a mountain, each starts from a 

different point and may encounter different gullies and hills (representing folding 

intermediates and transition states, respectively), but all paths eventually lead to the bottom 

of the hill (the native conformation) (11). Thus, using the analogy of the energy landscape,
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the folding intermediates that were formerly off the folding pathway (e.g. aggregation) are 

simply intermediates trapped in a gully with a particularly high energy transition state on the 

way to the native conformation.

Until recently it has been generally accepted that the early stages of protein folding 

are driven by the hydrophobic effect (2), that is, the clustering of hydrophobic residues 

away from the aqueous solvent into a hydrophobic core. For small proteins the unfolding 

and refolding data fit a two state kinetic model (D «■* N), where denatured protein folds into 

the native form in a single step (12,13). A recent model for protein folding, that is based 

on steric considerations of the polypeptide chain and the propensity for certain sidechains to 

favor the formation of specific secondary structures, has succeeded in simulating the local 

structures that form during the very early stages of folding without the involvement of non

local, hydrophobic, interactions (5). This implies that even a two state folding pathway 

proceeds in a stepwise manner, however intermediates cannot be detected. For larger 

proteins, a multistep process has been proposed where the first step may involve the 

collapse of the hydrophobic core, followed at some point by the rearrangement of residues 

to optimize their packing interactions (reviewed in (I, 2)). The examination of protein 

structures in the PDB, indicated that a polypeptide that is greater than 250 residues is just 

able to fold as one cooperative unit (14). Analysis of the PDB, using the existence of a 

domain and buried non-polar surface area as criteria, Nussinov and co-workers have 

defined a set of hydrophobic folding units (15). If the local residues in the polypeptide 

determine the initial secondary structures formed in folding, as Baldwin and Rose propose, 

and if there are discrete folding units in proteins, as Tsai and Nussinov propose, then this 

implies that proteins that have the same fold (secondary and tertiary structure) also follow 

the same folding pathway (or have similar energy landscapes). This seems to be the case 

for the cold shock protein CspB, a small all ^-structure protein (13). This protein from B . 

subtilis is only marginally stable and folds by a rapid two state reaction. More stable
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homologous proteins from B. caldolyticus and T. martima fold by the same mechanism and 

with the same rates (13).

Given the similarity between the crystallographic structures of the E. coli and pig 

heart SCS (Fig. 1-13), and the extent of the similarity of the amino acid sequences between 

T. aquaticus SCS and these enzymes (57 and 47 % identity, respectively), the overall 

structure of the T. aquaticus enzyme is likely to resemble that of the E. coli and pig heart 

enzymes. If the proposals of Baldwin and Tsai are correct, the folding of the thermostable 

enzyme from T. aquaticus should be identical to the folding of the non-thermostable E. coli 

and pig heart enzymes. Thus, in this part of my studies, the folding of T. aquaticus SCS 

was investigated and compared to that of E. coli SCS. Toward this end, T. aquaticus SCS 

was characterized with respect to its equilibrium unfolding and its kinetics of refolding, and 

these results were compared to the unfolding and refolding of E. coli and pig heart SCS 

that have been done previously (16-18). In addition, an investigation of the basis for the 

relative stability of the E. coli, pig heart, and T. aquaticus enzymes was carried out by 

comparison of the amino acid differences between these enzymes. The structure of the E. 

coli enzyme, and the amino acid sequence alignment of known SCS enzymes (Fig. 1-2 and 

1-3) were used to predict ion pairs in T. aquaticus SCS, and to evaluate their potential in 

stabilizing the enzyme. Moreover, the secondary structure in the model of E. coli SCS was 

also used as a basis to examine if the substitutions that occurred in the T. aquaticus enzyme 

might stabilize its secondary structure.

Materials and Methods

Purification o f T. aquaticus SCS. E. coli strain BL-21(DE-3) cells containing the 

plasmid pT7-7Taqp/a were grown at 22 °C to a cell density absorbance at 600 nm before 

the addition of IPTG to a final concentration of 0.5 mg/ml (to induce protein production 

from the expression vector) and further growth for 10 hours. The cells were harvested by 

centrifugation, resuspended in sonication buffer (100 mM KC1, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM
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PMSF, 1 mM benzamidine, 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 1 % (v/v) glycerol, and 100 mM 

potassium phosphate, pH 7.4), and frozen at -70 °C. They were then thawed, sonicated 

two times for 3 min each at 4 °C using a Biosonic IV sonicator (Brownwill Scientific) set at 

an intensity of 70 and equipped with the large probe. The cell debris was then removed by 

centrifugation for 30 min at 4200 x g, and the crude supernatant was heated at 70 °C for 30 

min with occasional stirring. The suspension was allowed to cool to 22 'C and then 

clarified by centrifugation at 4 °C for 30 min at 4200 x g. The pellet was discarded, 

(NHJjSO., was added to a final concentration of 20 % (w/v) and the resulting suspension 

was allowed to stand overnight at 4 °C. The next day the precipitate was collected by 

centrifugation for 30 min at 4200 x g. The pellet fraction containing T. aquaticus SCS was 

dissolved in Buffer A (10 mM potassium phosphate , 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM 

EDTA, 0.1 mM PMSF, 1.0 mM benzamidine, pH 7.4) and the protein solution desalted by 

gel filtration through a Sephdex G-50 column prior to anion exchange chromatography. 

For anion exchange chromatography, the protein was bound to a Q-Sepharose fast flow 

column (diameter 2.5 cm, height 50 cm) which was first eluted with one liter of Buffer A, 

and then with a 1.5 liter linear gradient from 0 to 0.75 M KCI in Buffer A. The T. 

aquaticus SCS in fractions that eluted 0.39 and 0.42 M KCI were precipitated using 20 % 

(w/v) (NH4)2S 04. The precipitate was then dissolved in 100 mM potassium phosphate , 

10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, pH 7.4, and T. aquaticus SCS further purified by gel filtration 

chromatography with the same buffer. For gel filtration chromatography, a Bio-Gel A 

0.5M column (diameter 2.5 cm, height 120 cm) was used, and T. aquaticus SCS eluted 

between 410 and 428 ml. These fractions were pooled and the enzyme stored as a 

suspension in 20 % (w/v) (NH4)2S 04. SDS-PAGE of samples taken at various stages of 

the purification of T. aquaticus SCS are shown in Figure 3-1.
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Anion Gel 
Lysate Heating (NH^SC^ Exchange Filtration

lane: 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 3-1. SDS-PAGE analysis of the purification of T. aquaticus SCS. Lane 1, cell 
lysate; lane 2, supernatant after heating to 70 °C for 30 min; lane 3, pellet fraction after a 
20 % (NH4)2S04 precipitation; lane 4, pooled fractions from the Q-sepharose column; 
lane 5, pooled fractions after gel filtration chromatography.
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Analysis o f the pH Profile ofT. aquaticus SCS. For pH profile analysis, an aliquot 

of the enzyme suspension in (NHJjSC^ was centrifuged (15 x 103 x g, 30 min, 4 °C), and 

the pellet was dissolved in 500 pi of 50 mM KCI, 0.1 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris HC1, pH

7.4. The resultant solution was clarified by centrifugation (15 x 103 x g, 30 min, 4 °C), 

and dialyzed for 16 h with three changes of the same buffer at 4 °C. The ability of T. 

aquaticus SCS to catalyze the formation of succinyl-CoA from ATP, CoA and succinate 

was tested over a range of pH from 6.2 to 9.6. A 1.9 pg sample of T. aquaticus SCS was 

placed in 1 ml of a buffer containing 10 mM MgCl^, 50 mM KCI, 0.1 mM DTT, 10 mM 

succinate, 0.1 mM CoA, 0.4 mM ATP and 50 mM of either MOPS (pH 6.2 - 8.2) or Tris 

HC1 (pH 8.0 - 9.6), and the formation of the thioester bond in succinyl-CoA was measured 

spectrophotometrically at 235 nm. When conducted at pH 7.4 and 22 °C, this is the 

standard assay for SCS activity (19).

Steady State Kinetic Analyses o f T. aquaticus SCS. For kinetic analyses, an 

aliquot of the enzyme suspension in (NH4)2S04 was centrifuged at 15 x 103 x g, for 30 

min, at 4 °C), and the pellet was dissolved in 500 pi of 50 mM KCI, 0.1 mM EDTA, 50 

mM Tris HC1, pH 7.4. The resultant solution was clarified by centrifugation (15 x 103 x g, 

30 min, 4 °C), and dialyzed for 16 h with three changes of the same buffer at 4 °C. The 

concentrations of the nucleotides and CoA were determined using their standard extinction 

coefficients for a 1 cm pathlength (ATP: E^g ^  = 15.4 mM'1, GTP: E ^  ^  = 13.7 mM'1, 

CoA: E ^ ^  = 14.6 mM'1). SCS enzymatic activity was measured spectrophotometrically 

in the direction of succinyl-CoA formation at 22 °C. For each substrate, the initial velocity 

was measured at various concentrations and at a constant concentration of the other 

substrates (where appropriate, 114 pM CoA, 10 mM succinate or 405 pM ATP or GTP) in 

a total volume of 1 ml containing 50 mM KCI, 10 mM MgCLj, 50 mM Tris HC1, pH 8.0. 

Initial rates were measured in duplicate at each concentration of substrate, and the initial 

velocity data were analyzed for the K^ ^  and values using the ENZYME KINETICS 

1.11 program for a Macintosh computer (20). Oxaloacetate, acetoacetate, and malic add
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were also tested for their ability to substitute for succinate as a substrate for SCS by using 

20 mM of each and 3.4 |Xg of T. aquaticus SCS in the spectrophotometric assay.

Activity o f T. aquaticus, E. coli and Pig Heart SCS at Different Temperatures and 

Denaturant Concentrations. The stability of SCS was investigated by measuring the 

activity of all three enzymes at different temperatures. The activity measurements for the 

temperature versus activity profile of the three enzymes were carried out with similar 

solutions as given above, except that 10 mM potassium phosphate , pH 7.4 ,was used as 

the buffer in the assay media because of the small variation in pK„ with temperature (-0.01 

pH unit from 25 to 50 °C). The amounts of enzyme used for each assay of the profile 

were: 3.8 p.g of T. aquaticus SCS, 0.87 mg of E. coli SCS, and 0.82 mg of pig heart SCS. 

The enzymes, assay media, and cuvettes were incubated in a water bath for a minimum of 

15 min at each temperature. The temperature of the cuvette holders on a Varian Cary 219 

spectrophotometer was kept constant at each temperature by a Polyscience Polytemp 

circulating water bath. The temperature was increased incrementally for each temperature 

point throughout the profile.

The stability of SCS was also investigated by measuring the activity of all three 

SCS enzymes after incubation in 60 mM potassium phosphate , pH 7.4, and different 

concentrations of urea (0 M -10 M) or guanidine HC1 (GuHCl) (0 M - 4.0 M) at 22 "C for 

24 hours.

Gel Filtration Chromatography o f T. aquaticus SCS. To study the quaternary 

structure of T. aquaticus SCS in the presence and absence of GuHCl, and to separate the 

subunits, gel filtration chromatography was performed using a Sepharose 12 HR 10/30 

FPLC column, and a Varian Vista 5500 liquid chromatograph. The flow rate was 0.5 

ml/min, and where needed one fraction was collected each minute. First, to study the 

quaternary structure of T. aquaticus SCS a mixture of 5 mg/ml T. aquaticus and 5 mg/ml 

pig heart SCS in 60 mM potassium phosphate, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM EDTA, 

pH 7.4 was separated by gel filtration chromatography. Next, to study the quaternary
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structure of T. aquaticus SCS just after it has lost activity in GuHCl, S mg/ml T. aquaticus 

SCS was incubated for 24 hours in 1.8 M GuHCl, 60 mM potassium phosphate, 5 mM 2- 

mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 7.4, and then chromatography was performed in the 

same buffer. To study the quaternary structure of the T. aquaticus SCS in 3.0 M GuHCl, 

5 mg/ml T. aquaticus SCS was incubated for 24 hours in 3.0 M GuHCl, 60 mM potassium 

phosphate. S mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 7.4, and then chromatography 

was performed in the same buffer.

Far UV-CD o f T. aquaticus Whole Enzyme and Isolated Subunits in Guanidine 

HCl. The stability of the secondary structure of T. aquaticus SCS in different 

concentrations of GuHCl was investigated using far UV circular dichroism. The buffer for 

UV-CD was 60 mM potassium phosphate, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH

7.4, and various concentrations of Guanidine HCl between 0 and 7.5 M. The subunits 

were separated at 3.0 M GuHCl, and were then dialyzed in 60 mM potassium phosphate , 

5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 7.4, and far UV-CD in different 

concentrations of GuHCl was performed. The concentration of whole enzyme was 9.0 pM  

or 2.2 pM, the concentration of a-subunit was 16.2 pM, and the concentration of P- 

subunit was 10.0 pM. UV-CD measurements were made using a Jasco J-720 

spectropolarimeter (Jasco Inc., Easton MD) interfaced with an Epson Equity 386/25 

computer and controlled by Jasco software. The thermostatted cell holder was maintained 

at 25 °C with a Lauda RMS circulating water bath. The instrument was routinely calibrated 

with ammonium d-(+)-10 camphor sulfonate at 290.5 nm and 192 nm, and with d-(-)- 

pantoyllactone at 219 nm. Each sample was scanned ten times from 180 to 255 nm and 

data were measured every 0.05 nm and averaged. Noise reduction was then applied to 

remove the high frequency noise prior to calculating molar ellipdcities. A cuvette with a 

calibrated pathlength of 0.02 cm was used for all measurements. Molar ellipdcities in 

deg*cm2/dmol were calculated with the following equation:

[0] = ©o* x MRW/(10 x 1 x c)
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where 0 obt is the ellipticity measured in millidegrees, MRW is the mean residue weight 

(molecular weight divided by the number of residues), 1 is the optical pathlength in cm, and 

c is the protein concentration in mg/ml.

Sedimentation Equilibrium Analysis. To study the quaternary structure of T. 

aquaticus SCS before and after the loss of activity in Guanidine HCl, sedimentation 

equilibrium experiments were performed in the absence and in the presence of two different 

concentrations of GuHCl. Prior to centrifugation, samples of T. aquaticus SCS were 

dialyzed for 16 hours at 20 °C with three changes of the appropriate buffer. For analysis of 

the quaternary structure of T. aquaticus SCS in the absence of GuHCl, 20 mM potassium 

phosphate , 2 mM dithiothreitol, pH 7.4, was used as buffer, and three separate loading 

concentrations of 1.77 mg/ml, 1.31 mg/ml, and 0.8 mg/ml were used for centrifugation. 

For analysis in the presence of GuHCl, two concentrations of guanidine were used, one 

slightly before the enzyme started to lose activity (0.9 M GuHCl, 60 mM potassium 

phosphate, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 7.4), and the other slightly after 

the enzyme lost activity (1.8 M GuHCl, 60 mM potassium phosphate , 5 mM 2- 

mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 7.4). The loading concentrations for these runs were 

5 mg/ml, 3 mg/ml, and 1 mg/ml. All sedimentation equilibrium experiments were carried 

out at 20 °C using a Beckman XL-1 Ultracentrifuge and interference optics according to 

procedures outlined by the manufacturer. Sample aliquots of 110 ill were loaded into 6 

sector-CFE sample cells. This allows for the three different loading concentrations of 

protein to be run simultaneously. The runs at two different speeds were continued until 

there was no difference in scans that were taken 3 h apart.

The sedimentation equilibrium data was analyzed using a nonlinear least-squares 

curve-fitting algorithm (21) contained in the NonLin analysis program (22). The following 

equation, which is based on a sinlge ideal species, was used to fit the data:

C,=e[li.(Cr-H- (1' ^ . )CTM(ti-f ;)-B M (C ,- C ,)l
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where Cr is the concentration at radius, r; Cr> is the concentration at the reference radius, r0; 

v is the partial specific volume; p is the density of the solvent; GJ is the angular velocity; R 

is the universal gas constant; T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin; M is the molecular 

weight; and B is a second virial coefficient term associated with non-ideality. The 

convergence of each variable was considered complete when the change in the variance was 

less than 1 x I O'6. The program Sednterp (23) was used to calculate the partial specific 

volume of the T. aquaticus SCS using the method of Cohn and Edsall (24). For the runs 

that contained GuHCl, the method of Laue was used to apply a correction to v for the 

binding of GuHCl to the enzyme and the change in hydration (25).

Refolding o f T. aquaticus SCS. The native enzyme was first denatured by 

incubation in 6 M GuHCl for 24 hours. Refolding was carried out by rapid dilution (1:20 

v/v) into one of three solutions: benign buffer (60 mM potassium phosphate, 50 mM KCI, 

pH 7.4), or pH 7.4 arginine refold buffer (0.67 M L-arginine HCl, 60 mM potassium 

phosphate , pH 7.4), or pH 8.0 arginine refold buffer (0.67 M L-arginine HCl, 60 mM 

potassium phosphate, 50 mM Tris HCl, pH 8.0). Samples were then taken after 5 hours 

and assayed for their ability to catalyze the formation of succcinyl-CoA at pH 8.0 in the 

standard manner.

The kinetics of refolding T. aquaticus SCS was followed in the same manner using 

the pH 7.4 arginine refold buffer, except that samples were taken at various times. The 

temperature dependence of the kinetics of refolding T. aquaticus SCS was investigated by 

rapid dilution into pH 7.4 arginine refold buffer at 12 #C, 22 °C or 37 °C. Samples were 

then taken at various times and assayed for the ability catalyze the formation of succinyl- 

CoA. The concentration dependence of the kinetics of refolding at 22 #C was investigated 

by the same procedure (including the dilution factor) using final protein concentrations in 

the refolding mixtures of 0.59 mg/ml, 0.24 mg/ml, and 0.059 mg/ml.

Correlation Between Relative Stability and Amino Acid Substitutions in Pig heart, 

E. coli and T. aquaticus SCS . SCS from pig heart, E. coli and T. aquaticus had different
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relative stabilities as judged by the loss of activity with increasing temperature, and 

increasing concentrations of urea or GuHCl. The substitutions within the amino acid 

sequences between these enzymes were examined for a correlation with stability. A count 

was made of the number of times an amino acid in an enzyme of lower stability was 

changed to any other amino acid in an enzyme of higher stability. This was considered a 

‘more stable’ substitution. The reverse was also counted, that is, the number of times an 

amino acid in an enzyme of higher stability was changed to any other amino acid in an 

enzyme of lower stability. This was considered a ‘less stable’ substitution. Thus, the 

substitution is judged based on the enzyme species being compared, not on any intrinsic 

property of the amino acids involved. For example, a Ser in pig heart SCS changed to a 

Thr in E. coli or T. aquaticus SCS was counted as a ‘more stable’ substitution, as was a 

Ser in E. coli SCS changed to a Thr in T. aquaticus SCS. But in the opposite direction, a 

Ser in T. aquaticus SCS changed to a Thr in pig heart or E. coli SCS, or a Ser in E. coli 

SCS changed to a Thr in pig heart SCS was counted as a ‘less stable’ substitution.

Potential Ion Pairs in Pig heart, E. coli and T. aquaticus SCS. The number of ion 

pairs in E. coli, pig heart and T. aquaticus SCS were compared to see if they correlated 

with the stability of these enzymes. The ion pairs in E. coli and pig heart SCS were 

identified by examining the crystallographic structures of these enzymes (26-28). An ion 

pair was postulated to exist when the NZ of Lys, or the NH1 or NIK of Arg, were within 

4.0 A of the OD1 or OD2 of Asp, or the OE1 or OE2 of Glu. These distances were 

measured using the program CONTACT from the CCP4 package (29).

To predict the potential ion pairs in T. aquaticus SCS, the sequence alignments of 

E. coli and T. aquaticus SCS shown in Figures 1-2 and 1-3 were examined in conjunction 

with the crystal structure of E. coli SCS. The distances between the a-carbons of the 

residues in E. coli SCS that were thought to participate in an ion pair were found to be 

between 4.0 A and 12 A. A plot of the distances between all a-carbon atoms in E. coli 

SCS was constructed using the PLOTDIST set of programs written by Joe Parish (30)
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Figure 3*2. Initial evaluation of potential ion pairs in the a-subunit of T. aquaticus 
SCS. The distances between all a-carbon atoms in E. coli SCS were measured, and those 
that were between 4.0 and 12 A were plotted on the graph above. The sequence 
alignment in Figure 1-2 was used to place the T. aquaticus amino acids in the E. coli 
numbering system. The positions of basic residues in T. aquaticus SCS (Arg, and Lys) 
were then marked by lines on the x-axis, and the positions of acidic residues were marked 
on the y-axis. The intersection between a basic and an acidic residue in T. aquaticus SCS 
in an area where the a-carbons in E. coli SCS were separated by 4 - 12 A, was further 
inspected for the possibility of an ion pair using the crystallographic structure of E. coli 
SCS (28).
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within the package INSIGHT II (31). The amino acid alignment of E. coli and T. aquaticus 

SCS was used to place the T. aquaticus residues on this plot. Positions of the basic 

residues (Arg and Lys) and the acidic residues (Glu and Asp) in T. aquaticus SCS were 

marked on the x and y axes, respectively (Fig. 3-2). The criteria for initial selection of two 

residues that may form an ion pair was that the a-carbon of a basic residue must be 

between 4 and 12 A from the a-carbon of an acidic residue. For one ion pair in Figure 3- 

2, this is where the two lines that mark the positions of the acidic and basic residues 

intersect with the x which denotes the residues that have a-carbons spaced between 4 and 

12 A apart After the initial selection, all of the ion pairs were visually inspected using the 

E. coli structure (28) for the possibility of an ion pair at this position. An ion pair was 

deemed possible if rotation of the side chain could bring the NZ of Lys, or the NH1 or 

NH2 of Arg, to within 4.0 A of the OD1 or OD2 of Asp, or the OE1 or OE2 of Glu, and 

there were no obvious steric clashes. Only one orientation of a side chain was allowed.

Comparison o f the Pig Heart, E. coli and T. aquaticus Amino Acid Sequences for 

Residues that Stabilize Secondary Structure. The amino acid sequences of these three 

enzymes were compared to see if there was a correlation between more stable enzymes and 

substitutions that potentially stabilize the appropriate secondary structure. That is, were 

there substitutions in corresponding a-helices that would potentially lead to the additional 

stabilization of those a-helices? Furthermore, were there substitutions in ^-sheets that 

would stabilize p-strands? The criteria used to judge the potential of a residue to stabilize 

either a-helix or ^-strand was based on the survey of the PDB conducted by Levitt (32), 

who found that there was a bias in the type of amino acids found in helices or stands. The 

residues A, C, L, M, E, Q, H, and K were found more often in a-helices (in this order of 

frequency). The residues V, I, F, Y, W, and T were found more often in P-strand (in this 

order of frequency). The propensity for residues to be in turns was not examined. The 

secondary structure of the E. coli enzyme was used to determine if a residue was in either 

P-sheet or in a-helix. A count was made of the number of times an amino acid in an
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enzyme of lower stability, and in a specific secondary structure (helix or strand), was 

changed to a different amino acid, which had a higher propensity for the appropriate 

secondary structure, in an enzyme of higher stability. This was considered a stabilizing 

substitution. A count was also made of the number of times an amino acid in an enzyme of 

lower stability, and in a specific secondary structure (helix or strand), was changed to a 

different amino acid, which had a lower propensity for the appropriate secondary structure, 

in an enzyme of higher stability. This was considered a destabilizing substitution. It was 

not counted if a residue, which had (3-strand propensity, and was found in an a-helix was 

changed to another residue with p-strand propensity. Neither was it counted if a residue, 

which had a-helix propensity, and was found in a P-strand was changed to another residue 

with a-helix propensity.

Results

Characterization o f the Quaternary Structure o f T. aquaticus SCS. SCS enzymes 

exhibit either a dimeric quaternary structure, consisting of one a-subunit and one P- 

subunit, as seen in pig heart SCS, or a tetrameric structure consisting of a dimer of aP- 

dimers, as seen in E. coli SCS. The quaternary structure of T. aquaticus SCS was 

evaluated by both gel filtration chromatography and sedimentation equilibrium (Fig. 3-3). 

A mixture of purified T. aquaticus SCS and pig heart SCS was run on a gel filtration 

column and the elution profile revealed two separate peaks (Fig. 3-3A). The first, peak, 

eluting at 11.5 ml was T. aquaticus SCS, and the second, peak eluting at 12.5 ml was pig 

heart SCS (Fig. 3-3A). The identity of SCS in each peak was confirmed by its ability to 

catalyze the formation of succinyl-CoA from succinate, CoA, and either ATP or GTP. Pig 

heart SCS can only utilize GTP, whereas T. aquaticus SCS can use either. This elution 

profile closely resembled the elution profile of a mixture of E. coli and pig heart SCS 

observed using the same column (33). Since the differences in molecular weight between
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the subunits of E. coli, T. aquaticus, and pig heart were small on the scale examined by gel 

filtration, these results indicated that T. aquaticus SCS was probably a tetramer.

The quaternary structure of T. aquaticus SCS was also elucidated by sedimentation 

equilibrium. Sedimentation equilibrium runs were conducted using three initial loading 

concentrations and two separate rotor speeds (Fig. 3-3B). The results fit a model where T. 

aquaticus SCS was a non-dissociating species with a molecular weight of 1.35 x 105. As 

calculated from the amino acid sequence, the weight for tetrameric T. aquaticus SCS would 

be 142970. Thus, it was concluded that the quaternary structure of T. aquaticus SCS is a 

tetramer.

Enzymology o f T. aquaticus SCS. The ability of T. aquaticus SCS to catalyze the 

formation of succinyl-CoA from ATP, CoA and succinate was measured at various pH 

values, and the results are shown in Figure 3-4. The pH profile for T. aquaticus SCS was 

essentially a symmetrical peak with the maximal activity occurring between pH 8.0 and

8.4. The maximal activity of E. coli and pig heart SCS occurs at pH 7.4 (34).

The kinetic parameters of T. aquaticus SCS were evaluated by steady state analysis 

of initial rates of succinyl-CoA formation at 22 °C and the results were plotted using 

Hanes-Wolf plots (35, 20) (Fig. 3-5). These plots were used because they gave better 

correlation coefficients than the more commonly used double reciprocal plots. The 

values for all of the substrates except GTP are well within an order of magnitude of the 

values that have been determined for E. coli SCS (reviewed in (36)). The value of 

for GTP was approximately 15 times less than the value of E. coli SCS for the same 

substrate. Like other SCS enzymes, T. aquaticus could not use oxaloacetate, acetoacetate, 

or malic acid as substrates. As would be expected for a thermophilic enzyme, operating 

well below its optimal temperature, the maximum velocity of succinyl-CoA production at 

room temperature was considerably lower than that which has been measured for the E. 

coli and pig heart enzymes at room temperature.
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To evaluate the thermal stability, and to estimate the maximal velocity of T. 

aquaticus SCS, the formation of succinyl-CoA catalyzed by T. aquaticus SCS was 

measured at elevated temperatures. The severe dependence of the pH of Tris buffer on 

temperature necessitated the use of phosphate, as the buffering species. Unfortunately, as 

a consequence, the rate of reaction was reduced both by product inhibition, and by a non- 

optimal pH of 7.4. The enzyme aliquot for each assay was taken from a stock solution that 

was incubated at each assay temperature (raised incrementally) for a minimum of IS min. 

For comparison, the ability of pig heart and E. coli SCS to catalyze the formation of 

succinyl-CoA at elevated temperatures was also measured (Fig. 3-6). Pig heart SCS 

ceased to function at 49 “C, slightly lower than E. coli SCS at 55 °C, and both enzymes 

were observed to precipitate from the stock solution at these temperatures. In contrast, T. 

aquaticus SCS remained soluble and continued to function at all of the temperatures that 

could be measured. The increase in the activity of T. aquaticus SCS approached a plateau 

at approximately 66 °C, consistent with the optimal growth temperature reported for T. 

aquaticus of 70 - 80 °C (37). Although this would seem to indicate that the enzyme had 

reached its maximal velocity, the spontaneous hydrolysis of succinyl-CoA becomes 

significant at these temperatures, and thus these values of enzymatic activity may have been 

anomalously low. The rate of hydrolysis of succinyl-CoA at 75 °C was not dependent on 

its own concentration at approximately 40 pM (data not shown). If the rate of hydrolysis 

of succinyl-CoA is not at all dependent on concentration, the maximum rate of synthesis of 

succinyl-CoA by T. aquaticus SCS in the presence of 10 mM phosphate was 28.8 U/mg, 

which is consistent with the values that were observed for E. coli and pig heart SCS at 

room temperature.

Equilibrium Unfolding o f T. aquaticus SCS. To compare the stabilities of T. 

aquaticus, E  coli, and pig heart SCS, to chemical denaturation, the activity of each enzyme 

was measured after incubation for 24 hours in various concentrations of either urea or
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Figure 3*3. Determination of the quaternary structure of T. aquaticus SCS. A. Gel
filtration of a mixture of T. aquaticus SCS and pig heart SCS. B. Sedimentation 
equilibrium of T. aquaticus SCS. The three sectors of the ultracentrifiigation cell were 
loaded, each with a different initial protein concentration, 1.77 (O, O), 1.31 (Q, O), and 
0.8 mg/ml (□, O) run at two speeds 12 x 103 (circles) and 15 x 103 rpm (squares). The 
data were best fit to a single-species model, represented by the lines drawn through the 
data points. The residuals for this fit are plotted in the upper panel, and the square root of 
the variance was 0.0156.
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Figure 3-4. The pH profile of the activity of T. aquaticus SCS. The activity of T. 
aquaticus SCS was measured at different pH values in either (□) MOPS or (O) Tris HCI. 
The buffers are described in Materials and Methods.
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Figure 3-5. Hanes-Wolf plots for T. aquaticus SCS. The 1 mL reaction mixtures contained 50 mM KC1, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM 
Tris HC1, pH 8.0, and saturating concentrations of all substrates (114 pM CoA, 10 mM succinate, and 405 pM ATP or GTP) except 
for ATP in panel A, GTP in panel B, CoA in panel C, and succinate in panel D. The data were analyzed using the program 
ENZYME KINETICS (20). The y-intercept of the least squares line indicates the value of Km(app)/Vmax, and the slope indicates the 
value of 1/Vmuv The correlation coefficient of the line is indicated, as is the estimated error in the values of Km(app) and Vmax u>to
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Figure 3-6. Temperature profile of SCS. The ability of T. aquaticus (O), E. coli (A), 
and pig heart (□) SCS to catalyze the formation of succinyl-CoA was assayed at 
incremental temperatures following incubation in a water bath for a minimum of 15 min 
at each temperature. The activity plotted is relative to the activity at 22 ’C, which was set 
at 100 %.
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Figure 3-7. Denaturation of SCS. The ability of T. aquaticus (O), £. coli (A), and pig 
heart (□) SCS to catalyze the formation of succinyl-CoA in various concentrations of 
urea (A) and guanidine HCI (B) was assayed following incubation for 24 hours at 22 °C 
in each concentration of denaturant.
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guanidine HCI (Fig. 3-7). Pig heart SCS was most sensitive to denaturants, T. aquaticus 

SCS was most resistant and E. coli SCS was intermediate. In urea, T. aquaticus SCS was 

observed to lose activity between 4 M and 5.5 M where, remarkably, it regained activity 

with increasing concentrations of urea until reaching 70 % of its original activity in 8.5 M 

urea (Fig. 3-7A). This behavior may have been due to aggregation at the intermediate 

concentrations of urea, although no precipitation was observed. Lactate dehydrogenase 

from the thermophile Thermotoga maritima has been shown to aggregate at intermediate 

concentrations of guanidine HQ (38).

When the equilibrium unfolding of E. coli SCS in GuHCl was studied, the activity 

of E.coli SCS was lost prior to the denaturation of the protein as monitored by far-UV CD 

(39). In addition, there were two transitions in the denaturation of E. coli SCS by GuHCl 

with a marked plateau between. The existence of distinct intermediates in the unfolding 

process was indicated by the presence of two transitions as monitored by far-UV CD, and 

the fact that the loss of activity did not correspond to the loss of secondary structure. To 

see if the equilibrium unfolding of the thermophilic enzyme from T. aquaticus followed the 

same pattern, the changes in ellipticity at 220 and 222 nm were measured as a function of 

denaturant concentration using either 2.2 or 9.0 pM enzyme (Fig. 3-8). Unfolding was 

reversible at all GuHG concentrations, and was not dependent on the concentration of 

enzyme. This is consistent with a very small dissociation constant for the dissociation of 

whole enzyme into subunits (recall that the sedimentation experiments indicated that the 

enzyme was a non-dissociating tetramer). Reminiscent of the observations with the E. coli 

enzyme (39), there were two transitions in the denaturation curve. The first (labeled 1 in 

Fig. 3-8) occurred at a [GuHQ]1/2 value of 2.2 M and the second (labeled 2 in Fig. 3-8) at 

a [GuHQ]1/2 value of 3.7 M. As would be expected for a more stable enzyme, the 

transitions occurred at higher GuHQ concentrations than those observed for the E. coli 

enzyme (39). Similar to the results with the E. coli enzyme, the activity of T. aquaticus 

SCS was lost prior to the loss of secondary structure. The 71 aquaticus enzyme had lost all
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SCS activity in 1.8 M GuHCl, while the changes in the molar ellipticity did not even begin 

until 2.0 M, indicating the presence of multiple intermediates in the unfolding process.

To investigate the nature of the intermediates in the unfolding of T. aquaticus SCS, 

sedimentation equilibrium, gel filtration, SDS-PAGE, and far-UV circular dichroism were 

used. First, sedimentation equilibrium experiments were performed on T. aquaticus SCS 

in either 0.9 or 1.8 M GuHCl (Figures 3-9 and 3-10, respectively). Recall: in 0.9 M 

GuHCl, T. aquaticus SCS had lost little activity (Fig 3-7B). In 1.8 M GuHCl T. aquaticus 

SCS had lost all of its activity (Fig. 3-7B), however the secondary structures (monitored 

by changes in the ellipticity at 220 and 222 nm) were still intact (Fig. 3-8). Similar to the 

results observed earlier in benign buffer (Fig. 3-3), the data for sedimentation equilibrium 

of T. aquaticus SCS in 0.9 M GuHCl fit a model of a non-dissociating species with a 

molecular weight of 1.44 x 105. However the results were more complicated in 1.8 M 

GuHCl. Moreover, the sedimentation equilibrium data did not fit any of the models for 

self-associating or dissociating species. The best fit of the data for 1.8 M GuHCl was a 

single species with an apparent molecular weight of 3.51 x 10s. However this fit is not 

good, as can be seen by the plot of the residuals and the best fit line drawn through the data 

points in Figure 3-10. By visual inspection, the protein concentrations in the bottom of the 

centrifuge cell looked much higher than those in 0.9 M GuHCl did, there was no precipitate 

or large scale aggregation evident at the bottom of the cell. The only valid conclusion that 

may be drawn is that in 1.8 M GuHCl, T. aquaticus SCS behaves as a high molecular 

weight oligomer.

The results of gel filtration chromatography in the presence of 1.8 M GuHCl are 

shown in Figure 3-11A (for comparison the elution profiles of T. aquaticus and pig heart 

SCS in benign buffer are also shown). In 1.8 M GuHCl, there was one major peak that 

eluted around 8 ml and one minor peak that eluted at approximately 9.7 ml. The exclusion 

volume for this column was 6.2 ml. SDS-PAGE analyses of the proteins in each of these
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Figure 3-8. Denaturation of T. aquaticus SCS monitored by CD. Either 2.2 |xM (•) ,
or 9.0 |iM (O) T. aquaticus SCS was incubated for 24 hours in solutions containing 
various concentrations of guanidine HCI, and the ellipticity was measured at 220 and 222 
nm. The best fit line for each transition (labeled 1 and 2) was calculated separately 
according to y=a+b/( l+exp(c~x)/d) using the SIGMA PLOT program (61). The values of 
the correlation coefficients were 0.987, and 0.998 for the lower and upper transitions, 
respectively. The values for AGUH:° and m (as defined in the footnote to Table 3-1) were 
obtained from replots of the data in each transition, and are given in Table 3-1.
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Figure 3-9. Quaternary structure determination of T. aquaticus SCS in 0.9 M 
guanidine HCI, pH 7.4. Sedimentation equilibrium of T. aquaticus SCS. The three 
sectors of the ultracentrifugation cell were loaded each with a different initial protein 
concentration, S mg/ml (□, O), 3 mg/ml (□, O), and 1 mg/ml (O, O) and the rotor run at 
two speeds 6 x 103 (circles) and 10 x 103 rpm (squares). The data were best fit a single
species model, represented by the lines drawn through the data points. The residuals for 
this fit are plotted in the upper panel. The square root of the variance was 0.0177.
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Figure 3-10. Quaternary structure determination of T. aquaticus SCS in 1.8 M 
guanidine HCI, pH 7.4. Sedimentation equilibrium of T. aquaticus SCS. The three 
sectors of the ultracentrifugation cell were loaded each with a different initial protein 
concentration, 5 mg/ml (□, O), 3 mg/ml (□, O), and 1 mg/ml (□, O), and the rotor run 
at two speeds, 6 x 103 (circles) and 10 x 103 rpm (squares). The data were best fit a 
single-species model, represented by the lines drawn through the data points. The 
residuals for this fit are plotted in the upper panel.
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Figure 3-11. Gel filtration chromatography of T. aquaticus SCS in 1.8 and 3 M 
guanidine HCI. A. The solid line represents elution profile of T. aquaticus SCS in the 
presence of 1.8 M GuHCl, carried out as described in Materials an Methods. The inset 
shows SDS-PAGE analysis of proteins in each of the two peak fractions, labeled peak 1 
and 2. For reference, the elution profile of a mixture of T. aquaticus and pig heart SCS 
carried out in benign buffer on the same column is indicated by the dashed line. B. The 
elution profile from gel filtration chromatography performed on T. aquaticus SCS in the 
same buffer as in A, except the GuHCl concentration was 3.0 M. The inset shows SDS- 
PAGE analysis of various fractions collected from the column. The exclusion volume of 
the column was 6.2 ml.
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peaks revealed that the major peak consisted of a mixture of a- and P-subunits, with the (3- 

subunit predominating (Fig. 3-11 A, inset). The minor peak consisted of primarily a - 

subunit. Thus, the loss of at least some of the a-subunit of SCS in 1.8 M GuHCl is 

consistent with the loss of SCS activity (Fig. 3-7), as neither of the subunits can catalyze 

the formation of succcinyl CoA alone. These results are consistent with the results of 

sedimentation equilibrium experiments if some the a-subunit has dissociated from the 

tetramer and left aP2 which forms a higher molecular weight oligomer.

The denaturation studies of T. aquaticus SCS in GuHCl (Fig. 3-8), showed that 

there were two transitions in the plot of molar ellipticity versus the concentration of 

GuHCl. To investigate the nature of the intermediate that exists between these two 

transitions, gel filtration chromatography of T. aquaticus SCS was performed in 3 M 

GuHCl. Two peaks were observed in the elution profile (Fig. 3-1 IB), the first eluted 

around 10 ml, and the second eluted around 13.1 ml. The proteins in various fractions 

were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and the results are shown in the inset of Figure 3-1 IB. The 

first peak consisted of essentially P-subunit, and the second of a-subunit alone. This 

raised the possibility that the first transition seen in the denaturation studies corresponded to 

the dissociation/unfolding of a-subunit from the tetramer of T. aquaticus SCS, and that the 

second transition reflected the unfolding of the remaining enzyme.

To see if each subunit retained its native structure in the absence of the other 

subunit, the a -  and P-subunits were separated, and far-UV circular dichroism was carried 

out on individual subunits in benign buffer (Fig. 3-12A). The summation of the two 

spectra for the individual subunits resulted in a spectrum which closely resembled the 

spectrum of native enzyme in the same buffer (Fig. 3-12B). This indicated that the 

subunits can adopt a native fold independendy, and thus major conformational changes are 

not required to form whole enzyme from the subunits.
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Figure 3-12. Separated subunits of T. aquaticus retain their native conformation in 
benign buffer. A. Far UV-CD spectra of the a-subunit (dashed line) and P-subunit 
(solid line) of T. aquaticus SCS collected at 22 °C (see Materials an Methods for 
experimantal details). B. Far UV-CD spectrum of T. aquaticus SCS whole enzyme 
(solid line) and the spectrum obtained by summing those in panel A (dashed line).
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Figure 3-13. Denaturation of T. aquaticus SCS subunits monitored by far-UV CD.
Purified a-subunit (■) or P-subunit (A) was incubated individually for 24 hours in 
solutions containing various concentrations of GuHCl, and ellipticity at 222 nm was 
measured. See Materials and Methods for experimental details) The best fit line for each 
transition is shown and was calculated according to y=a+b/(l+exp(c-x)/d) using the 
SIGMA PLOT program (61). The values for AGUH:° and m were obtained from replots 
of the transitions and are given in Table 3-1.
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To investigate the possibility that the denaturation of whole enzyme was simply a 

sum of the denaturation of the subunits, the denaturation of each of the subunits alone in 

GuHCl was monitored by far-UV CD. The changes in molar ellipticity at 222 nm were 

measured as a function of denaturant concentration and the results plotted in Figure 3-13. 

The unfolding transitions for both the a- and p-subunits were cooperative and were 

reversible at all denaturant concentrations. When the denaturation curves for the two 

separate subunits were added together, they did not resemble the denaturation curve for the 

whole enzyme, indicating that the denaturation of whole enzyme is not simply a sum of the

Table 3-1 Thermodynamic Parameters for the Unfolding of T. aquaticus SCS.

Protein

[A G ."2 V
(kJ/mol)

m“

kJ/mol/M

Correlation

coefficient8

[GuHCl],„b 

(M)

Whole enzyme 

first transition 29+ 4 13 ± 2 0.986 2.2

Whole enzyme 

second transition 25 ± 1 7.1 ±0.4 0.998 3.7

a-subunit 6.7 ± 0.4 3.1 ±0.2 0.998 2.19

P-subunit 10.0 ± 0.8 5.4 ± 0.4 0.997 1.95
a These values w ere calculated by extrapolation o f  a  replot o f  the m olar ellipdcities using the equation AG 

=  -RTlnK , w here K  =  ( 9 „ -  ©otJ/f© ,*,- ©u); ©n >s the m olar ellipticity observed at 0  M  G uH C l, and ©u 
is the m olar ellipticity observed at the m axim um  concentration o f  GuHCl, and ©„*, is the observed m olar 
ellipticity  (40). In the vicinity o f  the transition the resulting plot was fit to the equation AG =  A G ^ 0 - 
m[GuHCl] (reviewed in (1 2 ))  w ith the correlation coefficient listed. 

b T hese values were obtained by interpolation from the graphs, and are consistent w ith the values obtained 
by the calculation [GuHCl] w  =  [AGuH2°]w /m .

denaturation of the individual subunits. Values of [A G ^0] ^  and m for the transitions of 

the individual subunits and of the whole enzyme were calculated from replots using the 

molar ellipticity data (40, 12). These are summarized in Table 3-1. The value for 

[AGu^0],,^ is the free energy of unfolding which represents the stability of the protein in
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water, and the value for m is proportional to the amount of surface area that is exposed 

upon denaturation (12). All of the thermodynamic parameters associated with the 

transitions for the individual subunits were lower than those for the whole enzyme, 

indicating that the complex of the subunits (native enzyme) is more stable than the isolated 

subunits. Thus, the denaturation of whole enzyme is not simply a sum of the denaturation 

of individual subunits, even though the subunits retain most of their native conformation 

when isolated. It should be noted that for whole enzyme, the calculation of [AGuH2°]Bpp 

assumed a two state transition for a monomer, which was obviously not correct. 

However, the proper calculation for a heterotetramer requires knowledge of the various 

association constants, and was thus not possible. In addition, the prevalent species just 

prior to the beginning of the first transition in the denaturation of T. aquaticus SCS was 

observed to be a high molecular weight oligomer (Fig. 3-11 A) of uncertain composition 

with unknown association constants.

Refolding o f T. aquaticus SCS. The experimental conditions for refolding both 

denatured pig heart and E. coli SCS have been reported (16,18). Refolding of E. coli SCS 

from separated subunits has been well characterized with respect to its dependence on pH, 

temperature, and protein concentration (16). Since the T. aquaticus enzyme has the same 

oligomeric structure as the E. coli enzyme, I wished to investigate whether the refolding of

7. aquaticus SCS follows the same path as does E. coli SCS.

Initially, the refolding of T. aquaticus SCS was attempted by rapid dilution into 60 

mM potassium phosphate, 50 mM KC1, pH 7.4, in which denatured E. coli SCS refolds 

well. This buffer is called “Benign” in Figure 3-14. However in the case of T. aquaticus 

SCS, precipitate formed in the refolding solution, and less than 50 % of the original activity 

was recovered after refolding in this buffer. In addition, when heated to 75 °C for one 

hour, or to 86 °C for 20 min, the enzymatic activity that was recovered at room temperature 

was not stable (Fig. 3-14). Denatured T. aquaticus SCS did not refold under the 

conditions that were used for refolding pig heart SCS (18) (data not shown). The refolding
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of T. aquaticus SCS was successful when refolding was carried out by rapid dilution into 

0.67 M arginine, 60 mM potassium phosphate , pH 7.4 (41). 100 % of the original 

activity was recovered when the refolding was conducted in arginine pH 7.4 (Fig. 3-14). 

However this activity was not stable after heating. As can also be seen in Figure 3-14, 

only 50 % of the original activity was recovered from refolding conducted at a higher pH,

0.67 M arginine, 60 mM potassium phosphate, 50 mM Tris HCI, pH 8.0, and this activity 

was also not stable to heating. No precipitate was observed in either the pH 7.4 or pH 8.0 

refolding mixtures. The thermostability of T. aquaticus SCS was restored by exchanging 

the arginine buffer for benign buffer (using a Millipore spin filter) after refolding in the 

arginine buffer was complete (Fig 3-14). Two conclusions can be drawn from these 

results. 1. Since T. aquaticus SCS cannot be refolded in buffers used for E. coli and pig 

heart SCS, the refolding of denatured T. aquaticus SCS does not follow the same path as 

these enzymes. This conclusion is reinforced by the observation that the E. coli and pig 

heart enzymes cannot be refolded by rapid dilution into the arginine refolding buffer (data 

not shown). 2. Although there was full recovery of activity from the arginine refolding 

buffer, pH 7.4, when assayed at 22 aC, the refolding is not complete and T. aquaticus SCS 

remains only partially folded in this solution.

The Kinetics o f Refolding T. aquaticus SCS. To further investigate the refolding of 

T. aquaticus SCS, the dependence of the kinetics of refolding on the temperature and 

protein concentration was examined. Denatured T. aquaticus SCS was refolded by rapid 

dilution into 0.67 M arginine, 60 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4, at 12, 22 and 37 °C. 

Samples were taken and assayed for SCS activity at 22 °C (Fig. 3-15A). The results 

indicated that the refolding of T. aquaticus SCS was temperature dependent, and the rate of 

refolding followed apparent first order kinetics. Omission of phosphate from the buffer did 

not affect the rate of refolding (data not shown). The data for the refolding was fit to first 

order kinetics, and the rate constants for the recovery of activity were obtained using the 

program
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Figure 3-14. The refolding of T. aquaticus SCS requires high concentrations of 
arginine and buffer exchange. Denatured T. aquaticus SCS was refolded (labeled R) 
by rapid dilution (1:20) into benign buffer, or into pH 7.4 arginine buffer, or into pH 8.0 
arginine buffer, or first by rapid dilution into pH 7.4 argnine refold buffer followed by 
buffer exchange into benign buffer. Following dilution, the refolding solutions were 
incubated for 5 hours at 22 *C, and the SCS activity was either measured immediately at 
22 °C (shown in blue), or after incubation for one hour at 75 °C (shown in orange), or 
after incubation for 20 min at 80 °C (shown in red). Control samples of native enzyme 
(labeled C) were not denatured prior to rapid dilution. The recovered activity was 
calculated as a percentage based on the activity of the control sample that had not been 
heated.
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Figure 3-15. Temperature and concentration dependence of the kinetics refolding of 
T. aquaticus SCS. Denatured T. aquaticus SCS in 6 M Guanidine HCI was refolded by 
rapid dilution (1:20) into pH 7.4 arginine buffer. Samples were taken at various times 
after the initiation of refolding and assayed for SCS activity. In panel A, denatured T. 
aquaticus SCS at a final concentration of 0.59 mg/ml, was refolded at 12 °C (O), 22 °C 
(□), or 37 °C (A). The first order rate constants were evaluated at 12 “C (8.06 x 10*4 s*1, 
r = 0.996), 22 °C, (3.00 x 10*3 s-l? r = 0.990), and 37 °C, (7.53 x 10*3 s*1, r = 0.980); and 
were plotted against the respective temperatures as shown in the inset. The slope and the 
correlation coefficient of the linear fit are indicated. In panel B, denatured T. aquaticus 
SCS at a final concentration of 0.59 mg/ml (□), 0.24 mg/ml (A), or 0.059 mg/ml ( • )  was 
refolded at 22 °C.
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KALIDAGRAPH (42), and replotted using an Arrhenius plot (see inset in Figure 3-14A). 

From this plot, the energy of activation (EJ associated with the refolding of T. aquaticus 

SCS estimated to be 64.7 kJ/mol.

The concentration dependence of refolding of T. aquaticus SCS was also examined 

with a final protein concentration of 0.59,0.23, and 0.059 mg/ml in the refolding mixture. 

Denatured T. aquaticus SCS was refolded in the same manner as described for the 

temperature dependence study, but assayed for activity only at 22 °C (Fig. 3-15B). 

Consistent with the results of the equilibrium unfolding of T. aquaticus SCS, the kinetics 

of refolding also were not dependent on the concentration of protein tested.

Characterization o f the Partially Folded T. aquaticus SCS. Despite the high 

recovery of activity after refolding, the initial experiments had indicated that refolded T. 

aquaticus SCS was not thermostable (see above). To asess the stability of the “refolded” 

form of T. aquaticus SCS, its ability to catalyze the formation of succinyl-CoA at different 

temperatures was measured in the same manner used initially for the E. coli, pig heart and 

T. aquaticus enzymes (Fig. 3-16). The “refolded” form is much less thermostable than the 

native form of T. aquaticus SCS, and only slightly more stable than the E. coli enzyme 

(compare Fig. 3-6 and 3-16). Nevertheless, refolded T. aquaticus SCS appeared to have 

full activity at 22 °C when assayed in the standard manner under saturating conditions of 

substrates.

The kinetic parameters of refolded T. aquaticus SCS were evaluated by steady state 

analysis of initial rates of succinyl-CoA formation at 22 °C. Differences in the apparent 

kinetic parameters as compared to the native enzyme, could indicate an area of the enzyme 

that is perturbed in the refolded enzyme. The results of the kinetic analysis were plotted 

using Hanes-Wolf plots (Fig. 3-17). The apparent kinetic parameters were essentially the 

same as those of the native enzyme. Remarkably, the instability of refolded T. aquaticus 

SCS did not disturb substrate binding or catalysis at 22 °C.
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Figure 3-16. Temperature dependence profile of native and refolded T. aquaticus 
SCS. The ability of native (O), and refolded (Q) T. aquaticus SCS to catalyze the 
formation of succinyl-CoA at various temperatures was assayed following incubation in a 
water bath for a minimum of 15 min at each temperature. See Materials and Methods for 
experimental details
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Figure 3-17. Hanes-Wolf plots for refolded T. aquaticus SCS. The I mL reaction mixtures contained 50 mM KC1, 10 mM MgCJ2, 
50 mM Tris HC1, pH 8.0, and saturating concentrations of all substrates (115 pM CoA, 10 mM succinate, and 405 pM ATP or GTP) 
except for ATP in panel A, GTP in panel B, CoA in panel C, and succinate in panel D. The data were analyzed using the program 
ENZYME KINETICS (20). The y-intercept of the least squares line indicates the value of K^ypp/Vmax, and the slope indicates the 
value of 1/Vmux. The correlation coefficient of the line is indicated, as is the estimated error in the values of Km(app) and Vmax.
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Figure 3-18. Gel filtration chromatography of refolded T. aquaticus SCS. The solid 
line represents the elution profile of refolded T. aquaticus SCS in the pH 7.4 arginine 
refold buffer. For reference, the gel filtration of a mixture of native T. aquaticus and pig 
heart SCS in benign buffer is indicated by the dashed line. See Materials and Methods 
for experimental details.
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For the dimeric form of E. coli SCS, the kinetic parameters remained the same as 

the wild-type enzyme, however the dimer was less soluble and less stable than the wild- 

type tetramer (33). In addition, studies on the conformational stability of dimeric proteins 

has indicated that dimerization (from monomers) leads to a substantial increase in stability 

(43). To investigate the possibility that the instability of T. aquaticus SCS was due to the 

formation of dimeric and not tetrameric enzyme, gel filtration chromatography of refolded 

enzyme was performed (Fig. 3-18). The peak of refolded T. aquaticus SCS eluted around 

11.2 ml, essentially where native T. aquaticus SCS eluted from the same column, and well 

before dimeric pig heart SCS. This result indicated that refolded T. aquaticus SCS was 

tetrameric.

Comparison o f the Pig Heart, E. coli and T. aquaticus SCS Amino Acid 

Sequences. The basis for the relative stabilities of pig heart, E. coli, and T. aquaticus SCS 

was examined comparing amino acid sequences in conjunction with structural information 

from the pig heart and £. coli SCS structures (26-28). Direct comparison of the amino acid 

composition of the three enzymes is shown in Figure 3-19. The two relative trends 

observed going from pig heart SCS to E. coli SCS to T. aquaticus SCS: first, a decrease in 

the number of Ser, Asn, Gin, Cys, and Phe, and second, an increase in the number of Arg, 

Ala, Val, and Met.

Analysis of the general amino acid composition only counts the net change in the 

number of each amino acid, and ignores the context dependence of the substitutions. That 

is, specific amino acids may be lost (e.g. Leu and He) in favor of other similar amino acids 

(e.g. Val). This deficiency was addressed by looking at the nature of the amino acid 

substitutions between the three enzymes using the sequence alignments shown in Figures 

1-2 and 1-3. In Figure 3-20, the substitutions of any amino acid for every other amino acid 

are compiled in a frequency chart The values listed are the number of times a given amino 

acid from a less stable protein is substituted with a specific amino acid in a more stable 

protein. Recall that pig heart SCS was less stable than E. coli SCS which, in turn, was
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Amino Acid

Figure 3-19. Comparison of the amino add composition of different SCS enzymes.
The amino add composition of the a- and ^-subunits of SCS from pig heart (in blue), E. 
coli (in orange), and T. aquaticus (in red) are shown. The sequences used are shown in 
Figures 1-2 and 1-3, and the database accession numbers are given in Appendix 1.
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Figure 3-20. Amino acid replacements in more stable SCS enzymes. The number of times an amino acid from a less stable 
enzyme in each row was replaced by an amino acid in a more stable enzyme in the column is shown. Amino acids that showed a 
directional bias are indicated in bold print. For example, there were more LeU|CSS slabie enzyme substituted for Valmore stabie enzyme (21) 
than there were Vallcss stablc enzyme substituted for Leumore slab|e enzyme (9 ). A directional bias was deemed to exist when there were at 
least 4 more substitutions in one direction than in the other, and the ratio of the number of substitutions in each direction was greater 
than 2. The totals for each grouping of amino acids is shown in large print in the boxes, red indicates changes m the less stable to 
more stable direction (e.g. Uncharged Polar|ess slabic Pol^morc stable) an(* blue represents changes in the opposite direction (e.g. 
Polaricss stable -» Uncharged Polarmorc slab|e). The total number of conservative substitutions is indicated in yellow. u.
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less stable than T. aquaticus SCS (see for example Fig 3-6 and 3-7). For discussion, the 

amino acids are grouped into three categories based on their side chains: uncharged polar, 

charged polar, and nonpolar (44). Conservative substitutions (substitutions for amino 

acids within the same group) were by far the largest number of substitutions. This was 

especially evident for Val, He, and Leu. The other trend observed was the substitution of 

uncharged polar amino acids in “less stable” SCS for any others in “more stable” SCS. 

This is consistent with what Haney et al. found in a comparison of genes from a 

thermophilic and a mesophilic Methanococcus species (45). It has been suggested that an 

increase in the volume of hydrophobic residues is one way proteins can increase their 

stability (46-48). In more stable SCS there is a slight tendency for a greater number of 

hydrophobic amino acids that have smaller side chains. The most biased substitutions in 

the non-polar group are Ileusmble - ^ m o re  stable’ F ^  —► ^m orc stable

all of which effectively decrease the size of the side chain.

Comparison of the amino acid sequences of several enzymes that have thermophilic 

and mesophilic counterparts revealed that helix stabilizing residues were favored in the 

thermophilic proteins (46). The SCS sequences were examined to see if there was a 

tendency for substitution of residues that would potentially stabilize the appropriate 

secondary structures in the more stable proteins. The pig heart, E. coli, and T. aquaticus 

SCS amino acid sequences were compared using the secondary structure from the E. coli 

enzyme as a reference (28). The substitutions from a less stable protein to a more stable 

protein were counted based on whether the substitutions in the more stable protein 

stabilized or destabilized the secondary structure in which it resided. Only a-helices or 13- 

sheets were considered. The list of residues that stabilized each secondary structure was 

taken from the survey of the PDB done by Levitt (32). There were 220 substitutions that 

stabilized their corresponding secondary structure in the more stable SCS, and there were 

193 substitutions that destabilized their corresponding secondary structure. Thus, there 

was only a slight “improvement” in the stabilization of secondary structures in the more
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stable SCS sequences. In addition, in the amino acid sequence of T. aquaticus, there are 

two proline residues that would occur in the center of a-helices based on E. coli SCS, 

indicating that these a-helices in T. aquaticus SCS are either shortened or broken in the 

center.

Comparison of the crystal structures of mesophilic and thermophilic enzymes has 

revealed several features that were correlated with thermophilicity (46, 49, 47, 50, 48). 

One of these was an increase in the number of intrasubunit ion pairs. The ion pairs 

between side chains in E. coli and pig heart SCS were identified using the crystallographic 

structures of these enzymes (26,28). The potential ion pairs in T. aquaticus were predicted 

using the amino acid sequence alignment of E. coli and T. aquaticus SCS shown in Figures 

1-2 and 1-3 as described in Materials and Methods. Tabulation of the ion pairs in E. coli 

SCS, and pig heart SCS, and the potential ion pairs in T. aquaticus SCS are tabulated in 

Table 3-2 below. There are more intrasubunit ion pairs in the E. coli enzyme than in the 

pig heart enzyme, and even more potential ion pairs in the T. aquaticus enzyme. 

Furthermore, there is also an additional number of potential intersubunit ion pairs in T. 

aquaticus SCS.

Table 3-2. Ion Pairs in SCS from Pig Heart*, E. coli*, and T. aquaticusb.

Intrasubunit Ion Pairs Intersubunit Ion Pairs

Enzyme Source a-subunit P-subunit a,/p, a ,/p2

Pig Heart 8 13 3 nac

E. coli 11 20 3 4

T. aquaticus 18 27 7 7
* Evaluated using the program CONTACT form the CCP4 package and the crystallographic structures o f 

either pig heart o f  £  coli SCS (26, 28). 
b Evaluated using the structure o f  £  coli SCS and the sequence alignm ent in  Figures 1-2 and 1-3 as 

outlined in  M aterials and M ethods, 
c N ot applicable, because p ig  heart SCS is a  dim eric enzym e that consists o f  only one a-subun it and one 

P-subunit. T he T. aquaticus and £  coli enzym es are heterotetramers w ith two o f  each subunit.
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Discussion

It has been proposed that the folding of polypeptides follows an energy landscape 

that is shaped like a funnel with the most stable (native) form at the bottom (9-11). If 

folding intermediates exist for a given protein, then they are represented by valleys in this 

landscape. The transitions states on the way to the native state are represented by peaks in 

this landscape. Thus, the energy landscape for a protein that shows a two state transition 

between folded and unfolded forms is a smooth funnel. In addition, it has been proposed 

that discrete folding units exist (15). Taken together these would imply that proteins 

having the same protein fold should also fold in the same manner. This has been shown to 

be the case for the cold shock protein Csp B, which undergoes a two state transition (13). 

To consider this implication in a system that has a “rough” energy landscape, the folding of 

a thermophilic enzyme, T. aquaticus SCS, was compared to that of a previously 

investigated mesophilic enzyme, E. coli SCS.

Equilibrium Unfolding ofT . aquaticus SCS, and Comparison to E. coli SCS. The 

equilibrium unfolding of E. coli SCS has a number of intermediates (17) and thus has a 

“rough” energy landscape. The activity of E. coli SCS in increasing concentrations of 

GuHCl was lost prior to any observed changes in optical measurements (fluorescence, or 

far-UV CD), and two transitions were evident in measurements by far-UV circular 

dichroism (17), reflecting changes in secondary structure. These results implied the 

existence of multiple intermediates during the unfolding of E. coli SCS. In similar ways 

the equilibrium unfolding of T. aquaticus SCS also implied a number of intermediates. 

Like E. coli SCS, the whole enzyme lost all catalytic activity prior to any changes in 

secondary structure, and measurements of the ellipticity in different concentrations of 

GuHCl revealed two transitions. As would be expected for a thermophilic enzyme, these 

transitions occurred at higher GuHCl concentrations ([GuHC1]i/2 of 2.2 M and 3.7 M) than 

the corresponding transitions for the E. coli enzyme ([GuHCl] l/2 of 0.75 M, and 1.68 M). 

Re-analysis of the Nishimura and Kahn data for the denaturation of E. coli SCS in GuHCl
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as monitored by CD (39) produced values for [AG,,^0] ^  and m associated with E. coli 

SCS. The [AGuH2°]app is an estimate of the stability of the protein in the absence of 

denaturant, and m is proportional to the increase in solvent accessible surface area upon 

unfolding (40, 51, 12). The [AGuH2°]app values for the unfolding of E. coli SCS were, 

10.9 kJ/mol, and 12.3 kJ/mol, for the first and second transitions, respectively. Consistent 

with the relative values observed for the [GuHCl] I/2 these values for [AGuH2°]app are 2-3 

times less than those determined for the T. aquaticus enzyme (Table 3-1). The m values for 

the denaturation of E. coli SCS (14.6 kJ/mol/M for the first transition, and 7.3 kJ/mol/M 

for the second) compare favorably to the values of m for the T. aquaticus enzyme (13 and 

7.1 kJ/mol/M, respectively), indicating that the domains being denatured in T. aquaticus 

SCS expose approximately the same surface area to the solvent as those in E. coli SCS. 

This would imply that the intermediates in the equilibrium unfolding of T. aquaticus SCS 

resemble those in the unfolding of E. coli SCS. Further investigation of the changes in 

fluorescence of the T. aquaticus enzyme and of the intermediates present in the unfolding of 

the E. coli enzyme in various concentrations of guanidine should be completed prior to the 

assertion of equivalence between these pathways.

The analysis of the intermediates in the equilibrium unfolding of T. aquaticus SCS 

revealed two intermediates. First after the enzyme had lost catalytic activity in GuHCl, but 

before there were any changes in the molar ellipticity, the results from gel filtration 

chromatography and sedimentation equilibrium indicated the presence of high molecular 

weight species deficient in the a-subunit. Thus, the loss in activity was either due to 

oligomerization or due to the dissociation of some of the a-subunit. Second, at 

concentrations of GuHCl between the two transitions observed by far-UV CD, the 

intermediate species of SCS present were partially folded and separated subunits, and the 

first transition reflected the partial denaturation of part of at least one of the subunits. This 

was concluded because gel filtration chromatography had shown that the subunits were
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separated, and equilibrium denaturation of the isolated subunits had shown that 

denaturation of whole enzyme was not simply the sum of the denaturation of each subunit.

Thermodynamic Constants Derived from the Equilibrium Unfolding. The 

equilibrium denaturation of either separated subunits or whole T. aquaticus SCS in various 

concentrations of GuHCl was used to calculate the corresponding values of [AGuH2°]app, 

and m. Neither of these values for the individual subunits coincided with the values for 

either transition associated with unfolding the whole enzyme, indicating that neither of 

these transitions corresponded solely to the denaturation either subunit. The values of 

[AGuH2°]app for the isolated subunits were significantly lower than those for the whole 

enzyme, indicating that in the heterotetramer, the subunits are stabilized by association with 

each other. The m value for the isolated a-subunit was 1.35 times less than the m value for 

the P-subunit, consistent with 1.7, the ratio of the mass of the P-subunit to the mass of the 

a-subunit, and an approximate estimation of surface exposed. Summation of the m values 

for the two transitions in the whole enzyme gives a value of 20.1 kJ/mol-M for the 

denaturation of whole enzyme. Within experimental error this is consistent with a value of 

17 kJ/mol-M derived by summation of m values for the isolated subunits times 2 (two of 

each subunit make up the tetramer). This indicated that the surface area exposed by 

denaturation of the individual subunits was approximately the same as that exposed by 

denaturation of the native enzyme. The 3 kJ/mol-M difference may reflect the surface area 

between the subunits. This implied that the isolated subunits retain most of their native 

structure, which is consistent with the results of far-UV CD of the isolated subunits (Fig 3- 

12).

The values of [AGuH2°]app for T. aquaticus SCS (29 and 25 kJ/mol), although 

higher than those for the E. coli enzyme, are in the mid-range of the values that have been 

measured for other, primarily mesophilic proteins (20-60 kJ/mol) (52). This indicates that 

the thermal stability of T. aquaticus SCS does not arise from an increase in the [AGuH2°]app, 

but rather from a change in the dependence of the A G ^ 0 on temperature. For proteins,
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Figure 3-21. Models for the dependence of free energy on temperature. Curve M 
(solid line) represents the relationship between the free energy of unfolding, AGU, and 
temperature for a typical mesophilic protein. Curve 1 (dashed line), the thermophilic 
protein has greater stability over all temperatures. Curve 2 (dashed and dotted line), the 
magnitude of AGU depends less on temperature. Curve 3 (dotted line) the relationship 
between AGU and temperature is the same as that for the mesophilic protein, but is shifted 
to a higher temperature. This figure was taken from Beadle et at.(54).
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the dependence of the free energy of unfolding, AGU, on temperature graphically describes 

a parabola (40), and several models have been proposed to explain the thermal stability of 

thermophilic proteins (53, 54) (Fig. 3-21). A thermophilic enzyme could have a greater 

AGU over all temperatures (Fig. 3-21, curve 1), or the dependence of AGU on temperature 

could be either flattened or shifted to higher temperatures (Fig. 3-21, curves 2 or 3, 

respectively). The thermal stability of T. aquaticus SCS likely does not arise entirely from 

the model represented by curve 1 because its AGU is no higher than that of other mesophilic 

proteins. However, it also does not arise entirely from either of the other models, because 

they predict that the AGU should be lower or equal to that for the E. coli protein at room 

temperature. Thus, the thermal stability of T. aquaticus SCS arises from a combination of 

these models. It is more stable than E. coli SCS at 22 “C, and is either less dependent on 

temperature or its optimal stability is shifted to a higher temperature. These possibilities 

can be distinguished by repeating the denaturation of T. aquaticus SCS in GuHCl at 

different temperatures.

Kinetics o f Refolding T. aquaticus SCS. To extend the comparison between the 

folding of the thermophilic T. aquaticus SCS, and mesophilic SCS from E. coli, the 

kinetics of refolding of T. aquaticus SCS was examined. The conditions under which pig 

heart SCS (18) or E. coli SCS (16,39) were refolded could not be used for the refolding of 

T. aquaticus SCS, nor could the conditions developed for the refolding of T. aquaticus 

SCS be used for the refolding of pig heart or E. coli SCS. This indicated that the refolding 

of these enzymes in vitro were quite different from one another. Further investigation of 

the kinetics of refolding of T. aquaticus SCS required the use of arginine in the refolding 

solution. It has been proposed that co-solvents such as glycerol, sorbitol, trehalose, lysine 

and arginine facilitate refolding by preferentially increasing the solvation of the native form 

of the protein of interest (55-57). Studies on RNAse A have indicated that arginine also 

bound protein lowering its stability (57). Thus, the mechanism of the arginine mediated 

refolding of T. aquaticus SCS likely involves both of these effects, 1. an increase in the
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solvation of the native form of T. aquaticus SCS, and 2. by providing a scaffold for the 

folding.

The rates of refolding T. aquaticus SCS in solutions containing arginine followed 

apparent first order kinetics (Fig 3-15), indicating that the rate limiting step in refolding was 

a unimolecular conformational change. An Arrhenius plot of the apparent first order rate 

constants of the refolding reactions at the different temperatures showed that the energy of 

activation for this conformational change was 65 kJ/mol. The corresponding value for E. 

coli SCS is 21.8 kJ/mol (16). These relative values are consistent with the respective 

growth temperatures for E. coli and T. aquaticus. The T. aquaticus enzyme can have a 

higher activation energy for folding than the E. coli enzyme because there is more thermal 

energy at the optimal growth temperature for T. aquaticus.

Consistent with the conclusion that the rate limiting step in refolding T. aquaticus 

SCS was a unimolecular conformational change, the rate of refolding was not concentration 

dependent over a 10 fold range in concentration. This is in contrast to the refolding of the 

E. coli enzyme, which is concentration dependent over the same concentration range (16).

An Intermediate in the Refolding ofT. aquaticus SCS. The efficiency of refolding 

of a denatured enzyme is generally judged by the recovery of catalytic activity. However 

for a few proteins the recovery of activity does not correlate with recovery of the native 

structure (58-60). Refolding of T. aquaticus SCS in arginine buffer resulted in full 

recovery of enzymatic activity when measured at 22 °C, however the protein was no longer 

thermostable. To investigate the source of this instability, a full set of kinetic experiments, 

and gel filtration chromatography were conducted. All of the results with the refolded 

protein were indistinguishable from those of native T. aquaticus SCS. In fact, the 

values for substrates were slightly lower for refolded T. aquaticus SCS than for the native 

enzyme, implying intact and functional active sites. Thus, the source of the instability in T. 

aquaticus SCS is likely to be in the protein core. This has been shown to be the case in two 

other proteins that have been examined. Refolded fi-lactoglobulin also exhibited a complete
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recovery of its ligand binding activity, but was less stable than wild type enzyme. 

Significantly, both the binding of monoclonal antibodies and the lifetime of tryptophan 

phosphorescence were altered by refolding (58, 60). In the case of E. coli alkaline 

phosphatase, maximal enzymatic activity was regained after only one hour, while the 

lifetime of tryptophan phosphorescence did return to native values for several days (59). 

Refolded SCS from T. aquaticus does not recover its thermal stability in arginine buffers 

after 2 weeks. It does however recover its thermal stability after approximately 5 hours 

when the buffer is changed to a minimal phosphate/KCl buffer. There is one tryptophan in 

each of the a- and [3-subunits that could be used to monitor phosphorescence to investigate 

the possibility that the instability is due to poor packing in the hydrophobic core.

Sequence Analysis o f Three SCS Enzymes o f Increasing Stability. A number of 

comparison studies have examined the sequences and crystallographic structures of 

mesophilic proteins and their thermophilic counterparts, and have concluded that several 

factors contribute to the thermophilicity of proteins (46,49,47,50,48,45). These include 

the following: 1) an increase in the number of cc-helix stabilizing residues, 2) an increase in 

the volume of buried hydrophobic residues, 3) an increase in ion pairs and hydrogen bonds 

between a charged residue and a neutral residue, and 4) a decrease in the surface to volume 

ratio of the protein. Examination of the amino acid sequences of the pig heart, E. coli and 

T. aquaticus SCS revealed that a number of seemingly minor changes in sequence are 

responsible for the increased stability of E. coli SCS when compared to pig heart SCS and 

of T. aquaticus SCS when compared to E. coli. SCS. Consistent with the extensive survey 

of amino acid sequences from mesophilic and thermophilic proteins from Methanococcus 

species conducted by Haney et al. (45), the uncharged polar residues in less stable SCS 

were predominantly changed to almost any other residue in sequences of the more stable 

enzymes. In the amino acid sequences of the more stable enzymes, there was also a slight 

increase in the number of residues that would potentially stabilize the secondary structures 

in which they reside. There was also an increase in the number of ion pairs or potential ion
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pairs in the more stable enzymes. In contrast to previous studies, the volume of the 

hydrophobic residues decreased because the conservative substitutions were in favour of 

residues with smaller side chains. However there was an increase in the total number of 

hydrophobic residues, which may lead to an increase in the total volume buried non-polar 

residues. Overall, these changes are not major since the thermodynamic parameters that 

were determined for T. aquaticus SCS indicated that although the T. aquaticus enzyme was 

more stable than the E. coli enzyme, it was still in the mid range of mesophilic proteins.

To summarize, the results of equilibrium unfolding of T. aquaticus SCS implied 

that the intermediates present at equilibrium may be similar to those present during the 

equilibrium unfolding of E. coli SCS. This supported the hypothesis that the folding of 

proteins with similar protein structures should be similar, as is the case for the folding of 

CspB (13). However, when the recovery of activity was monitored, the refolding of 

denatured T. aquaticus SCS did not even remotely resemble that of E. coli SCS, indicating 

that the paths that these enzymes take to reach those equilibrium intermediates are different. 

To further investigate those paths, it would be interesting to see if the recovery of 

secondary structure was the same in T. aquaticus SCS as in E. coli SCS.
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Chapter Four Photoaffinitv Labeling of E. coli
SCS with 8-Nr  ATP1

Introduction

Previous work had implied that the nucleotide binding site is located in the 13- 

subunit of SCS. The cloning and characterization of the ATP- and GTP-specific isozymes 

from pigeon breast and liver revealed that they consist of the same a-subunit but different 

{3-subunits (1, 2). This implies that the nucleotide specificity of SCS resides with the 13- 

subunit. Although this implication contradicts an earlier study that suggested that the 

nucleotide-binding site was present in the a-subunit (3), it is consistent with the crystal 

structure of the E. coli enzyme. Both of the two nucleotide-binding (Rossmann) folds in 

the a-subunit are occupied, one by bound CoA, and the other by the loop that contains the 

active-site phosphohistidine (4). However, there are two unoccupied potential nucleotide- 

binding sites in the P-subunit: a third Rossmann fold in the C-terminal domain (4), and the 

“ATP-grasp” fold in the N-terminal domain (5, 6 ). The residues lining each of these sites 

are well conserved amongst known amino acid sequences of SCS. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 

show nucleotide modeled into each of these domains.

The location of each of these potential nucleotide-binding sites relative to the bound 

CoA and the active-site phosphohistidine would have direct and different consequences to 

our understanding of the catalytic mechanism of SCS. If the nucleoside triphosphate were 

bound in the C-terminal domain of the P-subunit (Fig. 4-1), no substantial conformational 

change would be required for phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of the active-site 

histidine (partial reaction (1), in Chapter 1). If the nucleotide were bound in the N-terminal 

domain of the P-subunit, then the active-site phosphohistidine is 35 A away (Fig. 4-2B), 

and a major conformational change would therefore be required to bring the 

phosphohistidine into proximity with the nucleoside diphosphate (6 ).

1 A  version o f  this chapter has been published: Joyce, M . A., Fraser, M . E., B row nie, E . R ., Jam es, M . N. 
G., Bridger, W . A ., W olodko, W . T . (1999) Biochemistry 38 ,7273-7283 .
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C-term inal
Domain
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Domain
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Figure 4-1. Stereo ribbon diagram of an aP-dimer of SCS with ATP modeled into 
the C-terminal domain of the P-subunit. The a-subunit is shown in yellow, the P~ 
subunit in green, the active site phosphohistidine is displayed as a mauve ball and stick 
model. The molecules of CoA and ATP are displayed as stick models in cyan and red, 
respectively.
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Figure 4-2. Modeling of ADP into the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit of SCS.
(A) Ribbon diagram of a superposition of the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit 
(shown in green) of SCS on D-ala:D-ala ligase (shown in grey). The superposition was 
based on the c-a positions of 101 atoms with an rms deviation of 2.286 A. (Appendix 3)
(B) Stereo ribbon diagram of ADP modeled into the N-terminal domain of the p-subunit 
of an aP-dimer of SCS based on the superposition shown in (A). The a-subunit of SCS 
is shown in yellow, the P-subunit in green, the active site phosphohistidine and the CoA 
molecule are displayed as stick models in mauve and cyan, respectively. The ADP 
molecule is shown in red. The model has been rotated by approximately 180° with 
respect to that shown in Figure 3-1.
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The location of the nucleotide binding site was investigated by using the 

photoaffinity analogue 8 -N3-ATP. This avoids the pitfalls of experiments using oxidized 

CoA disulfide, where the ability of oxidized CoA disulfide to bind to the substrate binding 

site was investigated indirectly using desuIfo-CoA (7). These characteristics led to specific 

incorporation of 8 -N3-ATP into the nucleotide binding site.

The focus of the present study was to determine the location of the nucleotide- 

binding site in E. coli SCS using the photoaffinity analogue 8 -N3-ATP. 8 -N3-ATP was 

chosen for two related reasons. First, 8 -N3-ATP is stable in the dark, and this allowed for 

the investigation of its suitability as a substrate for SCS. Second, a free radical is thought 

to be generated upon the irradiation of 8 -N3-ATP, and thus the reactive species should react 

with any proximal groups, and not be dependent on the presence of a specific side chain. 

A free radical reactive species is also expected to have a relatively short lifetime reducing 

the amount of non-specific labeling of the protein. To investigate the suitability of 8 -N3- 

ATP as an affinity analogue for use with SCS, a number of studies were carried out. The 

ability of 8 -N3-ATP to label SCS in a manner consistent with its behavior as a substrate 

was investigated. In addition, the inactivation of SCS by 8 -N3-ATP, the kinetic 

relationship between ATP and 8 -N3-ATP, and the stoichiometry of 8 -N3-ATP 

photolabeling of SCS were evaluated. The photoaffinity analogue, 8 -N3-ATP, was then 

used to label SCS, and the location of the bound label was determined by the isolation of 

photolabeled tryptic peptides.

Materials and Methods

Photolabeling o f E. coli SCS by [a- 32PJ-8-N3-ATP. Wild-type E. coli SCS was 

over-expressed and purified according to the methods of Wolodko et al. (8 , 4). The ATP 

analogue, 8 -N3-ATP, was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd., and [a-32P]-8 -N3- 

ATP (2-10 Ci/mmol) from ICN Pharmaceuticals, Inc. For the saturation studies, 5 pg of 

SCS in 30 pi of a solution containing 50 mM KC1, 10 mM MgCl^, 1 pM succinate, 0.12
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pM CoA, and 50 mM MOPS, pH 7.4 was incubated for 15 s on ice with the appropriate 

concentration of [a-32P]-8 -N3-ATP (0.1-0.3 Ci/mmol). Conditions were identical for the 

pH range studies, except that either 50 mM MOPS, pH 7.8 or 50 mM MES, pH 6.4 were 

used in place of 50 mM MOPS, pH 7.4. The sample was then irradiated for 30 s, 2 min., 

or 5 min. using a hand-held UV6L Mineralight UV lamp (1= 360 pW/cm2, X = 254 nm) 

from a distance of 2 cm. The reaction was quenched by the addition of 1 pi of 0.25 M 

DTT. Next, 20 pi of SDS-PAGE loading buffer (2.5% (w/v) SDS, 1 mM 2- 

mercaptoethanol, 35% (v/v) glycerol, and 50 mM Tris HC1, pH 6 .6 ) was added to the 

samples, which were then heated to 96 °C for 5 min prior to analysis by SDS-PAGE using 

a 12% (w/v) polyacrylamide gel (9). Phosphorimaging of the photolabeled SCS was 

carried out using a Fujix BAS 1000 phosphorimager. Exposure of the imaging plate was 

usually complete in 2-3 hours. For inhibition of the photolabeling, 2 mM ATP or 3 mM 

GTP was included in the buffer during the photolabeling procedure. Apparent dissociation 

constants were determined by analysis of the labeling data using the program ENZYME 

KINETICS 1.11 (10).

Inactivation o f SCS Activity by 8-N}-ATP. The procedure was identical to the 

procedure for the saturation of photolabeling, except that 2.6 pg of SCS and non

radioactive 8 -Nj-ATP were used. After quenching, 8 pi of each sample was assayed for 

SCS activity using a spectrophotometric assay that measures the formation of the thioester 

bond of succinyl-CoA at 235 nm (11). To study the protection of SCS from inactivation 

by 8 -Nj-ATP, 2 mM ATP or GTP was included in the buffer.

Determination o f the Km (app) o f SCS for 8-N3~ATP. Kinetic reactions were 

conducted at 22 °C and started by the addition of 16.5 pg of SCS in 10 pi to 1 ml of a 

buffer containing 10 mM MgClj, 10 mM succinate, 100 pM CoA, 20 mM Tris HC1, pH 

7.4 and various concentrations of 8 -N3-ATP. The rate of formation of succinyl-CoA was 

monitored spectrophotometrically at 235 am in duplicate at each concentration. The data 

were analyzed using the program SIGMA PLOT (12). The curve was fitted using the Hill
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equation: v = V^tSJVCK + [S]"), where v is the velocity of SCS in pmoles/min/mg, 

is the maximum velocity, [S] is the concentration of 8 -N3-ATP, K is a constant, and n is 

the Hill coefficient (13).

Investigation o f the Kinetic Relationship between 8-N}-ATP and ATP. Kinetic 

measurements were carried out to determine whether 8 -N3-ATP was competitive with ATP 

in the synthesis of succinyl-CoA by SCS. The buffers used for these reactions were 

identical to those used for the determination of the of SCS for 8 -N3-ATP. The 

reactions were initiated using 0.12 - 0.24 pg of SCS. The rate of formation of succinyl- 

CoA in reactions containing various concentrations of ATP (ranging from 5 pM to 400 

pM) and 8 -N3-ATP (0, 29, 58, and 100 pM) was monitored. The velocity data were 

analyzed using the program ENZYME KINETICS 1.11 (10).

Photolabeling and Mass Spectrometry of SCS Subunits. Photolabeled SCS for 

mass spectrometry was prepared by irradiation of 30 pg of SCS in 400 pi of a buffer 

containing 50 mM KC1, 10 mM MgC^, 50 mM MOPS, pH 7.4, and either 400 |iM or 724 

|iM 8 -N3-ATP. Irradiation was carried out in a Southern New England Ultraviolet Co. 

RPM200 UV box (reactor X = 350 nm) for 7 min at 4 °C. The a- and (3-subunits were then 

separated by reverse phase HPLC using a Vydac 4.6 x 250 mm C8 column on a Varian 

Vista series 5000 liquid chromatography system equipped with a Hewlett Packard 1040 

HPLC diode array detector. The mobile system consisted of 0.05% (v/v) trifluoroacetic 

acid in water (A) and 0.05% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid in acetonitrile (B). The gradient for 

HPLC was either 2% (v/v) B/min, or 2% (v/v) B/min for 20 min followed by 0.5% (v/v) 

B/min for 40 min, at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. Fractions containing the separated subunits 

were analyzed using a Fisons VG Quatro triple quadrapole mass spectrometer with an 

electrospray ionization source running in positive mode. The running buffer for the mass 

spectrometry was 50% (v/v) acetonitrile/water, and 0.1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid flowing 

at a rate of 10 pl/min. The quadrapoles were scanned 10-15 times at a rate of 1 Os/scan, and
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summed to produce the final spectrum. Several multiply charged species in a series were 

then used to calculate the mean molecular mass.

Photolabeling o f SCS by 8-N3-ATP for Purification and Sequencing or Mass 

Spectrometry o f Labeled Peptides. Photolabeled SCS was prepared by irradiation for 1 

min of a total of 566 pg SCS in 500 pi split into three similar aliquots containing 50 mM 

KC1, 10 mM MgClj, 400 pM [a 32P]-8 -N3-ATP (30 Ci/mol), and 50 mM MOPS, pH 7.4, 

on ice. Irradiation (A. = 254 nm) was carried out from a distance of 2 cm. The aliquots 

were pooled, and the photolabeling quenched by the addition of 3 |il of 1 M DTT. Labeled 

protein was separated from free analogue in the reaction mixture on a 20 ml Sephadex G-50 

column previously equilibrated with 20 mM Tris HC1, pH 8.0. The labeled SCS eluted 

after the first 8  ml in a total volume of 3 ml. Labeled SCS was digested at 37 °C with 20 

pg of modified sequencing grade trypsin (Boehringer Mannheim). After 12 hours, the pH 

was adjusted to pH 6.0 with 3 pi of 11.6 M HC1 to stop the reaction, and 3 ml of 5 mM 

DTT, 100 mM ammonium acetate, pH 6.0 was added.

An Al+3 affinity column (Chelating Sepharose Fast Flow, purchased from 

Pharmacia Biotech Inc.) was prepared and chromatography performed according to the 

methods of Jayaram and Haley (14): 5 ml of iminodiacetic acid Chelating Sepharose Fast 

Flow was washed successively with 3 x 25 ml volumes of water, buffer A (5 mM DTT, 

100 mM (NH4)2S0 4, pH 6.0), buffer B (5 mM DTT, 0.5 mM NaCl, 100 mM (NH4)2S 04, 

pH 6.0), buffer A, buffer C (5 mM DTT, 5 M urea, 100 mM (NHJjSO^ pH 6.0) and 

buffer A. A 5 ml portion of the “washed” resin was then placed in a column, the flow rate 

was adjusted to approximately 0.5 ml/min, and the digested SCS was loaded onto this 

column. The labeled peptides associated with the AT3 column because of the charges on 

the phosphates of the analogue. The column was then washed successively with 2 x 30 ml 

of each of buffer A, buffer B, buffer A, buffer C, and buffer A. The final elution step was 

carried out with 100 mM ammonium acetate, 10 mM sodium pyrophosphate, pH 8.0. The 

radiolabeled peptides eluted in the final step. Aliquots of 5 pi of each fraction were assayed
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for radioactivity using a Beckman LS 7800 liquid scintillation counter. The fractions 

containing radioactivity were pooled and further purified by reverse phase HPLC using the 

same column and HPLC system that was used for purification of the subunits. The HPLC 

gradient was isocratic for 30 min at 0% (v/v) B to allow elution of the flowthrough. This 

was followed by a gradient of 1% (v/v) B/min with a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min. Fractions of

0.5 ml were collected and aliquots assayed for radioactivity using a Beckman LS 7800 

liquid scintillation counter. The peptides containing radioactivity were sequenced by 

Edman degradation with a Hewlett Packard 1005A peptide sequencer. Mass spectrometry 

was performed using a VG Quatro electrospray mass spectrometer in the same manner as 

for the subunits. The fractions that eluted from the AT3 column during the washes where 

also assayed by reverse phase HPLC using the same system and gradient as for the 

radioactive fractions except that there was no isocratic gradient and the flow rate was 1 

ml/min.

Results

Several methods were used to determine if 8 -N3-ATP was an appropriate 

photoaffinity analogue of ATP for studies with SCS. It was shown that 8 -N3-ATP labels 

SCS in a saturable manner that was coincident with the inactivation of SCS. It was also 

shown that 8 -N3-ATP was a substrate for SCS and, upon irradiation, labeled the (3-subunit 

with a stoichiometry of one 8 -N3-ATP per (3-subunit.

Photolabeling o f SCS by 8-N3-ATP. Irradiation of SCS in the presence of [a- 

32P]-8 -N3-ATP resulted in the photolabeling of SCS at pH 6.4 and 7.8 (Fig. 4-3). Control 

samples of SCS were not labeled by [a-32P]-8 -N3-ATP when incubations were carried out 

in the dark, nor when the irradiation step was carried out prior to the addition of SCS (Fig. 

4-3, lanes 1 and 2). Irradiation of SCS for 30 s at pH 7.4 resulted in saturable labeling of 

SCS with [a-32P]-8 -N3-ATP (Fig. 4-4). As evident from the autoradiograms, 

photolabeling occurred predominantly in the (3-subunit (Fig. 4-4A). Some labeling of the
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FIGURE 4-3. Autoradiogram of SCS photolabeled at pH 6.4 and 7.8 as analyzed by SDS-PAGE. The sample in lane 1 was 
incubated in the dark in the presence of [a-12P]-8 -N3*ATP for 2 min. prior to the addition of DTT (to stop the reaction). The sample 
in lane 2 was irriadated prior to the addition of SCS. Lanes 3-6 contain SCS irradiated for 2 min. in the presence, respectively, of 0.1, 
0.2, 0.4, and 0.8, mM (a-,2P]-8 -N3-ATP in 50 mM MES, pH 6.4. In lanes 6-10, 50 mM MOPS, pH 7.8 was used. The positions of 
molecular weight standards are indicated to the right of the autoradiogram.
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Concentration of 
[a-32p]-8-N 3-ATP (mM) + 3 mM GTP + 2 mM ATP

0.1 0 .2  0 .4  0 .8  1.6,0.1 0 .2  0 .4  0 .8  1.6 0.1 0 .2  0 .4  0 .8  1.6
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B
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FIGURE 4-4. Saturation of photolabeling of SCS by [oc-32P]-8 -N3-ATP, and 
prevention of photolabeling by ATP and GTP. A. Autoradiogram of photolabeled 
SCS analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Lanes 1-5 contain SCS irradiated for 30 seconds in the 
presence, respectively, of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, and 1.6 mM [a-32P]-8-N3-ATP. In lanes 6 - 
10, 3 mM GTP was included during irradiation. In lanes 11-15,2 mM ATP was included 
during irradiation. B. Quantitation of the incorporation of [a-32P]-8 -N3-ATP into the [3- 
subunit of SCS by phosphorimagery: ■, with 8 -N3-ATP alone (corresponding to lanes l-
5 in panel A); • ,  plus 3 mM GTP (corresponding to lanes 6-10); ▲, plus 2 mM ATP 
(corresponding to lanes 11-15).
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a-subunit was observed at the highest concentrations of analogue tested (at X = 254 nm) 

and may have resulted from low affinity for nucleotide leading to non-specific labeling 

(15). Labeling was inhibited by the addition of 2 mM ATP or 3 mM GTP (Fig. 4-4), 

indicating that the binding of 8-N3-ATP was specific for the nucleotide-binding site of 

SCS. The extent of labeling by [a-32P]-8 -N3-ATP was dependent on the concentration of 

the analogue, and saturation of labeling of the (3-subunit was observed at approximately 0.5 

mM (Fig. 4-4B). Photolabeling of SCS is slightly greater in the presence of succinate and 

CoA (Fig. 4-5). From a Hanes-Wolf plot of the data from labeling in the presence of 

substrates, the value of K,, (app) for 8 -N3-ATP was estimated to be 54 pM (Fig. 4-5B). A 

better estimate of Kd for 8 -N3-ATP would require that the analogue not be altered by the 

enzyme. Although the labeling was carried out on ice to retard catalysis by the enzyme, 

there may still have been some turnover of analogue. This is likely to be the reason for the 

increase in labeling that is observed in the presence of substrates. The value of the Kd(app) 

derived from labeling experiments carried out in the absence of succinate and CoA was 90 

pM (Fig. 4-5B). These K ^ ,  values for 8 -N3-ATP were consistent with the values of K,,, 

(app) = 70 pM (this study) and K ^ ,  = 6 8  pM (16) determined at 25 °C for ATP and ADP, 

respectively, and were therefore considered reasonable.

Is 8-N3-ATP a Substrate for SCS? In order to determine if 8 -N3-ATP behaves as a 

substrate for SCS, in a manner consistent with the labeling, a kinetic analysis of the 

associated enzymatic activity was performed. Initial rates of formation of succinyl-CoA 

were measured in solutions containing various concentrations of 8 -N3-ATP and saturating 

concentrations of succinate and CoA. The plot of velocity of SCS activity versus 

concentration of 8 -N3-ATP was sigmoidal (Fig. 4-6), and a Hill plot was used to determine 

the kinetic constants. The value of Ko5Vmax extrapolated from the graph was 210 pM, and 

the was 0.074 pmoles/min/mg. This value for Ko5Vinax is comparable to the value of
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Figure 4-5. Photolabeling of SCS by in the absence and presence of substrates. A.
Autoradiogram of photolabeled SCS analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Lanes 1-5 contain SCS 
irradiated in the presence, respectively, of 0.1, 0.2,0.4, 0.8, 1.6 mM [a-32P]-8 -N3*ATP, 
and in the absence of other substrates. In lanes 6-10, 1 jiM succinate and 0.12 jiM CoA 
were included. (B) A Hanes plot of the quantitation of the incorporation of [a-32P]-8 - 
N3-ATP into the [5-subunit of SCS: (□), in the absence of substrates (corresponding to
lanes 1-5), and (■), in the presence of substrates (corresponding to lanes 6-10). The 
correlation coefficients for the two plots were 0.986 and 0.996. The error in the Km(app) 
values is approximately 30 (iM. The data were plotted and analysed using the program 
ENZYME KINETICS (10).
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Figure 4-6. Plot of the initial velocity of SCS activity versus concentration of 8 -N3- 
ATP. The reaction mixtures contained: 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM succinate, 100 mM 
CoA, 20 mM Tris HC1, pH 7.4, and various concentrations of 8 -N3-ATP (• ) . Also shown 
is the best fit curve calculated by the program SIGMA PLOT (12) using the Hill equation 
(v=Vmax[8 -N3-ATP]n/(K + [8 -N3-ATP]11). The derived constants were Vmax = 0.074 
pmoles/min/mg, n = 1.7, and K = 12000. The correlation coefficient was 0.980. The 
interpolation of the value for Ko 5Vrnax is indicated by the arrows.
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90 pM for Kd(app) obtained from the labeling experiments, and consistent with 8 -N3-ATP 

acting as a substrate. The value of was approximately 500 times less than that 

observed using ATP.

Does 8-N3-ATP Compete with ATP for Binding to SCS? Because SCS has a low 

value for when using 8 -N3-ATP as a substrate, 8 -N3-ATP can be treated as an 

“inhibitor” of SCS in order to qualitatively assess whether it is competitive with respect to 

ATP. Double reciprocal plots of the velocity of SCS versus the concentration of ATP 

indicated that the maximum velocity of SCS at high concentrations of ATP is the same for 

presence of 8 -N3-ATP ranging from 0 to 100 |iM (Fig. 4-7). This suggests that 8 -N3-ATP 

and ATP compete for the same form of the enzyme. The inhibition of SCS by 100 |iM 8 - 

N3-ATP resembled the product inhibition of SCS by ADP that was observed by Moffet and 

Bridger (17).

Inactivation o f SCS by 8-N3-ATP. Irradiation of SCS in the presence of 8 -N3-ATP 

resulted in the loss of SCS activity (Fig. 4-8). This inactivation was concentration 

dependent and the activity of SCS was inversely related to the degree of photoincorporation 

of [a  32P]-8 -N3-ATP into the P-subunit of SCS. The presence of ATP or GTP protected 

SCS from both photoincorporation and inactivation. When samples were irradiated for 30 

s, inhibition to 45% of the initial activity was observed at the highest concentrations of 

analogue tested (Fig. 4-8A). Irradiation for longer lengths of time (for example, 5 min) in 

the presence of 8 -N3-ATP resulted in greater labeling and total inactivation of SCS, and 

both were inhibited by the addition of ATP or GTP (Fig. 4-8B).

Mass Spectrometry of SCS Subunits Labeled by 8-N3~ATP. To determine the 

stoichiometry of labeling, electrospray mass spectrometry was performed on photolabeled 

a- and P-subunits separated by HPLC. The results of reverse phase HPLC are shown in 

Figure 4-9. The a- and P-subunits are clearly resolved with the P-subunit eluting later than 

the a-subunit. In untreated samples the P-subunit has greater absorbance at 210 nm,
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FIGURE 4-8. Correlation of photolabeling of the p-subunit with inhibition of SCS.
Irradiation was carried out for 30 s (panel A) or 5 min (panel B). Open symbols represent 
measurements of the enzymatic activity of SCS after irradiation in the presence of 
various amounts of 8 -N3-ATP. Closed symbols represent photoincorporation of 8 -N3-
ATP into the p-subunit as assayed by phosphorimagery after photolabeling with [a-32P] 
8 -N3-ATP and separation by SDS-PAGE. □, ■ represent irradiation in the presence of 
only 8 -N3-ATP (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, and 1.6 mM). A, A represent SCS irradiated in the 
presence of 8 -N3-ATP and ATP (A, 2 mM; A, 2 mM in A and 1 mM in B). O, •  
represent SCS irridadiated in the presence of 8 -N3-ATP and 2 mM GTP.
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consistent with the relative molecular weight of the subunits (Fig. 4-9A). Irradiation of 

SCS at 350 nm resulted in a decrease in the relative absorbance of the P-subunit when 

compared to the a-subunit (compare Fig 4-9A with B). The results of mass spectrometry 

of the isolated subunits are shown in Figure 4-10. When irradiation at 350 nm was carried 

out in the absence of 8 -N3-ATP, there were two species present in HPLC fractions 

containing the a-subunit and one in the fractions containing the P-subunit (Fig. 4-10A and 

B). In the case of the a-subunit the major species had a mass of 29645 Da, corresponding 

to the predicted mass of 29647 Da for purified a-subunit that lacks the N-terminal 

methionine (18,19). The major species was 82 Da smaller than the minor species (Fig. 4- 

10A), corresponding to the mass of HjP03 (81 Da) and indicating that the major portion of 

the population of the a-subunit was dephosphorylated. In the case of the P-subunit (Fig. 

4-10B), the only species present had a mass of41397 Da, that of the unmodified P-subunit 

(41394 Da). When 400 pM 8 -N3-ATP was added to the reaction mixture, again two 

species were observed in the case of the a-subunit (Fig. 4- 10C); however, the species of 

higher mass was now prominent. This indicated that the a-subunit was phosphorylated 

during the course of the labeling reaction, in keeping with the conclusion that 8 -N3-ATP 

was acting as a substrate. Two species were also observed in HLPC fractions containing 

the P-subunit when SCS was irradiated in the presence of 8 -N3-ATP (Fig. 4-10D). The 

smaller of the two had a mass o f41404 Da and the larger species had a mass of 41985 Da. 

The difference between the two masses corresponds to one 8 -N3-ATP (520 Da) and an 

extra 61 Da. The extra mass may be due to one Mg2* ion (24 Da) and one K* ion (39 Da) 

chelating to the 8 -N3-ATP or it may be due to two molecules of NO (60 Da, total). The NO 

molecules may have arisen from the liberation of N2» during irradiation, which could have 

reacted with oxygen, and subsequently attached to the protein. The reaction of oxygen 

with nitrophenyl azides has been shown to occur during low power irradiation of these 

compounds (20). When irradiation was carried out in the presence of a saturating 

concentration of 8 -N3-ATP (800 pM), the mass spectra of both subunits contained more
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FIGURE 4-9. Reverse phase HPLC of SCS photolabeled by 8 -Nj-ATP. SCS
protein shown in panel A was not treated, and that in panel B was irradiated in the 
presence of 400 mM 8 -N3-ATP. The separation shown in panel A was carried out with a 
linear gradient of 2% (v/v) acetonitrile-TFA/min with a flow rate of 1 ml/min as 
described in Materials and Methods. The solid lines represent absorbance at 210 nm, as 
well as, in panel B, at 255 nm. The separation shown in panel B was carried out with a 
linear gradient of 2% (v/v) B/min for 20 min, followed by a gradient of 0.5% (v/v) 
B/min, all with a flow rate of 1 ml/min.
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FIGURE 4-10. Electrospray mass spectra of the subunits of SCS. SCS was
irradiated either in the absence (A and B) or presence (C and D) of 8 -N3-ATP. The 
subunits were separated by reverse phase HPLC, shown in Figure 4-9, followed by mass 
spectrometry of the isolated subunits (see Materials and Methods for specific details). 
The results for the a-subunit are shown in (A) and (C), and those for the p-subunit in (B) 
and (D).
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“noise”. However, there was no evidence of a-subunit which had been modified by even 

one 8 -Nj-ATP (Fig 4-11 A), and there was an increase in the relative amount of the (5- 

subunit species labeled with one 8 -N3-ATP (Fig. 4-1 IB). These observations support the 

earlier interpretation that under the harsher conditions of the initial experiments (Fig. 4-3), 

the labeling of the a-subunit was non-specific. Note: irradiation at 3S0 nm gave rise to a 

limited number of products and therefore an easily interpretable mass spectrum, whereas 

irradiation at 254 nm led to the complex production of multiple products. The large 

decrease in the relative absorbance of the P-subunit after irradiation at 254 nm observed 

during reverse phase HPLC (data not shown) also indicated that damage was induced by 

irradiation at this wavelength.

Isolation o f 8-N3-ATP Photolabeled Peptides from SCS. To determine the location 

of the 8 -Nj-ATP binding site, peptide fragments of photolabeled SCS were generated by 

tryptic digestion, purified and then analyzed by amino acid sequencing and mass 

spectrometry. Photolabeling of SCS was carried out by irradiation of SCS at 254 nm for 1 

min in the presence of 400 nM [a-32P]-8 -N3-ATP. As a compromise, the wavelength of 

254 nm was used to maximize the yield of labeled peptides, and the mid-range 

concentration of400 pM analogue to minimize non-specific labeling. Typically 0.42 moles 

of [a-32P]-8 -N3-ATP were incorporated per mole of SCS. Following digestion, labeled 

peptides were separated from unlabeled peptides by Al+3 affinity chromatography (14). 

After washing the loaded column with buffers containing low salt, high salt, and urea to 

disrupt non-specific electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions that may cause unlabeled 

peptides to be retained on the column, 85% of the radioactivity initially bound to the 

column remained bound (Fig. 4-12). Reverse phase HPLC of the of the flowthrough and 

wash fractions from this column revealed no labeled peptides in these washes. In addition, 

two peptides were depleted from the flowthrough fraction (data not shown). The bound 

radioactivity was eluted from the affinity column using 10 mM pyrophosphate, and pooled.
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Subsequent reverse phase HPLC analysis of these pooled fractions revealed three major 

peaks with radioactivity (Fig. 4-13). The first peak, containing most of the total 

radioactivity, appeared in the HPLC flow through fractions which eluted before the 

beginning of the chromatogram (data not shown). No peptide was found in these 

fractions. Similar losses of radioactive label have been observed in other studies that have 

used azido analogues (21, 14). The other two peak fractions containing significant 

radioactivity eluted at 37 and 42 minutes (at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min), respectively (Fig. 

4-13). Although the yields of the purified peptides were low (approximately 20 pmol), 

these peptides displayed a ratio of A210nm/A2JJnm close to one, consistent with the presence 

of the aromatic adenine moiety. Edman degradation analysis of the peptide in the peak that 

eluted at 42 minutes gave the following sequence: VYFMASTEGGVEAEKVAEETPHLLH 

K. This corresponds to a tryptic peptide from amino acid residue 121 to 146 of the 13- 

subunit of SCS. The mass of the material in this fraction was 3368 Da as determined by 

mass spectrometry (Fig. 4-14B). This corresponds to the mass of the peptide (2850.5 Da) 

plus the mass of the analogue (520 Da). There was an additional mass of 3416 in this 

fraction, which may be the same peptide with two bound AT3 ions. In SCS, there are no 

tryptic peptides with a mass of 3416, either with or without the analogue. The material in 

the peak that eluted at 37 minutes was also subjected to mass spectrometry and revealed 

two major species of mass 1466 (Fig. 4-14A) and 520 Da . This corresponds to a tryptic 

peptide from amino acid residue 107 to 119 of the ^-subunit and a detached analogue. 

Obviously, the ionization of the labeled peptide during mass spectroscopy had caused the 

photoinsertion bond to break. Unfortunately we were unable to sequence this peptide. 

Nevertheless both of these results are consistent with a nucleotide-binding site being 

located in the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit
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FIGURE 4-12. Purification of photolabeled peptides of SCS by AI+3 affinity 
chromatography. The Al+3 affinity column was loaded with the tryptic digest of SCS 
photolabeled with 8 -N3-ATP and washed sequentially with the solutions indicated: A (5 
mM DTT, 100 mM (NH4)2S 04, pH 6.0), B (5 mM DTT, 0.5 M NaCl, 100 mM 
(NH^SO* pH 6.0), C (5 mM DTT, 8  M urea, 100 mM (NH4)2S04, pH 6.0), and D (5 
mM DTT, 10 mM pyrophosphate, 100 mM (NH^SC^, pH 8.0). The 32P-levels were 
determined as described in Materials and Methods.
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FIGURE 4*13. Purification of photolabeled peptides of SCS reverse phase HPLC.
Separations were carried out with a linear gradient of 1% (v/v) acetonitrile-TFA/min with 
a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min as described in Materials and Methods. The solid lines 
represent absorbance at 210 or 255 nm, and the dashed line represents the radioactivity 
associated with of 0.5 ml fractions as assayed by liquid scintillation counting.
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FIGURE 4-14. Electrospray mass spectra of tryptic peptides from photolabeled SCS. SCS
was irradiated in the presence of 8 -N3-ATP, digested with trypsin, and the peptides were purified 
by Al+3 affinity chromatography and reverse phase HPLC. This was followed by mass 
spectrometry of the isolated peptides (see Materials and Methods for specific details). The 
peptide that eluted from reverse phase HPLC at 37 min is shown in panel A, and the peptide that 
eluted at 42 min is shown in panel B.
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Discussion
This study was undertaken to determine the location of the nucleotide-binding site 

of E. coli SCS by using 8 -N3-ATP to specifically label peptides from the {3-subunit. From 

the labeling results it was concluded that the nucleotide likely binds in the ATP-grasp fold 

of the N-terminal domain and not in the Rossmann fold of the C-terminal domain. Binding 

of the nucleotide in the N-terminal domain requires that the catalytic His 246a interacts 

alternately at two sites, site I where CoA and, presumably, succinate bind, and site II 

where the nucleotide binds. NMR spectroscopy presented evidence for a “flip” between 

two conformations of the phosphorylated histidine (Fig. 1-10) (22). His 246a is part of a 

loop that could swing to shuttle the histidine residue between the two sites during each 

catalytic cycle.

A number of methods were used to show that 8 -N3-ATP was a suitable analogue of 

ATP for use with SCS. The photolabeling of SCS by 8 -N3-ATP occurred over a range in 

pH, was saturable and inhibited by the nucleotide substrates of E. coli SCS. The addition 

of substrates to the photolabeling reaction resulted in a slight improvement in the amount of 

label incorporated. In view of the inability of phosphorylated SCS to bind ATP (23), the 

increase in labeling is likely due to catalytic turnover by the enzyme. In addition, the 

activity of SCS decreased reciprocally in conjunction with photolabeling. The Kd (app) 

observed for 8 -N3-ATP from photolabeling was within one order of magnitude the for 

ATP and to the K ^ ,  for ADP (Table 4-1).

Table 4-1: Summary of Kinetic Parameters of SCS for ATP, ADP or 8 -N,-ATP
Km(app) G*M) d̂(npp) (mM) K 0 5 V ..W

ATP 70

ADP 12 6 8

8 -N,-ATP - -i-substrates 54, -substrates 90 2 1 0

* Obtained from the work of Moffet etal. (17 , 24 )
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In only one respect the behavior of SCS with 8 -N3-ATP did not reflect the natural 

substrate, ATP. The velocity versus concentration of substrate plots for 8 -N3-ATP were 

sigmoidal, not the typical rectangular hyperbola that was observed with ATP (17). This 

could be indicative of a cooperative mechanism where the binding of the first 8 -N3-ATP 

induces a change in the enzyme structure that favors the binding of subsequent molecules 

of 8 -N3-ATP. However, a cooperative mechanism for nucleotide binding has not been 

observed for SCS. Mass spectrometry of whole subunits indicated that there was only one 

molecule of 8 -N3-ATP bound per p-subunit when the concentration of 8 -N3-ATP was 4 

times Thus, it is unlikely that there is an allosteric site which may have given rise

to a sigmoidal curve. A functional dimer of E. coli SCS, created by mutagenesis of ion 

pair residues at the tetramer interface, showed no significant changes in kinedc parameters 

when compared to the wild-type tetramer (25). This indicated that the two active sites in 

the tetramer do not interact, and thus cooperatively cannot arise via “cross-talk” between the 

two active sites in the tetramer. A sigmoidal curve can be manifest in other ways. The first 

possibility is the presence of a contaminant which modifies the substrate irreversibly (26). 

The DTT that was used during the purification of SCS could have modified the 8 -N3-ATP, 

however extensive dialysis in the absence of reductant prior to kinetic and photolabeling 

experiments should have removed any residual DTT. The second explanation for a 

sigmoidal curve is the presence of multiple orders of substrate addition and product release 

(27, 26). An extensive mathematical treatment of this phenomenon has been done for a 

two substrate system by Sweeny et al. Detailed kinetic measurements of E. coli SCS 

carried out by Moffet et aL (17) concluded that the major reaction pathway is the addition of 

ATP to free enzyme followed by the random addition of succinate or CoA, before the 

release of products. However, there were indications that other minor pathways exist (16, 

24, 4). Thus the comparatively low k^  observed for 8 -N3-ATP may allow minor 

pathways to become more significant This could lead to the manifestation of a sigmoidal 

curve through the competition of multiple reaction pathways.
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Photolabeling with 8 -N3-ATP marked two tryptic peptides that are part of the 

nucleotide binding site in the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit (Figure 4-15). In the 

crystal structure, residues 121-146P include a loop that corresponds to the loop that closes 

over the nucleotide-binding site in DD-ligase. Residues 107-119P lie under this loop in 

SCS, and residue Glu 107P has a counterpart in DD-ligase that forms hydrogen bonds with 

the ribose hydroxyl groups of ADP. Based on the structure of ADP in complex with DD- 

ligase, the 8 -Nj-ATP analogue could not bind in the anti conformation without the azido 

group clashing with the ribose. Rotation of the adenine ring toward the syn conformation 

would allow the analogue to fit, albeit poorly (recall: K ^ y ^  = 210 fiM). Moreover, such 

a rotation would present the azido group to residue Glu 107P and toward residue Gly 130p 

of the loop (the closest residues within the two peptide segments), thus facilitating the 

observed photolabeling. In keeping with this argument, the preferred conformation of ATP 

analogues with substituents at the 8 -position is syn in solution (28-30).
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Fignre 4-15. Ribbon diagram of one a^-dimer of E. coli SCS. The a-subunit is 
shown in yellow, and the ^-subunit is shown in green. The active site phosphohistidine 
is shown in black and the CoA molecule is shown in red. The two peptides that were 
labeled by [a-32?] 8-N3-ATP, 107-119 and 121-143, are shown in light blue and dark 
blue, respectively. Residues 107(J and 130f$ within these peptides are closest to the 
proposed site of nucleotide binding.
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Chapter Five Mutagenesis of Residues in Two 
Potential Nucleotide Binding Sites in E. coli SCS1
Introduction

In order further to probe the location of the nucleotide binding site on SCS, site- 

directed mutagenesis of E. coli SCS was carried out in parallel with the investigations that 

used the photoaffinity analogue 8 -N3-ATP. Based on the x-ray crystallographic structure 

of SCS, there were two potential nucleotide binding sites to be considered for 

investigation. One was the Rossmann fold in the C-terminal domain of the (3-subunit (1), 

and the other was the ATP grasp fold in the N-terminal domain of the (3-subunit (2,3).

Indirect support for a nucleotide-binding site being possibly in the C-terminal 

domain of the P-subunit is two-fold. First, previous studies have indicated that oxidized 

CoA disulfide forms a disulfide bond with Cys 325P and inactivates SCS (4, 5). The 

relative levels of protection of E. coli SCS from this modification afforded by ATP and 

GTP were consistent with the relative affinity of the enzyme for ATP and GTP (data not 

shown). Furthermore examination of a 2F0-FC electron density map of the x-ray 

crystallographic model of E. coli SCS revealed density trailing from Cys 325P to a position 

between Phe 22a and lie 322P (3). This density was discontinuous and had been modeled 

using water molecules, However it may represent a CoA molecule bound to Cys 325p and 

present at low occupancy. There is similar more continuous density trailing from Cys 

325P in a 2F0-FC electron density map of the dephosphorylated form of E. coli SCS 

(Chapter 6 ). Second, an ATP molecule can be modeled into this Rossmann fold with the 

y-phosphate of ATP superimposed on the phosphate of the phosphohistidine, and the 

adenosine ring positioned in a hydrophobic patch between the side chains of fie 322P and 

Phe 22a (Fig. 5-1). Binding of ATP in this location would thus provide a reason for the 

protection of SCS from inactivation by oxidized CoA disulfide, that is observed with

1 A  version o f  this chapter has been published: Joyce, M . A., Fraser, M . E., Brownie, E . R ., Jam es, M . N. 
G ., B ridger, W . A ., W olodko, W . T . (1999) Biochemistry 38 ,7273-7283.
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nucleotide triphosphates. The loop containing He 322(5 may be anchored by an ion pair 

formed between Arg 324(5 and Asp 326(5. In addition, these two residues are conserved 

amongst SCS enzymes that use ATP, whereas they are Asn and Ala, respectively, in SCS 

enzymes that are specific for GTP (6 ,7).

The original prediction that a nucleotide-binding site resides in the N-terminal 

domain of the (5-subunit of E. coli SCS was based on structural similarity between the 

ATP-grasp fold in the N-terminal domain of the (5-subunit and the nucleotide-binding fold 

found in glutathione synthetase (8 ) and D-ala:D-ala ligase (DD-ligase) (9). Many of the 

residues that contact the ADP molecule in the nucleotide-binding folds of both glutathione 

synthetase and DD-ligase are also found in the N-terminal domain of the p-subunit (Fig. 5- 

2A) (3). In addition, there is a sulfate ion bound in the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit 

in the crystal structure of E. coli SCS (1). This sulfate ion is 1.4 A from the P-phosphate 

of the ADP in DD-ligase, when the structure of DD-ligase is superimposed onto the N- 

terminal domain of the P-subunit (3). The amino acid sequence of the loop which binds the 

sulfate ion (51-AGGRGKXGGV-60) is conserved in all known SCS sequences.

The focus of the present study was to differentiate between the two potential 

locations of the nucleotide-binding site in E. coli SCS. Towards this end, site-directed 

mutagenesis studies of conserved residues within each of the potential nucleotide-binding 

sites were carried out. The possible roles of these residues in catalysis by SCS were 

evaluated by measuring the kinetic parameters of the mutant proteins, and determining their 

ability to catalyze the partial phosphorylation reactions involving either nucleotide (partial 

reaction (1) in Chapter 1) or succinyl-CoA and P, (partial reactions (2) and (3) in Chapter 

1). In addition, mutation of a single residue in the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit 

altered the nucleotide specificity of E. coli SCS.
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C-terminal
Domain

, , ,  D326

C-term inal
Domain

D326

N-terminal
Domain

N-terminal
Domain

Figure 5-1. Stereo diagram of ATP modeled into the C-terminal domain of the (5- 
subunit of SCS showing some of the residues that may effect nucleotide binding.
The a-subunit is shown in yellow, the P-subunit in green, and the active site 
phosphohistidine is displayed as a mauve ball and stick model. The molecules of CoA 
and ATP are drawn as stick models in cyan and red, respectively. The side chains of lie 
322(5, Arg 324(5, and Asp 326(5 which were mutated, as well as Phe 22a, are depicted as 
ball and stick models.
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Figure 5-2. Modeling of ADP into the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit of SCS.
(A) Stereo view of the superposition of the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit of SCS 
(backbone shown in green) on D-ala:D-ala ligase (backbone shown in grey). This 
diagram is based on two superpositions, one with residues from the small sub-domain of 
the N-terminal domain (shown on the left in this diagram) and one with residues from the 
large sub-domain (shown on the right). The residues used in the superpositions are given 
in Appendices 4 and 5. (B) Convergent stereo ribbon diagram of an ADP 
molecule@iodeled into the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit of SCS based on the 
superposition of the small sub-domain. The a-subunit of SCS is shown in yellow, the P~ 
subunit in green, and the active site phosphohisddine (His 246a) and the CoA molecule 
are displayed as stick models in mauve and cyan, respectively. The ADP molecule is 
coloured red, and the side chains of the mutated residues are labeled.
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Materials and Methods

Construction o f Site-directed Mutants in the P-subunit o f SCS. Site-directed 

mutants were made in three steps using standard protocols for the PCR and overlap 

extension (10). The reaction buffer for PCR was identical to that used for PCR in Chapter 

2, except that 0.2S pM of each primer was used, and 100 ng of pGS202 was used as 

template DNA (11). The primers used for construction of the mutant plasmids are shown 

in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1. Primers for Mutagenic PCRa.______________________________________
Mutations in the N-terminal Domain of the P-subunit:

5’ flanking primer: (located in the X Pr promoter) 5’ TTTTACCTCTGGCGGTGATA 3’ 

3’ flanking primer (597) 5’ GGGTTGATTTCGATCAACGC 3’ (577)

Internal Mutagenic Primers:

P20PQ Mutant:
(49) 5’ TACCAGCACAGGTGGGTTATG 3’ (69) and its com plem ent 

G53pV-R54pE Double M utant:
(143) 5’ GTTCACGCTGGTGTGGAGGGTAAAGCGGGC 3’ (172) and com plem ent

Mutations in the C-terminal Domain of the P-subunit
5 ’ flanking prim er: (411) 5’ AAGAAACTCCGCACCTGATC 3’ (431)

3 ’ flanking p rim e r (1157) 5’ CCTCCACTGCGGCAACAACC 3’ (1137)

Internal Mutagenic Primers:

D22PA Mutant:6
(954) 5’ CTTCGGCGGTg/cCCGTTCGTTGC 3’ (976) and complement 

R324PN-D326PA Double Mutant:
(959) S’ G C G G T atcg ttA  A CTGCGCTCTGATCGCTG 3’ f988) and complement

1 The nucleotides that are different from the wild-type sequence are shown in bold, and the numbers in 
parentheses denote the position o f  the first and last nucleotide o f  the primer. The abbreviations used for 
naming the mutants are: the first letter is one letter code for the wild-type amino acid, the number denotes 
the position o f  the amino acid, greek symbol denotes the a -  or P-subunit, and the second letter is the one 
letter code for the mutant amino acid.
b The primer for the I3220A mutation was actually a mixture o f two primers which differed by one 
nucleotide, shown in lower case.
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Each PCR reaction was initially heated at 96 °C for 5 min to denature the template DNA, 

followed by 30 cycles of annealing for 30 s at a temperatures between 57 °C and 67 °C, 

polymerase extension for 45 s at 72 “C and denaturation for 30 s at 96 “C using a Techne 

PHC-2 thermocycler. The mutant fusion product for the mutations P20PQ and G53pV- 

R54PE and the vector pGS202 were digested with Nde I (which cleaves at position 1) and 

Bst XL (which cleaves at position 557) according to the manufacturer’s specifications 

(New England Biolabs Inc.). The fragments were separated by electrophoresis in 1% 

(w/v) agarose in TAE buffer (12), excised and purified using glass milk (13). Each mutant 

fragment was ligated to the vector fragment using T4 DNA ligase (15 °C, 8  h). The 

resulting mutant plasmids were then used to transform competent JM103 E. coli cells (12). 

The procedures for preparing the mutants I322PA and R324PN-D326PA were identical to 

those described above except that the restriction enzyme Bpu 1102 I (which cleaves at 

position 1132) was used instead of Nde I. The mutants G53pV-R54pE-I322pA and 

G53pV-R54pE -R324PN were constructed by ligating the Nde I - Bst XI fragment from the 

G53pV-R54pE mutant into identically digested vectors from the B22pA and R324pN 

mutants. The presence of mutations in all constructs was verified by DNA sequencing 

using an Applied Biosystems Model 373 Automated Sequencer. The mutations I322pG- 

R324PP and I322PA-D326pN arose serindipidously in the PCR reaction mixture for the 

generation of the I322PA mutation because of low annealing temperatures during PCR.

Expression and Purification o f SCS Mutants. Cells of the SCS null strain TK3D18 

(14) were transformed with the mutant plasmids. Mutant proteins were expressed and 

purified by methods described previously (15, 1). All mutant proteins were produced in 

high yields (approximately 30 to 100 mg/1 of culture), and were purified to homogeneity as 

evaluated by SDS-PAGE and staining with coomassie blue (Fig. 5-3). During purification 

using chromatographic methods, the elution profiles of all mutant proteins were identical to 

those of wild-type enzyme. The mutant proteins were stored as suspensions in solutions 

containing 50% (w/v) (NH,)2S04 at 4 °C. The purified mutant proteins did not appear to
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have any changes in secondary structure compared to wild-type SCS as determined by UV- 

CD from 180 to 255 nm (Fig. 5-4). For UV-CD, each mutant protein was centrifuged (15 

x 103 x g, 30 min, 4 °C), and the pellet was dissolved in 500 pi of 50 mM KC1, 0.1 mM 

EDTA, 50 mM Tris HC1, pH 7.4. The resultant solution was clarified by centrifugation 

(15 x 103 x g, 30 min, 4 °C), and dialyzed for 16 h with three changes of the same buffer 

at 4 °C. The protein concentrations were approximately 1.1 - 1.7 mg/ml. The far-UV CD 

measurements were carried out essentially as described in Chapter 2. The mean residue 

weight for wild-type SCS was 105.080, for P20pQ 105.033, for G53(JV-R54PE 

105.141, for I322pA 105.018, for R324pN 105.018, for I322pA-R324pN 104.910, for 

I322pG-D326pN 105.016, and for R324PN-D326PA 104.953.

Steady State Kinetic Analyses o f SCS Mutants. For kinetic analyses, an aliquot of 

the appropriate (NH4)2S0 4 suspension was centrifuged (15 x 103 x g, 30 min, 4 °C), and 

the pellet was dissolved in 500 pi of 50 mM KC1, 0.1 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris HC1, pH 

7.4. The resultant solution was clarified by centrifugation (15 x 103 x g, 30 min, 4 °C), 

and dialyzed for 16 h with three changes of the same buffer at 4 °C. The concentration of 

the protein was determined spectrophotometrically using the extinction coefficient 

determined for wild-type SCS at 280 nm (£{* = 5.0) (16). The concentrations of the 

nucleotides and CoA were determined using their standard extinction coefficients for a 1 cm 

pathlength (ATP: £,239nm=15.4 mM*1, GTP: E^nm=13.7 mM*1, CoA: £ 260 nn=l4.6 mM*1). 

The and k^, values in the direction of succinyl-CoA formation were determined at 22 

°C. For each substrate, the initial velocity was measured at various substrate 

concentrations and at a constant concentration of the other substrates (where appropriate, 

115 pM CoA, 60 mM succinate or 510 pM ATP or GTP) in a total volume of 1 ml 

containing 50 mM KC1, 10 mM MgC^, 50 mM Tris HQ, pH 7.4. Initial rates were 

measured in duplicate at each concentration of substrate, and the initial velocity data were
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Lane: 1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8  9

Figure 5-3. SDS-PAGE of purified mutants of E. coli SCS. Lane 1, wild -ype SCS; 
lane 2, protein with the mutation P20PQ; lane 3, G53PV-R54(3E; lane 4 ,1322(3A; lane 5, 
R324PN; lane 6 , I322pG-R324pP; lane 7, I322PA-D326PN; lane 8 , G53PV-R54PE- 
I322pA; and lane 9, G53pV-R54PE-R324pN.
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Figure 5-4 Analysis of wild-type and mutant SCS by far-UV circular dichroism. Wild-type SCS (-) and SCS proteins with the 
mutations P20PQ (-), G53pV-R54pE I322|3A (-), R324pN (-), I322PG-R324PP I322pA-D326pN (-), and R324pA-
D326PN (:-) were analyzed by far-UV CD as described in Materials and Methods. 210
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analyzed using the ENZYME KINETICS 1.11 program for a Macintosh computer (17). 

The values were obtained by division of the value for by the molar concentration of 

active sites (i.e. per a(5-dimer) used in the experiments.

Phosphorylation Reactions Catalyzed by SCS Mutants. Phosphorylation of SCS 

by ATP or GTP (partial reaction (1)), was carried out at 22 °C in 30 1̂ of a buffer 

containing 10 mM MgCl* 50 mM KC1,50 mM Tris HC1, pH 7.4 with 1 mM [y-32P]-ATP 

or [y-32P]-GTP (approximately 0.3 Ci/mmol). Reactions were started by the addition of 5 

pg of SCS in 2 pi, and incubated for various lengths of time before the addition of 15 jji of 

SDS-PAGE loading buffer to stop the reactions. Phosphorylation of SCS in the opposite 

direction by succinyl-CoA and P, (partial reactions (2) and (3)), was done in the same 

buffer except that [y-32P]-ATP or [y-32P]-GTP was replaced by 0.3 mM succinyl-CoA and 

1 mM 32Pf (approximately 0.3 Ci/mmol). The results were analyzed via SDS-PAGE (12% 

(w/v) polyacrylamide gels) and autoradiography, with the radioactiveiy labeled bands 

quantified by phosphorimaging. Exposure of the image plate was complete in 1 to 2 hours.

Results
Site-Directed Mutagenesis o f Residues in the N-terminal Domain o f the [5-Subunit. 

Residues Gly 53(3 and Arg 54(3 in the N-terminal domain were chosen for mutation. These 

residues are present in the conserved A51(3-V60P loop: Gly 53 P has hydrogen bonding 

and Arg 54 P ionic interactions with the sulfate ion in the crystal structure of E. coli SCS 

(Fig. 5-2A) (3). It was reasoned that mutation of these residues would disrupt their 

interactions with the terminal phosphates of the nucleotide if nucleotide were bound at this 

site. The location of the mutated residues in relation to a molecule of ADP modeled into the 

N-terminal domain is shown in Figure 5-2B.

The kinetic parameters for the G53PV-R54PE double mutant were determined by 

steady-state analysis of initial rates of succinyl-CoA formation, and the results were plotted
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Figure 5-5. Double reciprocal plots of the rate of succinyl-CoA formation versus substrate concentration for SCS with the 
mutation G53J5V-R54PE. The 1 ml reaction mixtures contained 50 mM KC1, 10 mM MgCI2, 50 mM Tris HC1, pH 7.4, and 
saturating concentrations of all substrates (115 |iM CoA, 60 mM succinate, and 510 pM ATP or GTP) except: ATP in panel A; GTP 
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intercept of the least squares line gives the value of l/V,nax, and the slope has the value of Km(Upp/Vmilx. The correlation coefficient of 
the line is indicated, as is the estimated error in the values of Km(upp) and Vmax
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Figure 5-6. Time course of the phosphorylation by NTP of wild-type and one 
mutant of SCS with changes in the N-terminal domain of the p-subunit. Wild-type 
and mutant SCS were incubated in the presence of (A) [y-32P] ATP, (B) [y-32P] GTP. 
Samples were taken at various times, and the subunits were separated by SDS-PAGE. 
The gels were then analyzed by phosphorimagery, and the results are shown on the left: 
wild-type SCS (■), and protein with the mutation G53pV-R54pE (•). Autoradiograms 
of the gels are shown on the right.
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Figure 5-7. Time course of the phosphorylation by succinyl-CoA and P(- of wild-type 
and one mutant of SCS with changes in the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit.
Wild-type and mutant SCS were incubated in the presence of succinyl-CoA and 32P,-. 
Samples were taken at various times, and the subunits were separated by SDS-PAGE. 
Autoradiograms of the gels are shown in panel (A). The gels were analyzed by 
phosphorimagery, and the results are shown in panel (B): wild -ype SCS (■), and protein 
with the mutation G53pV-R54PE (•).
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Table 5-2: Apparent Kinetic Parameters of Wild-Type and Mutant SCS Proteins"

Protein

Succinate CoA ATP ATP ATP 
K K K k , kJ  Kmtupp) rnlupp) mtapp) ljr mtapp)

(mM) (pM) (pM) (min1) (xlO’ M 's 1)

GTP
Kmtano)

(pM)

GTP
Km

(min1)

GTP
k J Kmtupp)

(xlO1 M' s ' )

Wild-type 0.25 4.0 70 2684 639 394 1471 62.2

Mutations in the N-terminal Domain of the P-subunit
P20pQ 1.6 3.7 131 1065 135 73 807 184
G53pV-R54pE 1.0 4.3 126 7.8 1.03 354 5.0 0.235

Mutations in the C-terminal Domain of the p-subunit
I322PA 14 17 90 533 98.7 239 521 36.3
R324pN 1 10 20 852 710 106b NDC -
!322pG-R324pP 80 19 12 284 411 60 72 2 0 .0
I322pA-D326pN 20 16 30 494 273 149 271 30.4
R324pN-D326pA 3.6 13 95 3124 548 374b NDC -

Mutations in both the N- and C-terminal Domains of the P-subunit
G53 pV-R54pE-I322pA 0.70 0.15 83 0.92 0.18 5.8 0.36 1 .0
G53pV-R54pE-R324pN 0.29 2.7 82 2.6 0.53 17 0.92 0.92

* Measured by following the production of succinyl-CoA speclrophotometricully ul 235 nm. See Materials and Methods for specific details. 
h An estimate based on measurements using a single GTP concentration (300 pM) which is comparable to the K,„,w , value for the wild-type 
enzyme.

‘  not determined
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using a weighted double reciprocal plot (Fig. 5-5). Kinetic analysis of the G53f3V-R54PE 

mutant protein revealed one major difference when compared to wild-type SCS, an 

approximate 300-fold decrease in k^  with either ATP or GTP (Table 5-2). The values of

for the other substrates remained comparable to those of wild-type enzyme.

To determine which partial reactions for phosphorylation of SCS were impaired by 

these mutations, single turnover experiments were performed with [y-32P]-ATP, or [y-32P]- 

GTP (partial reaction (1)), or succinyl-CoA and 32P, (partial reactions (2) and (3)). The a- 

subunit of the G53j3V-R54|3E mutant protein was not phosphorylated by either [y-32P]- 

ATP or [y-32P]-GTP (Fig. 5-6A and 5-6B, respectively), but was fully phosphorylated by 

succinyl-CoA and 32P; (Fig. 5-7). These results are consistent with Gly 53 and/or Arg 54 

of the P-subunit playing a role during transfer of the y-phosphate of ATP or GTP (bound 

in the N-terminal domain) to the active-site histidine of the a-subunit.

Two residues that may be involved in determining the nucleotide specificity of SCS 

were predicted from the superposition of the N-terminal domain of E. coli and pig heart 

SCS on DD-ligase (3), in combination with sequence comparisons of SCS enzymes (Fig. 

1-3) with different nucleotide specificities. One residue, Glu 99P of E. coli SCS 

superimposes with Glu 180 of DD-ligase, the residue that makes a hydrogen bond with the 

amino group at the 6  position of the adenine ring of ADP (Fig. 5-2A). GTP has a keto 

group at the 6  position of the guanine ring, and SCS specific for GTP contains an alanine 

residue at the corresponding location (Fig. 5-8) (6 ,7). The second residue that can provide 

specificity is located at position 20(3. The GTP-specific enzymes have a glutamine residue 

postulated to form a hydrogen-bond with the 06 of GTP (Fig. 5-8). However, E. coli 

SCS and the ATP-specific enzymes (7) have a proline residue at this position. To 

investigate one of these possible determinants of nucleotide specificity, the proline residue 

was mutated to glutamine, reasoning that the change should increase the affinity of the E. 

coli enzyme for GTP.
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Figure 5-8. Stereo view of the superposition of residues from the N-terminal 
domains of E. coli and pig heart SCS on the ADP from DD-ligase. The superposition 
of E. coli SCS (shown with green backbone atoms) on the ADP and Mg2+ ion from DD- 
ligase (shown as a red ball and stick model and a blue sphere, respectively). This view is 
approximately the same as that shown in Figure 5-2A. The residues used for the 
superposition of E. coli and pig heart SCS (shown with grey backbone atoms) are given 
in Appendix 6 .
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Figure 5-9. Double reciprocal plots of the rate of succinyl-CoA formation versus substrate concentration for protein with the 
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The mutant P20PQ was prepared and analyzed in a similar manner to the G53{JV- 

R54f)E mutant. The results of the kinetic analyses (shown in Fig. 5-9, and summarized in 

Table 5-2) revealed that while the for ATP had increased slightly, that for GTP had 

decreased by over five times. Furthermore, a comparison of the kcat/Kro(lllJp) ratios for ATP 

and GTP clearly demonstrated that GTP was a better substrate than ATP for the P20PQ 

mutant, which was opposite to that observed for wild-type SCS. This result supports the 

hypothesis that Gin 20P forms a hydrogen bond with the 06 of GTP in the mutant protein, 

and that this residue is involved in determining the nucleotide specificity of SCS.

Site-directed Mutagenesis o f Residues in the C-terminal Domain o f the P-subunit. 

Given that a large conformational change in SCS would be required if nucleotide was 

bound in the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit, it was important to consider the evidence 

from modeling and separate studies using oxidized CoA disulfide that indicated that the 

Rossmann fold in the C-terminal domain of the P-subunit may also bind nucleotide. In this 

light, three conserved residues in the C-terminal domain of the P-subunit that were 

implicated by modeling studies were chosen for mutation. The residues lie 322p, Arg 

324P and Asp 326P were mutated (singly and in combination) to probe this potential site 

(Fig. 5-1). It was reasoned that mutation of these residues would disrupt a loop in the 

Rossmann fold, and thus disrupt any putative nucleotide binding in the C-terminal domain 

of the P-subunit.

The mutant proteins were prepared and analyzed in a similar manner to that 

described earlier. Steady-state kinetic analyses of the proteins with mutations in the C- 

terminal domain of the P-subunit (Figures 5-10 to 5-13) revealed few differences in kinetic 

parameters when compared to wild-type SCS (summarized in Table 5-2). The major 

changes observed were increases in the values of for succinate and CoA. For 

example, the D22PG-R324PP mutant protein had an increase in the value of for 

succinate of approximately 320 times that of wild-type SCS. Together these results implied
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Figure 5-10. Double reciprocal plots of the rate of succinyl-CoA formation versus substrate concentration for protein with the 
mutation I322f)A. The 1 ml reaction mixtures contained 50 mM KC1, 10 mM MgCI2, 50 mM Tris HC1, pH 7.4, and saturating 
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that Qe 322(3, Arg 324(3 and Asp 326P are proximal to the succinate/CoA binding sites. 

However, it is interesting to note that there was a decrease in the value of for

nucleotides when either Arg 324P and Asp 326P were changed (these two residues form an 

ion pair in E. coli SCS). Changing both residues to those found in pig heart SCS 

(R324(3N-D326(3A) returned the values of for nucleotides to those found in wild- 

type SCS.

To determine which of the phosphorylation reactions may be impaired by these 

mutations, single turnover experiments were performed with [y-32P]-ATP or [y-32P]-GTP 

(partial reaction (1)), or succinyl-CoA and 32P, (partial reactions (2) and (3)). The rate of 

phosphorylation of mutant proteins by [y-32P]-ATP (Fig. 5-14A) or [y-32P]-GTP (Fig. 5- 

14B) was equal to or faster than wild-type SCS. The increase in the rate of 

phosphorylation of mutant proteins by GTP was greater than the rate increase observed for 

ATP when both are compared to wild-type enzyme. This may be due to the use of a sub- 

saturating level of GTP at 2x1^, whereas that of ATP was lOxK,,,. Thus, this rate increase 

may reflect the changes in the for GTP and not k^,. The rate of phosphorylation by 

succinyl-CoA and 32P; (partial reactions (2) and (3)) had decreased when compared to wild- 

type SCS (Fig. 5-15). These results were opposite to those observed for the mutations 

tested in the N-terminal domain of the (3-subunit, and consistent with the conclusion that fle 

322(3, Arg 324(3 and Asp 326P are not involved with binding nucleotide.

These results demonstrated the pleiotropic effect of mutations in the C-terminal 

domain of the p-subunit. The major effect was an increase in the value of for

succinate, and a decrease in the rate of partial reactions involving P,- and succinyl-CoA. 

However, the value of for nucleotide decreased and the rate of the partial reaction 

involving nucleotide increased. Given the hypothesis that the nucleotide binding site 

resides in the N-terminal domain of the p-subunit, and given the long distance of these 

mutations in the C-terminal domain from the N-terminal domain, the effect of these 

mutations on the kinetic parameters involving nucleotide was unexpected, and prompted
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Figure 5-14. Time course of the phosphorylation by NTP of wild-type SCS and 
mutants with changes in the C-terminai domain of the ^-subunit. Wild-type and 
mutant SCS were incubated in the presence of [y-32P] ATP (A), or [y-32P] GTP (B). 
Samples were taken at various times, and the subunits were separated by SDS-PAGE. 
The gels were then analyzed by phosphorimagery and the results are shown on the left: 
wild-type SCS(n), protein with the mutation I322[}A(«), R324(3N(A), I322|3G-R324pP 
(♦), and I322PA-D326f)N(0). Autoradiograms of the gels showing the a-subunit are on 
the right.
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Figure 5-15. Time course of the phosphorylation by Pf and succinyl-CoA of wild- 
type SCS and mutants with changes in the C-terminal domain of the P-subunit.
Wild-type and mutant SCS were incubated in the presence of 32Pt- and succinyl-CoA. 
Samples were taken at various times, and the subunits were separated by SDS-PAGE. 
Autoradiograms of the gels are shown in panel A. The gels were analyzed by 
phosphorimagery and the results are shown in panel B: wild-type SCS (■), protein with 
the mutation I322pA (•), R324PN (▲), I322pG-R324pP (♦), and I322pA-D326pN (O).
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further investigation.

Site-Directed Mutagenesis o f Residues in Both Domains o f the /3-Subunit. 

Constructs containing the changes G53pV-R54pE-I322{iA and G53[iV-R54|3E-R324($N 

were made, and the mutant proteins were expressed, purified, and analyzed as before. The 

results of the kinetic analyses of these proteins are shown in Figures 5-16 and 5-17. The 

data for the G53pV-R54PE-I322pA mutant protein were plotted using Hanes-Wolf plots 

because the correlation coefficients were significantly better than in weighted double 

reciprocal plots. This may be due to the low rates of reaction observed with this mutant 

protein. When the data for the G53pV-R54pE-R324pN mutant protein was plotted using 

both types of plots, the results were sufficiendy similar that although the Hanes-Wolf plots 

gave better correlation coefficients, the more common double reciprocal plots were used. If 

the mutations in the N-terminal domain are absolutely independent from those in the C- 

terminal domain, then the changes observed in the values of and k^ between the 

triple mutant proteins (e.g. G53pV-R54PE-R324pN) and the corresponding single N- 

domain mutant protein (e.g. G53pV-R54PE) should correspond to the changes in the 

values of K ,^ ,  and k^ observed between wild-type SCS and the corresponding single 

domain mutant protein (e.g. R324PN) . Consistent with this idea, the k^ for protein with 

the changes G53pV-R54pE-R324pN was 3 times less than the k^ for protein with the 

changes G53PV-R54PE, and the k^ for protein with the change R324PN was 3 times less 

than the k^  for wild type SCS (Table 5-2). In the case of mutant protein with the changes 

G35pV-R54pE-I322pA, the relationships were similar, 8 times as compared to 5 times. 

The mutant protein with the changes G35PV-R54PE-R324PN had values of the for 

substrates that were within one order of magnitude of the corresponding values for 

the mutant proteins G53PV-R54PE, and R324PN. However, the mutant protein with the 

changes G35PV-R54PE-B22PA had values of for substrates that were significantly 

lower than those of proteins with the changes G35pV-R54PE and I322PA.
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Figure 5-18. Time course of the phosphorylation by NTP of wild-type and mutant 
SCS with changes in both domains of the P-subunit. Wild-type and mutant SCS were 
incubated in the presence of [H 2P] ATP (A), or [y-32P] GTP (B). Samples were taken at 
various times, and the subunits were separated by SDS-PAGE. The gels were then 
analyzed by phosphorimagery and the results are shown on the left: wild-type SCS (■), 
protein with the mutation G53PV-R54PE-B22PA (A), and G53PV-R54PE-R324PN (•) 
Autoradiograms of the gels showing the a-subunit are on the right.
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Figure 5-19. Time course of the phosphorylation by succinyl-CoA and P,- of wild- 
type and mutant SCS with changes in both domains of the p-subunit. Wild-type and 
mutant SCS were incubated in the presence of 32P,-, and succinyl-CoA. Samples were 
taken at various times, and the subunits were separated by SDS-PAGE. Autoradiograms 
of the gels are shown in panel A. The gels were then analyzed by phosphorimagery and 
the results are shown in panel B: wild-type SCS (■), protein with the mutation G53|3V- 
R54pE-I322pA (A), and G53pV-R54pE-R324pN (•).
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If the mutations in the C- and N-terminal domain are completely independent, the 

partial reactions catalyzed by the proteins containing mutations in both domains of the 13- 

subunit (e.g. G35pV-R54pE-R324pN) should be a combination of the partial reactions 

catalyzed by proteins containing mutations in each of the domains (e.g. G35PV-R54PE and 

R324PN). Consistent with the behavior of the G35PV-R54PE mutant protein, neither of 

the triple mutants were phosphorylated by [y-32P]-ATP (Fig. 5-18A) or [y-32P]-GTP (Fig. 

5-18B). When compared to wild-type protein, the phosphorylation of both the G35|3V- 

R54PE-I322PA and G35PV-R54PE-R324PN mutant proteins by succinyl-CoA and 32P, 

was impaired (Fig. 5-19). The rate of phosphorylation of G35PV-R54PE-R324PN mutant 

protein by succinyl-CoA and 32P, was comparable to that observed for protein with the 

mutation R324PN. The phosphorylation of G35PV-R54PE-I322PA mutant protein by 

succinyl-CoA and 32P, was not detected in purified preparations of this mutant. When 

lysates of the SCS null strain containing constructs that expressed this mutant were made 

and tested for their ability to be phosphorylated by succinyl-CoA and P(, phosphorylation 

was observed (Fig. 5-19A). The results indicate that the effects of mutations in the N- 

terminal domain of the [3-subunit are essentially independent from the effects of mutations 

in the C-terminal domain of the [J-subunit.

Discussion

This study was undertaken to differentiate between two possible locations of the 

nucleotide-binding site in the [3-subunit of E. coli SCS. The results of this study support 

and extend the results of the affinity labeling study that used 8-N3-ATP (Chapter 4). 

Mutation of residues in the N-terminal domain of the [3-subunit affected predominantly 

kinetic parameters involving nucleotide and partial reaction (1), indicating that these 

residues were proximal to the nucleotide binding site. Mutations in the C-terminal domain 

primarily affected the kinetic parameters involving succinate and CoA and partial reactions
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(2) and (3), indicating that these residues were proximal to the CoA and succinate binding 

sites. Therefore it was concluded that the nucleotide binds in the ATP-grasp fold of the N- 

terminal domain of the ^-subunit and not in the Rossmann fold of the C-terminal domain. 

Binding of the nucleotide in the N-terminal domain requires that the catalytic His 246a 

interacts alternately at two sites, site I where CoA and, presumably, succinate bind, and site 

II where the nucleotide binds. NMR spectroscopy presented evidence for a “flip” between 

two conformations of the phosphorylated histidine (18). His 246a is part of a loop that is 

postulated to swing and shuttle the histidine residue between the two sites during each 

catalytic cycle.

The specific mutations that were made in the C-terminal domain of the (3-subunit 

affected the partial reactions involving CoA and succinate, but not nucleotide. From the 

relative increase in the kinetic parameters observed for these two substrates (Table 5-2) 

succinate and CoA are poorer substrates for the mutants than for the wild-type enzyme. It 

was thus not surprising that the mutants were more slowly phosphorylated by succinyl- 

CoA and P; (Fig. 5-15). The effect of these mutations can be rationalized from examination 

of the x-ray crystallographic structure of E. coli SCS (3). The effects on the CoA binding 

site are likely to arise from the interaction between the loop which contains De 322P and the 

a-helix that contains Phe 22a. This helix is part of the Rossmann fold in the a-subunit 

that binds CoA. The effects on the for succinate may arise because the loop

containing De 322P is adjacent to a conserved glycine rich loop that is proximal to the 

phosphohistidine. This loop contains a series of glycine residues whose main chain amino 

groups could stabilize the negative change on the non-reactive carboxyl group succinate. 

Furthermore, the disruption of the succinate and CoA binding sites would indirectly affect 

the movement of the phosphohistidine loop. If the conformation of SCS with the 

phosphohistidine loop bound in the a-subunit (as seen in the crystal structure) were 

destabilized, the rate of phosphorylation by succinyl-CoA and P, at site I would be reduced 

while the rate of phosphorylation by nucleotide at site II would be increased. These are the
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effects observed with the proteins with mutations in the C-terminal domain (Figures. 5-14 

and 5-15). Similar, but more pronounced effects, were observed by Luo and Nishimura 

for protein with the mutation H142otN (19). This mutant protein was “practically devoid 

of enzyme activity”, but was thiophosphorylated and de-thiophosphorylated by ATPyS and 

ADP, respectively, at a rate much greater than that for wild-type enzyme. However, when 

succinate and CoA were used for de-thiophosphorylation, the rate was much slower than 

that for wild-type enzyme. The kinetic parameters of the mutant protein R324|3N-D326|3A, 

which are similar to those of wild-type SCS, can also be rationalized by examination of the 

crystal structures of both E. coli (3) and pig heart SCS (20). In the structure of E. coli 

SCS, there is an ion pair between R324(3 (which is part of the 1322(3 loop) and D326(3 

(which is in the adjacent helix). In the structure of pig heart SCS, the side chain of Asn 

324(3 is a helix capping residue in the adjacent a-helix. Thus mutation of both residues 

restored the stabilization of the loop containing 1322(3.

The mutagenesis of selected residues in the N-terminal domain of the (3-subunit 

affected the binding of nucleotide or the catalysis of partial reaction (1) involving 

nucleotide, but not the binding of the other substrates or catalysis of partial reactions ((2) 

and (3)) involving succinyl-CoA and P( . The positions of these mutated residues are 

shown as ball and stick models in Figure 5-2. As demonstrated by the significant changes 

observed in the catalytic efficiency of the mutant proteins compared to the wild-type 

enzyme (Table 5-2), the residues Gly 5313 and Arg 54(3 are likely to be involved in transfer 

of the y-phosphate of nucleotide triphosphate to and from the active site histidine, and the 

residue at position 20(3 has a role in determining the nucleotide specificity of SCS.
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Chapter Six Studies of the APP-Bound Form
of E. coli SCS1

Introduction

Succinyl-CoA synthetase (SCS) catalyzes the reversible interchange of purine 

nucleoside diphosphate, succinyl-CoA and P, with purine nucleoside triphosphate, 

succinate and CoA via a phosphorylated histidine (His 246a) intermediate (reviewed in (1) 

and (2)). As with other enzymes that bind nucleotides, Mg2* ions are required, and the 

“true” substrate is probably a nucleotide-Mg2* complex. Universally, SCS consists of two 

subunit types designated a  and P; the catalytic unit carrying out the interchange is an afi- 

dimer. This is true even for SCS from E. coli, a heterotetramer, which has been shown to 

consist of two a(S-dimers that are catalytically independent (3). In the crystal structure of 

E. coli SCS, the a-subunit is seen to bind one of the substrates, CoA, and has a loop that 

includes the histidine residue (H246a) phosphorylated during catalysis (4). Based on the 

sequences of different P-subunits from isoforms of SCS in pigeon, Johnson et al. 

proposed that the P-subunit confers the nucleotide specificity (5), implying that the P- 

subunit binds the nucleotide. Consistent with this implication, evidence from the 

recognition of a new structural motif (6), from the comparison of SCS with other enzymes 

possessing this motif (7), and from the results of studies using a photoactivated ATP 

analogue and site-directed mutagenesis (8) delimited the nucleotide binding site to an ATP- 

grasp fold in the P-subunit. The CoA-binding site and the proposed nucleotide binding 

ATP-grasp fold are located approximately 35 A apart in SCS, and have been designated site 

I and site n, respectively (8). Catalysis of the frill reaction would necessitate the movement 

of His 246a between these two sites, thus explaining why the formation of an active 

catalytic unit requires both a- and p-subunits.

1 A  version o f  this chapter has been accepted for publication: Joyce, M . A ., Fraser, M . E., Jam es, M . N. 
G., B ridger, W . A ., W olodko, W . T . (1999) accepted for publication in Biochemistry.
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Similar to other enzymes that contain a phosphohistidine, His 246a of SCS has 

been shown to be phosphorylated on the Ne2 atom of the histidine sidechain (9, 4, 7), . 

However, in solution, the prevalent isomer of histidine has the lone pair of electrons on 

N5l (10). This pair of electrons presumably initiates the nucleophilic attack on either 

nucleoside triphosphate or succinyl phosphate, creating the phosphohistidine. Vogel and 

Bridger predicted that an anionic group could stabilize the minor tautomeric form of His 

246a with the proton on N8l, thus facilitating the production of the Ne2 isomer of 

phosphohistidine (11,12). In site I, Glu 208a is positioned to fulfill this role (4,7).

In this chapter, the x-ray crystallographic results of soaking crystals of E. coli SCS 

with high concentrations of ADP and Mg2* ions are reported, proving that the ADP-Mg2* 

complex binds in the ATP-grasp fold of the N-terminal domain of the (3-subunit. The 

specific interactions of the nucleotide-Mg2* complex with SCS are described in some detail 

and compared to other ATP binding proteins. In addition, a hypothetical model of the 

histidine-containing loop in the “down” position where it can interact with the nucleotide in 

site II is presented. Evidence for the participation of two glutamate residues in the 

phosphoryl transfer reactions that occur at each site (those involving succinate and CoA, at 

site I, and those involving nucleotide, at site I I ) is also presented. The participation of the 

glutamate residue in site II was predicted by the hypothetical model and by Fraser et al. (7).

Materials and Methods

Protein Purification and Crystallization. SCS was overexpressed in the E. coli 

strain JM103 transformed with the expression plasmid pGS202 (4) and purified as 

previously described (13). Crystals of phosphorylated SCS were grown by microdialysis 

from precipitant solutions consisting of 1.93 M ammonium sulfate, 30 mM potassium 

phosphate and 0.5 mM CoA, pH 7.3 (14).
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Soaking o f ADP into Crystals o f SCS. Several experiments were carried out with 

the design of successive trials based on the results of the preceding ones, before achieving 

a complex of nucleotide and the enzyme in the crystals.

In the first experiment, the membrane surrounding the dialysis button was cut away 

to allow excess protein to diffuse away from the crystals. After 4.3 h, the open buttons 

were transferred to freshly prepared precipitant solutions containing 1 mM ADP (greater 

than 13 times K„ (13)). Magnesium ions were not added since they would have formed an 

insoluble precipitate with the phosphate and ammonium ions. The crystals were left to 

soak for 48 h at room temperature prior to data collection.

The successful experiment was inspired by the work of Ray, Jr. et al„ who 

presented stratagems to lower the salt concentration prior to conducting a substrate soak 

(16). The dialysis buttons were transferred to a solution containing 1.83 M ammonium 

sulfate in 50 mM MOPS, pH 7.3 to lower the concentrations of the sulfate and phosphate 

ions. After approximately 24 h, the buttons were transferred to a solution containing 1.85 

M ammonium sulfate, 50 mM MOPS, 5 mM MgC^ and 0.53 mM ADP, pH 7.2. The 

crystals were allowed to soak for an additional 24 h before the buttons were transferred to a 

solution containing 1.8 M ammonium sulfate, 50 mM MOPS, 10 mM MgQj and 4.7 mM 

ADP, pH 7.2. After 20 h, the membrane was removed, and the buttons were transferred to 

the final soaking solution containing 1.8 M ammonium sulfate, 50 mM MOPS, 50 mM 

MgCLj and 10.5 mM ADP, pH 7.2 for 5 h prior to mounting the crystals for data 

collection.

Data Collection, Processing and Refinement. The data were collected on beamline 

6A2 at the Photon Factory in Japan using 1.0 A x-rays with the screenless Weissenberg 

camera (17). The methods for data collection and processing using the program WEISS 

have been previously described (4). The statistics for two data sets, the first experiment 

and the successful experiment, are presented in Table 6-1.
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Table 6-1. Statistics for the Two X-ray Diffraction Data Sets.

First Experiment Successful Experiment

Space group P4322 P4322

tetramers/asymmetric unit 2 2

Number of crystals 6 6

Resolution 2.9 A 3.3 A

Observations 258739 195264

at high resolution (range) 19746 (3.02A - 2.89A) 15389 (3.54 - 3.33A)

Unique reflections 45002 31753

at high resolution (range) 6283 (3.08 - 2.90A) 4445 (3.51 - 3.30A)

Data completeness 98.7% 99.0%

at high resolution (range) 96.9% (3.08 - 2.90A) 98.4% (3.51 - 3.30A)

R °niergc 9.2% 16.4%

at high resolution (range) 35.0% (3.02A - 2.89A) 37.8% (3.54 - 3.33A)
* Rmerjc = (EE  I Ij - 11) /  XX I, where Ij is the measured intensity of an individual reflection, and I is the 
mean value for all equivalent measurements of this reflection.

Each data set was scaled to the high resolution data set for native SCS (7), and 

SIGMAA-weighted electron density maps (18) were calculated using programs from the 

BIOMOL package (Groningen, Holland). The program TOM (ALBERTA/CALTECH 

version 3.0) (19) was used to view the electron density maps and to build the molecular 

models into the electron density peaks. The atomic coordinates and B-factors were refined 

using the CNS suite of programs with standard protocols (20-26) over several rounds. 

Both torsion angle simulated annealing refinement and conjugate gradient minimization 

refinement were performed with maximum likelihood targets. Non-crystallographic 

symmetry restraints were applied to all atoms except those of residues at the crystal 

contacts. The programs PROCHECK (27) and WHATCHECK (28) were used to judge
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the stereochemistry and the weights for the restraints. WHAT CHECK was also used to 

improve the unit cell dimensions. Changes in R free were used to judge the refinement 

protocol. For the 3.3 A data, no water molecules were included in the final mode and two 

B-factors were used for each residue, one for the main chain atoms and one for the side 

chain atoms.

Table 6-2. Primers for Mutagenesis via PCRa.__________________________________
Mutations of Glu 208a:

5’ flanking p rim er (37) 5’ GCCCGCTATGGCITACCAGC 3’ (57)
b3 ’ flanking primer (in the m cs o f  pGS202) 5’ GGTCGACGAATTCCGGACA 3’

Internal Mutagenic primers:

E208aD:
(1778) 5’ CGTGATGATCGGTGATATCGGCGGTAGCG 3’ (1807) and its com plem ent 

E308aQ:
(1778) 5’ CGTGATGATTGGCCAGATCGGCGGTA 3’ (1804) and com plem ent

Mutations of Glu 197(3:
5’ flanking p rim er (37) 5’ GCCCGCTATGGCTTACCAGC 3’ (57)
3 ’ flanking p r im e r  (1157) 5’ CCTCCACTGCGGCAACAACC 3’ (1137)

Internal Mutagenic primers:

E197pA and E197pD:
c(58 0 ) 5’ GCGTTGATC(a/g/c)(a/c)(g/c)ATCAACCCG 3’ (6 0 1 ) and complement 

E197pQ:
 <'579') 5’ g g c g t tg a tc c a a a t c a a c c  3’ (599) and complement_______________

a The nucleotides that are different from the wild-type sequence are shown in bold, and the numbers in 
parentheses denote the position o f the first and last nucleotide o f the primer. Position 1 is the A  o f the 
start codon, ATG, for the P-subunit 

h The 3’ flanking primer was in the multiple cloning site (MCS) o f pGS202, downstream o f the a -  
subunit.

c The primer for the E197PA and EI97PD mutations was actually a mixture o f  primers, shown in lower 
case.

Site Directed Mutagenesis o f Glu 208a and Glu 197$. Site-directed mutants were 

made in three steps using standard protocols for the PCR and overlap extension (29)
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similar to that used in Chapters 2 and 5. The primers for mutagenesis are given in Table 6-

2. The mutant fusion product for the mutation E208aQ and the vector pGS202 were 

digested according to the manufacturer’s specifications (New England Biolabs Inc.) with 

Ava I (which cleaves at position 1715) and Eco RI (which cleaves in the multiple cloning 

site, downstream of the a-subunit). The fragments were separated and ligated using the 

methods described in Chapter 3, and then used to transform competent JM103 E. coli cells 

(30). The plasmid construct containing the mutation E208aD was obtained from Dr. David 

Ryan (31). The mutant fusion product for the mutations E l97[3A, E l97(3D, E197J3Q and 

the vector pGS202 were digested with Bst XI (which cleaves at position 557) and Bpu 

1102 I (which cleaves at position 1132). The fragments were then treated in the same 

manner as was done for the E208a mutant constructs. The presence of mutations in all 

constructs was verified by DNA sequencing using an Applied Biosystems Model 373 

Automated Sequencer.

Expression and Purification o f SCS Mutants. The mutant proteins were expressed 

and purified by the same methods that were used in Chapter 5. The purity of the mutant 

proteins was evaluated by SDS-PAGE and staining with coomassie blue.

Steady State Kinetic Analyses o f SCS Mutants. The kinetic analyses of these 

mutant proteins were conducted and analyzed using the methods described in Chapter 5, 

except for the saturating concentrations of the substrates. The concentrations used here 

were: 129 [iM CoA, 10 mM succinate, and 441 [iM ATP.

Phosphorylation Reactions Catalyzed by SCS Mutants. The mutant proteins were 

tested for their ability to catalyze the partial reactions involving either nucleotide (partial 

reaction (1) in Chapter 1) or succinyl-CoA and P, (partial reactions (2) and (3) in Chapter 

1). Phosphorylation of these mutant proteins by ATP, GTP, or by succinyl-CoA and P, 

were conducted using the same buffers and conditions as in Chapter 5, except that lysates 

of cells that expressed the mutant proteins were used instead of pure protein. Protein 

expression from the cells containing the mutant constructs was synchronized. The amount
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of protein used for phosphorylation was quantified using SDS-PAGE, by staining with 

coomassie blue and analyzing the extent of expression of the P-subunit of SCS using a 

Bio-Rad Gel Doc 1000 and the accompanying software.

Results

Crystallographic Structures o f SCS Soaked with ADP. The differences from the 

native data (Rdiff=100% x 1 1 1 I  - k I 1 1  / 1 1 I )  were 10.8% and 23.6% 

for the data from the first and successful experiments, respectively. Initial difference maps 

in the first experiment showed clearly that the active site histidine residue was not 

phosphorylated, and that there was electron density for a phosphate (or sulfate) ion bound 

nearby in site I (Fig. 6-1). In the successful experiment, in addition to the 

dephosphorylated enzyme, there was electron density for the nucleotide and a Mg2+ ion in 

the N-terminal domain of each p-subunit, site II (Fig. 6-2). Moreover, in the 2 1 F0(soak) I - 1 

P<xnwive) I* “ (naive) maps, the electron density of the surrounding protein and each molecule of 

coenzyme A was well defined1. The models were modified to include the observed 

conformational differences in the protein and the P-phosphate of the ADP molecule was 

substituted for the sulfate ion, then refined. The results of the refinement are outlined in 

Table 6-3. A sample of the electron density from the refined model of dephosphorylated 

enzyme from the first experiment, around the vicinity of the active site histidine is shown in 

Figure 6-3. The electron density associated with the ADP-Mg2* complex in the refined 

model of the successful experiment is shown in Figure 6-4.

In both dephosphorylated models of SCS, the hydroxyl group of Ser 153a had 

rotated to form a hydrogen bond (3 A) with one oxygen atom of the phosphate ion (Fig. 6- 

5). This is the only change common to the two structures in the vicinity of the active site

1 D uring refinem ent o f  the model o f  dephosphorylated SCS, additional density from Cys 325P became 
evident, rem iniscent o f  that observed in the native structure o f  SCS (4). This represents anom alous binding 
o f  C oA . Only the panthenoic acid and p-mercaptoethylam ine portion o f  a  C oA  molecule could be modeled 
into this density on chain  B and refined.
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T 155a
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E208a 1

H246a

Figure 6-1. Stereo diagrams of difference electron density in the a-subunit. Panel 
A, chain A; panel B, chain D of the SCS tetramer. The data were from the first 
experiment, and the vicinity of the active site phosphohistidine, His 246a, is shown. 
Shown is the initial difference electron density from the | F ^ ,^ )  | - | F^na^) | map 
generated using phases from the native structure of SCS and contoured at -3.3a (red 
lines) and +3.3a (green lines). Amino acid residues of the native model are yellow, with 
nitrogen atoms in blue and oxygen in red. Figures 6-2 to 6-5 were drawn using the 
program O (46).
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Figure 6-2. Stereo diagrams of difference electron density in the N-terminal domain 
of the [3-subunit. The data were from the successful experiment waking crystals of SCS 
with ADP and Mg2+ ions. Panel A, chain B; panel B, chain E of the SCS tetramer. 
Shown is the initial difference electron density from the | F0(soak) | - | F^nve) | map 
generated using phases from the native structure of SCS and contoured at -3.3a (red 
lines) and +3.3a (green lines) is ahown. Amino add residues of the native model are 
yellow, with nitrogen atoms in blue and oxygen in red.
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. SI53a

RI52a RI52a

E208a

H246aH246a

T155a
S153a5153a

E208aE208a

H246a.H246a

Figure 6-3. Stereo diagrams of electron density in the a-subunit. Panel A, chain A; 
panel B, chain D of the SCS tetramer. The vicinity of the active site histidine, His 246a, 
is shown. Shown is electron density (contoured at 1.5a) from the 2 | F0 | - | Fc | map 
generated using the calculated phases from the final model of dephosphorylated SCS 
from the first experiment. Amino acid residues within the density are from the final 
model, and are depicted in yellow, with nitrogen atoms in blue and oxygen atoms in red.
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G520A57p

M6p
I198P

!107p

ADPV44ft

P20p

AlOlp

5

B

E107P

Figure 6-4. Stereo diagrams of electron density in the N-terminal domain of the [3- 
subunit. The data were from the successful experiment soaking crystals of SCS with 
ADP and Mg2+ ions. Panel A, chain B; panel B, chain E of the SCS tetramer. Shown is 
electron density of the ADP-Mg2+ complex (contoured at 1.5a) from the 2 | F„ | - | Fc | 
map generated using the phases from the final model of ADP-Mg2+ complex bound to the 
dephosphorylated SCS. Amino acid residues from the final model are yellow, with 
nitrogen atoms in blue, and oxygen atoms in red, and the Mg2+ ion is shown as a black 
dot
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histidine residue, other than the dephosphorylation, that is greater than the lower limit of 

significance of the experiment The His 246a loop is still associated with the C-terminal 

domain of the a-subunit site I.

Table 6-3. Refinement Statistics.

First Experiment Successful Experiment
Cell dimensions a = b = 98.82 A a = b = 99.86 A

c = 404.68 A c =407.15
a  = p = y = 90° a  = p = y = 90°

Number of data 45002 (20 - 2.9A) 31753 (20 - 3.3A)
R-factor* 17.2 % (20 - 2.9A) 19.1 % (20 - 3.3A)

RJ* 22.8 % (20 - 2.9A) 24.7 % (20 - 3.3A)
Number of protein atoms 9892 9892
Number of water molecules 330 0
Number of ligand atoms 133 168

Rms deviations from ideal geometry:
Bond lengths 0.016 A 0.017 A
Bond angles 1.9° 1.9°

Ramachandran plot statistics for 1110 non-proline and non-glycine residues:
Number in most favored regions 1008 (90.8%) 946 (85.2%)
Number in additional allowed regions 100 (9.0%) 158 (14.2%)
Number in generously allowed regions 0(0%) 4 (0.4%)
Residues in disallowed regions 2 (0.2%) 2 (0.2%)

» R  =  I I I  F„ I -I Fc II / 1 1  F„l
b R-factor based on data excluded from the refinement (11%)

The refined model of the ADP molecule bound to SCS is shown in Figure 6-6A. 

The ADP molecule lies in the cleft between the two subdomains that constitute the N- 

terminal domain of the P-subunit. The smaller subdomain includes a four-stranded p-sheet 

and two a-helices. The larger subdomain has as its core a six-stranded P-sheet In the
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structure of the ADP molecule, the adenine ring is oriented anti to the ribose ring with a % 

angle (04*-C 1 *-N9-C4) of -154° (Figure 6-6A). The observed conformation of the ADP 

molecule complexed with the Mg2* ion is depicted in Figure 6-6B. Residues of the protein 

that interact with this complex are presented schematically. The adenine ring is sandwiched 

between the hydrophobic side chains of Val 44p and Leu 212p. The amino group at C6 of 

the adenine moiety forms hydrogen bonds with one carboxyl oxygen atom of Glu 99(3 

(interatomic distance of 3.1 A) and the main chain carbonyl oxygen atom of Ala 100P (3.3 

A). The N1 nitrogen atom of the adenine base accepts a hydrogen bond from the main 

chain amide nitrogen atom of Thr 102P (2.9 A). The ribose sugar is held by a hydrogen 

bond from the 2’-hydroxyl group to one oxygen atom of the carboxyl group of Glu 107P 

(3.2 A). The e-amino group of Lys 46P forms ionic interactions with the a-phosphate 

group and the guanidino group of Arg 54P interacts with both the a- and the P-phosphate 

groups. Two of the terminal oxygen atoms of the p-phosphate group form hydrogen 

bonds with the main-chain amide nitrogen atoms of residues 53-55P. The Mg2* ion is 

coordinated by five oxygen atoms, one from each of the a- and p-phosphate groups, one 

from each of the side chains of Asp 213P and Asn 199P, and the fifth from the main chain 

carbonyl group of Asn 199p (see Figure 6-7 and the Discussion).

One important difference between the two dephosphorylated structures is located far 

from the nucleotide binding site. In site I of the SCS model derived from the successful 

experiment, the electron density showed that the side chains of Cys 123a and Pro 124a 

have “flipped” so that the side chain of the proline residue now packs into the protein 

interior in the space previously occupied by the sulfhydryl group of the cysteine residue 

(Fig. 6-8). The cysteine side chain is exposed and forms a disulfide bond with the 

sulfhydryl group of the CoA molecule. We do not know the relevance of the Cys-Pro flip.

Modeling o f the Active Site Loop into Site 77. Since the nucleotide binds in the N- 

temninal domain of the P~subunit (site II) and the phosphorylated His 246a is observed 

-35 A away at site I, we postulated that the loop containing this histidine residue must
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H 246a H246a

T155a T l5 5 a

S153a S153a.

E208a

Figure 6*5. Superposition of native and dephosphorylated SCS around the 
phosphohistidine. The backbone of the ADP-bound model of SCS is yellow, with 
nitrogen atoms in blue. The side chains are coloured according to residue type, the 
phosphate from this model is shown in red, and the water molecule, W62, is blue. The 
residues, phosphate ion and water W65 from the refined model of the first experiment are 
shown in magenta. The residues and a water, Q246, from the native SCS model are 
shown in grey. The residues used in these superpositions are given in Appendix 7.
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E99£ K46fJ
R540

NH.

NH3'

NH,

t R54p
HN.

IG53P
L2I2P HN,

D2I30

E107P

|N199{$

Figure 6-6. Nucleotide binding site of SCS. A. Stereo ribbon diagram of one a(3-dimer 
(chains A and B) of E. coli SCS with the bound ADP shown as a red ball and stick 
model. The a-subunit is coloured yellow (except for the side chain of His 246a and the 
phosphate ion which are red), the (3-subunit is green, and the molecule of CoA is shown 
as a cyan ball and stick model. B. Ball and stick model of the ADP-Mg2+ complex show
ing its conformation when bound to SCS. Surrounding residues of SCS that interact with 
this complex are presented schematically. The long dashed lines show possible hydrogen 
bonding interactions. Val 44(3 and Leu 212(3 have hydrophobic interactions with the ade
nine ring. The Mg2+ ion is depicted by a magenta sphere, and is chelated by five ligands 
as shown by short dashed lines.
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A

j r

Nl99p D2l3p

Mg2
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B

Mg:,2 +

*  ADP

O t

N199p D2l3p

M g,2+

A  ADPat
. -  ~ t \

N199P D213P

Figure 6-7. Stereo diagrams showning the coordinatioii of the Mg2* ion in the (3- 
subunits of SCS. In panel A the coordination observed in chain B is shown, and in panel 
B the coordination in chain E is shown. The Mg2+ ion is coloured magenta, and the 
phosphates from the ADP molecule are shown as a red ball and stick model. The side 
chains are coloured according to residue type, and the the backbone of residues that 
interact with the Mg2+ ion are green with the oxygen atoms in red.
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Figure 6*8. Superposition of native and dephosphorylated SCS around the CoA.
The backbone from die ADP-bound model of SCS is yellow, and the phosphate, and CoA 
are shown in red. The water molecule from this model, W62, is shown as a blue dot. The 
residues, CoA, phosphate ion, and water W65 from the refined model of the first 
experiments are magenta. The residues, CoA, and water Q246 from the model of native 
SCS are grey. The residues used in these superpositions are given in Appendix 7.
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“swing” between the two sites during catalysis (7). Now, presuming that the y-phosphate 

group of ATP has the same orientation relative to the imidazole ring as does the phosphate 

ion in the dephosphorylated structure, the oxygen atom 04  of the phosphate ion can be 

positioned on one of the terminal oxygen atoms of ADP to model ATP2. The terminal 

oxygen atom chosen as the P,y-bridging atom of ATP was the one that allowed the 

modeled y-phosphate group to coordinate the Mg2* ion. This choice is consistent with the 

structures of ATP analogues bound to carbamoyl phosphate synthetase (32) and synapsin I 

(33). This positioning orients as well a possible conformation of the His 246a loop prior 

to phosphorylation at site EL For this modeling, the loop was detached from the rest of the 

a-subunit by breaking the Ca-C bond of residue 241a and the N-Ca bond of residue 

253a, and the loop was rotated about the position of the C a atom of residue 253a so that 

the angle at the P//-bridging oxygen atom of ATP was approximately 109°. The 

movement orients the imidazole ring so that N8l is directed towards Glu 197p. We had 

predicted earlier that Glu 197P would form a hydrogen bond with N5l of the imidazole 

ring when His 246a is bound at site El (7). To improve the model, the torsion angles along 

the polypeptide chain were adjusted so that the hydrophobic side chains of residues Met 

244a, lie 250a and lie 251a interacted with Leu 195P and Val 113P, and so that the 

termini of the loop were directed toward residues 240a and 254a. The loop was 

reattached, and the geometry of residues 239a-242a and residues 251a-256a was 

regularized. This model of the His 246a loop in site II is depicted in Figure 6-9. It must 

be emphasized that this conformation of the loop is purely hypothetical, based only on the 

knowledge that His 246a must move from where it is seen in the structure to where the 

nucleotide binds. Lending credence to this model is the fact that residues of the P-subunit 

that would interact with the active site loop are conserved in known sequences of SCS. 

For example, residues equivalent to 113P and 195P are usually hydrophobes; 115P is 

usually Asp, but can be Glu; 134P and 197P are Glu; and 215P is predominantly Lys, but

2 The m odeling w as done using the program TOM  (19).
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Figure 6-9. Model of the His 246a loop at site II. A. Stereo ribbon diagram of an ap- 
dimer of SCS with the hypothetical model of the His 246a loop at site II. The ATP 
molecule is represented by a red ball and stick model, and the CoA by a cyan ball and 
stick model. B. Stereo diagram of the residues that may interact when the His 246a loop 
is at site EL The residues of the His 246a loop are shown with yellow backbone atoms 
with selected nitrogen atoms shown in blue. The residues of the p-subunit which may 
interact with the loop are shown with green backbone atoms. The side chains are 
coloured according to residue type, and the ATP molecule is red.
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can be Arg. This model in the complete a|3-dimer is shown in Figure 6-9A. A comparison 

of Figure 6-9A with Figure 6-6A points out that there is space for the loop to move 

unencumbered by any other part of SCS.

Site-Directed Mutagenesis o f a Glutamate Residue in Each o f Site I and II. Vogel 

and Bridger predicted that an anionic group would be required to stabilize one tautomeric 

form to ensure the presence of the lone pair of electrons on the Ne2 position of the active 

site histidine (11,12). In site I, Glu 208a is positioned to fulfill this role (4,7). In site II, 

Glu 197P may fulfill this role (7). In the absence of these sidechains, the lone pair of 

electrons would preferentially reside on the N8l of the histidine as it does when histidine is 

free in solution (10). Consequently the Ne2 would be protonated, and thus unable to 

initiate nucleophilic attack on the phosphorus atom of either succinyl-phosphate (at site I), 

or ATP (at site II).

To assess the role of Glu 208a (in site I), it was mutated to Asp to shorten the 

sidechain by one methylene group, or to Gin to eliminate the charge on the sidechain. The 

kinetic parameters for both of the Glu 208a mutants were determined by steady-state 

analyses of initial rates of succinyl-CoA formation, and the results were plotted using 

Hanes-Wolf plots (Fig. 6-10 and 6-11). Kinetic analyses of the E208aD and E208aQ 

mutant proteins revealed that K ^p , and k^ values for succinate and CoA that were 

comparable to those of wild-type enzyme (Table 6-4). However for the E208aD mutant, 

the values for ATP and GTP were 4 and 6 times lower, respectively, than those of 

wild-type enzyme; and for the E208aQ mutant, the corresponding values were 2 and 

35 times less, respectively (Table 6-4). Such parallel changes were not observed for the 

k,^ values associated with the nucleotides. Whereas the values of k^, for the E208aD 

mutant protein were comparable to those for wild-type SCS, kinetic analyses of the 

E208aQ mutant protein revealed a reduction in the k^ value of approximately 5000 times.
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Figure 6-10. Hanes-Wolf plots for the E. coli SCS mutant E208(3D. The 1 ml reaction mixtures contained 50 mM KCI, 10 mM 
MgCI2, 50 mM Tris HC1, pH 7.4, and saturating concentrations of all substrates (129 pM CoA, 10 mM succinate, and 441 pM ATP or 
GTP) except for ATP in panel A, GTP in panel B, CoA in panel C, and succinate in panel D. The y-intercept of the least squares line 
gives the value of Km(app)/Vmax, and the slope has the value of l/Vmax. The correlation coefficient of the line is indicated. N>KM
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Figure 6-12. Time course of the phosphorylation by NTP of wild-type SCS and the 
Glu 208P mutant protein. Wild-type and mutant SCS were incubated in the presence of 
[y-32P] ATP, panel A or [y-32P] GTP, panel B. Samples were taken at various times, and 
the subunits were separated by SDS-PAGE. The gels were then analyzed by 
phosphorimagery and the results are shown on the left: wild-type SCS (O), protein with 
the mutation E208PD (•), and E208pQ (A). Autoradiograms of the gels are shown on 
the right.
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Figure 6-13. Time course of phosphorylation by succinyl-CoA and Pf of wild-type 
SCS and the Glu 208(3 mutant protein. Wild-type and mutant SCS were incubated in 
the presence of 32P an d  succinyl-CoA. Samples were taken at various times, and the 
subunits were separated by SDS-PAGE. Autoradiograms of the gels are shown in panel 
A. The gels were analyzed by phosphorimagery, and the results are shown in panel B: 
wild-type SCS (O), protein with the mutation E208pD (•), and E208pQ (A).
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To determine which partial reactions for phosphorylation of SCS were impaired by 

these mutations, single turnover experiments were performed with [y-^PJ-ATP, or [y-32P]- 

GTP (partial reaction (1)), or succinyl-CoA and 32P, (partial reactions (2) and (3)). 

Consistent with the results of the steady state kinetic analysis, the rate of phosphorylation 

of the a-subunit of the E208aD mutant by ATP, GTP, or succinyl-CoA and Pf was 

comparable to that of wild-type protein (Figures 6-12 and 6-13). However, the a-subunit 

of the E208aQ mutant protein was only phosphorylated by ATP or GTP (Fig. 6-12), but 

not by P, and succinyl-CoA (Fig. 6-13). These results are consistent with the participation 

of Glu 208a in partial reactions (2) and/or (3), which are thought to occur at site I.

To assess the role of Glu 197(3 (in site II), it was mutated to Asp to shorten the 

sidechain by one methylene group, to Gin to eliminate the charge on the sidechain, or to 

Ala to eliminate the sidechain. Protein with the mutation E l97PA was inactive. The kinetic 

parameters for the remaining Glu 197P mutants were determined by steady-state analysis of 

initial rates of succinyl-CoA formation, and the results were plotted using Hanes-Wolf 

plots (Fig. 6-14 and 6-15). Kinetic analysis of the E197PD mutant protein revealed that k^, 

values and values for all substrates were comparable to those of wild-type enzyme 

(Table 6-4). Similar to the results for the E208aQ mutant, kinetic analysis of the E197PQ 

mutant revealed a decrease in the value of k^ of 3000 fold using ATP, and 7000 fold using 

GTP when compared to the values of wild-type enzyme. The values for all of the 

substrates were comparable to those of wild-type enzyme, except for GTP which had 

decreased by approximately 18 times.

The rates of phosphorylation of the Glu 197P mutants with ATP, GTP or succinyl- 

CoA and P, were determined, and the results are shown in Figures 6-16 and 6-17. The 

E197PA mutant was not phosphorylated by ATP, GTP, or P, and succinyl-CoA. 

Consistent with the steady state kinetic analysis, and similar to the E208aD mutant, the rate 

of phosphorylation of the E197(3D mutant by ATP, GTP, or succinyl-CoA and Pf was
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Figure 6-14. Hanes-Wolf plots for the E. coli SCS mutant E197[JD. The 1 ml reaction mixtures contained 50 mM KCI, 10 mM 
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Figure 6-16. Time course of phosphorylation by NTP of wild-type SCS and the Glu 
197p mutant protein. Wild-type and mutant SCS were incubated in the presence of [y- 
32P] ATP in panel A, or [y-32P] GTP in panel B. Samples were taken at various times, 
and the subunits were separated by SDS-PAGE. The gels were then analyzed by 
phosphorimagery and the results are shown on the left: wild-type SCS (O), protein with 
the mutation E197PA (■), E197PD (•), and El97pQ (▲). Autoradiograms of the gels 
are shown on the right.
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Figure 6-17. Time course of phosphorylation by succinyl-CoA and P,* of wild-type
SCS and the Glu 197P mutant protein. Wild-type and mutant SCS were incubated in 
the presence of 32Pf and succinyl-CoA. Samples were taken at various times, and the 
subunits were separated by SDS-PAGE. Autoradiograms of the gels are shown in panel 
A. The gels were analyzed by phosphorimagery, and the results are shown in panel B: 
wild-type SCS (O), protein with the mutation E197PA (■), E197PD (•), and E197PQ 
(A).
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similar to that of wild-type protein. The E197(3Q mutant was not phosphorylated by either 

ATP or GTP, but was phosphorylated by succinyl-CoA and P, at rates that were similar to 

those of wild-type protein. These results are the reciprocal to those of the E208aQ mutant, 

and are consistent with the participation of Glu 197(3 in the partial reaction involving 

nucleotide at site II.

Table 6-4: Kinetic Parameters of Wild-type and Mutant SCS Proteins*
Succinate CoA ATP ATP GTP GTP
K K K K* K ĉat

Protein Rtfapp) m(app) m(app) m(app)

(mM) (uM) (UM) (min1) (uM) (min'1)

Wild-type 0.25 4.0 70 2684 394 1471

Mutations of Glu 208a (site I)
E208ocD 0.26 2.2 116 2343 63.3 539.6
E208aQ 0.27 1.3 41.2 0.57 11 0.28

Mutations of Glu 197(3 (site H)
E197PD 0.87 2.7 138 1775 311 1775
E197PQ 0.40 1.8 106 0.85 20.2 0.21
1 M easured by follow ing the production o f  succinyl-CoA spectrophotometrically a t 235 nm  (See M aterials 

and M ethods o f  specific details).

Discussion

Crystallographic Structures o f SCS Soaked with ADP. The results of the first 

experiment are relevant to the idea that ADP causes dephosphorylation. Since the 

phosphohistidine can be hydrolyzed nonenzymatically at low pH, it is possible that a drop 

in pH during the ADP soak was responsible for the dephosphorylation. However, in 

control experiments, it was verified that the pH did not drop below neutrality upon the 

addition of ADP. Furthermore, as a negative control, trials with nonhydrolyzable 

nucleotide analogues under identical conditions did not result in dephosphorylation of the 

enzyme, demonstrating that ADP is responsible for the dephosphorylation. The fact that 

ADP was not observed bound in the crystal structure can be attributed to low occupancy.
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At the concentration of ADP used in this experiment, ADP would not be a good competitor 

for the sulfate and phosphate ions present at high concentration in the precipitant solution. 

A sulfate or phosphate ion is seen in both this and the native structure (7) bound to the N- 

terminal domain of the P-subunit. As proved by the structure of the ADP-complex with 

SCS in the successful experiment, the P-phosphate of the nucleotide replaces the sulfate or 

phosphate ion at this location. Hence, in addition to nonspecific ionic effects, there would 

be direct competition for the binding site by sulfate and phosphate ions.

Based on the results of the first soaking experiment, several modifications were 

made to the protocols for subsequent experiments culminating in success. The significant 

changes were lowering as much as possible the concentration of competing ions (e.g. the 

precipitant sulfate ions), exchanging the buffer (i.e. removing the phosphate ions) so that 

magnesium ions could be added, and increasing the concentrations of the substrates, ADP 

and Mg2* ions. The requirement for the excessively high concentration of nucleotide was 

also demonstrated by an experiment in which the ADP in the final step was replaced by 10 

mM P,y-methyleneadenosine 5’-triphosphate (AMPPCP). This nonhydrolyzable analogue 

of ATP has a Kj value of 0.38 mM (11), more than an order of magnitude higher than the 

for ATP or ADP (34,15). The enzyme was dephosphorylated by ADP in the preceding 

steps but the concentration of AMPPCP was not sufficiently high for it to compete with the 

sulfate ion and bind in the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit.

Although the binding site for the ADP-Mg2* complex has been identified, full 

details of the binding cannot be described due to the limited resolution of the data. The 

soaking experiments caused a deterioration in the crystals. The data to 2.9 A resolution 

were used in the analysis of the first experiment, but data to only 3.3 A resolution were 

used in the successful experiment. It is likely that the crystals are less well ordered after the 

soaking experiments because the enzyme must change conformation to bind better the 

ADP-Mg2* complex. Figure 6-18 shows a superposition of the nucleotide-bound structure 

with the native structure. Parts of the smaller subdomain have moved relative to the rest of
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the enzyme, however the helices of this subdomain have not. These helices are constrained 

because they pack against a second tetramer in the crystals (cf. Figure 7(a) in reference 

(7)). However, even these helices can eventually move, since the crystals shattered when 

left to soak longer than 48 h. Due to the low resolution of the data, the coordinate errors 

for the well-ordered atoms in the two models are rather high, estimated as 0.6-0.7 A (35, 

18). In the final refinement of the model from the successful experiment, no water 

molecules were included. So although it might have been expected that the Mg2* ion would 

be octabedrally coordinated by six oxygen atoms, in the structure of the complex with 

SCS, the ion is coordinated by five oxygen atoms of the protein (Fig. 6-7). In this model, 

the sixth position is open to the solution and presumably it would be filled by an oxygen 

atom from a water molecule. Likewise, although a phosphate ion has been modeled next to 

His 246a, this ion may be a sulfate.

The observed changes in the structure of the protein that accommodate the binding 

of the ADP-Mg2* complex are relatively small. The inner loop (residues 48(5 to 59(5) that 

complexes the free sulfate ion in the native structure is shifted in towards the cleft to bind 

the ^-phosphate of ADP. The neighboring loop (residues 82(5 to 90(3) also shifts so that its 

interactions with the inner loop can be maintained (Fig. 6-18). The side chain carboxylate 

group of Asp 213P provides one ligand for the Mg2* ion. In so doing, the hydrogen bond 

observed in the native structure between one carboxylate oxygen atom and the nitrogen 

atom of Gly 214p must be broken (Fig. 6-19). The plane of the peptide bond between Asp 

213P and Gly 214P is rotated in the complex relative to the native structure, and the 

carbonyl oxygen atom adopts a position more favorable to accept a hydrogen bond 

(3.2A)from the amide nitrogen atom of Asn 199p. The use of the side chain oxygen atom, 

081, of Asn 199P to coordinate the Mg2* ion disrupts hydrogen bonding interactions in the
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Figure 6-18. Stereo diagram superposing the ADP-bound and native models of an 
a^-dimer to show the conformational shift. The ball and stick model of the ADP
molecule and the corresponding Ca-trace are coloured red. The Ca-trace of the native 
enzyme and the ball and stick model of the bound sulfate ion are green, while the side 
chain of His 246a is blue. The residues used in this superposition are given in Appendix
7.
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Figure 6-19. Changes in the vicinity of the Mg2* ion. The native model and the ADP- 
bound model are superimposed. The native model is shown in grey. The potential 
hydrogen bonds in the native model are shown as long dashed lines. The ADP-bound 
model is green, and the potential hydrogen bonds and Mg2* coordination is indicated by 
short dashed lines. The Mg2* ion is coloured magenta, and the phosphates from the ADP 
molecule are shown as a red ball and stick model. The oxygen atoms are coloured red and 
the nitrogen atoms blue.
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native structure between the side chain amido group of Asn 199(5 and the amide nitrogen 

atom of Gly 130P (Fig 6-19). Residues Gly 130(5 and Val 131(5 are part of one tryptic 

peptide labeled by 8-N3-ATP (8). The location of these residues in a ribbon diagram of the 

N-terminal domain of the P-subunit is indicated by an asterix in Figure 6-20A. The loop 

containing these residues is structurally analogous to the “lid” over the nucleotide in DD- 

ligase (36) and glutathione synthetase (37), two other enzymes possessing the ATP-grasp 

fold (6). Primarily due to the absence of a “lid”, 47% of the ADP molecule when bound by 

SCS is accessible to solvent, in contrast to 2% when bound by DD-ligase.3 Surprisingly, 

there is very little change in the position of Glu I07p. By analogy to DD-ligase, the 

carboxylate group of this side chain was expected to form hydrogen bonds with the 2’- and 

3’-hydroxyl groups of the ribose moiety (7). Instead, only one oxygen atom of the 

carboxylate group interacts with the 2’-hydroxyl group, and this with the long distance of 

3.2 A (Fig 6-20B). This is similar to the binding in synapsin I (33).

The ADP-Mg2* complex is bound, with only these small changes, by residues of 

both subdomains of the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit. This contrasts with the earlier 

hypothesis that the two subdomains would close, so that each would superpose with its 

counterpart of DD-ligase (7). Instead, when the superposition of the two structures is 

based on the ADP molecules4, the P-strands of the smaller subdomain superpose quite 

well, while those of the larger subdomains do not (Fig. 6-20A). Instead, the P-strands of 

this subdomain of SCS are in the same plane as those of DD-ligase, but there is an angle of 

about 20° between the directions of the strands. It may be that the orientation of one 

subdomain with respect to the other need not be identical among structures possessing the 

ATP-grasp fold. However one may be left to wonder if SCS is in the conformation it 

would adopt when binding the ADP-Mg2* complex in solution.

3 T he surface areas o f  the molecules accessible to  solvent were calculated using the program M S (38).
4 T he superposition was done using the program  SUPPOS from the BIO M O L package (Groningen, 
Holland).
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Figure 6-20. Stereo diagram of the superposition of the ADP in SCS with that in 
DD-Ugase. A. Ribbon diagram of the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit of SCS (shown 
in green) superimposed on DD-ligase (shown in grey) based on bound ADP molecule. 
The ADP in SCS is shown as a red ball and stick model, while that in DD-ligase is grey. 
B. Close-up view of the nucleotide binding sites of SCS and DD-ligase from the 
superposition shown in panel A. The backbone of SCS is shown in green, and that of 
DD-ligase is grey. The sidechains are coloured according to residue type. The Mg2+ ion 
in SCS is magenta while those in DD-ligase are grey. The phosphoramidate inhibitor 
from DD-ligase is also shown.
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These are the first structures observed of dephosphorylated SCS. In the native, 

phosphorylated structure, there was a water molecule bound to the phosphoryl group of 

chain A at site I (7). It was postulated that this water molecule was in the position that the 

oxygen atom of succinate might adopt prior to the transfer of the phosphoryl group from 

the phosphohistidine. This interpretation is supported by the dephosphorylated structures 

wherein one of the oxygen atoms of the phosphate ion (04) adopts this position (Fig. 6-5). 

Interactions between the protein and the other three oxygen atoms are similar in the 

phosphorylated and dephosphorylated structures, with the exception of the previously 

mentioned change in %x of Ser 153a. This change allows the Oy atom of Ser 153a to 

interact with oxygen atom 01 of the phosphate ion. The environments of the three oxygen 

atoms covalently attached to the phosphorus atom could be maintained as the phosphoryl 

group is transferred from the phosphohistidine to form succinyl-phosphate and released as 

a phosphate ion at site I. These three oxygen atoms would be in the equatorial plane, while 

the nitrogen atom of the imidazole ring and the fourth oxygen atom would adopt the axial 

positions about the phosphorus atom in the trigonal bipyramidal transition state.

Comparison o f the ADP-Bound Form o f SCS to Other Nucleotide Binding 

Proteins. As noted before, the N-terminal domain of SCS is a member of the class of 

nucleotide binding folds called the ATP-grasp fold (4, 39, 6, 40-43, 7). As such, it 

displays remarkable similarity to other members of this group, the majority of the residues 

that make contacts with the ADP have equivalent residues in other proteins that contain the 

ATP-grasp fold. Table 6-5 lists the residues that are equivalent between SCS and a 

representative member of the ATP grasp family, DD-ligase (36). These residues are 

involved primarily in binding the adenosine moiety and a-phosphate.
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Table 6-5. Equivalent Residues that Contact the ADP Mg2* Complex in SCS and DD-Ugase.a

Residue in SCS Residue in DD-ligase Function

Val44|3 He 142 Hydrophobic interaction 
with adenine.

Leu 212(3 and Val 104$ Met 259 and Leu 269 Hydrophobic interaction 
with adenine.

Lys 46$ L ys144 H-bond with N7 of adenine 
and ionic interaction with 
the a-phosphate group.

Glu 99$, and the main chain 
carbonyl group of Ala 100$

Glu 180, and the main chain 
carbonyl group of Lys 181

H-bond with N6 of 
adenine.

main chain amide of 
T h r102$

main chain amide of 
Leu 183

H-bond with N1 of 
adenine

Glu 107$ Glu 187 H-bond with the 2’ OH of 
the ribose sugar.

Asp 213$ Glu 270 Coordination of the Mg2* 
ion.

main chain carbonyl of Asn 
199 (precedes a cis-Pro bond)

side chain of Asp 257 
(no cis-Pro)

Coordination of the Mg2* 
ion.

1 Judging the equivalence o f  these residues was based on the superposition o f  the AD P molecule in S C S  
w ith that in DD ligase, using the program  SUPPOS from the BIOM OL package (Grdningen, Holland).

Equally interesting, are the residues that have different interactions. In DD-ligase, 

Trp 182 forms the part of the hydrophobic pocket where the adenine ring resides; the 

equivalent residue in SCS is Ala 101(3. This difference is likely to underlie the specificity 

of E. coli SCS to accommodate both ATP and GTP. A large hydrophobic residue at this 

position would sterically clash with the amino group on the C2 atom of guanine. In pig 

heart SCS specific for GTP, this residue is also Ala. Moreover, in mammalian SCS 

specific for ATP, this residue is Arg or Lys, whose side chains would also obstruct the 

amino group on the C2 atom of guanine. A second difference between SCS and DD-ligase 

is observed in the Mg2* binding site. One of the coordination positions of the Mg2* in SCS
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is formed by the main chain carbonyl oxygen of Asn 199(3, which is involved in a cis- 

proline bond with Pro 200(3. This cis-proline bond positions the carbonyl group to 

“substitute” for the side chain of the equivalent residue in DD-ligase, Asp 257. 

Furthermore, as a consequence of the cis-proline bond, the residue in SCS equivalent to 

Met 259 in DD-ligase is not in position to make hydrophobic interactions with the adenine 

ring. Instead, this role is fulfilled by L212(3 in SCS. A third difference between SCS and 

DD-ligase is observed in the conformation of the inner loop, (residues 53(3 to 55(3 in SCS) 

that interacts with the a- and (3-phosphate groups of ADP (Fig. 4-19B). Although Thoden 

et al. (32) postulated that the Type IE’ reverse turn seen to bind the nucleotide in carbamoyl 

phosphate synthetase (32), glutathione synthetase (37), and DD-ligase (36) may be 

common to all proteins of this family, SCS and pyruvate phosphate dikinase (44) are the 

current exceptions. Because pyruvate phosphate dikinase transfers the y,|3-pyrophosphate 

group of ATP as a single unit, the conformation of this loop would be expected to be 

different. In SCS, the guanidino portion of the side chain of Arg 54(3 interacts with the 

phosphates of ADP, “replacing” Lys 97 of DD-ligase (36), Lys 125 of glutathione 

synthetase (37) or Arg 675 of carbamoyl phosphate synthetase (32) , residues that are not 

part of the reverse turn.

The ATP-grasp fold, as represented by DD-ligase, displays remarkable structural 

similarity in the area around the nucleotide to an unrelated class of nucleotide binding 

proteins, represented by cAMP dependent protein kinase (cAPK) (40, 41, 43). Given the 

high degree of similarity observed between the nucleotide binding domains of SCS and 

DD-ligase, the structural similarity to cAPK extends to SCS, especially around the AMP 

portion of the ADP molecule. For both of these folds (the ATP-grasp and the cAPK fold), 

the binding site for nucleotide resides between two domains (in SCS these domains have 

been designated the smaller and larger subdomains of the nucleotide binding fold), one 

smaller, dominated by a 4-5 stranded antiparallel (3-sheet, and one larger domain (43). In 

all there are 10 segments (103 residues) from these two domains (43) that are similar in the
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ATP grasp and cAPK nucleotide binding folds. For six of the 10 segments, the 

connectivity is similar to that in SCS. The structural similarity extends throughout the 

bound nucleotide and the residues that interact with it, to the bound Mg2* ions, several 

water molecules, and to a network of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions (43). A 

superposition of the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit of SCS and cAPK is shown in 

Figure 6-21.

These enzymes (DD-ligase and cAPK) also display some structural similarity to a 

third nucleotide binding fold, the allosteric effector site found in ribonucleotide reductase 

(RNR Rl) (42). There are 23 equivalent residues in these proteins, some of which serve to 

orient the AMP portion of the ligand (42). Counterparts to these residues are observed in 

SCS. A superposition of the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit of SCS and RNR Rl is 

shown in Figure 6-22. The main chain amide nitrogen of Thr I02p (corresponding to 

L183 in DD-ligase, V123 in cAPK, and N18 in RNR Rl) forms a hydrogen bond with the 

N1 of the adenine, and the main chain carbonyl oxygen atom of Ala 100P (corresponding 

to K181 in DD-ligase, E121 in cAPK, and R16 in RNR Rl) forms a hydrogen bond with 

the N6 amino group of adenine. The side chain oxygen atom of Glu 99P (corresponding to 

E180 in DD-ligase, and E15 in RNR Rl) also forms a hydrogen bond with the N6 amino 

group of adenine, and Lys 46P (corresponding to K144 in DD-ligase, K72 in cAPK, and 

K9 in RNR Rl) makes ionic interactions with the a-phosphate group of the nucleotide. 

Val 44P ( corresponding to 1142 in DD-ligase, A70 in cAPK, and V57 in RNR Rl) packs 

against one side of the adenine ring, and Leu 212P (corresponding to M154 in DD-ligase, 

and V57 in cAPK) packs against the other side of the purine ring. A third hydrophobic 

contact with the nucleotide that is present in DD-ligase, cAPK, and RNR Rl occurs where 

Ala 100p is located in E. coli SCS. Presumably the absence of a large side chain at this 

position allows EL coli SCS to bind both ATP and GTP.

The nucleodde binding site of SCS also has some more limited similarity to the 

representative member of the small G-proteins, H-ras p21, where nucleotide is observed
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bound on the edge of a parallel p-sheet (45). The conformation of Giy 53P-Arg 54P-Gly 

55P in SCS is reminiscent of the conformation of three residues (Gly 15-Lys 16-Ser 17) of 

the phosphate-binding loop H-ras p21 (45). Each binds the P-phosphate of the nucleotide; 

however, if the three residues in the two proteins are superposed, the nucleoddes are 

oriented in opposite directions, so that the a-phosphate of ADP bound to SCS superposes 

with the y-phosphate of the nucleotide bound to H-ras p21. When the superposition is 

based on the nucleotide diphosphate molecules observed in these structures3, there are 

several specific residues that have equivalent positions, but unlike the previous examples, 

neither the secondary structure nor the connectivity is similar (Fig 6-23). For example, 

hydrophobic interactions are made between the nucleotide and residues on either side of the 

adenine or guanine ring. Hydrophobic contacts are made between one side of the purine 

ring and Leu 212(3 in SCS, or Phe 28 in p21. On the other side of the purine ring, they are 

made by Val 44(3 in SCS, and by the methylene portion of the sidechain of Lys 117 in p21. 

The hydrogen bond between the main chain amide nitrogen of Thr 102(3 and the N1 of 

adenine in SCS is equivalent to a hydrogen bond between the N1 of guanine and the 

oxygen atom of the side chain of Asp 119 in p21. In SCS, glutamate 107(3 makes a 

hydrogen bond with the 2’ hydroxyl group of the ribose, similar to the hydrogen bond 

between the main chain carbonyl oxygen atom of Asp 30 and the 2’ OH of the ribose in 

p21. In SCS, the interaction between the guanidinium group of Arg 54p and the (3- 

phosphate of ADP is equivalent to the interaction between the amino group of Lys 16 and 

the P-phosphate group in p21.

Thus, there exists considerable similarity between structures that bind nucleotide, 

regardless of the protein fold in which the nucleotide binds. This would indicate that 

convergent evolution produces different proteins that to fold in a variety of ways to produce 

similar local interactions with a specific ligand. The similarity in the chemical groups and

5 T he superposition was done using the com m and lsq_explicit in the program  O  (46), specifying all 
com m on atom s between the A D P, and G M PFCP molecules. The RM SD  between the N D P portion o f  the 
tw o nucleotides w as 1.455 A
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Figure 6-21. Stereo diagram of the superposition of the ADP in SCS with that in 
cAMP dependant protein kinase (cAPK). A. Ribbon diagram of the N-terminal 
domain of the [3-subunit of SCS (shown in green) superimposed on cAPK (shown in 
grey) based on bound ADP molecule. The ADP in SCS is shown as a red ball and stick 
model, while that in cAPK is grey. B. Close-up view of the nucleotide binding sites of 
SCS and cAPK from the superposition shown in panel A. The backbone of SCS is 
shown in green, and that of cAPK is grey. The sidechains are coloured according to 
residue type. The Mg2+ ion in SCS is magenta while those in cAPK are grey. Hydrogen 
bonds from the nucleotide to the protein are coloured according to the nucleotide colour. 
The PDB accession number for cAPK is 1CDK.
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Us 17 He 17
Ala 101fS Ala 101p

Figure 6-22. Stereo diagram of the superposition of the ADP in SCS with that in 
Ribonucleotide reductase (RNR1). A. Ribbon diagram of the N-terminal domain of the 
p-subunit of SCS (shown in green) superimposed on RNR1 (shown in grey) based on 
bound ADP molecule. The ADP in SCS is shown as a red ball and stick model, while 
that in RNR1 is grey. B. Close-up view of the nucleotide binding sites of SCS and 
RNR1 from the superposition shown in panel A. The backbone of SCS is shown in 
green, and that of RNR1 is grey. The sidechains are coloured according to residue type. 
The Mg2+ ion in SCS is magenta while those in RNR1 are grey. Hydrogen bonds from 
the nucleotide to the protein are coloured according to the nucleotide colour. The PDB 
accession number for RNR1 is 3R1R.
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Figure 6-23. Stereo diagram of the superposition of the ADP in SCS with that in p21 ras. Close-up view of the nucleotide 
binding sites of SCS and p21 ras. The backbone of SCS is shown in green, and that of p21 ras is grey. The sidechains are coloured 
according to residue type. The Mg2+ ion in SCS is magenta while those in p21 ras are grey. Hydrogen bonds from the nucleotide to 
the protein are coloured according to the nucleotide colour. The PDB accession number for p21 ras is 6Q21.
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structures that are used by nature to bind nucleotide likely reflect the limited number of 

productive interactions with nucleotide that are possible, while allowing for functionality. 

Thus, there is greater similarity (between different nucleotide binding proteins) in the amino 

acids which are proximal to the AMP portion of the nucleotide, than there is in the amino 

acids that bind the functional portion of the nucleotide, the and y-phosphoryl groups.

Modeling and Mutagenesis o f E. coli SCS. The mechanism for the reaction 

catalyzed by SCS has been envisioned as a series of nucleophilic attacks with 

phosphorylated histidine residue as an intermediate (I). The nucleophilic attack by the 

active site histidine on the phosphoryl group of either succinyl-phosphate (proposed to 

occur in site I), or on the y-phosphoryl group of ATP (proposed to occur in site H) requires 

a free electron pair. In SCS, the phosphohistidine has been shown to be the Ne2 isomer 

(47,4,7). This would imply that the free electron pair must have been on the Ne2 atom of 

the imidazole ring, despite the preference of free histidine in solution to have the electron 

pair on N8l (10). Vogel and Bridger predicted that the presence of an ionic group 

proximal to N81 would favour the formation of the isomer of histidine with the free 

electrons on the Ne2 atom (48,12). The identification of the nucleotide binding site in the 

N-terminal domain of the P-subunit, 35A from the active site histidine and the bound CoA 

molecule in the a-subunit, implyies that the partial reactions that involve succinyl-CoA and 

P, and those that involve nucleotide are carried out at separate sites. These have been 

designated site I and site n, respectively (8). There is a relevant glutamate residue located 

in each of these two sites. In site I, Glu 208a interacts with the N8l atom of the active site 

phosphohistidine as seen in the crystal structure of SCS (4,7). In other enzymes that have 

a covalent histidine intermediate, the presence of a hydrogen bond between the non- 

phosphorylated nitrogen atom (either N8l or Ne3) of an active site histidine and a 

hydrogen bond acceptor seems to be a common theme (49-53). In site n, Glu 197P was 

predicted to interact with the N8l atom of H246a in a similar manner based on the 

hypothetical model shown in Figure 6-9. Mutagenesis of these glutamate residues in each
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site was carried out to examine their role in the phosphoryl transfer catalyzed by SCS. 

When these residues were mutated separately to glutamine, the activity of the mutant 

enzymes was reduced by approximately 3-4 orders of magnitude. In addition, the mutation 

E208aQ inhibited only phosphorylation by P, and succinyl-CoA in site I, and the mutation 

E197J3Q inhibited only phosphorylation by nucleotide in site H (Figures 6-12, 6-13, 6-17 

and 6-18). The effect of these mutations was not due to disruption of the substrate binding 

sites, because the values resembled those of wild-type SCS (Table 6-4). Since the 

side chain of glutamine can still accept a hydrogen bond, the charge on the native glutamate 

residues must be important for the phosphorylation of SCS. This is consistent with the 

prediction that the lone pair of electrons reside on the Ne2 atom of His 246a in order to 

initiate nucleophilic attack on the phosphoryl group of succinyl-phosphate or the y- 

phosphate of nucleotide triphosphate (11). When E208a and E 197(3 were mutated 

separately to aspartate, the activity of the mutant proteins was very similar to that of wild- 

type protein, indicating that shortening the side chain by one methylene group had no effect 

SCS. This can be explained by an accommodating movement of either the His 246a loop, 

or the aspartate residue, or by the presence of an intervening water molecule that could 

make hydrogen bonds with the sidechain carboxylate group of the aspartate and the NSl of 

His 246a. In the case of Glu 197(3, elimination of the side chain by mutation to alanine 

resulted in enzyme that was practically devoid of activity. The results of these mutagenesis 

experiments supported the prediction of Vogel and Bridger that production of the 

intermediate phosphohistidine requires the presence of an anionic group to stabilize the 

isomer of histidine with the lone pair of electrons on the Ne2 atom (11,12). Moreover, the 

results of the experiments with the E 197(3 mutants also provide some credence for the 

hypothetical model, and illustrate the usefulness of these types of models for predicting and 

testing the role of various residues in the enzyme mechanism. The validity of other 

possible interactions proposed by the hypothetical model must be tested by mutagenesis, or 

by the solution of a crystallographic structure of SCS with the His 246a loop down in site
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II. In this vein, the ability of SCS to catalyze its dephosphorylation in the crystal without 

cracking the crystal, makes SCS a candidate for kinetic crystallography.
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Chapter Seven Conclusions and Final Discussion

Summary

The studies contained in this thesis revolved around the investigation of two major 

themes. The first theme of this thesis concerned the folding and stability of T. aquaticus 

SCS. The second and more prominent was an elucidation of the location of the nucleodde 

binding site, and evaluation of the role of some residues involved in substrate binding and 

catalysis by SCS.

Folding and Stability o f T. aquaticus SCS. Comparison of the equilibrium 

unfolding of T. aquaticus SCS with that of E. coli SCS (1) indicated that the unfolding of 

the two enzymes was similar despite their differences in stability. Unlike equilibrium 

unfolding, the kinetics of the refolding of SCS from T. aquaticus were very different from 

those of E. coli or pig heart SCS (2-4). These results demonstrated that although the 

species present at equilibrium may be similar, the folding paths that the different enzymes 

take to reach those species are different (Chapter 3).

The thermodynamic parameters derived from studying the equilibrium unfolding of 

T. aquaticus SCS showed that although the T. aquaticus enzyme was more stable than the 

E. coli enzyme, it was still in the mid-range of the stability values of mesophilic proteins at 

room temperature (5). Thus, the stabilization of T. aquaticus SCS does not arise from a 

wholesale increase in the AGUH2°, but rather from a change in the dependence of the 

A G ^ 0 on temperature. Consistent with this, the amino acid substitutions that were 

observed when sequences of SCS enzymes of increasing stability were aligned and 

examined were not changes which would intuitively be thought to lead to an increase in 

stability. For example, there was no increase in the size of hydrophobic residues. Only a 

slight increase in the number of residues that could stabilize the secondary structure in 

which they occur. There was an increase in the number of potential ion pairs. However,
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in staphylococcal nuclease, elimination of existing ion pairs had only a minor effect on the 

AG,,^0 values (6). In addition, despite the recovery of activity and of quaternary 

structure, the refolding of T. aquaticus SCS in buffer containing arginine was not 

complete, and full recovery of enzymatic activity at high temperatures required a 

subsequent change in buffer (Chapter 3).

The Nucleotide Binding Site o f SCS. The second and more prominent theme of 

this thesis concerned the location of the nucleotide binding site of SCS and the evaluation 

of residues involved in substrate binding and catalysis. To locate the nucleotide binding 

site, E. coli SCS was labeled with 8-N3-ATP and following tryptic digestion, labeled 

peptides were isolated and identified. Reference to the x-ray crystallographic structure of 

E. coli SCS (7,8) revealed that the labeled peptides were located in the larger subdomain of 

the N-terminal domain of the (3-subunit, far (approximately 3SA) horn the location of the 

active site histidine (Chapter 4).

The nucleotide binding site in the N-terminal domain of the (3-subunit was further 

examined by investigation of the role of residues predicted to be involved in nucleotide 

binding in the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit. Mutation of two residues (G53|3 and 

R54(3), that in the crystallographic structure of native £  coli SCS were involved in binding 

a sulfate ion in the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit, revealed that they were vital to the 

formation of a phosphorylated enzyme intermediate from nucleoside triphosphate, but were 

not required for the formation of phosphorylated enzyme from P, and succinyl-CoA. 

Mutation of another residue in the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit, Pro 20P, 

demonstrated that residues at this position play an important role in determining the 

nucleotide specificity of SCS (Chapter 5). In addition, the roles of residues in the C- 

terminal domain of the P-subunit were also examined. It was important to examine the role 

of these residues for three reasons: 1. ATP was remarkably specific in protecting SCS from 

inactivation by oxidized-CoA disulfide (ATP 4-10 times better than ADP or GTP at 

protecting £  coli SCS from inactivation, data not shown). Oxidized CoA disulfide Co-
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CoASj) binds to Cys 325P, which is in a Rossmann fold in the C-terminal domain of the 

P-subunit (9,10). 2. ATP could be modeled into this domain with the y-phosphate of ATP 

superimposed on the phosphate of the phosphohistidine. 3. At that time, crystals of 

phosphorylated SCS had been soaked with ADP and had resulted in the dephosphoryiation 

of the enzyme without cracking the crystal (Chapter 6). At that point, it seemed probable 

that small conformational changes in the C-terminal domain of the P-subunit could occur in 

the crystal form. Mutagenesis of I322P, R324P, D326p, in the C-terminal domain 

(individually or in combination), was found to have a much more pleiotropic effect than 

those in the N-terminal domain. Mutations in the C-terminal domain affected primarily the 

substrate binding and/or catalysis of partial reactions involving succinyl-CoA and P, 

(Chapter 5). These results reduced the likelihood that the Rossmann fold in the C-terminal 

domain of the p-subunit was the nucleotide binding site of SCS.

Location of the nucleotide binding site in the N-terminal domain of the p-subunit of 

SCS was proven by soaking E. coli SCS crystals with high concentrations of ADP and 

Mg2* ions. Additional electron density observed in the N-terminal domain could be fitted 

and refined by an ADP-Mg2* complex (Chapter 6). Subsequent comparison of the 

nucleotide binding site in SCS to the nucleotide binding sites in other proteins, based on the 

position of the bound nucleotide, revealed that seemingly unrelated protein folds often 

utilize similar residues in similar positions to bind the nucleotide.

In SCS, a consequence of the nucleotide binding in the N-terminal domain of the P- 

subunit is that the phosphohistidine loop must swing between two sites during a catalytic 

cycle. Site I is delineated by the location of the CoA molecule and the active site histidine 

residue seen in the crystallographic structures of SCS (7, 8). Site I is located between the 

C-terminal domains of a P-subunit and a-subunit in an otP-dimer. This is where reactions 

involving CoA, P,, and presumably succinate take place (partial reactions (2) and (3) from 

Chapter 1). Site II is 35A away from site I in the N-terminal domain of the P-subunit, 

delineated by the location of the nucleotide binding site. Site II is where the reaction
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involving nucleotide take place (partial reaction (1) from Chapter 1). A hypothetical model 

of the His 246a loop down in site II was constructed. This model predicted a role for a 

number of conserved residues in stabilizing the loop in site EL Amongst these residues 

was Glu 197(3, which had been previously predicted to play a similar role in site H as Glu 

208a did in site I (8). In site I, the sidechain oxygen atom of Glu 208a makes a hydrogen 

bond to the N51 atom of the active site histidine, ensuring that the free pair of electrons 

reside on the Ne2 atom (Fig. 1-7 and 6-2). In proteins that have a covalently modified 

histidine at the active site, the presence of a residue that makes a hydrogen bond with the 

unmodified nitrogen atom of the active site histidine seems to be a general requirement (11- 

15). As described in Chapter 6, mutagenesis of Glu 208a in site I, or Glu 197(3 in site II 

revealed each could fulfill this requirement on the formation of the phosphoenzyme 

intermediate from the appropriate substrates (P, and succinyl-CoA, at site I, and ATP or 

GTP, at site n, Chapter 6).

Significance and Future Perspectives
Investigation o f the Folding o f T. aquaticus SCS. The folding process of 

oligomeric proteins has been proposed to consist of three phases, the partial folding of 

monomeric units preceding the assembly of these units into immature oligomers, and the 

further folding of the immature oligomers into the native state (16, 17). In the case of T. 

aquaticus SCS, the refolding (as measured by the recovery of enzymatic activity) is not 

concentration dependent Thus, the first phase, the initial folding of the momomeric units 

(the a - and (3-subunits), must be the rate limiting step in the overall folding of T. aquaticus 

SCS. Therefore, the second phase, the assembly of the monomeric units into oligomeric 

protein, occurs much faster that the initial folding of the monomeric units. This hypothesis 

is consistent with the observation that the secondary structure of isolated individual 

subunits (as measured by far-UV CD) closely resembles that of the subunits in whole 

enzyme. These results indicate that the third phase, the folding that is subsequent to the
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assembly of the subunits is relatively minor. This may be a general characteristic of 

thermophilic proteins, because a protein that aquires most of its secondary structure after 

association has been predicted to be prone to aggregation (18). Aggregation is expected to 

be a greater problem in thermophiles than in mesophiles because of the higher growth 

temperature.

The incomplete refolding of T. aquaticus SCS in arginine buffers is of particular 

interest to those who are interested in refolding proteins that have been purified from 

inclusion bodies, some of which are used in clinical applications (reviewed in (19, 20)). 

Despite the full recovery of activity at room temperature and the recovery of the correct 

quaternary structure, T. aquaticus SCS was no longer thermostable. This is the third 

example of a protein that regains its activity prior to the recovery of the true native structure 

(21-23). These studies demonstrate the danger of using the recovery of enzymatic activity 

as a measure of the recovery of the native structure, and illustrates the need for complete 

characterization of refolded proteins prior to their use, especially in clinical applications.

Comparison o f the Folding o f Thermophilic and Mesophilic SCS. Recent 

proposals for the existence of discrete folding units and the mechanism for the early stages 

of protein folding have implied that proteins which have the same secondary and tertiary 

structure should also fold in the same manner, regardless of the final stability of the protein 

(24-26). Studies comparing the kinetics of unfolding and refolding of mesophilic and 

thermophilic Csp B have shown that this is indeed the case for this small, all (3-structure 

protein (27). The equilibrium unfolding of T. aquaticus SCS resembles that of E. coli 

SCS, implying that the intermediates that are present at equilibrium are similar regardless of 

the stability of the protein. The nature of the intermediates that are present during the 

unfolding of E. coli and T. aquaticus SCS need to be further investigated to confirm this. 

When the kinetics of refolding were investigated using the recovery of activity as a measure 

of refolding, the refolding of T. aquaticus SCS was not in any way similar to that of either 

E. coli or pig heart SCS. These results indicated that, contrary to the implications of recent
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hypotheses about the mechanism of protein folding, the refolding of SCS was not 

determined by the secondary and tertiary structure of the enzyme (assuming that the 

structure of the T. aquaticus enzyme resembles that of the E. coli enzyme). However, the 

recovery of activity occurs very late in protein folding, and the early events of folding may 

yet be similar. The early kinetics of protein folding can be monitored using a stopped flow 

apparatus which measures either CD (secondary structure) or fluorescence (aromatic 

groups in the protein core).

The thermodynamic parameters that were derived from the unfolding studies of T. 

aquaticus SCS indicated that although the thermophilic enzyme was more stable than the 

mesophilic enzyme, the value for AGUH2° was still in the mid-range of values reported for 

protein stabilities. This observation has now been made for several thermophilic proteins 

(28-30, 27, 31), and indicated that the T. aquaticus SCS is stabilized not by a general 

increase in stability of the folded protein, but by a change in the temperature dependence of 

the AG,,”!0. In view of these findings, investigations which examine the effect of different 

amino acid substitutions on the stability of proteins and peptides should be expanded to 

examine the effects of these substitutions on the temperature dependence of AGUH2°. The 

amino acid substitutions that are observed in thermophilic proteins could be used as a guide 

for these investigations.

The Substrate Binding Sites o f SCS. The studies on the location of the nucleotide 

binding site in SCS have identified the second of three substrate binding sites. The binding 

site for the third substrate, succinate, has been not been found yet. To locate this binding 

site, the tetrahedral hemithioacetal formed from succinic semialdehyde and CoA could be 

used in place of CoA when growing crystals under the same conditions as for the native 

enzyme (7). This transition state analogue had a K, of 4.3 |XM with SCS (32).

Comparison of the Catalytic Mechanism o f SCS to that o f Other Synthetases and 

Phosphotransferases. The location of the nucleotide binding site in the N-terminal domain 

of the P-subunit, 3SA from site I requires that a conformational change occur during each
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cycle of catalysis to shuttle the His 246a loop between sites I and n. This places SCS 

among a growing number of enzymes that require intermediates generated at one site to 

traverse large distances before reaction at a second site (14, 33). In SCS and pyruvate 

phosphate dikinase, a covalently linked histidine is used to transfer phosphoryl groups to 

other substrates, and in carbamoyl phosphate synthetase, the intermediates diffuse between 

active sites separated by 96A. This is unlike other synthetases and Iigases where the first 

substrate is either adenylated or phosphorylated directly, and the adenyl or phosphoryl 

group subsequently acts as a leaving group for the incoming substrate, all at a single active 

site (34-41). These enzymes often have a loop that shields the active site from bulk water, 

and prevents the intermediates from escape. Since the loop over the active site often 

interacts with the substrates, it is likely that the presence of all substrates in the active site is 

required for the formation of an active site conformation that can catalyze the initial 

phosphoryl transfer (34,35). For example, in GMP synthetase each of the three substrates 

is bound in a separate domain, and substrate binding of one of the substrates (XMP) has 

been proposed to lead to the formation of a closed complex that is catalytically competent 

(37). In SCS, the formation of a stable phosphorylated intermediate (phosphohistidine) 

allows the enzyme to react in either direction with the availability of substrates. This is 

consistent with the proposed metabolic roles of SCS, functioning in one direction to 

generate NTP in the citric acid cycle, and in the other to generate succinyl-CoA in ketone 

body metabolism and in biosynthesis.

Investigation o f the Proposed Conformational Change in SCS. The large 

conformational change that would be required to complete a catalytic cycle needs further 

investigation. Which residues are responsible for stabilizing the His 246a loop in each of 

the two active sites? What is the “trigger” that induces this loop to move to its location in 

site n? Using the ability of NTP to phosphorylate SCS as an assay, the effect of mutations 

in site I and II either directly on the catalytic steps, or on the movement of the loop cannot 

be distinguished.
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The solution of the structure of SCS with the His 246a loop down in site II by x- 

ray crystallography would identify the residues involved in the conformational change and 

those involved in the catalysis of partial reaction (1) at site H. Mutagenesis of specific 

residues that are thought to stabilize the His 246a loop in site I, as seen in the 

crystallographic structures of SCS, may help to destabilize the loop in this position 

sufficiently for SCS to be crystallized with the loop down in site EL The co-crystallization 

of dephosphorylated SCS in the presence of non-hydrolyzable (AMPPNP or AMPPCP) 

and transition state analogues (ADP + A1F4' or N03‘) of ATP may also favor the 

conformation of SCS with the loop in site II. However, crystals of SCS in the presence of 

ATP or ADP of sufficient quality have been difficult to obtain. In this vein, one of the 

original reasons for cloning SCS from T. aquaticus was to obtain sufficient quantities for 

crystallization. This has now been done (Chapter 2). It is thought that thermostable 

enzymes crystallize more readily than their mesophilic counterparts. Thus, suitable crystals 

of the thermophilic enzyme in the presence of analogues of ATP may be obtained. In 

addition, the ability of E. coli SCS to be dephosphorylated while in the crystal form 

(Chapter 6) makes it a good candidate for kinetic crystallography, perhaps using ‘caged’ 

ATP analogues (42,43,39).

In the absence of a crystallographic structure of the His 246a loop down in site II, 

the questions posed at the beginning of this section can be answered in two ways. The first 

is using phosphorus NMR. Vogel and Bridger found NMR evidence for two exchanging 

conformations of the phosphohistidine in SCS (44). The addition of a competitive inhibitor 

of succinate, 2,2’ difluorosuccinate, and CoA induced a single conformation (44). The 

second conformation alone could not be detected because the NMR signal from the terminal 

phosphate group of ATP or ADP overlapped with the phosphohistidine signal (44). This 

problem may be avoided by using the ADP analogue ADP-PS. ADP-PS is an inhibitor of 

SCS (assayed in the direction of succinyl-CoA synthesis) that is competitive with ATP, and 

has an associated value of Kj(app) of 137 pM (data not shown). In addition, it is not a
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substrate for the enzyme in the direction of ATP synthesis (data not shown). The presence 

of a sulphur atom on the terminal phosphate group of ADP should shift the NMR signal 

sufficiently to allow detection of the second conformation of the phosphohistidine. In 

combination with site-directed mutagenesis the role of residues suggested by the 

hypothetical model in Chapter 6 can be ascertained.

The second method that could be used to investigate the conformational changes in 

SCS involves the use of synthetic peptides which resemble the His 246a loop. If a 

synthetic peptide that resembles the loop could by phosphorylated by SCS, the residues 

that are involved in the catalysis of phosphoryl transfer and those that are involved in 

binding the loop could be easily distinguished because peptide binding and phosphorylation 

could be examined separately. In order for SCS to be able to phosphorylate the synthetic 

peptide, the His 246a loop must be first removed. The His 246a loop of SCS does not 

have any definite secondary structure (7, 8), and resembles a forearm with each strand of 

the loop on either side of the arm, and the phosphohistidine located at the fingertips (Fig. 4- 

7). At the elbow of the forearm, the two strands of the active site loop are close together, 

and a deletion (actually a substitution of 2-4 glycine residues for the residues from 235a to 

256a) of the active site loop could be made here without much disruption of the secondary 

structure. Synthetic peptides could then be made and the affinity of various peptides for the 

enzyme, and the ability of the enzyme to phosphorylate these peptides could be easily 

examined. In combination with site specific mutagenesis, this could provide a quick and 

easy method for the examination of residues involved in the conformational change.

Many of the residues that are implicated by the hypothetical model to stabilize the 

His 246a loop in site II (Chapter 6) are candidates for mutagenesis, as are the residues that 

interact with the loop when it is up in site I as seen in the crystal structures. The effect of 

the E208aQ and E197pQ mutations on the conformation of the active site loop could be 

studied using either of the methods outlined above. Good candidates for residues involved 

in triggering the conformational change are Glu 134f$, and Asp 115{5 which are well
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conserved in all SCS species, but do not seem to be fulfilling any function in the nucleotide 

binding site. Glu 134|3 resides in the loop in SCS that is analogous to the loop in DD- 

ligase which closes over the nucleotide binding site (Fig. 6-20) (34). In the hypothetical 

model with the His 246a down in site n , the side chain of Glu 134(3 can interact with the 

main chain nitrogen atoms of residues Ala 247a and/or Gly 248a. Asp 115(3 resides at the 

end of a strand in the (3-sheet that forms the core of the larger subdomain of the N-terminal 

domain of the P-subunit. In the hypothetical model Asp 115P is approximately 5 A from 

Lys 255P which is conserved in SCS from eubacterial and mammalian species. This 

strand (that Asp 1SSP is on) is next to the strand that contains cis-proline 200P, the 

carbonyl of the preceding residue coordinates the Mg2* and thus could respond to bound 

nucleotide triphosphate bringing it closer to Lys 255P and thus stabilizing the loop in site

II.

Investigation o f Residues Directly Involved in Catalysis by SCS. The role of a 

number of residues in catalysis was examined by site-directed mutagenesis. Gly 53 p 

and/or Arg 54P were shown to be essential to phosphoryl transfer from ATP to the active 

site histidine (Chapter 5). The structure of the ADP-bound form of SCS revealed that the 

main chain nitrogen atom of Gly 53P made a hydrogen bond with an oxygen atom on the 

P-phosphate and the side chain of Arg 54P made ionic interactions with the a- and |3- 

phosphate groups of ADP (Chapter 6). When ATP and the active site histidine are in site 

II, the sidechain of Arg 54P may move to aid in the transfer of the y-phosphate of ATP to 

the histidine.

The role of a glutamate in each of site I (Glu 208a) and site II (Glu 197P) was also 

examined. An acidic sidechain was found to be essential for phosphoryl transfer at the 

appropriate site. Clearly, the role of other residues in catalysis should be examined. 

Specifically, the role of Ser 153a, which changes conformation to form a hydrogen bond 

with the free phosphate in dephosphorylated enzyme (Chapter 6) can be examined by 

mutagenesis to alanine. The binding of phosphate can then be measured by equilibrium
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dialysis. The partial reactions catalyzed by SCS (see Chapter 1) can also be probed by 

phosphorylation of the mutant enzyme with either nucleoside triphosphate, or succinyl- 

CoA and P,. The partial reactions can be further dissected by studying the phosphorylation 

of the mutant enzyme by succinyl-phosphate (45, 46), and the dephosphorylation by ADP 

(to make ATP), or by succinate and dethioCoA (to make succinyl-phosphate), or by 

succinate and CoA (to make succinyl-CoA) (47,48).

Another candidate for examination is Cys 123 a , which is found in a covalent 

linkage to CoA in the ADP-bound form of SCS (Chapter 6). The final step in the reaction 

of SCS in the direction of succinyl-CoA formation is the displacement of the phosphoryl 

group from succinyl-phosphate by the thiol group of CoA (Fig. 1-7) (49). Nucleophilic 

attack of the thiol group of CoA on the carbonyl group of succinyl-phosphate requires 

deprotonation of the thiol, and Cys 123a is the only appropriate residue in a position to 

perform this role. A coordinated six atom reaction scheme can be envisioned (Fig 7-1), 

where the sidechain of Cys 123a removes the proton from the thiol of CoA, the sulphur 

atom of CoA attacks the carbonyl oxygen of succinyl-phosphate, and the oxyanion so 

generated abstracts the proton from Cys 123a. When the oxyanion collapses, the proton is 

taken by the departing phosphate group. This scheme explains the conservation of Cys 

235a in different species of SCS. Amino acid sequence alignments show that this residue 

is usually cysteine but can be serine or threonine. Thus, the covalent bond between Cys 

123a and the thiol of the CoA molecule in the ADP-bound form of SCS is an artifact due to 

the lack of reducing agent in the soak conditions, but is reflective of the proximity and 

reactivity of Cys 123a. If Cys 123a is important in the last step of the reaction 

mechanism, then phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of the enzyme by succinyl-CoA 

and P(, and by succinate and CoA, respectively should be the only partial reactions that are 

inhibited by mutation of this residue to alanine. Phosphorylation of mutant enzyme by 

NTP or succinyl-phosphate should not be affected, nor should the dephosphorylation of 

the enzyme by desulfo-CoA and succinate (forming succinyl-phosphate).
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Investigation o f the Function o f the Rossmann Fold in the C-terminal Domain o f the 

ffsubunit. The location of the catalytic nucleotide binding site in the N-tenninal domain of 

the (3-subunit leaves open the following question: What is the function, if any, of the 

Rossmann fold in the C-terminal domain of the P-subunit? The first experiments that were 

conducted to investigate the nucleotide binding site of SCS used oxidized CoA disulfide, 

and were not included in this thesis. These experiments provided hints that the nucleotide 

binding site was not in the Rossmann fold in the C-terminal of the P-subunit, proximal to 

the phosphohistidine. Furthermore they indicated that this Rossmann fold may have a 

function.

Previous investigations had shown that oxidized CoA disulfide (o-CoAS2) inhibits 

SCS by binding in the C-terminal domain of the P-subunit (9, 10). In E. coli SCS, ATP 

protected the enzyme from this inactivation by o-CoAS2. In addition, this protection was 

very specific for ATP: the presence of ATP in the inactivation reaction reduced the initial 

rate of inactivation by 20 times, while the presence of ADP or GTP at the same 

concentrations only reduced the initial rate of inactivation by 5 or 2 times, respectively (data 

not shown). Although the relative degree of protection provided by ATP and GTP 

reflected the relative values of the for ATP and GTP, the relative degree of protection 

provided by ATP and ADP was not consistent with the relative K,,, values for ATP and 

ADP, which are approximately the same (Table 1-2). When the same experiments were 

done using GDP/GTP-specific pig heart SCS, the pattern of protection was the same. ATP 

still protected the enzyme from inactivation by o-CoAS2 to a much greater extent that GTP 

or ADP did. The protection of pig heart SCS by ATP was remarkable because, in 

specrophotometnc assays of the activity of pig heart SCS, the inhibition of succinyl-CoA 

production by ATP could not be detected. These results indicated: 1. Since the protection 

of E. coli and pig heart SCS by ATP or GTP did not match the nucleotide specificity of the 

two enzymes, and o-CoAS2 had been shown to bind in the C-terminal domain of the [3- 

subunit, the catalytic nucleotide binding site did not reside in the C-terminal domain of the
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P-subunit. 2. ATP binds to GDP/GTP-specific pig heart SCS, possibly in the C-terminal 

domain of the P-subunit

Since there was an indication that ATP was binding to the GTP/GDP-specific pig 

heart enzyme, the question became: what was it doing? Some preliminary experiments 

were performed to answer this question. Since only relatively low concentrations of NTP 

can be used in the spectrophotometric assay (up to approximately 400 pM), the 

phosphorylation of pig heart SCS (by GTP or by succinyl-CoA and P,) was used to 

examine the effect of higher concentrations of ATP on pig heart SCS. Phosphorylation of 

pig heart SCS by P, and succinyl-CoA was inhibited in a sigmoidal manner by ATP, with a 

complete loss in activity between 0.75 and 1.5 mM ATP (data not shown). 

Phosphorylation of pig heart SCS by GTP was inhibited more gradually by ATP 

concentrations between 0.75 and 3.0 mM (data not shown). This is the first indication that 

SCS is inhibited by non-substrate nucleotides, and should be investigated further by using 

kinetic studies and site directed mutagenesis. The inhibition of GDP/GTP-specific pig 

heart SCS by ATP is consistent with the proposed role for the enzyme in ketone body 

metabolism, shutting down the utilization of ketone bodies when the intracellular 

concentration of ATP reaches a sufficient level. To aid the investigation of the function of 

the C-terminal domain of the p-subunit in pig heart SCS, the mutations A326pD, and 

N324pR-A326|3D that were constructed in the Rossmann fold in the C-terminal domain of 

the P-subunit, should be studied further (the numbering system for the residues is that in E. 

coli SCS).

The CEncC.
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Appendix 1. Table of Data Base Accession Numbers for Subunits of SCS *

Abbreviation Species a-subunit P-subunit
ARATH1 Arabidopsis thalinia 1 X69138 AJ001808
ARATH2 Arabidopsis thalinia 2 AJ001807 -
ARCFL1 Archaeoglobusflugidus 1 AE000996 AE000996
ARCFL2 Archaeoglobus fulgidus 2 AE000954 AE000954
AQUAE1 Aquifex aeolicus 1 AE000748 AE000748
AQUAE2 Aquifex aeolicus 2 AE000761 AE000733
BACSU Bacillus subtilis P80865 P80886
CAEEL1 Caenorhabditis elegans 1 M88968 Z68004
CAEEL2 Caenorhabditis elegans 2 AF003389 P53589
CHLTR Chlamydia trachomatis AE001354 AE001354
COXBU Coxiella brunetii P53591 X77919
DICDI Dictyostelium discoiduem S65966 -
ECOU1 Escherichia coli 1 AE000176 P07460
ECOLI2 Escherichia coli 2 P77187 -

HAEIN Haemophilus influenzae U32799 U32799
HUMAN-A Human ADP/ATP - AF058953
HUMAN-G Human GDP/GTP - AF058954
METTH Methanobacterium

thermoautotrophicum
AE000839 AE000875

METJA Methanococcus jannachii E64455 Q57663
Malate Methylobacterium extorquens 

(Malate thiokinase)
C55230 P53594

MOUSE-A Mouse ADP/ATP - AF058955
MOUSE-A Mouse GDP/GTP - AF058956
MYCTU Mycobacterium tuberculosis P71558 P71559
NEOFR Neocallimastixfrontalis - X84222
PIG-A Pig ADP/ATP - AF061966
PIG-G Pig GDP/GTP - P53590
PIG57 Pig heart 57 AF008588 -
PIG 108 Pig heart 108 AF008589 -
BIRD Pigeon AF035394 -
BIRD-A Pigeon ADP/ATP - AF043540
BIRD-G Pigeon GDP/GTP - AF043541
PYRHO Pyrococcus horikoshii AP000007 -
RAT Rat P13086 -
RICPR Rickettsia prowazekii 008371 005966
SACCE Saccharomyces cerevisiae S61696 P53312
SCHPO Schizosaccharomyces pombe Z98529 AL034491
STRCO Streptomyces coelicolor AL031013 AL03I013

Synechocystis sp D90913 D90901
THEAQ Thermus aquaticus X56033 S15950
THEFL Thermus aquaticus flam s X54073 X54073
TRIVA1 Trichomonas vaginalis 1 U87096 U87093
TRIVA2 Trichomonas vaginalis 2 U87097 U87094
TRIVA3
ft A _ _______•

Trichomonas vaginalis 3 U87098 U87095
a _ti __n _i.rM .“Accession numbers are from the following data banks: begining in A or U, GenBank ; 

hegining in P or O, Swiss-Prot; begining in M, X, or Z, EMBL; begining in C, E, or S, 
PIR.
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Appendix 2.

Strains of E. coli

JM103 (endAl, hsdR, supE, sbcBC, thi-1, strA, A(lac-pro),F'[traD36, lacFZAMI 5, 
proAB*])*

BL21(DE3) (hsdS gal[h:lts851 indl Sami nin5 laclTVS-TJ genei])b

TK3D18 (A(kdp-suc)Dl8 A(gal-biof)

Y1090 (A(/ac)U169, A(lon), araD\39, strA, supF, mcrA, trpC22::TnlO, pMC9)

XLl-Blue (recAl, endAl, gyrA96, thi-1, hsdRll, supEM, relAl, lac [F’ proAB /acIqZ 
AM15 TnlO (teOl)

INVa-F’ (F  end A l, recAl, hsdR ll (rk' mk+), supEM, thi-1, gyrA96, relAl, 
08OlaczAM15, A(lacZYA-argF)U169)

11 Used for propagation and sequencing of plasmid DNA.
[Hanrahan, D. (1983) /. Mol. Biol., 166, 557-580] 

b Used for expression of cDNA inserts cloned into expression vectors.
[Studier, F. W., & Moffatt, B. A. (1986) J. Mol. Biol., 189, 113-130] 

c Used for expression of cDNA inserts cloned into expression vectors.
[Froelich, B. & Epstein, W. (1981) J. Bacteriol., 147, 1117-1120]
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Appendix 3

5’ flanking prim er Internal mutagenic prim er

5’ —  
3’^"

Com plem ent o f  the 
internal mutagenic prim er

(1)

Am plified using the S' flanking prim er and the 
com plem ent o f  the internal mutagenic prim err

-i.3’
5' Template (pGS202)

3' flanking primer

(2)

Amplified using the 3' flanking prim er 
and the internal mutagenic prim er

Template

5' flank ingprim er

Annealing o f  the correct 
DNA strands

(3)
3' flanking primer

A m plified using the S' and 
3' flanking primers

Mutant fusion product

Diagram of site-directed mutagenesis by overlap extension. The site of mutagenesis is indicated 
by the small closed rectangle. The 3' ends of the DNA strands are indicated by the arrow heads, 
llie  primers are represented by short black arrows. In the first step, two separate PCR reactions 
are carried out. In the first reaction (1), the left half of the of the mutant fusion product is 
amplified. In the second reaction (2), the right half of the mutant fusion product is amplified. 
Following amplification, the two fragments are purified by agarose gel electrophoresis and used 
as the template for the third PCR reaction (3). The DNA strands which anneal to give the full 
length mutant fusion product are shown in blue.
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Appendix 4.
Residues Used in the Structural Alignment of the Small Subdomain of the N-terminal

Domain of the P-subunit of E. coli SCS with DD-ligase.a-b

DD-ligase 2 TDKI 5
E. coli SCS A206 IGEI A209

DD-ligase 45 VDVTQ 49
E. coli SCS B284 ANFLD B288

DD-ligase 95 MDKLRSKLLWQGAGLPVAPWVALTR 119
E. coli SCS B3 LHEYQAKQLFARYGLPAPVGYACT B27

DD-ligase 136 ALGLPVIVKPSR 147
E. coli SCS B38 IGAGPWWKCQV B49

DD-ligase 153 GMSKWAENALQDALRL 169
E. coli SCS B59 GVKWNSKEDIRAFAEN B75

DD-ligase 174 DEEVLIEKWLSGP 186
E. coli SCS B93 VNQILVEAATDIA B105

DD-ligase 187 EFTV 190
E. coli SCS B107 ELYL B110

DD-ligase 256 IDVMLDSDGQFYLLEA 271
E. coli SCS B199 NPLVITKQGDLICLDG B214

DD-ligase 281 SLVPM 285
E. coli SCS B132 EIEKV B136

a The prefix A denotes residues from the a-subunit of E. coli SCS, while B denotes 
residues from the P-subunit.
b The alignment was performed initially using the C-a positions of residues 139 to 146 
from DD-Iigase and residues 41P to 48P from SCS, and subsequently improved using the 
program O1 with a distance cut-off of 3.8 A. The root mean squared deviation of the C-a 
positions was 1.960 A.

Jones, T. A., Zou, J. Y., Cowan, S. W., & Kjeldgaard, M. (1991) Acta Cryst. A47, 
110-119.
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Appendix 5.
Residues Used in the Structural Alignment of the Large Subdomain of the N-terminal

Domain of the P-subunit of E. coli SCS with DD-ligase.®4’

DD-ligase 
E. coli SCS

25
A254

AVLA
GKGT

28
A257

DD-ligase 
E. coli SCS

91 SALS 
B2 NLHE

94
B5

DD-ligase 
E. coli SCS

183
B103

LSGPEFTVAIL 
DIAKELYLGAV

193
B113

DD-ligase 
E. coli SCS

200
B125

SIRI
ASTE

203
B128

DD-ligase 
E. coli SCS

226
B166

PAGLE
KLGLE

230
B170

DD-ligase 
E. coli SCS

233
B173

QEANL
LVQQF

237
B177

DD-ligase 
E. coli SCS

251
B193

KGWGRI
LALIEI

256
B198

DD-ligase 
E. coli SCS

257
B200

DVMLDSDGQFYLLEANT
PLVITKQGDLICLDGKL

“ The prefix A denotes residues from the a-subunit of E. coli SCS, while B denotes 
residues from the p-subunit.
b The alignment was performed initially using the C-a positions of residues 187 to 191 
from DD-ligase and residues 107P to 11 ip from SCS, and subsequently improved using 
the progran O with a distance cut-off of 3.8 A. The root mean squared deviation of the C-a 
positions was 1.927 A.
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Appendix 6.
Residues Used in the Structural Alignment of E. coli and Pig Heart SCS.a-b

E. coli 
Pig heart 
E. coli 
Pig heart 
E. coli 
Pig heart
E. coli 
Pig heart 
E. coli 
Pig heart 
E. coli 
Pig heart
E. coli 
Pig heart 
E. coli 
Pig heart
E. coli 
Pig heart
E. coli 
Pig heart
E. coli 
Pig heart 
E. coli 
Pig heart
E. coli 
Pig heart

E. coli 
Pig heart 
E. coli 
Pig heart
E. coli 
Pig heart 
E . coli 
Pig heart

A3 LIDKNTKVICQGFTGSQGTFHSEQAIAYGTKMVGGVTPGKGGTTHLGLPV 
All YVDKNTKVICQGFTGKQGTFHSQQALEYGTNLVGGTTPGKGGKTHLGLPV 
A53 FNTVREAVAATGATASVIYVPAPFCKDSILEAIDAGIKLIITITEGIPTL 
A61 FNTVKEAKEQTGAT AS VIYVP P P F AAAAINEAIDAEVP LWCITEGIPQQ 

A103 DMLTVKVKLDEAG All5
Alll DMVRVKHRLLRQG A123
Al16 VRMIGPNCPGVITPGECKIGIQPGHIHKPGKVGIVSRSGTLTYEAVKQTT 
A12 5 TRLIGPNCPGVINPGECKIGIMPGHIHKKGRIGIVSRSGTLTYEAVHQTT 
A166 DYGFGQSTCVGIGGDPIPGSNFIDILEMFEKDPQTEAIVMIGEIGGSAEE 
A175 QVGLGQSLCVGIGGDPFNGTDFTDCLEIFLNDPATEGIILIGEIGGNAEE 
A216 EAAAYIKEHV A225
A225 NAAEFLKQHN A234
A22 6 TKPWGYIAGVTAPKGKRMGGAGAIIAGGKGTADEKFAALEAAGVKTVRS 
A2 3 9 SKPWSFIAGLTAPPGRRMGGAGAIIAGGKGGAKAKITALQSAGVWSMS 
A276 LADIGEALKTV A286
A289 PAQLGTTIYKE A299

B1 MNLHEYQAKQLFARYGLPAPVGYACTTPREA 
B1 VNLQEYQSKKLMSDNGVKVARFFVASTAAAA

B33 EAASKIG B39
B33 AAAKRLN B39

B42 PWWKCQV 
B42 EIVLKAQI

B31
B31

B49
B49

B94 NQILVEAATDIAKELYLGAWDRSSRRWFMASTEGGVEIEKVAEETPHL 
B101 NKVMVAEALDISRETYLAILMDRS CNGPVLVGS PQGGVDIEEVAASNPEL 
B144 IHKVALDPLTGPMPYQGRELAFKLGLEGKLVQQFTKIFMGLATIFLERDL 
B151 IFKEQIDIIEGIKDSQAQRMAENLGFLGPLQNQAADQIKKLYNLFLKIDA
B194 ALIEINPLVITKQGDLICLDGKLGADGNALFRQPDLREMRDQS B236
B201 TQVEVNPFGETPEGQWCFDAKINFDDNAEFRQKDIFAMDDKS B243
B2 3 8 EDPREAQAAQWELNYVALDGNIGCMVNGAGLAMGTMDIVKLHGGEPANFL 
B2 4 5 NEPIENEAAKSDLAYIGLDGNIACWNGAGLAMATCDIIFLNGGKPANFL 
B288 DVG B290
B295 DLG B297
B2 9 6 ERVTEAFKIILSDDKVKAVLVNIFGGIVRCDLIADGIIGAVAEVGVNVPV 
B3 0 3 SAVYQAFKLLTADPKVEAILVNIFGGIVNNAIIANGITKAARELELKVPA 
B346 WRLEGNNAELGAKKLADSGLNIIAAKGLTDAAQQWAAV B385
B353 WRLEGTNVHEAQNILTNSGLPITSAVDLEDAAKKAVASV B340

a The prefix A denotes residues from the a-sununit of SCS, while B denotes residues from 
the P-subunit.
b The alignment was preformed initially using the C-a positions of residues 1 la  to 31a 
from pig heart SCS and residues 3a to 23a from E. coli SCS, and subsequently improved 
using the program O with a distance cut-off of 3.8 A. The root mean squared deviation of 
the C-a positions was 1.363 A.
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Appendix 7.
Residues Used in the Structural Alignment of the Model from the First Experiment and 
Native E. coli SCS.

Fragments used in the alignment:

Chain A: 1-129,131-152,157-284
Chain B: 1-138, 140-174, 176-319, 323-332, 335-384
Chain D: 1-27,31-63,65-114, 116-138, 140-153,158-167, 169-218, 220-284
Chain E: 1-289, 293-309, 311-321, 323-354, 359-372, 374-382

The alignment was performed initially using the Ca positions of residues 245a to 247a 
from E. coli SCS, and subsequently improved using the program O with a distance cut-off 
of 0.5 A. The root mean squared deviation of the Ca positions for these 1294 atoms was 
0.217 A.

Residues Used in the Structural Alignment of the Model from ADP-Bound and Native E. 
coli SCS.

Fragments used in the alignment:

Chain A: 1-41,45-85, 87-122, 131-134, 148-160, 177-195, 198-201, 203-220, 227, 252, 
259-263

Chain B: 1-17, 21-29,47-50, 74-80, 94-98, 104-130, 132-141, 143-168, 173-204, 207- 
279, 282-288, 293-322, 325-333, 335-340, 342-346 

Chain D: 95-98
Chain E: 1-8, 19-30, 32-35,43-46,48-52,71-79,93-94, 188-192, 198-201, 234-237

The alignment was performed initially using the Ca positions of residues 245a to 247a 
from E  coli SCS, and subsequently improved using the program O with a distance cut-off 
of 0.5 A. The root mean squared deviation of the Ca positions for these 546 atoms was 
0.324 A.
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